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Introduction
When the time came for compiling my short internet articles dealing with all issues of

public interest and revealing the key to the restoration of paradise, I decided to present
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become overwhelmed with comprehensive studies on any single issue, but will enjoy the
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Topical Guide at the end of each volume. All articles were written for the purpose of a)
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Restoration of Paradise, c) giving guidance to national and world leaders for restoring
paradise to the people under their care, d) dealing with the fallacy of democracy and
capitalism, and e) informing the people of the fact that the prophets have come to

restore back to them their long lost paradise. The Key to Paradise must be in the hands
of national, stable and undemocratic leaders who are not subject to be turned out of

office by an uninformed electorate nor are subject to blackmail by the hidden rulers of
this world.

I have denounced the system of democracy, for it is the vehicle whereby the Hidden

Hand runs roughshod over the nations. Democracy paves the way for the establishment
of a Fifth-Column power over elected leaders, where the people have no input in the
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powerful financial interests consisting of the debauched, real, and unelected rulers of
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other nations, an activity which invariably bears the endorsement of the hidden ruling

aristocracy of finance. The justification here being war creating consumption for profit.
The end of the world is upon us as the starship commanders retract their tractor beam

on this planet resulting in a rotational wobble and as earth loses its ecological balance.
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Frightful to contemplate, for it entails the re-learning of many hitherto unlearned
lessons of life in the next series of nearly endless incarnations of misery, until after eons

of time another equinox re-emerges to give them a new opportunity for a way out of the
cycle of wickedness. This is not religious doctrine, it is fact from the arsenal of universal
reality. Autocratic rule can restore paradise to the people. The implementation of

principles for the restoration of paradise can only occur from the top down through the
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financial manipulators coaxing elected leaders from one disaster to another.
-

Reni Sentana-Ries, November 20, 2004
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Part Four continued –INA Canada Editorials by Reni
Sentana-Ries

INA Canada
Taken from lion13.htm

U.S. Imposed Sanctions Irrelevant Under
Certain Conditions
EDMONTON (INA Canada), January 20, 2000), Reni Sentana-Ries

We have several months ago published outside sources documenting that
approximately half of this world's population is currently under U.S. imposed
trade sanctions. This weapon of the United States would by far not nearly be as
effective if it was not for the fact that under current WTO rules all inter-nation
trade must be paid for with U.S. currency. This arrangement is insane, for it
makes every nation subservient to U.S. Government instigated measures of
impunity.
Banks are centers for accounting. They do not require raw materials to operate,
for they only work with numbers. The Governments of this world must instruct
all of their national banks to set up separate currency account for each nation
they conduct trade with. If it means for one bank setting up accounts for 187
different currencies, then so be it.
Governments then must decide on a fair, possibly fixed currency exchange rate,
where the purchasing power of each nation's currency is equitably gauged and
pegged. The governments then should take the proper steps to minimize or
eliminate their home-made currency inflation. How to do that I have already
explained and posted on one of the links on this site. Having set these measures
in place the matter of inter-nation trading can begin. All exports of one country
are paid for by the currency of the importing nation, and from that account via
the currency exchange rate between the two nations the foreign funds can be
liquidated into the exporting country's home currency in order to pay the
4

manufacturer for the costs of production. Foreign currencies received at the
central bank then become diminished at the rate manufacturers are being paid
in their respective home currencies.
Disallow all future's market speculative trading on raw materials and
commodities.
While this arrangement will not gain you access to sophisticated products out
of the United States, it will however gain you access to the range of products
every other country is willing to trade in. And that then should solve the
problem of arrogant U.S. Government imposed sanctions. It will isolate the
United States, who now with impunity isolates nations.
This method of counteracting the imposition of sanctions also works in the case
of Russia's threats of imposing sanctions on Afghanistan. In that case Russia
would begin her process of economic isolation in like manner to that of the
United States.
Do not any longer let your local banks dictate to you the rules for the operation
of your currency, or else you will never gain control over the economic destiny
of our nation. Remember the warning words of Mayer Amschel Rothschild,
who said: "Give me the power of the credit of the nation, and I care not who
makes its laws!"

From the Records... (November 20, 1996,
3:54 pm)
Tempe, Arizona (Scribed by the Prophetess Uthrania Seila)

Commander Ruttex at the helm on this small journeying of ye ones thus
far, Uthrania Seila.
It is much to the utter chagrin at this time that we must sweepingly
report that YOUR AGENT DOTHE GO OUT OF HER DEVIOUS WAY
TO INFORM WITH INJUSTICE TOWARD YE ONES CREDIT THAT IN
EFFECT IT WAS YE ONES WHO DID SO HOLD UP TOWARD THEM
THE ENTIRE PROJECT! THEREFORE EXPECT A PROMPT REPLY
IN EFFECT FROM ALL OF THE PUBLISHING FACTIONS TOWIT OF
JUST WHY INDEED WOULD YE SEE TO CIRCUMSPECT AROUND
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SUCH LIQUIDATIONS OF CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENT BACK INTO
THE HANDS OF YE ALL'S EFFORT OF SELECTIVE CHANNELING.
WE TELL YOU THEN AFOREHAND IN ALL PREPARATION THAT
YOU WILL IN NO WISE MERIT UNTO ANOTHER THE
DISAGREEABLE PERSUASION OF UNDOING THAT WHICH HAS
ALREADY BEEN SEEN TO BE DONE.
BUT HERE IS WHERE JUSTICE WILL RIDE HIGH WITH THEY ONES,
WHEN THE DAY OR MOMENT IN TIME COMES THAT YOU SPEAK
OF YOUR OWN ACCORD WITH THEY ONES AS TO JUST HOW
SUMMARILY YOU HAVE BEEN SO UNCOUTHLY DEALT WITH BY
THOSE WHO DEEMED YOU UNMORALLY FIT (rather: morally unfit,
Editor) TO RESUME SUCH A PLACE ON HIGH WITH THE GODS OF
TODAY AND YESTERDAY.
GET READY THEN FOR SUCH A FLURRY AS YOU HAVE NEVER
SEEN TO DATE, TO TAKE PLACE WITHIN THE PERIMETERS OF
MUNDANE CIRCUMSTANCES, FOR THE BRASHNESS ON THE PIE
IS ABOUT TO SPLINTER OFF INTO EVERY DIRECTION AS THE
TRUTH OF YOUR LITTLE KNOWN ESCAPADES TOWARD THAT
DIABOLICAL ONE HITS THE FULL CIRCUMFERENCE OF THE
BARRICADE OF THE ECHELON OF THE HIGHEST UNIT OF
FACILITY.
PRESUMPTUOUS THAT THEY WILL NOT CARE IN THE LEAST OF
THE MISTREATMENT OF YOUR LITTLE AGENTED ONE IS NOT TO
BE ASSUMED BUT WHEN INDEED THEY READ THE TENEMENT
(rather: tenet, Editor) OF ALL THAT HAS TOWIT HAPPENED WITHIN
THE RETROGRADE SOCIETAL STRUCTURE OF AGENT OUTFLOW
TOWARD THEM, AT THIS TIME THEN WILL THE COUNTENANCE
OF THE LARGEST FACTIONS OF LITERARY COMPONENTS DASH,
SO TO SPEAK, AT THE MERE MENTION OF SUCH A NAME!
PREPARE THEN FOR THE ONSLAUGHT OF GRIEVANCES FOR AT
THE FOREFRONT OF ALL SUCH EXASPERATIONS IS THE KINDLY
FACED ONE WHO HAS OFT MAJORED IN BUILDING BLOCK
FASHION AND PIECES EACH PIECE TOGETHER ACCORDING TO
THE WAY OF HIS OWN SUPREME UNDERSTANDING AND HE
STATES THEREWITH THAT INDEED HAVE YE ONES HAD
PERFORMED UPON YOUR HEADS ONE OF THE MOST SINCERE
INJUSTICES OF WHICH HE HAS SEEN OF HIS OWN EYES THIS
CENTURY! AND CATAPULTED OUT OF THE DROWNING WAVES
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DOTHE HIS HAND SEE TOWARD YOUR DISGRACE!
WITH THE ECHELON OF PUBLISHING FACTORS ON YOUR SIDES
THE WORLD SIMPLY STANDS NO CHANCE FOR SURVIVING THE
CRUNCH OF HIGHINTIDE WITHOUT MANDATORY SUCCESS OF
YE ONES MOST COURAGEOUS EFFORTS!
High Command out on telepathic frequency.
Prepare for the crunch, little ones, for the swift movement of the tide is
about to occur imminently!! We will give of ye all the correct wording
phrases for you will also be seen to need our effort accordingly.
BE BRASH, BE CORRECT, AND ALL TRUTH WILL HIT TOWARD
THE HARMLESS GULLETS OF THOSE BRASH INTELLECTS ON
BEHALF OF THE ENTIRE MANIFESTATION OF OUR GRIEVOUS
WORKS TOWARD THOSE ON THE DARKENED SIDE OF THE
MOON, WHO BY THAT TIME IN SPACE WILL HAVE TOWIT LOST
OF ALL THEIR GRAVITATIONAL CONTROL! BESET WITH SORES
WILL THEY WISH THEY HAD NEVER OF SET THEIR EYELOCKS
UPON OUR POSSESSIONS OF WHICH THEY NEVER TRULY HELD
IN THE FIRST PLACE.
A BRASH START AS FORECASTE IS A RATHER UNCOMELY WAY
TO START THE FOURTH DAY - BUT AS NECESSARY A DEPOSIT
UPON THE DESKS OF THE RADICAL! YOU WILL THEREWITHE
FORM A DISPLAY AMONG ALL THEY ONES WHO DID IN EFFECT
NEVER BELIEVE OF HER ANYWAY.
ALL THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF THE PAST AGES WILL THENCE
BE OF THE FALLING INTO PLACE WITH THE RAPID DECLINE OF
THE SODOM AND GOMORRAH EFFECT TAKING ITS TOLL UPON
THE HARBINGER OF THE DIABOLICAL STREAM OF AGENT
MAKING TROUBLE!
That is indeed - with the compliments of all the staff aboard the
Conquistador Rex. ALL...! Commander Ruttex over and finally out. (4:14
pm)
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Western Foot-In-Mouth Disease Still
Running Rampant!
EDMONTON (INA Canada), January 19, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries
This morning at 8:00 o'clock I listened to the radio news broadcast of Canada's
CBC. The top-of-the-news item was a report on Pentagon's failure from last
night to shoot down its own intercontinental missile. The reported justification
for America's attempts to develop such technology was the possibility of what
the news anchor called "rogue nations like North Korea and Iraq launching a
nuclear missile attack on the United States."
This inflammatory statement from the Western disinformation propaganda
machine tells me many things:
* The Zionist Lobby controlling the Government of the United States of
America of unlimited arrogance is filled with fear of one day having atomic
devices dropped on their cities in New York and Washington like they did to
Hiroshima and Nagasaki in return for recent foreign policy abuses. They don't
like the idea of perhaps one day having their bodies fried to a crisp in return of
what they have done to others without even so much as an afterthought.
* This statement also says, that although Japan might not be inclined to get
even, other nations might, which they have severely brutalized with their
conventional war machine and sanctions weapon. The two nations mentioned
in this report have both been ravaged and starved by the United States of
America of Zionist Rule of Supremacy of utter contempt for all life forms.
After Korea Vietnam became their next victim, and America's Agent Orange
permanently ruined the forests and deformed its people.
* Furthermore, the statement is a public admission of wrong-doing, for if
America had no atrocities on its guilty conscience, no nation in its right mind
would frantically try to keep up with America's war technology in order to drop
atomic bombs on the citizens of the United States. The aggressors America and
Britain have unwittingly created an equal and opposite reaction to their own
aggression, and fear the day where someone may come along and serve them
with a plate full of their own devices.
* Their last attempt to confuse the public mind is to use labels for their victims
by portraying the defensive measures of their victim nations as coming from
"rogue" governments. My dictionary tells me that a "rogue" is an unprincipled
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person, a scoundrel, a mischievous person or a scamp. Who was the "rogue" in
1945 when for the first time in modern history atomic bombs were
thoughtlessly thrown on Japan? Who was the rogue when since 1991 depleted
uranium was used in conventional ammunition against Iraq and Kosovo? Who
is the "rogue" that has subjugated all nations under its own currency and
misuses that economic power to assail any nation not following its dictates?
Only a rogue tags his victims by that label when they become strong in selfdefense.
And lastly, to think that after 9 years of America's snooping and destroying of
military equipment Iraq may just have the ability to launch a nuclear
intercontinental ballistic missile across the ocean on New York or Washington
is rather out to lunch in my opinion. So why then was Iraq mentioned in the
news report if not for the purpose of throwing more hatred towards her
government?

Patriotic Investing is Good for the Soul!
EDMONTON (INA Canada), January 19, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

America's millionaires invest their money all over the world and without
scruple cash in on them when they think a healthy profit can be made.
The motto on this world's stock markets still is "Buy low and sell high!"
NASDAC and the Dow Jones have investors from all over the world, in
particular from oil-rich Middle Eastern countries. Today the United
States stocks are valued at record levels. That means, that whoever
cashes in on stocks from these markets is bound to have a lot of U.S.
Dollars on hand.
Soon the U.S. stocks will tumble. As the guns fall silent in the Middle
East and the hated Anglo- Saxon Armada goes home from the Gulf
licking its wounds from the blasts, and the massive flood of orders into
the weapons industry stops and insanity turns to sanity, anyone holding
a lot of American stocks will with a sorry heart lick his financial wounds
and regret the day of having sold at the wrong time. LET AMERICA'S
PROPERTY BE OWNED BY AMERICANS, AND LET IT BE
AMERICAN MILLIONAIRES WHO BECOME THIS WORLD'S NEXT
LOSERS ON THE STOCK MARKETS OF THE UNITED STATES!! The
last thing I would wish to see is for a Saudi or Bahrainian patriot to have
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his purchasing power severely reduced. That situation would not be
helpful at home. Americans do not care about hardship they create for
pulling their monies out of certain countries, then why should patriotic
investors from the Middle East feel guilty for pulling their investments
out of America at a time when profits can be maximized?
Iraq needs her infrastructure rebuilt, facilities for industrial and farming
self-sufficiency need to be established, more universities and hospitals
need be constructed, the Middle East needs to establish self-sufficiency
in automobile production, water purification plants need to be built,
particularly in Iraq, etc., etc. Any worthwhile facility funded from U.S.
stock sales and constructed in a Middle East country by Arab
millionaires who have at the right time sold their assets out of Western
Stock exchanges will have blessed their own people with infrastructure
to meet their own people's need, and to that degree have made their
nation less dependent on imports.
The time is right for a transfer of wealth out of the United States and into
the battered and abused nations of the Middle East. It is good for the
souls of the wealthy to have their wealth where their people are: AT
HOME!

The New Era Will Have Teachers of
Oneness
EDMONTON (INA Canada), January 18, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The truths of the universe are beautiful and simple. Even a child can have
understanding far beyond that of clerics. And the teachers of the New Era will
be fathers and mothers, house wives, adolescents, school teachers, bus drivers,
engineers, and even children. Anyone can teach aspects of the simplicity of life
and no one will have to concern himself with the baggage of religion or
tradition. All that is needed for teaching is understanding.
Teaching will not require a master's degree in order to converse in matters of
universal reality. Teaching comes natural to us. When the teaching of
fundamentals of life begins there will be no more need for clerics, as their
positions in society will naturally slip away into the dust bin of history, for all
will be made new! My advice to clerics is to begin to seek out the mysteries of
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life and universe reality, for few in numbers will become the consumers of their
obsolete religious concepts. When mankind will begin to be taught in
understanding, then there is no further need for religion to fill that void. And
what in a nut shell is what the teachers will teach?
They will teach there is no death, there is only a passing from one
manifestation of life to another. They will teach that life cycles in the physical
we have had many, and that many new ones lie ahead of us. They will tell us
that our lives are given to us for learning, experiencing and progression in
righteousness. That Light is equal to darkness, where Light is Oneness and
darkness is fragmentation. They will tell us that the loving Creator Source gave
us godhood, and as such we are all interconnected with consciousness, and that
striving for Oneness with all of Creation is happiness, and separation from the
fullness of Creation is misery. They will also tell us we are masters of our own
destiny in that what we create for others will according to the Law of Justice
become our own world to live in. And so we find ourselves creating either
heaven or hell for ourselves. They will tell us of an etheric body as one of the
layers of our being and that the etheric body, as the dwelling place for our
consciousness, will live on regardless of the physical shell. They will teach us
that only mankind in the physical can create for himself paradise, and that no
messenger from the Creator godhood can do it for him. And hence, they will
tell us, we will only be given clues helpful for our progress from our
forefathers, the Masters, and that the triumph of our success will be our own to
enjoy, for no other society throughout the universe has ever progressed onto the
ultimate in technological achievement and ethics unless by the conquering of
their own darkness and a perpetual life expression in Light, wherein then Light
equals darkness, and therein then has our universe found its balance as a
foundation for paradise. They will advise us to never worship anyone or
anything outside (away from) ourselves, for the attitude of worship tells of
separation and inequality, and that there is no need for worship of that which
we ourselves are: gods and goddesses. And thus they will show us there is no
need for rituals or sacrifices onto some (tyrant) god, which practice is an
abomination before the Creator God of All and an insult to our own godhood
status.
They will not speak of saviours, they will speak of messengers and guides.
They will stress of our intimate connection to all that is and that our
environment must be kept pure, clean and pristine. They will not burden us
with man's failures of the past, except to mention it in passing as a warning.
And then they will tell us that man's fall began when clerics arose and began
teaching false doctrine.
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Good News Also for Investors on Notice!
EDMONTON (INA Canada), January 18, 2000), Reni Sentana-Ries

There still is much talk about privatization, globalization, investment
opportunities, merging, business opportunities and so on. The time has
now come where the spotlight of our attention must be focused on the
people behind this "investment" frenzy in the sense of putting them on
notice of what they can safely expect from their acquisitions, takeovers,
shares, future's market investments, etc. when the time of transitioning
begins.
The transition from a money-based free market enterprise system to a
demand-controlled system of economics does not mean the
businesses, enterprises, corporations or shareholder investments
become lost to their owners. It merely means ownership becomes
inconsequential. It means all business and corporate debts will become
wiped out with no input or effort from its owners. It also means their
businesses will no longer operate for the purpose of profit creation. The
owners become custodians of their acquisitions and properties and can
continue to oversee their smooth operation. Should that however not be
satisfactory, then they may place the regional governing council on
notice and ask for a replacement of their duties. In that case others will
be found to carry on from where the original owners left off. Abusers of
custodianship will be relieved of duty. Businesses cannot be sold for
money, for in the end there will be none in circulation. Rights of
custodianship will be like rights of ownership, but the difference will be
undistinguishable.
The profits investors have traditionally been looking for consist of their
free access to all goods and services the entire industrial sector can
produce, howbeit that right-of-access they share with every other
member of society. In this manner the need for profiteering is
neutralized.
There will be a period of transition during which money will still be in
circulation. During that time all debts will be canceled and a new and
equitable system of monetizing be introduced which will for the first time
include the needs of the poor. During the interim time monetary profits
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from businesses and investments still can be made, however the
business climate will become much friendlier.
As of now investors from everywhere may continue to invest into
whatever business opportunities exist on the marketplace anywhere including the Middle East - however they must become aware of the fact
that some day in our future their ownership rights will be converted into
the rights of custodianship. Such arrangements will not impede internation trade, for commodities exported from a country whose industry
can produce without cost will still have a fair market price attached to
them, where the exporting nation will receive the importing nation's
currency into their own banks set up especially for global trade
accounting purposes.
In a demand controlled economic environment there will be no losers,
only winners, and today's investors should not think that a switch to the
new system of marketing system is a loss to them or their businesses.
That just is not the case.

All Guns Must Fall Silent - NOW!!
EDMONTON (from the High Office of the Lion of Judah), January 17, 2000, Reni
Sentana-Ries

The track record of the past will not be repeated into the new era!!
We, the prophets, will not tolerate a continuation of economic and military
abuse of the people! We have no mandate to waste our time in our duty of
assisting to lead the human race to their next level of soul evolution, and
any world authority standing in opposition to this noble goal does so at its
own risk!
We work with and within the forces of the spirit of oneness - whether
terrestrial, celestial or interstellar - it matters not!! what matters is that
the souls of man are being given an opportunity to progress - and we
observe certain ones expending their efforts in mightily hindering the soul
progression of the masses by strife and warmongering!
The ongoing bloodshed caused by certain militaries and para-militaries
must stop and their guns fall silent in order for the prophets of today be
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heard!! Let there be silence!! and when silence has returned, we, the
prophets, will guide you, the leaders and your nations into ten times the
gain of what now you are fighting for with your guns!
We know what you seek, but what you seek will forever remain elusive for
as long as you think you can gain it by force!! And as you empower
yourselves with military might, you empower your adversaries and make
them strong, and in that manner commit yourselves to a never ending
cycle of violence!
Let therefore the guns fall silent and reach out your hand to that of your
brother, whom you in your ignorance have made your enemy! Cease in the
hating of yourselves by hating your brothers and sisters, for whatever
emotion you send out into the universe will reciprocate back onto your
own heads!!
We have therefore resolved that from this day forth the prophetess
Uthrania and I wish to report an ever increasing amount of good news
back to the high councils of this universe, fully realizing though that only
you and your cooperation can make this possible!
And in commendation to our friends, we say: our warm appreciation is
extended to all leadership who have for some time now united with us in
spirit (and dna in Ut
hr
ani
a’
scase) to give of their influence and energies to
bring to pass what we are speaking of.

INA Canada
Taken from lion14.htm

"Money is the Root of All Evil!"
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 26, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The Master of 2000 years ago was correct in stating that the root of all evil was
money! I clearly remember several Christian clerics in their efforts to twist the
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bluntness of his statement as meaning something less than what it really says,
and that perhaps Christ meant the love of money is the root of all evil. But that
is not what is stated in this quotation and no amount of clerical scripture
twisting will negate the truth of what this noble Master and messenger has
spoken.
Yet 2000 years after this authoritative statement was made this world is still
messing around with money as an exchange medium in spite of these most
profound words, spoken and preserved in a "holy" (so the clerics say) format of
scriptural (to them) text. Obviously Christ's followers never believed in what
their master said about the subject, or else their effort had of long ago been one
towards REMOVING MONEY OUT OF SIGHT COMPLETELY and set up a
system of trade detached from its presence. This writer has no knowledge of
any Christian ever having attempted to continue where their Master left off
after he whipped the money traders out of the temple. I suppose today's
Christians prefer not to touch this fundamental issue of Jesus Christ's with a
barge pole, just like all of their forefathers from as many as 20 centuries never
cared to touch the issue!
The irony of it is that what Christ was persecuted for was his insistence on the
upholding of the norm for a civilized society functioning without the presence
of money (evil). Yet in that he merely advocated the standard of the Federation
of Free Planets! Therefore it should come as no surprise to anyone seeing the
prophets of today upholding the standard requirement for a safe entry into the
New Era. That standard (not concept!) is written right into the Bible!
All of today's evils are rooted in money and the greed and lust for power it
creates. Its presence has little to do with making easy the exchange of goods
and services among people. No, it is being used as the fiercest weapon against
the wellbeing of all people, and (to sidestep a little here) its unrighteous control
causes several persons to freeze to death every winter in country hailed by U.N.
propagandists as the best country in the world to live in: Canada. I challenge
anyone to come up with problems in society today which have definitely no
roots in money. We can think of none.
(This article needs to be read in conjunction with "Introducing the New Era
Sensitively and Sensibly!").
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"Give Me the Power of Creating the Credit
of the Nation(s)....."
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 25, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Mayer Amschel Rothschild - the scoundrel of the ages! He credit
financed the greed of the Erzherzog von Hessen by advising him to
recruit young men from the nation as mercenaries and subcontract them
out for profit to fight in wars Rothschild with his connections could easily
create! It was this incarnated demon who spoke these profound words
for the first time: "Give me the power of creating the credit of the nation,
and I care not who makes its laws."
Rothschild understood the under girding principles of money and
applied them correctly for the satisfaction of his own lust for power, and
the end result we are faced with today is the fact that with the growth of
his family tree we have many "Rothschilds" running around enlightened
with the secrets of their father and creating havoc among the nations
BECAUSE WE LET THEM!! By our own lack of understanding money
we empower the enlightened bankers with the destiny of our lives and
that of the nations! AND IF THAT DOES NOT STOP IN THE HERE
AND NOW, WE WILL REMAIN THE BANKERS' SLAVES FOR
ANOTHER BOUT OF INCARNATIONS IN SUBSERVIENCE TO
THEIR DEMONIC CONTROL!! Eventide will guarantee us that fate! So
let us gather our emotional and intellectual strength and not let six billion
soul entities down by hiding our own light (understanding) under a
bushel! Time has taken us to the hour of decision whereby we choose
between DEATH (separation, fragmentation, misery) or LIFE
(closeness, oneness, harmony, bliss)!
When the Lords of Money realized that the people would never in a
million years accept a global currency, they decided to take an existing
currency and make a global one out of it. Naturally they picked the U.S.
dollar which had already found a broad acceptance everywhere.
Phase One was to make it the standard for payment of all inter-nation
trade. That goal was easily achieved in the seventies when the bankers
took America out of her isolation and succeeded to throw America's
door open for import of any and all commodities which were easily and
efficiently already made in the USA.
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This measure partially destroyed sectors of the manufacturing industry,
for the unfair exchange rate made cheap imports more attractive to
American consumers than home-made goods, even after shipping costs
and import duties were paid. Through the duty system the U.S.
Government made money on the sale of each imported item, and
therefore the Government looked the other way when part of the
manufacturing industry was ruined from all those cheap and well-built
imports.
With the Government's blessing on the bankers' ideal for a "global"
market, the way was paved for them to promote the U.S. dollar to the
stature of becoming the world currency standard.
The U.S. dollar was used for international loans, the creation of the
nations' debts, the destruction of national currencies through the trick of
under-valuation, and thus the way was paved for America's big business
to easily plant itself into the stricken countries for wholesale plunder of
their resources.
Phase Two of the fulfillment of the bankers' dream to set up a single
world currency is the promotion of globalization of all economies, and
after full destruction of national currencies encouraging the
governments to accept the American Dollar as the nations' sole legal
tender - as is happening in Ecuador today, which is only one nation out
of ten which have already converted.
On the surface that sounds like a good solution to the nasty problem of
hyper-inflation, however it comes with the price tag of the soul of the
nation, which was unawares sold into the hands of the elite international
bankers.
The trend now seems for more and more nations to adopt the U.S.
dollar as their primary home currency. How sad! Obviously those in
charge of currency management had either little understanding of how
to manage a currency safely or they were part of the plot to destroy it
and pave the way for a U.S. dollar take-over.
The run-away currencies of Central and South America are a classical
example for how quickly the money system of a nation can end up being
taken over by the U.S. dollar. The moment that happens, all control over
the economic destiny lies in American bankers' hands and the principle
of national sovereignty and regional independence totally compromised.
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The trend of nations to sell out to the U.S. dollar must stop and be
reversed lest participation in the Project of the Ages will never become a
reality prior to the end of this world. We are quickly running out of time
in coming to our senses!
The sacred trust of handling the currency of a nation requires a person
of insight and uncompromising integrity, a combination today's bankers
cannot deliver. The annals of time reveal that Rothschild failed his
test!

Realities of Embargo Corrosion
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 25, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

No world functions on perpetuation of corruption. A world locked into a
vicious circle of self- regenerating debauchery has two options: break the cycle
or self-destruct. The actions of the Security Council in passing resolution 1284
against Iraq contains within itself all preconditions for self-destruction, for no
civilized world will stand for the crucifixion of one of its brother nation states
on a pretext as flimsy as the motives for concocting and passing such a
resolution. And since the evolution of man's mind has reached a stage where a
separation of "wheat" from the "chaff" is in progress, U.N. persistence on
implementation of this resolution will self-destruct the United Nations on the
principle of reaping the consequences for corruption, or, conversely, rescinding
this resolution may just guarantee its survival. THE NATIONS WILL NOT
SUBSCRIBE TO A WORLD ORGANIZATION BASED ON THE
PRINCIPLE OF KILLING ONE OF ITS MEMBER STATES. If that was the
case, then the doom for all is sealed beyond the possibility of reclamation.
President Saddam Hussein recognized two undergirding principles for United
Nations functioning: the first is the principle of breaking promises, and the
second is the principle of self-corrosion (self-destruction). He said, and I quote:
"....very early, since 1991 and 1992, we have been reiterating that we should
not expect the powers of evil and vice to fulfil a pledge or keep a promise.
Pledge-fulfilling and promise-keeping are not characteristics of them. They
have no other characteristics but treachery, aggression, breaking promises,
canceling covenants and doing everything that is vile and injurious."
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"...We have said it with certainty that the embargo will not be lifted by a
Security Council resolution but will corrode by itself. Even if a Security
Council resolution will one day be taken in this respect, after all evil attempts
have failed and all nests of poisonous wasps have been shattered before the
Will of the strong, faithful, truthful, just and honest Iraq-- such a resolution will
come as an expression of this failure and not as the fulfillment of a promise or
the discharge of an obligation." (The principle of breaking promises).
And with respect to the principle of self-destruction (self-corrosion) President
Saddam Hussein said:
"....the stage of embargo corrosion is no longer something which we predict or
wait for. It has actually started, thanks, after thanking the Almighty God, to
your great fortitude and endurance. Therefore, and after having dismissed what
is false in what has been presented to us as hopes to build upon, we have
nothing before us but to keep on the path we have taken and cling to the spirit
of fortitude and endurance we have been upholding in our state of
becoming...."
"In the field of politics and politicians, we say that, originally, we did not start
with politics; rather, we started with principles. Principles have their own way,
which is one of strife and struggle. Their basic means is justice, and their end,
after pleasing God, is to please the People and the Nation.
"Therefore, we have never had any role in the world of acrobatic acts on tight
ropes, and we have never participated and will never participate in the slave
market of this world, bargaining away honour, virtue and the interests of the
people and the nation."
The "corrosion" of UNSCR #1284 is synonymous to a self-destruction of its
embargo policy against any nation, with Iraq merely being the test case. But
when the nations have found an alternative to U.N. inspired sanctions *by
inventing their own methodology for trade, then the purpose for the existence
of the United Nations is lost, for in all final analysis all council resolutions are
based on economic/financial considerations.
And lastly, membership in a world organization like the U.N. must carry with it
a benefit back to its members. Where that cannot be the case, then the purpose
of membership is lost. No nation is interested in being member of an
organization which guarantees nothing but hell.
* Slightly revised.
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Notice to the Citizens of the United States of America
We, the prophets, do herewith put the people of the United States
on notice that we will not speak with the son of the bonesman
George Bush Sr. *The father to the presidential candidate has
murdered over a million Iraqi people without having been
remanded to the World Court in De Haag as a war criminal that he
is.
However we will communicate with the next President of the
United States Al Gore!
* Wording revised

U.S./U.K. Foreign Policy Still on a Suicide
Mission
The Irrigation Ministry (of Iraq) meanwhile reported that the U.S and U.K
ambassadors on the Committee had suspend 28 contracts Iraq had signed
with foreign companies under Phases V and VI of the programme for the
supply of well water pumps, electrical pumps and spare parts, amphibian
drainage drills, dam filling pumps, well boring tools, maintenance cranes, tip
and basin trucks, and spray irrigation equipment. The contracts were
concluded with Swedish, Chinese, British, Russian, Egyptian, Algerian and
Austrian companies.
The above described abuse of power goes beyond the political - it enters into
the halls of the diabolical and for that reason will be treated as such. All the
world now understands that virtually all commodities disallowed for delivery
into Iraq are for non-military use and in great need in Iraq for the rebuilding of
her infrastructure. For U.S. and U.K. foreign policy men to call for blocking
supplies like bulls, water pumps and irrigation equipment and through the
creation of surplus funds lining their pockets from Iraq's oil money, puts these
political outlaws into a category of people which have lost their place within
the structure of civility among man.
The day will come when the natural health of a morally reclaimed society will
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expel this element like a disease. Wickedness in high places has seen its day,
and its proponents had better run for cover, for this planet has no longer room
nor tolerance for persons manifesting warped thinking and logic like what we
observe in the halls of foreign policy making of the United States and Britain.
Britain's Peter Hain is disgusting and has a heavy hand in concocting trouble
for Iraq and ultimately for himself. I say "for himself" because this man cannot
see the writing on the wall which simply states that in face of this world's
standing at the threshold of a New Era, manifestations of his type of
wickedness affecting millions will just be no longer allowed. The imposition of
his political agenda in the Middle East costs millions of people their lives, and
therefore upon the turning of the tide his effectiveness and that of his ilk will
become neutralized.
We cannot be held responsible for the consequences of their blindness with
which they pronounce judgment of the just upon their own heads as this world's
righteous leadership functions in the likeness of the prophets! Rulers of
oppressed nations are on stand-by ready to defuse the time bomb of today's
corrupt elite domination.
(Note: Hain = Bush = Albright = Kissinger = Helms = Cohen = Indek = Major =
Wolfowitz, these names are all interchangeable).

RAMTHA Speaks!
From the records: *(Addressed to Uthrania Seila)
(May 25, 1996, 11:59 am) Now, master, this is I, the Ram! Today is the day of
your long awaited journey - over. You wait therefore for our command
regiment, and we will lead the way out of your successive recovery. In due
time will come into your sphere the accountability toward all those beings
who gravely misunderstood your actions. But no matter here, master, for all
snakes do shed their skins and the product of a livelihood with you ones at
the forefront is no more of a mystery than I am to others! RAMTHA out in
the Brotherhood of Love. Shut down frequency. Good day. (12:03 pm).
* Added Jan. 23, 2000, 3:32 pm
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A Millstone Around the United Nations'
Neck!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 23, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The demise of the League of Nations has set a precedence for the
possibility of the fall of the United Nations. It began with the formation of
the "Security Council" which started lording it over the National
Assembly by shutting out the Assembly of all military related decisions,
which relegated the Assembly to a level of insignificance.
The straw which today is breaking the United Nations' back is not the
insulting address of Jesse Helms to the Security Council members, but
the Security Council's passing of resolution 1284 against Iraq. All
nations can now plainly see what lies in store for them should their
government run at odds with Western interests. The Russian, French
and Chinese council members were blackmailed into refraining from the
use of their veto power against this infamous resolution - a power the
United States has in the past always liberally used for herself, yet
cringes at the possibility that anyone else should be at liberty to use it
and foil their lofty objectives and dispute U.S. control over the U.N. And
so the opposition became silenced into abstention. The passing of
UNSCR #1284 was America's biggest mistake since the arbitrary
bombing of Iraq and Kosovo.
Helms is offended that the U.N. wishes to no longer dance to tune of the
U.S. and so, like a spoiled brat that Helms is, threatens to pull the U.S.
out of the U.N. for no longer single-handedly being able to control its
actions. That simply shows the United Nations has in the past been a
tool for the promotion of America's selfish interests.
In its present form the U.N. is dysfunctional and a powerful guardian of
no nation. It serves the financial and economic elite of North America,
Britain and Continental Europe, knows not how to address the nations
as equal partners, creates victims as well as victimizers, in its workings
keeps the poor nations poor, pushes chaos on them promoting
democracy as the only standard for acceptable government, despises
nationalism, tramples on sovereignty and promotes the fall of existing
governments which object to the mistreatment by this world's bullies.
Without the Security Council the U.N. possibly had a chance for
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survival, however unless this elitist body is being removed, the survival
of the United Nations as a body intact and effective is slim at best. We
doubt the powers of the General Assembly will be sufficient to effect an
internal restructuring to the extent of a Security Council millstone
removal.
The United Nations will sink and cease to exist. It will be replaced by a
happy union of nation states participating within a restructured
environment of doing business. And when inter-nation trade has
become perfected to an artful efficiency, national borders will lose much
of their significance attributed to them today. The rediscovery of man's
spirit of Oneness will make it all possible.
Remember the warning "United Nations, Sink Iraq and Your Days are
Numbered!"? We are just about there.
Permit me one final word. Iraq is the nerve center for the nations'
healing! And the nations will not heal unless they see to the
healing of Iraq!

Exchange Rate Realities
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 22, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Establishing currency exchange rates is all a matter of balance. Where this
balance is not maintained one nation becomes the victim and the other the
victimizer. You can also say one exploits while the other becomes plundered.
And how is this happening?
All fixing of exchange rates must be based on the average purchasing power of
the home-based currency of a nation. The basis for that assessment is the
income of the working people. That is to say if the daily income of the average
worker in Brazil buys 10 loaves of bread and that of the American worker 50,
then for the American worker we count a daily income of $50.00 Dollars
(where each loaf costs one dollar) and for the Brazilian the respective
equivalent would then be $50.00 Dollars = 10,000 pesos, if one loaf costs 1000
pesos. The fact that the American worker can purchase more loaves is due to
the fact that the industry he works in is more automated. However that fact
should not place the Brazilian worker at a disadvantage when it comes to
establishing a currency exchange rate between the two countries, otherwise the
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Dollar will exploit the Brazilian workers' labour force.
In our example an undervalued Peso (say $50.00 = 50,000 pesos) would give
the American worker access to an equal number of loaves imported from
Brazil, however it takes five times the manual labour of a Brazilian to do so,
and in that the Brazilian workers' labour force becomes exploited by the
American Dollar.
We have American owned companies operating all over the world because
"labour costs are low", they say. And why are they low? BECAUSE THE
HOST GOVERNMENT ALLOWS THEIR HOME CURRENCY TO
BECOME UNFAIRLY PEGGED AGAINST THE LABOUR FORCE OF
THEIR PEOPLE! And the result is exploitation of the people's needs to "have a
job" for survival on one hand, and on the other excessive profiteering by the
owners of the industry as the commodities manufactured abroad are being paid
for by the "hard" American dollars at the home front.
When in extreme cases the price of foreign raw materials imported are kept
artificially low by an exchange rate unfairly lopsided in favour of the
purchasing power of the U.S. dollar against, say, that of Saudi Arabia, then the
low rial means that in the process of converting the U.S. currency into rials an
inequitable abundant amount of Saudi labour hours are bought to run
American- owned oil processing plants, and the result is very high profits for
the owners and not necessarily inexpensive oil for American consumers.
My advice to all nations is to not let their home currency become unfairly
diminished in value against the American dollar lest their people and resources
become exploited by "too few dollars buying too much product."
When the time comes for nations to freely and unencumbered by the standard
of U.S. money deal among each other and using their home currencies to pay
for their trade, then it is imperative that each nation's exchange rate is mutually
agreed upon by considerations of labour's purchasing power at home, to assure
that no one's labour time is being consumed by the greed of another's "harder"
currency.

The Prophets Call on the U.S. Government
to Release the Arab Prisoner Wadih el Hage
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EDMONTON (INA Canada), January 21, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

United States of America, We, the prophets, do not like your punitive measures
against citizens of Arab descent. You charge them with crimes of thought,
which is fictitious, then you incarcerate them without proof of wrongdoing, and
after that you deny them bail, and in prison you hold them in solitary
confinement for 23 hrs a day, you WITHOUT LIMITATION ON DURATION
hold them there while you supposedly "investigate." Your investigations never
deliver proof of your charge, and while you never come up with proof of a
crime committed, you continue to keep them imprisoned. Then you cut them
off from contact with the outside world and deny them so much as even a
humane degree of telephone contact with their own family and all the while
you do this you pose as the world's supreme champion of human rights.
How many U.S. citizens have Osama bin Laden's "terrorists" killed since you,
United States of America, have attempted to kill Osama with Tomahawk cruise
missiles? You have thoughtlessly blamed him for the bombing of your two
embassies in Africa and demanded from the Afghanistan government his
release. His hosts rightfully so demand proof of his guilt from you before they
would try him in an Islamic court, yet after two years of your arbitrary
accusation of Osama bin Laden as the supposed "terrorist" you have not been
able to deliver that proof, and yet you attempted to kill him with missiles. Your
morals have deteriorated to where you kill and ask questions later - perhaps
even not ask questions at all! Even the prophetess had during her border
crossings into your land been singled out from others, interrogated and
searched by your border guards! Your justice and standard for "human rights"
has become dictated by your fear of possible retaliation for all the crimes of
your past against the Arab world, and therefore you have lost your ability to be
just. FOR YOUR OWN GOOD WE NOW ASK YOU TO RESTORE THAT
JUSTICE!
Since September 1998, for almost one year and a half, you are holding
imprisoned and without just cause in a jail cell of New York, the centre of all
secret debauchery and crime, the 38 year young Arab man Wadih el Hage, a
family man with seven young children and an American wife from Texas, for
the mere thought crime of perhaps being associated with Osama bin Laden. Are
you, United States of America, intending to incarcerate at will any citizen of
Arab descent under this phony pretense in order harass and frighten the Arab
population living in your country and in Canada? Wadih el Hage even has to
plead with his captors to speak with each of his children for one extra minute a
day.
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With all your false accusations against Osama bin Laden you seem to now have
created a pretense under which you are prepared to remove any citizen of Arab
origin into your jail system without obligation to generate proof of a crime
committed.
We, the prophets, therefore demand from your Government to immediately
release Wadih el Hage and every other citizen of Arab descent from any prison
anywhere in the United States, who are being held by your court system
without trial by mere reason of the fact that you are unable to convict any of a
crime.
RESTORE THE JUSTICE IN YOUR LAND LEST MORE OF THE
WRATH OF THE GODS WILL DISMANTLE YOU AND YOUR
COUNTRY INTO TOTAL DISINTEGRATION!

INA Canada
Taken from lion15.htm

On Guard For the Iraqi People!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) February 5, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The Office of the Lion of Judah is the guardian of the nations! On several
occasions this holder of the High Office has expressed his outrage at the
ongoings of affairs among nations. NATO has become the military bully
belonging to the Western world with Zionist America at the head of this
monster. Its most recent victims have become the Iraqi people and
Yugoslavia/Kosovo. And so we have pronounced judgment on America and
Britain for the random mass slaughter of Balkan and Arab people. In this
Russia is not far behind them in wickedness as acted out in Afghanistan and
now in Chechnya, and therefore we conclude in all fairness to the victims of
this military raid that there is no justification for military mass murder of
Chechen people just like there is no justification for the gradual starvation and
continued bombing of Iraqi people.
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WE, THE RIGHTEOUS MANCHARIAN NATIONS, WILL NOT
STAND IDLY BY AS YOU
AMERICAN/BRITISH/ZIONIST/IMPERIALIST BANDITS MASS
MURDER THE PEOPLE OF IRAQ! BEFORE YOU GET FINISHED
WITH THE JOB OF PUSHING THESE DEAR PEOPLE INTO A
SITUATION OF WHOLESALE DEATH, YOU, AMERICA AND
BRITAIN, WILL BE CAST INTO YOUR OWN GRAVES BY THE
MILLIONS IN NEW YORK, LONDON AND WASHINGTON!!
JUSTICE DEMANDS THAT YOU DIE, FOR IT IS YOUR INTENT TO
KILL THE BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE OF IRAQ IN RETURN FOR
ACCESS TO OIL WHICH DOES NOT BELONG TO YOU!! AND FOR
THIS YOUR NATIONS WILL DIE WITH ALL THEIR EVIL ZIONIST
CONSPIRATORS IN THEM!!
You two are rascal states of this world! We will deal with Israel, and her
Zionists will depart, but you two bandit nations will become as Sodom and
Gomorrah, blasted into the depths of sink holes, and there your wicked elite
will get its perpetual resting place beside those whom you murdered in
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, for which atrocity you have not as yet so much as
delivered even one single apology to the Japanese people. Your Black Book
speaks of a justice which is recognized as valid throughout the universe, which
simply states: "An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth!"
WE PREFER MERCY TO EFFECT THE RESTORATION OF
BALANCE, HOWEVER YOUR C.F.R., YOUR BILDERBERGERS,
YOUR SKULL AND BONES, AND YOUR W.T.O. PREFER JUSTICE
ON THEIR HEADS INSTEAD OF MERCY - AND JUSTICE IS WHAT
THEY WILL GET!!!
When driven by the lust for money (which was your invention) it was easy to
leak the secrets of technology to your victims of today, which consist of every
nation you now abuse and in that a balance not to your liking was created! And
so it is, that when their Light equals your darkness and the twain meet, that in
the contest which follows, your darkness will not prevail!

European Union Leftist Ideology Bias
EDMONTON (INA Canada) February 2, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Austrians must have gotten the shock of their lives when the President
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of the European Union in Portugal expressed his displeasure with
democracy-in-action of Austria. The will of the people has spoken and
the result was a ruling People's Party negotiating a coalition with the
Freedom Party.
Both were legitimately elected and official. Yet all this open democratic
action cannot satisfy the prevailing presumptuous leftist ruling class
when people decide to sprinkle a little bit of "right-wing" perception into
the stale and boring political spectrum of Western governing elites.
However policies which are a breath of fresh air to the people are
usually despised by the one worlders of the political left, which
traditionally have seen themselves as the natural rulers of world affairs,
and when the wind blows from a direction other than what they expect,
their temper tantrums reveal their lack of class, lack of humility and no
maturity.
Our statements are not an endorsement of prevailing democratic
philosophy, but rather an expression of our disapproval for the
remarkable amount of E.U. intolerance by virtue of the fact that Austria
is now being threatened with political isolation for doing what is their
democratic right which allows the people to elect for themselves leaders
to their liking. The risk of the people's backlash is built into the system,
and when they become pushed just too much by Fabian socialist
incompetence, then there need not be surprise at indications that the
people are experiencing a political awakening.
As the people of Austria insist on their right to national sovereignty, as
they insist on righteous rule, as they seek to keep political wickedness
from their doorstep and as they seek to work together in harmony with
nations on the basis of national equality, they become a strong unit and
will not succumb to elitist blackmail.

Clinton's Triumph Swims in Blood!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 31, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

We refer to Mr. Clinton's latest and last State of the Union address from
Thursday, Jan. 27. In it he boasts of the longest U.S. economic expansion in
history and how well Americans have done economically and socially. He says:
"We are fortunate to be alive in this moment of history!... Never before has our
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nation enjoyed, at once, so much prosperity and social progress with so little
internal crisis or so few external threats."
The truth behind these statements is plain ugly. America fought Iraq and
Yugoslavia. That filled the order books of the weapons industry to near
bursting. The economy of the United States has always been good when
Washington would flood the weapons makers with orders. "War is good for
business!" they say.
And so the Jewish Bankers from the federal reserve helped to keep the interest
on borrowed money low for a long time during the Iraq/USA conflict - and in
that way the banks and the U.S. Government conducted teamwork, for it was in
the interest of both: the Jews who control America's money to vanquish Iraq as
a military threat to Israel, and in the interest of the U.S. Government to regain
control over Iraq's Oil.
In that manner this Gog and Magog team worked well together for a slick
industrial performance well financed by the Jews. War creates consumption,
and consumption is destruction, and destruction is good for business, and
good business pays the bills and creates good profits, and profits know no
ethics, even when made at the expense of the lives of millions. Thus one
and a half million Iraqi people have been murdered by the Bush/Clinton
administrations, and for that America laughs all the way to the bank!
Mr. Clinton continues: "...with so little internal crisis and so few external
threats!" Yet we hear of nothing but "threats" coming from Osama bin Laden,
right? I bet Mr. Clinton had forgotten all about that "awful Arab terrorist," has
he not? Or was Mr. Clinton un-cautiously speaking the truth and admitting that
his administration's accusations against Osama bin Laden are merely
propaganda lies about him?
America's "good fortune" swims in blood - blood of innocent civilians in two
countries! It behooves the American people to re-examine their elite's method
of monetizing their economy and find a way whereby prosperity is achieved
without killing people to get there!

Financial Quick-Assessment of Kuwait
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 31, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries
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Kuwait thought she had it made when oil was discovered. Foreign oil
giants were invited to extract the province's wealth with the promise to
have a percentage of all crude oil sales go to the Kuwaiti government.
Initially it worked and good fortunes were made and spent. Those were
the days before Kuwait went into debt against Western money lords.
Then the Government began overspending and accumulated debt
against the bankers in New York. They charge usury, you know! Finally
the debt grew to where not even massive oil sales could keep up with
paying interest on borrowed money. That was the day when the West
began to receive all the oil for free, because Kuwait had fallen prey
to the bankers' money trick!
It costs the bankers nothing to create credit for Kuwait, but it costs
Kuwait its oil exports to pay for interest charges to the credit advanced!
Add to it the cost of running the province and what you have is the need
for more debt financing in order to make it into the next year without
major (financial) calamity to fall on Kuwait's head.
Kuwait's economy began to get starved of its cash because the big
foreign corporations need a lot of money in circulation in order to absorb
it - like a big vacuum cleaner - into their overseas bank accounts for the
satisfaction of all those "foreign shareholders"!
When no more juice could be squeezed out of the Kuwaiti orange, the
bankers, investors, and economists began to complain to the Kuwaiti
government and demanded (I am using my own terminology here):
"FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE, AL-SABAHS, MONETIZE KUWAIT'S
ECONOMY, FOR WE ARE TIRED OF SEEING OUR KUWAITI
INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENTS ERODING IN VALUE! SO GO TO IT
AND BORROW MORE MONEY, SO WE CAN HAVE MORE
BUSINESS AND THE VALUE OF OUR STOCKS WILL RISE AGAIN!"
And thus ends the legacy of the wisdom of the Government of Kuwait,
as she complied and ran back to the New York banker for more hard
cash to monetize the economy of the nation, which consists of nothing
but foreign-owned companies ready to vacuum back out of circulation
all those newly injected funds and leave the Kuwaiti Government
holding the bag for even greater payments of usury to Jewish Bankers!
Hence the exporting of Kuwait's oil was rendered pointless, as no
benefit was obtained back to the Kuwaiti people, who are suffering from
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lack of purchasing power for basic needs. No, Kuwait could not make
it - not even sitting on a huge underground barrel of oil! The
Jewish banker would always make sure to let others know that he,
and no one else, remains in charge!
(Quote from article):
Actual budget spending has come in below forecasts while bankers and economists have
repeatedly called on the government to immediately increase spending to break out of the
recession and help the local stock market recover some of its losses.

Interracial Nonsense
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 30, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Yesterday morning I happened to listen to the English-speaking radio broadcast
of Deutsche Welle, and yet again the topic was "the holocaust" and how terrible
was the alleged "mass slaughter of 6 million Jews during the last 3 years of
Hitler's rule." The occasion was the holocaust meeting in Stockholm, Sweden,
during which a resolution was passed which states (in paraphrased
terminology) that from now on the world must no longer link the Nazis only to
that "crime", but the nation Germany as a whole "for centuries to come" must
be viewed as the butchers of the Jews!
Turks slaughtered over a million Armenians; Bolshevists under Stalin killed
over 12 million Ukrainians; Americans and Britain killed millions of Germans
after the big war had ended; millions died recently in Africa in civil wars! We
have Cambodia, Vietnam, Korea, Angola, Chechnya, Iraq - the list of genocide
is endless! And finally we come to the suffering of the Jews under Hitler.
Had Hitler actually succeeded in gassing 6 million Jews, then a) there would
not have been left alive a single Jew in all of central Europe, and b) he also
would not have been able to move a single tank during the war from all the
diesel fuel he otherwise would have had to use in order to gas and incinerate
their bodies!
The holocaust theory is absurd by today's standards of what is important and
what is not. Revisiting the past (be it truthful or fabricated) will not unite the
human races into one, but a rediscovery of common consciousness will!
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What is remarkable and without parallel is this: Jews seem to have been the
only people who suffered death during the awful Second World War, even
though approx. some 20 to 40 million people perished in the course of those
few years. And now, since the "Nazis" have virtually all passed on and cannot
be prosecuted any more for "killing Jews," the novel scheme of keeping the
hatred alive seems to be by means of placing the blame on "Germany"! That
way the holocaust blackmail can remain alive for "centuries to come" (as they
say in Stockholm) with all its inherent pay-offs from the German Government.
The holocaust is the Jews' most lucrative death-for-money scheme ever
devised, but it will not survive in perpetuity for it is based on a fabrication.
So far the holocaust scam has netted many billions into Jewish coffers.
Conveniently the debt is never paid off, and so talk is now underway to keep
the ploy going "for centuries to come" AND ALL IN RETURN FOR THE
DEATHS OF APPROX. 350,000 JEWS, WHO LOST THEIR LIVES
DURING THE WAR FROM ALL SORTS OF CAUSES!
In statistical terms the "holocaust" was a minor event - even by modern
standards of genocide. Yet Jews must keep the Big Lie smartly alive, for
therein lies the foundation for perpetual bleeding of Germany's cash into the
coffers of Jews and Jewish interests in Palestine. That interracial nonsense has
now found a counterpart in America's ongoing black-washing of Iraq and her
government with the objective to gain unrestricted access to Iraq's oil wealth.
Soon Jewish blackmail of Germany will stop. When Germans become
enlightened and righteous people in conduct and ethics, then their reputation
will be restored as the truth of WW2 becomes known to all as shouted from the
"house tops!"

Can the Leopard Change Its Spots?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Friday, Jan. 28, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The purpose of man's evolution is his progression from darkness into
Light. Other words describe it as moving from separation back into
Oneness. One could also say it is "a change in heart" or an "awakening
of man's conscience from a slumber of (spiritual) death." This process of
the heart takes fortitude in forgiving oneself for all wrongs of the past
and then moving on with the work of reconstruction of a world in throes
of agony between life and death.
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Can the leopard change its spots? This question is commonly asked in
religious circles with reference to evil people, where the question bears
an implied answer which says "No!" However we don't take that
position. We see man on a journey through many life streams,
fragmented and often in isolation, separated from all that is good, lovely
and joyous, filled with self-inflicted misery most of the times, but not
always. Man's challenge is to come back "home" into the Oneness with
the Creator, which is the Source of all Goodness and Joy. Man's
connection with his higher (god)-self must be reestablished and then will
the essence of love begin to flow again.
The reconstruction of paradise is an obligation belonging to all of us. It
begins at home and must fan out to into all spheres of influence right up
into the heart of all power!
Having in the past severely chastised the ruling elite for all their
wrongdoing is in no wise to be understood that the elite is excluded from
the obligation towards themselves which dictates to them to participate
in the building of the New Era (paradise). In fact the joining in of many of
this world's elitists would be welcome and would make the task that
much easier. The good which can come from a person with worldly
authority directing his or her power for the establishment of
righteousness is a tremendous blessing and an occasion of much
jubilation. The world being at the crossroads of time lends all a excellent
opportunity for recovery from errors of the past.
And so I as current holder of the Office of Lion of the Tribe of Judah
welcome into the fold of the righteous any man or woman, who has
found the way back into the Light of Oneness with his god-self being
and has reestablished the connection with the universal mind of all
goodness. In a universe where Light equals darkness the soul entities
are free to migrate as they wish from the darkness of the past back into
the Light of the Now and future, AND IN THIS PROCESS THIS
WORLD'S ELITE IS NOT EXCLUDED, AS ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS
THE OPPORTUNITY FOR PERSONAL RECLAMATION IS SEIZED!
Excerpts from the Records: (scribed)
Juxton commanding the fatigue of darkness in its cunning metamorphic changeling into
light from darkness.... (July 27, 1996)
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Sunday, 5th February 1995, Tonto National Forest
ANDREA: Seila, change your mood to one of satisfaction! The cake is tied (by chains) to
the bottom of the pillar! The candles on the cake symbolize a new birth which is likened
to a marriage to those assigned to you!
Magnificent you come, magnificent you go. Magnificent - you are tied to the very flow!
Reni is an epilog of darkness into glorious light! Moving about the sphere of darkness we
see the joyous crowd, enlightened with the everlasting connection: the One Creator,
known as the Father God. - Ashuma.
Whosoever is tired of all works of darkness of the past may come and join us in
reconstructing a world which will offer us many lifetimes in indescribable progression
and bliss!

The Invasions of Iraq Are Over!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Thursday, January 27, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

No United Nations, no George Bush, no Kissinger, no Albright and no
hidden secret society with money power will ever again dictate to the Iraqi
people who should come across Iraq's borders and create trouble for the
nation! The days of UNSCOM spying for Israel and planting of biological
disasters are over. Never again will the Iraqi Government permit such
humiliating activity to go on in the country! The people of Iraq are fed up
to their teeth with American/British military jets invading Iraq's sovereign
air space and dropping their deadly payloads on Iraq's civilians and
installations.
Iraq is key to the healing of the nations from the grip of the darkened
brotherhood. These *men have all nations in a choke hold through a
financial system which only they control, and it is below the dignity of the
people of Iraq to further submit to pressure tactics by the uncouth few just
because they think they control the world.
THERE WILL BE NO LONGER SUBORDINATION FORTHCOMING
FROM IRAQ TO PLEASE A TINY MINORITY OF ILLUSIONARY
MEN WHO THINK THEY HAVE THE DIVINE RIGHT TO RULE THE
WORLD!
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We have witnessed their incompetence and also the chaos they created.
NOW IS THE TIME FOR THE CHANGING OF THE GUARDS!! AND
NOW IS THE TIME FOR IRAQ TO RISE IN HONOUR AND
RIGHTEOUSNESS - TRIUMPHANT LIKE A PHOENIX OUT OF THE
ASHES FROM BOMBS EVIL AMERICA AND BRITAIN HAVE
DROPPED WITH IMPUNITY!
Do not think for a moment there is no power in Light, or weakness in
righteousness! And do not think for a moment that the prophets' poverty
is not stronger than the money might of the powerful! No order in the
universe has ever been established on dictates of evil men and women! And
were it not for the profound wickedness of the Jewess Albright, she would
not have been admitted into the halls of wicked men to rule at the forefront
of all inter-nation affairs. Her fame will go down in disrepute with that of
the male fraternity of the unruly elite brotherhood.
Tell Hans Blix of Sweden to enjoy his vacation in the Antarctica! We, the
brotherhood of Light, wish him a happy retirement from the good salaries
he collected as head of this and that. What he was or what he will be is
irrelevant to us, just that he will not go to Iraq to carry on where the
UNSCOM spies left off! UNMOVIC IS STILL-BORN AND WILL REMAIN
SO UNTIL THE UNITED NATIONS COLLAPSES!
Hans may be a fine man, but the idea of another spy team roaming at will
and under protection of an ailing super-organization on its last legs of
clinging to power will forever remain unacceptable to the Government of
Iraq, the people of Iraq, and ourselves, the prophets!
* revised wording

Absolutely Preposterous!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 27, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The Federal Government in Ottawa has either a very short memory or
learns nothing from parliamentary inquiries of the past.
Two days ago the Chretien Government announced it would double
their risk payments to Canadian banks under the student loan program
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from 75 million per year to 150 million, because of the many loan
failures incurred by university and college students throughout Canada.
Under that system many of our young graduates end up with nearly
$100,000 Can. dollars indebtedness to the banks in the course of
financing themselves through their education and in the end are forced
into bankruptcy or loan failures. The underlying reason is that our
governments are very reluctant to subsidize education with public funds
and are trying to pass the cost of education on to the public which
needs it. Initial earnings from employment do not reflect our graduates'
high debt loads as they enter into the work force.
The preposterous aspect in all this is simply the idea that a government
should rescue the banks! Even from a mere business consideration that
does not wash, because any business must bear the responsibility for
their own decisions, and where these decisions have been unwise or
detrimental, then no government should come in with the people's taxes
and bail it out!
We stated over and over again that banks are in the business of
creating the people's money. That is what they are there for, and their
only responsibility is to do it wisely and in the best interest of the people.
No other business is like that of the banks. That feature of operation
distinguishes them from all other ventures which must maintain a strict
accounting of income and expenditures down to the penny.
In case of student loans the funds are (like any other loan) created
strictly out of the banks power to create credit without having to account
to anyone as to where the funds come from. In that a bank gets all its
costs and expenses covered for free. That fact is one reason why the
greatest and most luxurious facilities of the past and present are their
buildings - edifices of luxury and pomp. Although local bank outlets are
required to operate like ordinary businesses with requirement to balance
their books as a smoke screen to the public, however at higher levels of
the banking hierarchy that accountability is no longer there. The power
of their infinite credit creation is hidden behind the label of "undeclared
hidden reserves".
For any government to even talk about "bailing out the banks" is an
insult to the informed people of the nation. Such action is extremely
injurious to the financial affairs of a nation, as it is compounding an
already extreme situation of debt and taxes. If we don't learn to vent the
pressure on society from debt accumulation by allowing the only
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institution in the land to absorb that pressure by mere fact of being
designed to do so, then massive failure of the economic system is the
only consequence.
And why am I so hard on the Canadian Government? BECAUSE IN
1939 AN INQUIRY WAS CONDUCTED BY THE POLITICIANS OF THE
DAY INTO PREVAILING BANKING PRACTICES! THE INFORMATION
GLEANED IN THAT INQUIRY REVEALED EXACTLY WHAT WE HAVE
BEEN SAYING FOR YEARS, THAT BANKS ARE IN THE BUSINESS
OF CREATING THE CREDIT OF THE NATIONS, AND THAT BY
VIRTUE OF THAT POWER NO BANK CAN GO BANKRUPT OR IS IN
NEED OF GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE!!
The banker in the "hot seat" was Mr. Towers. This is what happened:
In 1939 the Governor of the Bank of Canada, Mr. Graham Towers, was
called before the Banking and Commerce Committee of Parliament and
among many other questions was asked, whether banks lend their
depositor's money. Mr. Towers categorically stated:
"Banks cannot, of course, loan the money of their depositors... What
depositors do with these savings is quite beyond the control of the
banks (p. 445). They do not lend their deposits, of course!" (p. 398).
So then, where according to Mr. Towers do the banks get the monies
from, which they so liberally use to either finance their extravagant
buildings or lend governments, corporations, businesses and individuals
into un-repayable debt situations with?
Questioner: "Is there no question about it, that the banks do create that
medium of exchange (out of nothing)?"
Mr. Towers: "That is right. That is what they are there for... That is
banking business, just in the same way that a steel plant makes
steel (p. 287). The manufacturing process consists of making a
pen-and-ink or typewritten entry on a card or in a book. That is all!"
(p. 238).
One of the questioners then proceeded to ask, whether anything, which
was physically possible for mankind to achieve, could also be made
available financially.
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Mr. Towers: "Certainly!"
For how much longer will politicians and bankers get away with
offending the intelligence of an enlightened public mind with their
schemes of diabolic treachery?
(Not beyond the year 2030 A.D. at the latest!)

INA Canada
Taken from lion16.htm

You Are Barking Up the Wrong Tree, Mr.
Gore!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Thursday, Feb. 17, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The contents of your letter dated Feb. 8, 2000, to the Iraqi National
Congress come to us as a surprise, particularly since our prophecies
speak of you not in an unkind manner. The Prophetess and I strongly
urge you to review your position toward Saddam Hussein and the RCC,
and understand that unlike U.S. foreign policy, the foreign policy of the
Iraqi Government presents no threat to civilization. Saddam Hussein is
the royal leader of the Arab world with whom you in all likelihood will
have to deal with at the time of your own presidency. And certainly, your
country would not wish to adopt a confrontational position while the
American people would wish to keep driving their automobiles.
We have stated months ago, that we will deal with you as President of
the United States! This we cannot say of George Bush Jr., who is the
son of a bonesman, whose father is a killer of the Iraqi people and the
arsonist to the Kuwaiti oil wells.
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We sympathize with you to one day be placed at the head of a
congregation of idiots, however we realize the system you represent as
the leader of a democratic country leaves you no choice in the matter.
We strongly advise you to work towards rescinding the insulting Iraq
Liberation Act, for contrary to the statement in your letter it contains no
worthwhile commitment to the Iraqi people.

General Musharraf, the U.S. Globe Trotters
Are Coming!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Thursday, Feb. 17, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Today's official ruling elite out of Washington will visit India, Bangladesh, and
possibly Pakistan, the Zionist spokesman Rubin said on Monday in a press
conference.
This U.S. Government first falls prey to Jewish Zionism, then they join the
Jewish Bolshevists in support of the Communist revolution of 1917 to beat
down Germany in the first world war, and after that they again joined another
war in Europe targeting Germany for a second time as she was beating back
Bolshevist Imperialism during the Second World war.
Then they made Communist Imperialism their arch rival, yet all the while
aiding Communism through an uncontrolled technology transfer into the Soviet
Union - orchestrated by Zionists in Washington to help their brothers in
Moskow maintaining control.
Then they get you locked into their World Trade Organization to assure you
conduct your financial affairs under the heavy hand of the U.S. Dollar, and
devalue your currency to exploit your resources, and after they made you
totally dependent on their system of economics for survival, they place you
under economic sanctions should you not like their style of doing business.
And should that not bring you down to your knees, they will come and invade
you like they have done in Korea, Vietnam, Philippines, Panama, Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, Iraq and Kosovo.
When Communism was no longer towing the Zionist line and became too
independent, they used Gorbachov to turn it back over into their control by
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duping the Russians with meaningless labels of "democracy", "free enterprise",
"open markets", "human rights", perestroika, or whatever buzz words they
could come up with to effect a shift in U.S.S.R. foreign policy into their favour.
And now Russia is one of the most hurting countries, after the reformers have
let the corporations run rampant over the needs of the people.
When you, General Musharraf, get to speak with U.S. Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright (a Zionist) and their Military Man of all U.S. aggression
against small countries, William Cohen (also a Zionist), please keep in mind
that whatever deal you strike with them, you will be the loser!

The Ants and the Bees JUST DO IT!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Tuesday, February 15, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The United States, Britain and the U.N. have placed more than 1/2 of
this world's population under economic embargo of one kind or another,
and this for whatever philosophical reasons running contrary to the
ruling Zionist elite and their economic interests in other nations' natural
resources.
Control of the nations' currencies is their clout, particularly so since the
seventies and eighties, when through the establishment of world trade
agreements the U.S. dollar became the sole medium of exchange for
inter-nation trading. Unfortunately the nations fell for the world elite's
trading ploy and find themselves so dreadfully locked into the system for
survival that isolation through comprehensive sanctions becomes the
nations' greatest nightmare.
This western scourge is gnawing at Iraq, Yugoslavia, North Korea, Cuba
and Afghanistan, and although painful, these economic embargoes give
their leaders the opportunity to seek alternatives to western trade
monopolies who are firmly based on the West's corrupt money system.
We have mentioned before, that the retention of a medium-of-exchange
system does not necessarily translate into continued hardship for the
people if handled in a wise and responsible manner, however even a
corrected money system is far below the ideal standard of economics as
conducted on planets belonging to the Federation of Free Planets. The
re-admission of planet earth into that planetary community begins with
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the effective unification of individual nations into a liberated group of
states, who have transitioned from a money-based to a demand-based
economy and thus freed themselves from sinking in their own garbage
mountains of plunder for profit.
The notion that one cannot have economy unless one does employ
money as an exchange medium is hopelessly out of sync with nature in
that even the ants and the bees know better! Their cultures are very
intricate. Each member of their societies contribute without concern for
compensation, and they do so for the benefit of all!
A society which produces much wealth but permits access to that
wealth only to a privileged few in control of the purse strings of the
nations, will always be rife with strife, for man's spirit will not forever
tolerate the exploitation of his labour force for the comfort of others and
never for himself.
The bees will not sit around waiting for someone to give them money for
their work - THEY JUST DO IT - and in natural return for their input
receive freely of all production the hive has produced!
Were they to be compensated with money for their labour, then the
Queen would tax them, the banker exploit them with debts and usury,
and after a summer's work at bringing in honey, the queen and her
bankers would have bought up most of their honey with the money the
bees were forced to pay in usury and taxes, and there would not be
enough left for all to last through the winter!
Leaders of this world, introduce to your people a system which allows
them to help themselves to all the material blessings the land can offer!
What you will see is that the country will become self-sustaining and the
people will not come to you with all of their problems, for you have let
them solve their problems for themselves! And as far as your own
needs and those of your forces are concerned, they also will just go and
help themselves to the nation's production in return for their service to
the people and their government, which gave them the blessing in the
first place!
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Jews Have the Opportunity of More Than
Just a Lifetime!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Monday, February 14, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

So as to not create the impression that the Jewish people are being left out of
every good thing happening in days to come, we take liberty to stress once
again that if the Jewish people of occupied Palestine would even so much as
have a remote chance of remaining where in the course of time since 1945
many have been born, then their only chance for having a peaceful future in
Palestine is to assist the Arab Nation by routing out the Zionist Government in
Tel Aviv and help in getting rid of every known debauchery-filled Zionist in
Israel!
Israel will not be allowed to become the safe haven for every foul spirit under
the sun. The Zionists have conquered the United States and made New York,
Washington, and London their nerve centres, and unless the Zionists of Israel
will flee there, no safety for them will be found on Palestinian lands.
Palestine is Arab. And as with every other nation, a foreign culture residing in
the land lives there as a guest. Where that guest conducts itself unruly, then it
will be asked to leave. And so will the Zionists of Israel leave and the Jews will
hand over control of "Israel" to the Palestinian authorities if they wish to be
able to participate in many good things in store for the Arab Nation in days to
come.
We know the secret of restoring prosperity to the people of this world,
beginning with the community of Arab nations. The Zionist pressure cooker of
a nine-to-five rat race will be lifted from them, and their unique culture become
restored. And here we speak not of religious culture.
This is the greatest test ever for the Jewish mind: WILL THE JEWS BE
ABLE TO CONQUER THEIR FALSE RACIAL PERCEPTION OF
SUPERIORITY OR WILL THEY CONDEMN THEMSELVES TO THE
GREATEST PUNISHMENT EVER INFLICTED ON ANY
CONSCIOUSNESS - THAT OF DIGRESSION BACK TO THE
BOTTOM RUNG OF THE EVOLUTIONARY LADDER, WITH
PERHAPS HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF INCARNATIONS IN
THE PHYSICAL OF LOWER-THAN-THIS-ONE QUALITY, IN
ORDER TO RE-LEARN ALL THOSE UN-LEARNED LESSONS OF
LIFE AND ETHICS ALL OVER AGAIN?!
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The reclamation of the Jews can only happen on the basis of their own
acceptance of civility. Where there is no friendlier hand streched out toward the
Arab people than what we have seen in the past, a people which they have
abused, their removal is a mandatory consequence, and essential for the
establishment of universal peace for all civilized people of the Middle East
region.

The Days of Nonsense in High Politics are
Over!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) February 12, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

In her latest editorial the Prophetess has aptly stated that the leaders of
this world know not how to deal with the spirit essence of incarnated
demons which rule the world of today. Centuries have come and gone,
and many lives of the righteous been lost in feeble effort to better the lot
of the people.
Today we have finally struck the correct combination of circumstances
in order to regain our long lost control over the destiny of all of our lives.
And here I speak collectively and not individually. With all of us standing
at the threshold to a new era it has taken the correct combination of
highly evolved persons incarnating into key positions of power in
conjunction with the information from the prophets as presented on
these websites in order to create a recipe for pulling down the
strongholds of these demons who with their intimidating arrogance for
so long have terrorized this world.
May I kindly remind you of one of the key prophetic utterances which
simply state in a futuristic self-testimony of defeat by the Zionist Elite:
We of the royal faction of debauched tankards do hereby
place within our seal that mandatory statement of
fulfillment which has left us without words to even
protect ourselves within the plumage of despised
revolution.
This, my brothers of the elitist faction, has in fact placed
within our gravesite - for all those who mediate at the
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front - that from this point forth we hereby do broadside
have exposed ourselves by our very mandate.
The people are wise, in they will place on our gravesites
that epitome which states very simply that: "Only the
stars in their wisdom gain prudence to rule over us, for
we are the epitome of their glory."
Pulling down several high-traffic internet sites was just a smoke screen
for taking out our datanet.ab.ca server, which in the course of the attack
was electronically virtually demolished. And to demonstrate just how
much control these elite demons still have over their own information
media: they never once permitted any of the news reporters to list all of
the seven sites which were taken down by their hackers in order to
prevent the public from asking questions as to why datanet was one of
them!
Armageddon is over. The Light of truth has finally broken through the
many layers of darkness which have for so long shrouded this planet.
The rest of the work is merely mopping up and steering this world ship
back on course! (Do not become offended if we speak in a manner
where past, present and future are rolled into one statement as to
describing the outcome.)
The days of nonsense in high politics are over, for the Light has
returned back to earth, and for the first time in a long time has darkness
met its match! And never again will the Light of the Universe be snuffed
out by overpowering darkness coming from today's incarnated demons
meddling from behind the scenes in the affairs of high politics!

Americans Resurrect Piracy the Modern
Way!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Monday, February 7, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Pirates go to sea in warships, and so do the Americans.
Pirates arm these ships with weapons, and so do the Americans.
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Pirates travel overseas to conquer and kill, and so do the Americans.
Pirates prey on ships and steal their cargo, and so do the Americans.
Pirates are brutal, and so are the Americans.
Pirates do not ask what is ethical, and neither do the Americans.
There is no difference between the American/British way of dealing with
nations and cultures and those of the Vikings. Many Americans and British
have blue eyes and blond hair, and so did the Vikings. When the Americans
seize under the cloak of legality, they confiscate for the purpose of profit - just
like the Vikings of old!
Last year alone the modern Vikings seized the oil from 19 tankers under the
pretense of shipping companies trying to "smuggle" oil from Iraq to some
customer abroad! IN THE MIDDLE EAST NATIONS TRADE, THEY
DON'T SMUGGLE!! Of course the American bandits don't care which
shipping company gets hurt in the process of their piracy, and neither do they
care of the hardship for the buyer as well as the seller of the oil, which cannot
be delivered by reason of uncontrolled sea piracy!
Nineteen highjackings of oil tankers were ignored by the media last year by
reason of the fact that the ships were owned by companies belonging to smaller
countries. However now this "Olympia runner" (United States) has once again
made the mistake of offending a superpower, Russia this time, just like they did
with the bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade and the shooting down
of the Egyptian airliner south of Nantucket. They set Kuwait's oil wells on fire
(Bush's brain child) and blame Iraq's President for it, and their Israeli stooges
bomb two of their own embassies in Africa to have ought against Osama bin
Laden, whom they want dead for fear he might just take over Saudi Arabia and
become the next King there! But never mind, the higher wisdom sent him
northward, and that was something the wise-guy pundits in New York and
Washington did not count on.
REALLY!! I DON'T CARE WHETHER THE OIL WAS TANKED IN
IRAN, IRAQ OR THE NORTH BAY OF ALASKA! ALL I SEE IS
PEACEFUL COUNTRIES TRYING TO TRADE WITH EACH OTHER
AND AMERICAN PIRATES BOARDING THEIR SHIPS AND
STEALING THEIR OIL!!
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America, you will leave the Gulf, and if it takes a blast to get you out of
there, then so be it!

Iraq is Not For Sale!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Sunday, February 6, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The financial idiots are still spouting their nonsense! By now they should
have come to realize that a vast number of echelon people are informed
and cannot fall for the banker's ploy of "Iraq owes $320 billion in war
reparations, $80 billion in loans, $50 billion on outstanding interest, $35
billion to the Gulf States, and more billions to Israel for Skud missile
damage!"
Inder Sud, head of the World Bank's Middle East Country Management
Unit, should go and fly a kite rather than waste people's time with his
number statistics! Did the billions come from his own sweat-and-blood
labour that Iraq should owe him anything? Was it not the people who
provided the labour, and the earth which gave the resources? Why then,
after all required goods and services have been delivered in and out of
Iraq, all wages paid, and Iraq has been smashed to paralysis, is Iraq
expected to crawl on her knees and in humble submission pay her
abusers countless billions, thus adding insult to injury? IT IS TO IRAQ
THAT THE NATIONS WILL FLOCK TO REPAIR THE DAMAGE
DONE TO HER PEOPLE, WHEN AT A TIME OF THE NATIONS'
IGNORANCE THEY WERE THOUGHTLESSLY AIDING ZIONISM,
WHICH IS THE ENEMY OF ALL CIVILITY, BY TURNING AGAINST
IRAQ IN 1991! THE NATIONS OWE IRAQ, AND IRAQ OWES THEM
NOTHING!!
So, Russia wants her $7 billion dollars back? WHERE WAS RUSSIA,
WHEN AFTER THE WAR OF1991 RUSSIA COULD HAVE USED HER
VETO POWER IN THE U.N. SECURITY COUNCIL TO PREVENT THE
U.N. SANCTIONS RESOLUTION AGAINST IRAQ FROM
HAPPENING?!
This world owes its lifeblood to Iraq! Were it not for Iraq staring down
the demons from America, Britain and Israel, all hope for the recovery
from mankind's evolutionary stagnation would have become lost. No,
Iraq owes nobody anything. The world is indebted to Iraq! And if
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Zionism's banker's want their filthy money back, then let them walk up to
their own computer, set up a new account under Iraq's name, enter the
numbers 4, 8, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 in that sequence on the
keyboard, and transfer that number into one their accounts. These
scoundrels have done it many times before, surely they can do it again.
We hear them asking for money and not Iraq's oil! Right? Well then,
consider the debt paid, for when it comes to money, they know how to
help themselves!!

The European Union Unmasks Itself!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Sunday, February 6, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

It had to happen sooner or later! After WW2 the victorious forces of the Jews
controlling the allied military nations of chiefly America and Britain quickly
regrouped and re-established their dominance of power over the vanquished
nations of Italy, Germany, Austria (which at the time was one with Germany)
and Japan. Fleeing Jews from the Zionist war in Europe were quickly, and
under Britain's military protection, introduced into Palestine and settled there.
Others (approx. 1.5 million) found refuge in the Americas. They all became
survivors, yet claim to be all dead! And when the Jewish hand was firmly
established again on Germany's political arena under Conrad Adenauer, the
supposed dead - yet living - Jews began to collect holocaust survivor monies
from Germany's tax payers. And so since the end of the hot war in 1945 the
Jewish holocaust lie became the foundation for millions of surviving Jews who were supposedly dead, remember? - to collect pensions or lump sum
payments from a Zionist-controlled Germany. German-speaking Austria
became seceded again from its homeland of Germany to assure weakness in
fragmentation.
In with the reimpositon of Jewish/Zionist control over these nations came all
the nonsense shoved down the throats of Germans, Italians, and Japanese. What
they thought was good fortune (jobs, income, prosperity for a few enterprisers,
no hot war to fight) in the end became nothing more than exploitation of their
labour force in favour of Jewish owners of industrial corporations. They were
forced to adopt "democracy" to guarantee that no one single leader in power
was in for long enough time to do any real good for the people, and
Jewish/Zionist control over their bureaucracy, in particular the security,
military, and information agencies, all combined to create a firm intellectual
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imprisonment of the people the Zionists had now re-established firm control
over. On the political front only leftist philosophy was permitted, which gave
proponents of high taxation and usury a firm grip on these four nations.
But when the Austrians had had enough of all that Jewish "political
correctness" nonsense and took liberty to remember a few good things about
nationalism of the past, the entire Jewish controlled European Union suddenly
had forgotten all about democracy's (supposedly) noble principles of "the
majority will of the people", "freedom", "democratic rights", "free speech",
"elections" or whatever else they say is so good about democracy, and now
rises up as one unit to show to the world its real and truly ugly face of
Jewish intolerance - with Sweden and Portugal at the forefront of ugliness
manifestation.
THE EUROPEAN UNION IS A JEWISH/ZIONIST BRAINCHILD!!!
NATIONS CLAMOURING TO BECOME E.U. MEMBERS ARE SORELY
DECEIVED IN BELIEVING MEMBERSHIP WILL HELP THEM WITH
THEIR ECONOMICS AT HOME! E.U. MEMBERSHIP GUARANTEES
THEM THE FOLLOWING:
* Absence of political freedom
* Absence of freedom of speech
* Absence of economic independence
* Absence of control over one's national currency
* Perpetual democracy with all its division and strife
* Economic slavery of the people through high taxation and financial
usury
* Perpetual control of the nation's government by Zionist banking and
industrial internationalists (Jews)
* Forced acceptance of one-world currency
* No right to historical truth
* No right to one's own natural resources
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This list may by no means be complete. Jewish dominance over nations is
upheld through the holocaust lie, the money system, democracy, falsified
history, internationalism, globalization, public ownership, and military might in
the hands of superpowers which they only control.
NATIONS OF THIS WORLD, REDISCOVER YOUR FREEDOMS AND
YOUR RIGHTS TO INDEPENDENT THOUGHT!! DARE TO BE
DIFFERENT! BEING DIFFERENT FROM THE REST DOES NOT MEAN
BEING LESS IN WORTH!
MANY OF ADOLF HITLER'S VALUES ARE FAR SUPERIOR TO THOSE
OF ZIONISM, FOR THEY ARE BASED ON COMMON SENSE AND NOT
ON A DEMONIC DESIRE TO CONTROL THE WORLD! WHERE
ZIONISTS TELL YOU HITLER WAS OUT TO RULE THE WORLD THEY
LIE TO YOU, FOR ADOLF HITLER'S IDEAL WAS ONE OF LIBERATING
GERMANY FROM ZIONIST/JEWISH OPPRESSION. AND IN THAT HIS
VISION FOR GERMANY WAS TOTALLY JUSTIFIED!!
THE MONSTER OF THE AGES IS NOT ADOLF HITLER, THE
MONSTER OF THE AGES IS POLITICAL ZIONISM!!
Austria begins to remember nationalism in the sense that she has an inherent
right to control her internal affairs. Once all internal affairs are under truly
national control, only then can one region join with the other in peace to form
an alliance of nations NOT under alien control of a self-made elite.

INA Canada
Taken from lion17.htm

Wolfensohn - A Remnant From the Dark
Ages of Intellectual Ignorance
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Monday, Feb. 28, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries
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Wolfensohn, the official head of the World Bank, really opened himself
for a broadside assault on his archaic, twisted logic from the dark ages
of a mind forlorn in blinded ignorance. He calls lending institutions
"instruments" and says they and the world market could become
"screwed up" if debt was to be forgiven. He says the idea of forgiving
the nations' debt which has accumulated to 2000 times a billion in US
dollars, is "whimsical" and claims the World Bank is owned by the
governments, who would not be willing to "give up" more than they are
right now.
And now the time has come where we will set the record straight once
and for all, for it is tiresome to the spirit to have to hear the fundamental
lie on banking practices over and over again:
The World Bank is owned and controlled by Jewish financiers,
regardless of how the system has set it up on paper as to who "owns"
the World Bank. So-called "rich" industrialized nations "lend" money to
the World Bank, which in turn lends those funds to other nations. But
the governments, who "lend" to the World Bank really have no money
themselves, for they are hopelessly in debt to banks, which lend the
governments money for balancing their books with actual credit. So,
technically then, all funds advanced to the World Bank come from other
banks with the taxpayers of industrialized nations providing the "loan
guarantee". To the tune "wealthy" nations contribute to the World Bank
their governments go deeper into debt against their industrious taxpaying population.
And as the amount of debt to nations increase which borrow from the
World Bank, so are their natural resources falling into the hands of the
industrialized nations for extraction in return for mere indebtedness. And
conversely once again, in return for a little more unrepayable "public
debt" on the necks of industrialized nations, the corporate world which is
owned by those who also control the banks, gets all the resources of
third-world (so-called) nations for free because of an accounting trick
where the banker is the great juggler with numbers, pretending to be the
"poor man" to whom the world owes everything!
Wolfensohn says the market becomes "screwed up" if massive amount
of debt owed by poor nations becomes forgiven. How so?
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A JUBILEE YEAR OF DEBT FORGIVENESS
WOULD FREE UP THE NATIONS WHO ARE NOW
EXPORTING THEIR WEALTH IN RETURN FOR
PAYING ON A FICTICIOUS DEBT TO WHERE
THEY WILL FIND NO LONGER COMPELLED TO
PART WITH THEIR RESOURCES IN FAVOUR OF
"RICH" NATIONS! AND ANY SALES OF THEIR
RESOURCES WOULD ACTUALLY HAVE TO BE
PAID FOR WITH HARD CASH FROM THESE
"WEALTHY" NATIONS INSTEAD OF GETTING
THE RESOURCES FOR FREE BASED ON MERE
INTEREST ON AN ACQUIRED DEBT!
The West would get "screwed up", is the Wolfensohn admission. But
how real is that statement on its own merit?
Should all the debts of poor nations become cancelled, then based on
that particular precedent "rich" nations' debts could also be forgiven
without ill effect, could they not? Indeed. Their taxes would become
dramatically lowered, for the cost of running government would be so
much lower in the absence of not having to pay interest on debt. That
would increase the people's purchasing power, and we would see a
jump in consumption of consumer goods, would we not? So, where then
do we see Wolfensohn's fulfillment of prophecy that "the market" would
become "screwed up" if after debt forgiveness we will see nothing but
financial recovery for the people? , Well, we don't, and Wolfensohn once
again will be seen as the banker's mouthpiece and his lie on how money
really works!
Wolfensohn's remarks expose the weakness of the system, and that is
why in the end this system will become replaced with one of absolute
strength!

IMF and WORLD BANK not Interested in
Monetizing Iraq's Needs!
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EDMONTON (INA Canada) Friday, Feb. 25, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Let there be no mistake about it: This world's financial institutions are cutting
their own throat by selectively singling out nations for unjust punishment.
Iraq is being starved of all its purchasing power among nations, even to the
point of not getting fair value in return for all its oil exports. In addition to that
calamity intense dam building activity in Turkey is cutting off all fresh water
supplies with the help of British credit. 22 of those dams already guarantee
diminished water volumes into Iraq from massive evaporation occurring inside
the borders of Turkey. And where a people have their infrastructure smashed
by American and British bombs, no supplies are accessible to repair that
infrastructure, drought prevents adequate food production, and an indifferent
neighbour cuts off all water supply with the help of mankind's common enemy,
we accurately conclude that a powerful alien force is at work to kill the people
of a nation.
One day the wrath of many nations for the attempted murdering of one will
pour down without measure on the heads of these incarnated demons, who are
easily identifiable by virtue of their group associations.
In September 1999 there was a meeting of World Bank/IMF Governors in
Washington, DC. Present also was the Hon. Governor of the Bank of Iraq. His
address expresses his heart-felt concern for the plight of his people in Iraq,

BUT I, THE LION OF JUDAH AND
SAPPHIRE OF THE NATIONS, HAVE
NOTICED THAT THE GOVERNOR'S
PLEAS FOR MERCY ON THE PEOPLE
OF IRAQ HAVE FALLEN ON DEAF
EARS, AND I AM NOT AMUSED..!!
I KNOW WHAT PROPER MONETIZING OF A NATION CAN DO, FOR I
HAVE WITNESSED WITH MY OWN EYES THE SPEEDY
RECONSTRUCTION OF GERMANY FROM BEING TOTALLY
FLATTENED BACK TO A FUNCTIONING NATION AGAIN WITHIN NO
MORE THAN FIVE YEARS AFTER THE SECOND WORLD WAR HAS
ENDED!
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THERE IS NEITHER NEED FOR NOR JUSTIFICATION IN WHAT THIS
WORLD'S BANKERS ARE DOING TO IRAQ, AND I HEREWITH

ORDAIN, BY THE AUTHORITY OF MY OFFICE,
THAT BY REASON OF EXTREME MISUSE OF
FINANCIAL POWER BY THOSE WHO HOLD IT
TODAY, A BRAND NEW SYSTEM OF ECONOMICS
TO BE INSTITUTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
ALREADY EXISTING AND PROVEN PATTERN OF
ECONOMICS AS PRACTICED ON ALL PLANETS
BELONGING TO THE FEDERATION OF FREE
PLANETS!!
THIS NEW-TO-THIS-WORLD SYSTEM WILL COMMENCE IN IRAQ,
THE ANCIENT CRADLE OF ALL CIVILIZATION.
Click here - for those who wish to read the passionate plea to the IMF and World Bank
by the Hon. Issam Rashid Hwaish, Governor of the Bank of Iraq. (pdf file, Acrobat
reader required).

Global Anti-American Sentiments Explained
in a Nutshell
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Thursday, Feb.24, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The less informed on issues of subtle American imposition upon the
nations are inclined to merely see Americans as a successful economic
and military superpower in trade deals with every other nation on this
planet. And when they observe the United States getting nasty with one
country or another, all they hear is the Western position of why Col.
Q'daffi is bad, or Fidel Castro an unacceptable Communist dictator, or
Panama's leader a drug dealer, or why Korea must be protected from
the Communists in the north, or Japan had to be nuked, or why the U.S.
had to enter WW2 to subdue Hitler, or why the sanctions against Iraq
should be maintained regardless of the consequences to Iraqi citizens,
or why Kosovo and Iraq needed to get bombed with depleted uranium.
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Yet stepping behind the propaganda curtain for these flimsy reasons of
American aggression we find a totally different motive for U.S.
aggression against other nations, and that reason is an INSATIABLE
DESIRE TO EXERT POLITICAL CONTROL OVER NATIONS IN
ORDER TO GAIN CORPORATE ACCESS TO NATURAL
RESOURCES IN OTHER LANDS, AND THIS GREED MANIFESTS
AN INHERENT INABILITY FOR THE ZIONIST AMERICAN
GOVERNMENT TO MIND ITS OWN BUSINESS AND STAY OUT OF
OTHER NATIONS' INTERNAL AFFAIRS!!
And here is why America became the bully of the nations, incapable of
recognizing national sovereignty nor the right of nations to be masters of
their own and preferred destiny:
* America was invaded and taken over by the Jews 200 years ago.
Benjamin Franklin warned Americans to seal off uncontrolled illegal
Jewish immigration into New York and his warning was not heeded.
* America became blackmailed and taken over by Jewish bankers, who
took exclusive control over America's currency and assets.
* America became the foundation for the implementation of the
Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion upon all nations.
* America became divided against itself by upholding the democratic
system of division, fragmentation and confrontation.
* America's political affairs became controlled through the back door of
a Jewish front organization called the Council on Foreign Relations.
And in the course of time since the Jewish takeover of America the UnUnited States has participated in two world wars to subdue nationalistic
Germany, masterminded the Treaty of Versailles in order to keep
Germany poor and in economic stress, thrown atomic bombs on
Japanese civilians, set the stage for the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbour as an excuse to the American public to become involved in the
second world war, murdered President Allende through their long arm of
the CIA in order to regain back control over Chile's copper mine which
also yielded much gold for which Chile never got paid, aided the British
in setting up the controversial State of Israel by driving the Palestinian
people out of their homes, set up military bases all over the world in
order to be ready to fight any nation refusing to be bullied by them, and
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placing the nations in economic bondage to their U.S. Dollar by
monopolizing the Dollar as a world currency.
Surely with more research into American misconduct this list could be
extended. Now they use their surveillance technology to listen into and
record any telephone conversation they wish, map the world without
consent of the nations for military purposes to assist their Cruise and
Tomahawk missiles for remote pinpoint accuracy, starve Iraq to death
misusing their financial power, and threaten any nation which wishes
not to dance to their tune with economic boycott.
AMERICA WILL BLEED, FOR SHE HAS MADE THE WORLD TO
BLEED!! WOE UNTO THE PEOPLE OF AMERICA IF THEY WILL
NOT RISE UP TO SPEEDILY REMOVE THE ZIONISTS OUT OF ALL
THEIR POSITIONS OF HAUGHTY CONTROL! AMERICA IS
CONTROLLED BY ALIENS! ALL CIVILITY AND KINDNESS HAS
LEFT HER POLITICAL THINKING, AND AMERICA'S RULERS ARE
COLD AND CALCULATING BANDITS WORKING MISCHIEF FROM
THEIR PLUSH AND FANCY OFFICES IN NEW YORK!
Just look at this disgusting outfit called the Council on Foreign
Relations! And follow the path with which the Australian Butler has been
rewarded for his crimes against Iraq!

NASA Also Lives Not Above the Laws of
Physics!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Tuesday, Feb. 22, 2000, 2:29 pm MST, Reni Sentana-Ries

Mapping this planet's topography into fine resolution from space is quite a feat.
However when technical difficulties arise which jeopardize the fuel supply for
the crew's assured return it is not wise to proceed with the project at the
expense of potential loss of life.
We feel the decision to complete the project in face of excessive fuel loss was
made in error. However the ultimate error of judgment is when NASA decides
to return the craft fully loaded with the equipment on board. It should have
been ejected from the cargo bay and the shuttle be permitted to return empty.
The extra fuel for a safe return fully loaded just may not be there any more.
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We hope all goes well. But what we don't like is that the U.S. Military will
have exclusive access to the data for the purpose of bombing any place at will
with a new generation of Cruise and Tomahawk missiles the elite sees fit to use
for their ulterior purposes.
(Update Feb. 22, 2000, 11:00 pm MST: We are happy to learn that the shuttle crew returned
safely. –Mr. Reni Sentana-Ries)

Massive System Failure in Canada
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Wednesday, Feb. 23, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The deregulation of the trucking industry and the overregulation of the
wheat farmers is bringing about a collapse of these two sectors of
Canadian industry.
The truckers, who seem to have no recourse to pass on their increased
costs to their clients are beginning to subsidize their deliveries out of
their own pockets after prices in Canada for diesel fuel have risen to
over 70 cents per litre. It is unlikely that the independent truckers will be
around for long based on operating a business where they are
prohibited to recover their cost increases of running their rigs. Food
shortages because of delivery problems will be next on Canada's Zionist
plate if this nonsense continues.
The Canadian wheat farmer is almost gone. Those still operating do so
at annual losses and mortgage their farms to the bankers for an
eventual take-over. When the Conspiracy has finally succeeded in
wiping out the family wheat farm, then wheat in Canada will be sold for
a profit - but not until then. For now farmers selling the wheat
themselves, bypassing the Canadian Wheat Board which establishes
what wheat will be sold for on the open market, are being persecuted by
the regulators of that industry for doing so.
At one time in the fifties a bushel of wheat sold for the same price as a
barrel of oil.
When the production costs of oil increased, up went the price of
gasoline at the pumps! Conversely, though, when the cost of producing
wheat increased, the government-controlled Wheat Board had ten
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thousand excuses for the farmer as to why he could not have his
increased production costs passed on to the Wheat Board's customers.
So now the oil producers collect 30 Dollars per barrel, while the
Canadian farmers still get for their wheat what it was sold for 30 years
ago: less than 5 Dollars per bushel.
Rothschild's system is rotten to the core, and the nations' leaders need
to unite and demolish it in favour of the universal one!

Regarding the Joerg Haider Uproar, Adolf Hitler, the
Arab Nation, and Armageddon.
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Monday, February 21, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Western advocates of democracy are hypocrites, for when the people use
democratic means to express their will as was the case in Austria, and in that
expression discarded leftist thinking, these hypocrites pout like spoiled brats
and throw temper tantrums. And then we have the display of 150,000 ignorants
parading their political illiteracy in demonstrations organized by Jewish front
organizations trying to please and appease the Jewish political elite of the
European Union! What pitiful display of political lack of maturity!! The whole
Austrian scenario has also demonstrated to what frightful degree the young
generation was made to believe the Big Lie about a so-called Jewish Holocaust!
Two years ago we obtained a prophetic scribing when asking the starship
commanders on the issue of Adolf Hitler. The following is taken from the
Records as scribed by the hand of Uthrania Seila:
(quote)
January 22, 1998, Wetaskiwin, Alberta
"... Now, dear brother, you have been most patient with me, so I shower
you now with the recommendation referring to your question of previous
past that in no way should you feel free in the continuing of your
elaboration toward that of the regime of Adolf Hitler in monstrous form of
a dictator at large toward that of the final epic of the Jews! We wish to
bring peace among all mankind, and our way showers the pure
ratification of spirit in the mid-east through a kind of sword-meets-the57

flame-put-out for everybody! Our way is the way of the gods of the
hybrid combination and no one solitaire person can see to justifiably
curb out the tongue of another without good enough reason. We wish to
live in peace with all tribes and relinquish our lands not with sword and
blood, but with precise indication that all interference abroad and
beyond of the Arab world will never be tolerated of one coming back
with an upraised hand and heart to beat into a pulp the necessitated
changes on the world global scene!
"We are the posterity too of Adolf Hitler, in a manner of speaking, and
though he was not a bad and vengeful man, he was a man without real
power, for the intricate aligning himself with the wayward cross of
affliction is just not our outline for impeccable justice on the eastern
front.
"We accost nobody except on their own terms, and the day will come
when the United Kingdom will also begin to realize that the Armageddon
we have so bravely faced in the brash past of King Arafat and company
is just no longer anything we are apt to ever put forth again as a
reputable act of conscience toward that of them enslaving their brother
from the throne.
"So off with their heads if they so dare as try their hand at licking the
conscience of the people of past proclamation that they are rulers of any
nation save their own! And the Zionist fever (fervour) in the south
dominion of the United States of all confederate consciences also must
admit their folly to have served such a king of reputable conduct.
"So now that the allies of the true German people have wavered
(waived) their doubts as to whether or not Hitler was a madman. We say
he was, but only in the sense of impeaching from another the dialogue
of conscience intact. But it wasn't solely his doing either, for Zionism
had spread like the plague in Prague, and his torching of each and
every city northwest of the Nile, so to speak, carried with it a world wide
message that Zionism was the main father of destruction. And for this
cause do we heartily warn the people of Israel that flogging of our own
precious people is not a curt worthy of sacrament toward that of even
their out-manifested race.
"Yes, the Hitler regime was right in one or more things, dear Reni, but
most of all, we do not squander our pride to invade any district of
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Michigan to another district, say in the North Atlantic world fare, just to
prove a point that the Zionists are out to lick anyone's red ass!
"But in hindsight your Hitler and ours does belong to the nationalist party
(bet you didn't know that, dear brother) and he does in a warped way of
instability toward those of his own race to bring them down under the
Croatians wrap, so to speak, into destructibility of their own making in a
way. And you must remember, dear chap, that not all ordinations
recreate the possibility of not wayfaring in another's district, and this
proverb we do not allow.
"Keep your own house clean if at all possible, and if you were to always
remain at home instead of abroad thieves can not have the possibility to
shed their skin under even your doormat without you arealizing of it first!
"Now onto the new topic of "Armageddon to the wall." Fissure a close
break here, Seila, and then proceed.
"Armageddon is the battle of the foes of mankind and of god. It has
lasted a good year and a half down the road of all disclaim to the public
good of mankind. Just look around you both and you will see the rubble
it has shed, and all patriotic vices of the unknown even have their gates
painted with the edifice of "slaughter all the Jews and dash the words of
the gods." This is what got them in trouble in the first place. Don't you
understand the words of the Hebrews themselves, that 'No man,
Kurdish or not, has the right to proclaim his own authority to the throne
of majestic proportion save us!'
"Now that right will be taken from them judically, if you will, for the right
to the throne can only belong to god himself. The creator of all heaven
and earth and of mankind it is said in the holy Torah that: 'Begone the
creators of hell aflame! Broadcaste among even your own people, the
heinous tribes of the Arctic disclosure, for our god is the least in their
eyes, and the Hebrew god of the Jews armageddon their thoughts past
the rationality of even world discipline which always reigns in our
favour.'
"Blasphemous to be sure, we realize, but god him/herself will see to the
delivering up the land of the House of Juda, and we need no uprising at
all to do it. The shedding of the blood will be left to another more
qualified for the job.
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"For now it is we seem the intricate practice of all good policy to not only
protect our right of heritage back into royal esteem, but to broadcaste to
the world our plight naught also, for the redeeming of the nation of the
Netherlands is just something we must attend to on our own conscience
of selective methods. But granted, we will not touch another man's land!
This we of the twelve main tribes of Judah, so to speak, do promise of
you dear brother.
"And our beloved Saddam Hussein is just the man to speak his word
into the hour and not lapse one second of belated time in doing just that.
For the good of the entire Hebraeic nations also depends upon his firm
sword hand, and that will not be swayed from his grasp.
"But hear us when we say of our own solid intentions that this is no
man's war save the grace god has seen fit to bestow upon the crown of
the Arab republic of all good conscience, and we will ne're allow of
another such nation on our behalf to step in and proclaim justice of the
worldly-wise upon our plate toward another of our kind! Amen.
Proselytes out through the gate of the unwise.
"I have hoped I have answered equally all of your radical concerns, dear
brother of the wise, for should I not have exclaimed fully to your
satisfaction the dwarfing of the times then I myself should be flogged at
the seams. Just remember, Reni, we of the Lighted Brotherhood of all
Arab Republics are German at heart too! But our track of conquest is
led by God not Allah of the Jews. In any accord we have seen to
shackle Israel all by ourselves, but the main branch of Moslemic Islams
will have no major part in the battle of the Armageddon, for proselytes
are storming our gates and the home front must be protected at all cost
inclining back to the days of our forefathers. We only must take what is
rightfully ours and not touch another man's closet for fear of losing our
own hand. Good day, and may the blessings of Allah even himself
belong to the rich and wealthy of spirit among the nations of the world!"
Signed, the Foremost Arab Republic of the Southwestern Nation of
Quebec, so to speak, in foreign tongue. However, we're sure you "grip"
our meaning.
- Commander Stockholm over and out on dialogue frequency 4. brsh
712. Amen to the morning of the dawn! (1:09 pm)
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(Seila: The entities showed me that nation after nation will follow their
example and clean up their own houses - those who wish to in the sight of God!
But any who do not wish, and wish rather to follow Zionism, will do so without
interruption. Those countries who follow the Arab Republic design of
protecting their own borders and cleaning their own house will also have their
own borders protected by themselves and their own kings, for the Arab
Republic just will not come and do it for them)

The "Greenspan Doctrine" Reviewed!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Saturday, Feb. 19, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Alan Greenspan's doctrine for America at this time goes like this: "We
must raise interest rates in order to cool down an overheated
American economy!"

People working for a
pay cheque making a living. ("Not good!" says Greenspan
What is an "overheated economy"? by implication).
Why is there more money in circulation than Alan Greenspan likes? Firstly, Alan kept usury at a low rate which encourages borrowing, and
secondly: massive weapons contracts from consumption in America's
successive wars against Iraq and Yugoslavia.
What is Greenspan actually saying? - "We need more unemployment!",
thereby advocating social unrest and *national economic instability.
What happens when Greenspan raises interest rates on loans? - He
syphons money out of circulation and leaves many to go for bankruptcy.
Alan Greenspan is either ignorant or a conspirator. I would say he is the
latter. To rectify the financial situation in America is to stop monetizing
the Pentagon and begin monetizing the basic essentials industry of
America's people by assuring that everyone has shelter, food, clothing,
transportation, health services and dignity. It would even solve
America's murder rate! But Greenspan is not interested in a sound
social policy, for that would get the investors upset!
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Greenspan represents everything that is wrong with the system, and the
world would indeed be better off without him running the Federal
Reserve Bank.
I'd give him....

"no kernels out of five!"

* wording slightly revised

The Forgotten Reality about Leaders vs. the System
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Saturday, Feb. 19, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The irony behind President Clinton's remarks on the need for good African
leaders is mind boggling when viewed in conjunction with what the system will
tolerate! Behind the system *is Mayer Amschel Rothschild and his large
posterity of today.
Undoubtedly Clinton meant to see leaders at the helm of African nations who
stand strong in complete submission to the system. And under that type of
"good leadership" Mr. Clinton also expects all fighting to stop and all civil wars
to end in order for the mechanism of the "system" to come into these nations
and have its way of "investments", "economic development", "banking",
"future's market" speculation and whatever else is disgusting about it.
Rothschild knew that in a contest between the finest leadership and the system,
the system would prevail - well, it almost did. His words reflect his enormous
understanding of a reality *which few of his contemporaries could barely
comprehend, and this understanding of his has frightening implications.
Rothschild said (quote): "Give me the power of the creation of credit of the
nation, and I care not who makes its laws!"
Under that powerful philosophy good leaders can indeed be tolerated provided
they pay homage to the system, for all the good ethics and empathy for the
people will remain ineffective for as long as the fundamental principle of the
"system" remains untouched.
And so we see that for the last few hundred years Rothschild with his system
prevailed in the face of many good leaders who have come and gone. Those
who dared to change aspects of the system were murdered, among whom we
count Abraham Lincoln, Premier Aberhardt of Alberta, John F. Kennedy,
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Raoule Couette and Haile Selasse, to name a few. Attempts against the noble
ones of today have failed so far - and will continue to fail, for in days to come
there will be too many national leaders rallying around the survivors of this
great Armageddon mother-of-battles: Saddam Hussein, Osama bin Laden and
Uthrania Seila Hussein, the Prophetess of the new millennium.
No new era will arrive for the people to enjoy unless Rothschild's system
becomes demolished! In the final contest between the system and the
leadership of the nations the latter must prevail lest all historical agony of
earth's successive incarnates was wasted in the final and decisive *battle.
Adolf Hitler was demolished by the system. However where Hitler failed,
Saddam Hussein prevailed, and under the leadership of Saddam Hussein and
*the supportive rulers of the nations the system will for one more final time
become subject to the nobility of man's spirit. And then no longer will all the
evils of this world remain traceable back to a corrupt "system".



wording slightly revised.

INA Canada
Taken from lion20.htm

General Musharraf of Pakistan, the
American Globe Trotters Are Coming to
You With A CFR Agenda!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 18, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The New York based Council on Foreign Relations denies being
affiliated with the U.S. Government. So when President Clinton and
company come to see you in your capital and present you their
concerns, wishes, demands and threats, please compare what you will
hear with the blueprint given to Mr. Clinton from the CFR in the form of
an open letter to the President via Internet. Then you can see for
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yourself whether the American President speaks for himself or is merely
the mouthpiece of a powerful political interest group.
What follows is an excerpt from this open letter. For your information I
also give you the intimidating array of signatories.
(Quote)

Pakistan
You are correct to visit Pakistan. Not going would only have sent the signal that the
United States had written off Pakistan, something that would only strengthen the hands of
those Pakistanis hostile to the United States and weaken the status of those elites who
favor a democratic Pakistan with close ties to the West. Moreover, Pakistan is a country
in danger of failing, one beset by a host of internal divisions and challenges; more not
less engagement by the United States is called for if the nightmare of a Pakistan that
comes to resemble Afghanistan or Sudan is to be avoided.
Still, visiting Pakistan at this juncture promises to be a risky and difficult undertaking,
lest the United States appear to be providing legitimacy to the military leadership or softpedaling American opposition to reckless Pakistani actions that include the decision last
summer to attack India or continuing support for violence in Kashmir. These risks can
only be managed by crafting a nuanced blend of private and public messages.
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the United States will have little option but to designate
their country as a state sponsor of terrorism (with all
that entails in the way of sanctions under current law) if
they do not act more decisively against this threat.
You should voice strong criticism of their provocative
posture toward the Kashmir insurgency, making clear
that they and their country would not be better off if
Pakistan foments a war with India over Kashmir or
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adopt a more realistic approach to what diplomacy
might accomplish vis-à-vis Kashmir in the foreseeable
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future and drop their insistence that Kashmir constitute
the core of any dialogue with India.
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continue to suffer in the absence of evidence that the government is taking meaningful
steps to promote the rule of law, political freedom, and economic reform.
It is essential that an opportunity be found for you to address the Pakistani people directly
over local media. Such an address could remind Pakistanis of the long and close
association between the two countries during the Cold War; urge that Pakistan join the
majority of the world in its embrace of open markets and political freedom; and
underscore the importance for Pakistan to take steps that would make it possible to
achieve a more normal, peaceful relationship with India.....
Respectfully,
Richard N. Haass Chair, Independent Task Force on U.S Policy Toward South Asia;
Vice President and Director, Foreign Policy Studies, The Brookings Institution
SIGNATORIES:
INDEPENDENT TASK FORCE ON U.S. POLICY TOWARD SOUTH ASIA CO-SPONSORED BY
THE COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS AND THE BROOKINGS INSTITUTION

Richard K. Betts Director, National Security Studies, Council on Foreign Relations
Bruce Blair President, Center for Defense Information
Marshall Bouton Executive Vice President, Asia Society
Michael T. Clark Executive Director, U.S.-India Business Council
Stephen P. Cohen Senior Fellow, Foreign Policy Studies, The Brookings Institution
Zachary S. Davis International Nuclear Affairs Specialist, Congressional Research
Service, Library of Congress
Francine Frankel Director, Center for the Advanced Study of India, University of
Pennsylvania
Šumi
tGangul
yVisiting Fellow, Center for International Security and Cooperation,
Stanford University
Neil Joeck Political Analyst, Directorate for Nonproliferation, Arms Control, and
International Security, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
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Geoffrey Kemp Director, Regional Strategic Programs, The Nixon Center
Robert Manning Director, Asia Studies, Council on Foreign Relations
Me
ghanL.O’
Sul
l
i
vanFellow, Foreign Policy Studies, The Brookings Institution
Robert Oakley Former Ambassador to Pakistan
George Perkovich Director, Secure World Program, W. Alton Jones Foundation
Daniel Poneman Partner, Hogan and Hartson, L.L.P.
Gideon Rose Deputy Director, National Security Studies, Council on Foreign Relations
Teresita Schaeffer Director, South Asia Program, Center for Strategic and International
Studies
General Gordon Sullivan President, Association of the U.S. Army
Shirin Tahir-Kheli Director, South Asia Program, Foreign Policy Institute, Johns
Hopkins University, SAIS
Ashley Tellis Senior Policy Analyst, RAND, Washington, DC
Frank Wisner Former Ambassador to India &#9;&#9;
(End quote)

Please also note that when these people speak of "terrorism," they
mean patriots defending their country against foreign plunderers. When
they speak of "political freedom," they mean political democratic
anarchy, or when they speak of "economic reform," they mean
privatization of your public institutions, so they can come in with their
money, buy up everything belonging to the state and sell the services
with a profit after all wages have been reduced and the people driven
into the poor house.

Bankruptcy Option not Available to Nations
-

WHY NOT..?!

EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 18, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries
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I can go bankrupt, you can go bankrupt, my business can go bankrupt, your
corporation can go bankrupt - BUT MY PROVINCE CANNOT

GO BANKRUPT AND NEITHER CAN MY
NATION?!! WHO ARE YOU TO HAVE CREATED A
FINANCIAL SYSTEM IN WHICH THERE IS ONE
RULE FOR SOME AND ANOTHER FOR SOMEONE
ELSE?!!
I LOVE MY FAMILY, MY BUSINESS AND MY
CORPORATION AND IF I CAN'T MAKE IT UNDER
YOUR DEMONIC SYSTEM THEN AT LEAST I CAN
SHAKE OFF THE DEBTS YOUR SYSTEM
SADDLED ME WITH BY YOUR EVIL MONEY
MANIPULATIONS, USURY, AND RECESSIONS!
BUT I ALSO LOVE MY PROVINCE AND MY
NATION, AND YET YOU BASTARDS HAVE THE
GAUL TO DENY THEM THE OPTION OF DEBT
CANCELLATION AT A TIME WHEN THERE IS NO
HOPE FOR RECOVERY OF ANY OF YOUR
STINKING MONEY!!
YOU ARE IN BUSINESS OF DESTROYING ALL
HOPE OF THE PEOPLE FOR A BETTER LIFE BY
PERPETUATING YOUR FINANCIAL DOUBLE
STANDARD!! BUT REMEMBER THIS: THE
NATIONS MAY HAVE STEPPED INTO YOUR
SNARE ONCE, BUT THAT WILL ALSO BE THE
LAST TIME!!
I have a country. Its name is Mozambique. The people's lives there are ravaged
by rain and floods! Their infrastructure is smashed and their people are
distressed, just like the people in Iraq, which you have bombed and poisoned to
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despair, AND

STILL YOU SPEAK ABOUT
"DEFERRING DEBT SERVICE PAYMENTS"
RATHER THAN DEBT CANCELLATION AS YOU
WERE ASKED BY MY FOREIGN AFFAIRS
MINISTER LEONARDO SIMAO!
ARE NOT PEOPLE BEARING THE BURDEN OF A
NATIONAL DEBT IN THE FORM OF TAXATION
AND DOES NOT LOGIC DICTATE THAT A
BANKRUPT SOCIETY SHOULD ALSO AS A
NATIONAL UNIT HAVE THE RIGHT OF ACCESS
TO NATIONAL BANKRUPTCY JUST LIKE THE
INDIVIDUAL AND THE CORPORATION?!
I don't like your double standard and your lack of compassion when disaster
strikes on a national scale, and therefore we will not wait until you relax your
thumb screws on the nations - we shall proceed with displacing your system in
favour of the universal one. My Foreign Minister's veiled plea for mercy shall
remain as a standing testimony to the coldness of the blood in your veins as he
speaks:

''We are satisfied that this step has been
taken in relation to bilateral debt but it falls
short of our expectations. Our request was
for total cancellation.... We continue with
that request and with that hope.''
Breaking Through the Barrier of Tunnel
Vision Thinking
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 17, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries
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The following article is a March 16, 2000 news report from dawn.com
out of Pakistan. It highlights what is wrong with this "international"
system and permits us to take down the global poverty problem to the
lowest common denominator. The article states as follows:
(Quote)
Poverty-alleviation plan: Loans through NGOs to carry 13pc interest
Bureau Report
PESHAWAR, March 16: The federal government has decided to keep the rate of mark up
on the poverty-alleviation fund, to be distributed among community-based organisations
by NGOs, at the same level that is being charged from the formal sector, official sources
told Dawn.
"After deeply looking into the issue, the government has decided to keep the rate of
interest on the loan ... at 13 per cent (which is the same that is) being charged to the
formal sector," Dr AR Kamal, director of the Pakistan Institute of Development
Economics told Dawn in reply to a query after his presentation at a seminar here on
Wednesday.
According to sources in Islamabad, the government would borrow Rs15 billion for the
first phase of the Poverty Alleviation Programme from the World Bank at an interest rate
of 1.75 per cent and then lend that amount to the recently-formed Poverty Alleviation
Fund at a three per cent interest rate.
The poverty alleviation fund would loan out the money to different non-governmental
organisations at a 10 per cent interest rate, keeping a cushion of seven per cent to meet
the organisational costs and sustain the default, if any.
After a lengthy debate regarding the rate of interest the NGOs would be charging from
community-based organisations for the execution of specific development schemes, it has
been decided that the interest rate should be kept at a ratio not more than what is
currently being charged from the formal sector.
Elaborating on the background behind the move, Dr Kamal said the decision was taken to
avoid putting community-based organisations under pressure. Charging them anything
beyond 13 per cent, or the rate what is being presently charged from the informal sector,
would put too much of a burden on them, said Dr Kamal.
(End of article)

Commentary by Reni Sentana-Ries:
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The problem:
NGO = Non-governmental organizations associated with the United
Nations. Mistake number one. Pakistan must learn to run her internal
affairs without organizational commitments to the elitist United Nations,
else she will never become strong to stand on her own feet of sovereign
strength.
Pakistan operates on the crumbling foundation of a money system
based on the Western model. Mistake two.
Pakistan runs to the World Bank for "credit" and accumulates more debt
on the necks of taxpaying present and future generations. Mistake
three.
Pakistan pays and charges "interest" on borrowed money. Where the
Government pays 1 3/4 % the people are made to pay 10%. Mistake
four.
Pakistan cannot see that the nation's wealth belongs to her people,
which includes the land and its resources, and all that is needed for
people to help themselves is for the Government and corporations to
return the land back to the people who by all intrinsic rights own it
anyway. Mistake five.
Pakistan nurses the Zionist money system instead of the people.
Fundamental mistake six. So much for the tunnel-vision part of it.

The solution:
Disband the NGO inside Pakistan and close all United Nations offices
which can be found on Pakistan's soil.
Bring the Bank of Pakistan firmly under Government control.
Use the Bank of Pakistan to issue all credit for poverty alleviation
interest-free.
Terminate all international debt payments which are nothing but
blackmail by the Zionist elite.
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Jubilee all governmental, business and corporate debts into oblivion.
Justify this action by the fact that all goods and services represented by
these "debts" have been rendered and thus there is no need for hanging
on to detrimental accounting after the fact of contract fulfillment.
Balance the issue of credit in accordance with the nation's productive
output in generating wealth for the people. It is the people who will
create wealth, and not the banker nor the Government nor the
corporations.
And thus Pakistan will have found the magic formula for poverty
alleviation. Remember, this is merely the first step toward selfredemption.

Now is the Time for Turning Tables!

(Oct. 24, 1999, *

Revised Oct. 25, 1999, 7:13 pm)

"For us there are no checks to limit the range of our activity. Our SuperGovernment subsists in extra-legal conditions which are described in the
accepted terminology by the energetic and forcible word: DICTATORSHIP!
"I am in a position to tell you with a clear conscience that at the proper time
we, the law-givers, shall execute judgment and sentence, we shall slay and we
shall spare, we, as head of all our troops, are mounted on the steed of the
leader. We rule by force of will, because in our hands are the fragments of a
once powerful party, now vanquished by us. AND THE WEAPONS IN OUR
HANDS ARE LIMITLESS AMBITIONS, BURNING GREEDINESS,
MERCILESS VENGEANCE, HATREDS AND MALICE.
"IT IS FROM US THAT ALL-ENGULFING TERROR PROCEEDS. WE
HAVE IN OUR SERVICE PERSONS OF ALL OPINIONS, OF ALL
DOCTRINES, RESTORATING MONARCHISTS, DEMAGOGUES,
SOCIALISTS, COMMUNISTS, AND UTOPIAN DREAMERS OF EVERY
KIND.
"We have harnessed them all to the task: EACH ONE OF THEM ON HIS
OWN ACCOUNT IS BORING AWAY AT THE LAST REMNANTS OF
AUTHORITY, IS STRIVING TO OVERTHROW ALL ESTABLISHED
FORM OF ORDER. By these acts all States are in torture; they exhort to
tranquility, are ready to sacrifice everything for peace: but we will not give
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them peace until they openly acknowledge our international SuperGovernment, and with submissiveness."
- The Learned Elders of Zion

"We hear you. You say 'democracy' but
mean 'dictatorship' as you control through
blackmail and intimidation democracy's
'idiots' through the open back door away
from public view and knowledge. But we
know you depend on democracy's
'revolving door' governments for your
survival, for a stable government might just
shut the 'back door' on you, and where
then would that leave your supremacy of
rule? If democracy is all you can come up
with for a guarantee of your survival, then
you have not done your homework yet!
"You say to Iraq: 'We will not give (Iraq)
peace until (Iraq) openly acknowledges our
international Super-Government - and with
submissiveness!' When has Light ever
bowed to darkness? Yes, for years you have
tried to bomb Iraq into submission to your
despotic United Nations decrees - without
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success, except to say that you have lost all
credibility for doing so. And while on your
relentless mission of inflicting pain on
Iraq, you have exposed yourself for who
and what you are. Before the eyes of the
people we can now match your actions with
your Protocol Theories for World Conquest
as coming from your own pen, and the
world can finally take a brief glimpse into
the depths of your depraved mind!
"You say there are no checks to limit your
activity. We say: You don't control gravity the Commanders of the Star Ships do. You
don't control the weather or natural
disasters - *the commanders from our
intergalactic Star Ships do with our
consent. You don't control what comes out
of the pen of the Lion of Judah - he does.
Neither have you controlled the prophets'
appointment of the King of kings and that
of the Tsar of Russia. You also don't
control the actions of the Government of
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Iraq nor the thoughts of many national
leaders, which are familiar with your
schemes and don't like one bit what you
are doing. You also don't control the
nuclear reaction from the atomic bomb
which one day may fall on your head if you
continue with your rascality.
"And as you boast of the sentiments closest
to your ruthless heart, so will you reap
back onto your own plate that of which you
speak: DICTATORSHIP ON YOUR
HEAD BY THE MASTERS OF THIS
UNIVERSE, THEIR RULE OF LAW,
THEIR JUDGMENT AND SENTENCE
ON YOUR DEEDS, THEIR WORD AS TO
WHO SHOULD BE SLAIN AND WHO
SHOULD BE SPARED, THEIR RULE BY
FORCE OF WILL, AND THE PARTY TO
BE 'VANQUISHED' WILL BE YOURS!
AND YOU WILL BE GIVEN TO FEEL
OF THE MASTERS' 'LIMITLESS
AMBITIONS' TO CLEANSE THIS
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PLANET FROM THE LIKES OF YOURS,
WHO ARE FULL OF 'BURNING
GREEDINESS, MERCILESS
VENGEANCE, HATREDS AND
MALICE.' IT SHALL NO LONGER BE
THE PEOPLE WHO ARE FILLED WITH
THAT ALL-ENGULFING TERROR, FOR
IT HAS LONG BEEN DECREED THAT
'THE CHANGE IN COUNTENENCE
WILL BE ON YOUR FACES AS THE
JUDGES OF ALL RIGHTEOUSNESS
DECREE YOUR FATE!!"
- The Lion of Judah
Employment - Blessing or Curse?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 12, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

There is a myth which says employment is a blessing and unemployment a
curse. That is so only under the Zionist system of programmed slavery for the
people, for he, who does not work (for money) shall also not eat. Food can only
be purchased with money, and those who are not endowed with it, are cursed
with no access to basic essentials of life. State welfare systems are a crutch, in
that they are temporary where administered and inadequate in magnitude.
Furthermore those on that kind of assistance (?) develop problems with selfimage and tend to fall between the cracks of society's system.
Morocco hails a reduction of unemployment from 1.5 million to 1.2 million.
While such news may seem to be good, the truth of the matter in its flip-side
tells me that some 300,000 people have just volunteered their time and labour
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in return for enough to survive but not enough to be comfortable as the system
makes the people compete against each other thus effecting the lowest possible
wages.
Job statistics published by the media tend to hail such development as good
news, however when examined in light of what is really happening, the whole
matter becomes as ugly as sin.

WHEN A MAN IS FORCED TO LABOUR AT A JOB
HE HATES, FOR BOSSES THAT ARE RUDE, AND
PAY WHICH IS NOT ENOUGH TO LIVE BUT TOO
MUCH TO STARVE, THEN I CALL THIS
CONDITION A CURSE AND NOT A BLESSING!!
IN OUR KINGDOM NO EXPLOITATION OF
ANYONE'S LABOUR IS TOLERATED, FOR ALL
LABOUR IN VALUE IS ALIKE WHEN BEHIND
THE JANITOR'S WORK IS A MAN WHO TAKES
PRIDE IN KEEPING THE HOSPITAL CLEAN AND
BEHIND THE ENGINEER A MAN WHO LOVES
DESIGNING BRIDGES WHICH WILL NOT
COLLAPSE UNDER 4 TIMES THEIR MAXIMUM
SPECIFIED LOAD RATING! BOTH CONTRIBUTE
TO AN ORDERLY FUNCTIONING SOCIETY AND
THEREFORE HAVE AN INTRINSIC RIGHT TO
ALL WEALTH SOCIETY AS A WHOLE
PRODUCES!
WE, THE PROPHETS OF THE NEW ERA, WILL
NEVER CONDONE A CONTINUATION OF
MASSIVE SLAVERY UNDER A SYSTEM
ENGINEERED BY DEMONS-IN-THE-FLESH AND
WILL NEVER PRESIDE OVER A SOCIETY OF
VICTIMS!!
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While employment today seems a better choice than unemployment, seeing that
a few coins jingling in the purse are better than none, the whole sordid affair is
still rotten to the core as the reward for man's effort is diverted into the bank
accounts of shareholders or lost in usury manipulation. And here again you
have the waste and the plunder for profit.
What happens today on the world scene in the "labour markets" is an affront to
all that is holy and just, and is an offence in the sight of a god-conscious mind.
PRODUCE NO END FOR THE SLAVERY OF GOD'S PEOPLE, AND
WHAT YOU WILL SEE IS THE COMING OF THE END OF THIS
WORLD!!

Efficiency - the Secret of Prosperity and
Liberty
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Saturday, March 11, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Western Europe and North America run on the basis of waste for profit.
Waste can also be called inefficiency. Daily newspapers are sold
containing 100 or more pages, bought by people who only seek out one
item of interest and then they toss these wads into the waste bin for
another 100 pages of chopped-up trees the next day. And so we
wonder why our climate changes as our hinterland is being deforested
by lumber companies and polluted by paper mills.
During the seventies and eighties tremendous discoveries were made
by certain brilliant ones designing carburetion systems for our
automobiles far surpassing any fuel efficiency known today.
We hear of it once - and then never again.
The big American automakers snatch their patents and shelve them never to be seen by any mortal ever again. We even hear of perfected
perpetual motion engines being shelved and kept out of the public's
sight for the benefit of the oil industry owners and greedy investors,
who'd hate to see oil become worthless and their "investments" lost
when a superior energy alternative to oil is presented to the people.
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No, the people are not to be liberated from their bondage to gasoline or
heating oil, for the liberty bell is not to ring for anyone not belonging to
the class of the privileged few! (So the cold and calculating intellects of
New York, Washington, London and Tel Aviv say).
Yet we don't buy their selfish logic, for we have long concluded, that life
is equally sacred to all who are born into this incarnation, and life is for
the purpose of experiencing joy! And so it is our duty to provide a
system of economics for these six billion and their additional 4 billion
children who will come in the next 25 years, which will guarantee them
access to all basic essentials of life, including energy and transportation.
Under no circumstance can this planet endure a per capita consumption
rate of resources we observe among Americans and Europeans if that
consumption were equally granted to every other human being
elsewhere. The elite knows it and therefore tries to keep the people of
other nations poor, lest they also begin to consume according to
western patterns and thus would deprive them of a raw material source.
And in keeping the people poor, as is the case in Nigeria for instance,
the nations' resources can then be extracted for the benefit of the few
industrialized nations, whose wasteful economies are profiting the
owners of their industries.
In light of massive population increase economic "house cleaning" has
to begin if we do not wish to become witnesses of massive starvation.
This need makes it necessary for scrapping the money and profit driven
system and replace it with the universal standard which permits the
individual to actually become the beneficiary of his own production. Only
then will we see the people helping themselves rather than see them
looking to government to help them, while red tape and shortage of
money severely limits their freedom of movement and expression of
intellectual liberty.
We are here to liberate the human mind so man can rediscover antigravity, cosmic energy, light beam propulsion systems for intergalactic
travel or what have you. But none of that is possible in a climate of
persecution should any inventor dare to let the people benefit from his
inventions. The role of government is not to control and stifle such mind
expansion, but to provide assistance in an orderly extraction for the
benefit of all, and when governments rediscover their purpose of
existence, all will be well with all, and experience will teach us that a
little from earth then will go farther than a lot from earth today, and thus
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we will have made it possible for all to enjoy life without plunder
because of ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY!

Iraq's Reclamation Is the Great Test of
Good-Will of the Nations!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Thursday, March 9, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Let there be no mistake about it: THERE WILL BE NO RECLAMATION
OF ANY NATION FROM THE CLUTCHES OF DIABOLICAL
PROTOCOLS UNLESS IRAQ IS INCLUDED!!
All prophecies in our possession clearly point to Iraq as being the hub and
nerve centre for the nations' reclamation from the disasters the West has
introduced on all other nations by means of strict imposition of diabolical
protocols of Zion through the disgusting precepts of their debauched money
system.
And here we need to show leadership resilience in recognizing that the leader
of Iraq, President Saddam Hussein, is key in the effort of restoration of peace
and good-will among all nations, as a new set of ancient rules of economics is
being implemented with the cooperation of all national leaders of this world.
And any national leadership which remains in strict opposition to Iraq's
Government of today isolates itself and its nation from participation in
principles of economic conduct proven throughout all extraterrestrial societies
belonging to the Federation of Free Planets!
Religion has nothing to do with it. Correct principles of economics is key to
ushering in a brighter Day for the people! Religious misconceptions will fade
away into oblivion when the Muslim, Hindu and Christian people are being
given the tools of true self-liberation from economic bondage by their own
governments, as the wisdom of their leaders accept the universal standard for a
truly free society, a standard that applies everywhere else among evolved
human species in this galaxy and beyond.
The time has come for the bulldozing down of a mistakenly accepted worldwide system of bondage, and when the bulldozing is finished the people will be
permitted to return to the land which was theirs to begin with but stolen from
them through the deception associated with a system which demanded
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unrestricted access to the land for the exploitation of its riches for the benefit of
the privileged few!
Do not think for a moment that President Saddam Hussein has no legitimacy,
for how else have many of you other leaders acquired your positions of national
power but by knocking someone else off his throne? It behooves those who live
in glass houses to not throw stones! I therefore expect to quickly see the
Talaban leadership of Afghanistan recognized by all governments, and all trade
relations must be re-assumed with Cuba. Needless to say that massive trade
must begin with the people of Iraq in order to see their lives become elevated
back to dignity.
This world needs no wimps in leadership positions, but leaders with vision and
foresight in order participate in the reclamation of their people from a Zionistic
system of poverty and slavery.
The fifteen to one ratio of exploitation of the masses in favour of the already
affluent "investors" must stop, for when a man bakes a loaf of bread, he has the
right to eat it, and when he bakes fifteen and eats one, he has the right to trade
fourteen for whatever he deems of equal value produced by someone else.
In Canada today we have one farmer feeding hundreds living in cities, yet
being denied a livelihood sufficient to feed his own belly! The system steals
from him the fruits of his labour!!
THESE OFFENCES MUST BE REMOVED FROM THE SIGHT OF THE
HOLY GODS AND GODDESSES ON EARTH AND IN THE HEAVENS!!
WE WILL NO LONGER TOLERATE THE CRIES OF THE OPPRESSED
AND LISTEN TO THE WHAILS OF THE AFFLICTED IN AGGRESSION!!
YOU LEADERS CHOOSE HOW THE OFFENCE SHALL BECOME
REMOVED - BE IT BY YOUR FAITHFUL DUTY TOWARDS THE CALL
OF THE PROPHETS, OR BY OUR USHERING-IN OF THE END OF THIS

THE CRIES OF THE
OPPRESSED AND AFFLICTED WILL
STOP, FOR WE WILL COME AND
GATHER THEM INTO OUR CRAFT OF
REFUGE, WHILE YOU OPPRESSORS
WORLD - IT MATTERS NOT -
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AND WHIMPS SHALL REMAIN
OUTSIDE AND BE CAST OFF INTO
YOUR SELF-MADE WHEEL OF
MISERABLE INCARNATIONAL LOOPS!
The wrath of the Almighty will hit you square between the eye-brows should
you continue to think the Government of Iraq should be replaced before the
people of Iraq become delivered! Saddam Hussein and his Government is here
to stay!!



INA Canada
What do you mean, Mr. Clinton, when you
say: "Pakistan must return to 'civilian
rule'"?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 28, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

This article is not addressed at Mr. Clinton.
We deem it high time for many men with true leadership qualities to rediscover some long forgotten attitudes of governing, for the democracy craze
has even affected our finest at the helm and begun to instill in them a guilt
complex when it comes to management of the nation's military.

WHY SHOULD GENERAL MUSHARRAF FEEL
GUILTY ABOUT BEING AT THE HELM OF A
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NATION? THE FACT THAT HE HAS A MILITARY
BACKGROUND IS NEITHER HERE NOR THERE!
WHERE HAS THERE EVER BEEN A
GOVERNMENT WITHOUT THE LEADERSHIP
BEING ALSO IN CHARGE OF THE MILITARY?
Mr. Clinton's temporary ascension to the post of President of the United States
has made him also the Chief Commander of the Army, Navy and Air Force.
Does that not make Mr. Clinton a military man? Is Mr. Clinton feeling guilty
about his role as America's most powerful military man? Certainly not! Bush
did not blink twice to send his armada into the Gulf region and Clinton had no
concerns for the Iraqi people who became bombed and maimed when he
ordered to attack again in December 1998.

It is the government's business to be in control of the
military!
Today General Musharraf is Pakistan's Government, and if it makes feel some
people better to speak of him as a civilian, then we will do so by nature of his
new position, which includes control over Pakistan's military.
We find no fault with simply stating:
All government controls the military. A military general (Musharraf) becoming
government is no worse than a civilian (Clinton) becoming a military chief
commander! Why should the former feel guilty and be expected to step down
when both in their new positions run the government as well as the military? As
stated before, Clinton now is no less a military man than Musharraf. For
Clinton to say to Musharraf "Step down, you're no civilian!" is like Musharraf
telling Clinton "Step down, you're no military man!"
Please note: only Clinton insults Musharraf. Musharraf is civilized.

American Justice...
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 27, 2000), Reni Sentana-Ries
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In yesterday's news on television a report was given on an incarcerated
American black man who was falsely accused and convicted of
murdering several people. While in prison he tried to make the best of a
bad situation and taught himself to play the drums for entertainment and
to counsel other young offenders into becoming moral and good people.
When *police and judges got under the sting for having convicted an
innocent man, he was expected to fingerpoint another black man of
whom he knew also to be innocent, and this in order to achieve his
release. He refused and the judges then added another seven years of
imprisonment to his term.
American justice says "If

you can't find the culprit, make

one!" and this America does in order to deflect the wrath of the public
away from the police which needs a lightning rod for the anger of the
people. And what better way than to accuse a black American whose
only crime is to have been born on American soil after greedy American
Jews imported this forefathers from Africa to sell them on the slave
market of the South.
In the United States a large percentage of imprisoned people are not
guilty of crimes for which they are accused. The authorities know about
it, yet nothing is being done to correct this situation for fear that massive
law suits would land back at the doorstep of a system which likes to
always portray to the public that it cannot err.
The other aspect of American justice says "If

you don't want to

find the culprit, then make one!" And here they shoot
down commercial airliners for political reasons like the two recent ones
near New York, of which Egypt Air was one. Even hundreds of eye
witnesses, which saw a missile racing toward the airliner was not
enough to get the truth of the crime acknowledged.
Years earlier another commercial airliner they got the Soviets to shoot
down with their military after they had secretly reprogrammed the
automatic pilot which caused it to stray into Soviet territory. On board
was an American congressman who had publicly vowed to get to the
bottom of some American political atrocity.
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The element controlling the United States is also not interested in
finding the guilty for the Oklahoma bombing, and so they allow the wrath
of the people to fall on a man, who may have been involved but was not
the mastermind, for the accusers have yet to explain why so many IRS
employees stayed home that day and kept their children out of daycare
which was located inside the bombed building.
And who of the anti-christ system of the U.S. Government is interested
in having the truth proclaimed as to why Pearl Harbour went down from
a Japanese attack, or who bombed the two American embassies in
Kenya and Tanzania?
Israel must remain to be the untouchable one of Palestine, does she
not, regardless of her crimes!? And was that sordid affair of massmurder of Kenyans in broad daylight not a small price to pay for going
after Osama bin Laden, whose only wish is to see the Americans get
out of Saudi Arabia? And was the modern pharmaceutical factory in
Sudan not doing too much good for the people of Sudan whose
Government is not in love with American foreign policy bullying?
Of course the U.S. Government is not interested in finding the culprit for
these two bombings, for if the truth were known, then perchance the dirt
might land right back onto the doorstep of an office at the White House,
the Pentagon or New York. The frenzy with which Osama bin Laden is
being persecuted, whom I have proclaimed as being the Tsar of Russia,
gives away that something is wrong with the whole affair.

When America's ruling elite does not want to find
the culprit, they make one!
I have already mentioned the case of an American, jailed without trial for
telling the truth about how billions of Arab oil money has been
squandered by American banks through their holding companies, who
conveniently defaulted when the lent-out money became unrecoverable.
And now we know how American justice works.
While the above may be a generalization and not applicable to
individual cases, for much of America's justice depends on the personal
ethics of the judge, we cannot however dismiss the fact that in cases of
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crimes committed by those in high politics no judge's ethics will stand in
the way of a grand cover-up.
* wording revised

Analysis of the Global Human Rights Issue
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 25, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

All matters of human rights must go back to basics, which is the Law of Love
and Oneness. Anyone abiding by this criteria will not violate another's rights
nor will take unfair advantage of his neighbour. Voluntary compliance based on
enlightenment is still the best guarantee for recognition of universal human
rights.
In today's world however the issue of human rights has been constitutionalized
in declarations by various organizations and virtually all countries. And it is
through the centralized effort of enforcement that much contention between the
enforcers and the nations is arising. Yet the irony of it all is that

the enforcers of so-called human rights are in
themselves the biggest violators: the United Nations and
the United States. And how did this contradiction happen? IT
HAPPENED WHEN THROUGH THEIR SYSTEM OF GREED A GENERAL
BREAK-DOWN OF LOVE OCCURRED AMONG THE PEOPLE, AND SO
A SET OF RIGHTS BECAME WRITTEN ON PAPER (initially with good
intentions) - TO BE ENFORCED TODAY NOT

UNIVERSALLY, BUT SELECTIVELY! AND WHY
SELECTIVELY? BECAUSE IT IS THE MASTERS OF THE SYSTEM WHO
NEED FOR THEMSELVES A SHIELD OF PROTECTION FROM THE
WRATH OF THE PEOPLE IN THE EVENT THEY GET CAUGHT WITH
MORE THAN JUST A HAND IN THE COOKIE JAR!
And so it is that through the convenience of the money-based system only those
have "human rights" who also have the power to pay their way through the
courts. Human rights for the ordinary people only exist on paper, for the
enforcement of human rights is only available through courts of law.
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The entire human rights issue is now handled by Jews who are making a
political racket out of it. These rights are now their shield and under them all
manner of injustices toward non-Jews become enforced, i.e. homosexual
conduct, sex-change rights, rights of children to sue their parents, and so on.
And then we have the greater violations of rights by the naughty ones. For
instance:
Enslavement of the masses under the system of capitalism, exploitation of child
labour, the charging of usury by the banks, unconstitutional taxation backed by
unjust court decisions, deliberate impoverishment of our farming community,
denial of the land to the people, incarcerations without the laying of charges nor
trial, torturing of political prisoners and denial of their right to privacy, the
invasion and bombing of Kosovo, the denial of the Iraqi people's right of
trading with other nations, jeopardizing their right to security of person from
lack of food and medicine, the clubbing of the people of Chechnya, and.... lest
we forget, the evaporation of Japanese citizens in Hiroshima and Nagasaki with
atomic bombs by the Americans.
All these sins go unchecked and unpunished under today's myriads of human
rights bills. So, obviously the issue of human rights is being controlled by an
element of society, which not only use the human rights issue as a shield to
protect their asses, but also as a means to harass other nations, who wish to deal
with issues of contention within their own sovereign borders in a manner
jewish corporate owners deem detrimental to their selfish interests of
profiteering and exploitation.
The human rights issue is as phony as a 3 dollar bill. Where people dearly and
sincerely wish to see human rights respected they would not charge usury, not
try to steal resources from other lands, not bomb innocent people with depleted
uranium bombs and then say "We have to 'contain' you for making weapons
of mass destruction." They would not secretly plant biological disasters nor
give themselves preferred access to human rights through the courts which they
control. They would also not allow the entire bureaucracy of a nation to
become "privatized" for more profit-taking by exclusively those who have
money, only to then turn around and say to their employees: "Sorry, but if you
now want to eat, you'd better work for the minimum wage I offer you!" and
then pocket part of the people's wages without significantly reducing the cost of
providing the service to the government. They would also not blast empty
hospitals to rubble while the waiting lists for surgery are growing, nor would
they deny the homeless access to heated empty public buildings in the frost of
winter.
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All these human rights violations never find their way into the court system,
and so I have long concluded that the human rights fever is a farce and a smoke
screen for the hiding of greater evils.

Putin's Acclaim Swims in Russian and
Chechen Blood!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 25, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Yeltsin is fearful of Putin. Putin is an ex KGB man of ruthlessness. He
has a cold-blooded element of Russia's Military and KGB (now FSG)
behind his murderous escapades! Yeltsin fired four Presidents before
Putin, but dares not touch Putin.
Putin is of an ancient Roman mindset, which sets Rome on fire in order
to have ought against the Christians. Putin masterminds the bombing of
Moscow’
sapartment buildings, killing hundreds of Russian civilians and
blames Chechen muslims for it. That, he thinks, gives him sufficient
excuse to launch and Afghanistan-style military operation against
Chechnya, killing the nation off thinking he will actually get away
unscathed with this stunt of demonic escapades! Really...?
The Soviet Union did not get away with invading Afghanistan, how will
then Putin in his small mind expect to get away with a stunt of treachery,
which costs hundred's of Russian civilians and thousands of service
men their lives in order to even get it off the ground? Well, he won't, for
it is just a matter of time and the Russian people will have found out that

IT WAS PUTIN, WHO KILLED THE MOSKOWITES
IN THEIR APARTMENT BUILDINGS, AND IT WAS
PUTIN WHO FALSELY BLAMED THE INNOCENT
CHECHEN FOR IT, AND IT WAS PUTIN WHO
CAUSED THOUSANDS OF RUSSIAN SOLDIERS
THEIR LIVES AND IT IS PUTIN GUILTY OF
GENOCIDE AGAINST THE NATION OF
CHECHNYA!!
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Putin's popularity in Russian polls lasts only for as long as the lie lasts.
When the honourable people of Russia find out that behind his
charming appearance lurks a demon-in-a-man, then the wrath of the
nation will turn against Putin with twice the force of vengeance he
succeeded for a while to have turned against the Chechen people.
When Putin and his ilk disappear from the scene of Russian politics a
window of opportunity will open for a return to sanity in high politics of
my Russian Empire. And then will I preside over the sanity of it all, and I
will not be alone to do the task.
(Copy of Article)

Take care Tony, that man has blood on his hands!
Evidence shows secret police were behind 'terrorist' bomb
John Sweeney
Sunday March 12, 2000
The photograph below of a detonator pre-set to explode a bomb calls into
question Russian leader Vladimir Putin's line - endorsed by Tony Blair during
his visit to Russia yesterday - that Chechen terrorists were responsible for the
explosions that killed more than 200 Russians last year.
Two bombs went off in Moscow, but a third bomb planted in Ryazan, 100
miles south, was defused by bomb squad officer Yuri Tkachenko who said: 'It
was a live bomb.' It was made of the same explosive, Hexagen, and planted in a
similar target - a working-class block of flats.
The third bomb did not go off because the bombers were caught red-handed.
They were Russian, not Chechen, and when they were arrested by local police
they flashed identity cards from the FSB - the new styling for the KGB, the
secret police Putin headed before he became Russia's acting President. Two
days later the FSB announced that the third bomb had only been 'a training
exercise'.
The Kremlin's evidence that Chechen terrorists bombed Moscow is extremely
thin. After the bomb outrages, secret police in the FSB handed out Photofit
pictures of unnamed Chechens. No suspects were arrested and no convincing
explanation was given to the public.
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The third bomb was found in the basement of the flats on the night of 22
September at around 9pm. Tkachenko said: 'It was a live bomb. I was in a
combat situation.' He tested the three sugar sacks in the basement with his MO2 portable gas analyzer, and got a positive reading for Hexagen, the explosive
used in the Moscow bombs.
The timer of the detonator was set for 5.30am, which would have killed many
of the 250 tenants of the 13-storey block of flats. The sacks were taken out of
the basement at around 1.30 am and driven away by the FSB. But the secret
police forgot to take away the detonator, which was left in the hands of the
bomb squad. They photographed it the next day.
The bombers were discovered by the people they meant to kill. Vladimir
Vasiliev, an engineer com ing home for the night, noticed three strangers acting
suspiciously by the basement of his block of flats at 14/16 Novosyolov Street,
literally New Settlers Street.
Vasiliev noticed that the number plate at the front of the car had been covered
up with a piece of paper, on it '62', the Ryazan regional code. At the back of the
car the plate had the Moscow regional code.
Vasiliev, puzzled, decided to call the police. 'As we were waiting for the lift,
one of the young guys got out of the car and the girl asked: "Have you done
everything?" '
Vasiliev observed the three in the car: 'They were Russian, absolutely, not
Asiatic. The girl was a blonde.'
The local police arrested two men that night, according to Boris Kagarlitsky, a
member of the Russian Institute of Comparative Politics. 'FSB officers were
caught red-handed while planting the bomb. They were arrested by the police
and they tried to save themselves by showing FSB identity cards.'
Then, when the headquarters of the FSB in Moscow intervened, the two men
were quietly let go.
Police Inspector Andrei Chernyshev was the first to enter the basement. He
said: 'It was about 10 in the evening. There were some strangers who were seen
leaving the basement. We were told about the men who came out from the
basement and left with the car with a licence number which was covered with
paper. I went down to the basement.
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'This block of flats had a very deep basement which was completely covered
with water. We could see sacks of sugar and in them some electronic device, a
few wires and a clock. We were shocked.
'We ran out of the basement and I stayed on watch by the entrance and my
officers went to evacuate the people.'
The following day, on 24 September, the FSB in Moscow announced that there
had never been a bomb, only a training exercise. Vasiliev said: 'I heard the
official version on the radio, when the press secretary of the FSB announced it
was a training exercise. It felt extremely unpleasant.'
(End of article)

Undaunted Iraqi People Take Steps to
Move Their Resources!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 24, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

When a nation has been bashed around as much as Iraq has for so
long by greedy imperialists from the West for not giving up control over
her own resources, it does not matter any more by what means her
goods and services are being moved to make them available to the
people of Iraq - any means which help the people to gain access to life's
essentials is welcome by all who wish to see them help themselves in a
lawful fashion, whether through barter, the circulation of residual foreign
currency, the Iraqi dinar or straight trading of labour! The bottom line is
to ease the supply crunch. This the Government has correctly
recognized as evidenced by a report from a meeting with President
Hussein:
(Quote) "The

President added that any means that could
increase production, whether in socialist, mixed or private
sector, could hit double targets. First, he added, it will cast
aside commodities and services imported in foreign
currency, thus backing up national currency at the expense
of foreign currency, and second, it will create more job
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opportunities for Iraqis, and consequently reduce
unemployment." (End quote)
Mobilizing all in-house resources in a manner which leaves no trace of a
lingering obligation to an authoritarian institution (bank) is key to the
liberation of a nation. Well done!

Russia's Zyuganov is On the
Right Track!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 22, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Where Putin is a dangerous genociding killer, Zyuganov is a breath of fresh air
in the polluted political climate of Russian politics. Yeltsin, with all his initial
good intentions, could not foresee the disastrous outcome his "reform"
measures would have on Russia as a nation, for Yeltsin did not understand the
implications of ideas like "liberating the Russian economy" or "privatizing" or
"free enterprise" or "democratization" and whatever else buzz-words were used
under Gorbachov to trick the Union into acceptance of Western standards for
running their country.
The effects of Russian so-called liberalization set the demons of greed and
selfishness loose to where the central Government lost all control over
industries and banking and the people became excluded in the mad rush for
profits of the few, who were quickly taking over all major industries, mainly
energy and manufacturing. Indeed did the greed of the few drive the masses
into poverty and despair.
Finally along comes Putin in cahoots with a handful of Generals whose main
motive of moving into Chechnya may have been a restoration of injured pride
from having been driven out of there a few years earlier - also called "revenge"
- while the nation is paying the price in lost lives and agony for Chechnya.
What a waste of human energy of which there is actually very little left,
collectively speaking.
Zyuganov may be leader of the Communist Party, however he is also a person
who hurts from the pain of his people. A quick review of his platform tells me
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that this man has potential of much good for Russia. We, the Prophets, will
assist him in taking the correct steps for bringing Russia back on her feet
(twilled, remember?).
And here I would strongly advise Western financial experts (so-called) to keep
their foolish mouths shut when Zyuganov speaks of "normalizing Russia's
money supply". The code we understand very well, and the Zionist financiers
must not for a moment think that "printing money to fund spending" is a right
only belonging to themselves!
The issues of "price controls" and "work guarantee" Zyuganov speaks of will
be addressed and properly handled from this Office when the time comes.

(Quotations taken from article "Zyuganov Thunders At
Kremlin Ahead Of Vote", March 17, 2000).

Greenspan’
sFighting Fire with
Gasoline!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 22, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Inflation is not caused by rising fuel costs, for whatever extra money we
pay for gasoline ends up in somebody's bank account with the potential
of being recycled (spent) back into the economy! While it is true that
profiteering anywhere is an added cost to the consumer, it is not true
that that cost devalues his currency - it merely means that the value is
transferred into someone else's bank account where that value sits
dormant until released back into the economy (is being spent).
Inflation occurs when we purchase an item of which part of its value
DOES NOT END UP TEMPORARILY SHELVED, BUT RATHER IS
BEING SUCKED INTO A BOTTOMLESS PIT, NEVER TO SEE THE
LIGHT OF DAY (never to be returned back into economic circulation)!!
And such is the case when Greenspan raises interest rates!
Loans come at a cost, and that cost is its interest portion when the loan
is being repaid. The greater that cost, the more it devalues our currency,
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for NO BANK BANKS THE INTEREST ON A LOAN IN THE FORM OF
A VALUE ACCOUNT TO BE SPENT INTO THE ECOMONY IN ORDER
TO RESTORE BACK TO IT WHAT WAS TAKEN!! NOT AT ALL!! THE
INTEREST PORTION OF A LOAN SINKS INTO A HOLE WITHOUT A
BOTTOM, AND THAT COST IS THE BANKS' ONLY TOOL THEY
HAVE ELECTED TO USE WHEREBY THEY THROTTLE ACTIVITY IN
A MARKETPLACE WHICH THEY THINK SHOWS TOO MUCH
ACTIVITY!! (Rather brainless, I think!).
AND BY INCREASING THE RATE ON LOANS, GREENSPAN
DEVALUES OUR CURRENCY AND CAUSES INFLATION (a cost
increase negatively affecting the purchase power of our currency).
"Greenspan has cited the growing trade gap as one of the major imbalances in
the U.S. economy, reflecting the excessive strength of demand that he fears will
create supply bottlenecks and drive up inflation -- his number-one

enemy."
(Quote from article "Fed Expected to Raise Rates at Meeting", 11:12 a.m. Mar
21, 2000 Eastern, By Knut Engelmann, WASHINGTON [Reuters] )
Greenspan uses gasoline to the burning building of his financial house
when he "RAISES THE RATE OF INTEREST IN

ORDER TO CURB INFLATION"!
References:
"The Myth on Inflation EXPLODED"
"The 'Greenspan Doctrine' Reviewed"

True Enlightenment Marks the End of
Religious Superstition
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 20, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Concerning the phenomenon of religion I have made my point abundantly
clear: ALL RELIGIONS ARE MAN-MADE INASFAR AS WE SPEAK OF
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ORGANIZED MOVEMENTS, AND INTO THE CATEGORY OF
RELIGION I ALSO PLACE ORGANIZED POLITICAL PHILOSOPHIES
AND THEIR SECRET SOCIETIES WHICH ASPIRE TO RULE SUPREME
OVER THE LIVES OF MAN! While the former satisfy their lust for power in
controlling the consciences of the people, the latter engage in economic
oppression and exploitation. The more senior of the two are the religious
oppressors, for they at one time held the power to both. That however is no
longer the case today since today's constitutions call for separation of church
and state. And here it is our observation that in the game of people control the
secular tyrants have the upper hand over the religious establishment, for it is the
secularist elite which controls the flow of life's essential goods to the people,
and without the supply of staples belonging to physical survival there would be
no person left to believe anything religious. Religion does not put food on the
table - work and money does - something no religious organization controls
unless one puts both categories under one roof by the same label: RELIGION.
And that is how I prefer to see it.
Both aspects of religious manifestation are superstition, for they both lead the
soul astray from a rediscovery of its belonging to Oneness of all of God's
creation. In that realm of soul fragmentation the brother (sister) is looked upon
as a rival to be surpassed, or competitor to be eliminated, or consumer to be
kept poor lest too much of this world's goods fall into his hands, which greed
dictates must belong to the elite.
So how then can balance return back into this world? ONLY BY
ENLIGHTENMENT!! The enlightenment, which consists of a recognition of
equality in Oneness brings with it a change in attitude of a nature which
reconnects us back to the universe, and therein back in Oneness with all gods
and goddesses which make up this universe, which in all finality is our home.
Only there we have eternal life in bliss, regardless of the number of consecutive
incarnations lying ahead of us. They all will be experienced in an environment
of bliss, which religion calls "heaven". And there we have touched the aspect of
where religion got it all wrong. Religion saw heaven as a one-point-stop,
coming to us (or not) as we pass from life to death, so they say. Yet the truth of
the matter is and will always remain the fact that each of us are the
manufacturers of our own bliss (or misery) as we project our spirits through the
layers of all man-made superstitions back into the Light of truth to where we
become reunited back into the structure of universal reality.
I see mortal man making efforts of coming back to the Light. That is
commendable. The magnitude of success however will be varied from person
to person depending of how deeply their souls are caught up in man-made
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superstition of organized religions and societies. A wise man once said: "It is
not as important to reach the ultimate goal of a prize in glory as it is to walk
and labour in that direction." There is no time constraint attached to man's
evolution back into the Light. The Starship Commanders have lots of time and
will be there to welcome home the soul at the juncture of another equinox at the
end of another era, for those who may have missed their boat this time around.
While time is of no essence, the importance lies in getting there.
And so here we are! A juncture has finally arrived. The opportunity for a largescale reclamation of soul structures is here, for the prophets have succeeded in
laying the foundation for mankind's recovery from benightedness back into the
light. The barrier of darkness has been pierced and a connection has been
reestablished between us down here and the world of bliss.
We are your forefathers (ancestors), and we have volunteered to come back to
take you with us to where we are going: HOME!

INA Canada
All Recessions are Man-Made!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 18, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

While Washington is being virtually shut down by the people as they are
awakening to the realization of being the banker's pawn and scapegoat we
continue to hear the banker's lies as coming from their brainwashed
mouthpieces like Ian Henderson, an economics correspondent.
Now, Ian may say: "I just report what the banker says!" but from a
correspondent who believes to have free speech in journalism I expect more
than just being a reporter for the bankers. I expect from him scrutiny and
criticism of IMF / World Bank policy if he disagrees with what they say or
what they are doing. Journalistic gullibility in reporting just will not do any
longer.
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So here we go then: With reference to the IMF Mr. Henderson writes:

But it (the IMF) warns that prospects of a "hard landing" a slump in growth following a steep interest rate hike,
aimed at quelling rising prices - cannot be easily dismissed.
"Continued strong growth in the US in 2000 could lead to
higher inflationary expectations and interest rates, lower
earnings expectations, and severe corrections in the stock
market and the exchange rate," the fund says.
Rothschild says: "Give me the power of credit creation of the nation, and I care
not who makes its laws!" The IMF (World Bank, Federal Reserve - the name
does really not matter) has the power to give us a "hard landing", a "soft
landing" or no landing at all, as it sees fit!
If it wants to give us a recession, we will have a recession. If it wants to give us
depression, then that is what we will get, and if it wants to give us a good
financial time for all - rich and poor - then that is also what they have the power
to create. The bankers are this world's creators of the economic destiny of the
people, and the fact that they are once again beleaguered in Washington as they
were in Seattle, tells me that the bankers have continued to misuse their power
of credit creation for the purpose of creating continued hardship for the nations'
people.
When the bankers talk about "raising interest rates to quell prices" they mean to
create economic turmoil under the guise of "fighting inflation" or "cooling
down an overheated economy" by throwing people out of work and into
poverty for lack of income. And yet this stupid action has the opposite effect of
what they tell the public the goal for raising interest rates is.
All costs of production have to be included in the purchase price for goods and
services, and that includes interest charges for debt owed to banks. And since a
producer has no way but to pass that cost on to the consumer, inflation
(erosion of purchasing power) is being created by raising interest rates,
while at the same time the economy is being starved of its much needed cash as
fewer people are there to infuse cash into circulation which primarily happens
through the process of borrowing money.
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Become informed, and you will see right through the bankers' lies, and don't
fall for their deception when they speak of implementing a "sound, financial
policy." Sound financial policy includes the practice of monetizing the needs of
the people without practicing usury, and that they just won't do unless the
nations force them to in unity by threatening to legislate their phony national
debts to the international bankers right out of existence!
See also "Greenspan is Fighting Fire With Gasoline!"

"We have not heard of the alternative yet!"
Says IMF's Stanley Fisher
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 15, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The acting chief of the International Monetary Fund Stanley Fisher said
when beleaguered by opposition to his globalization plans: "We have
not heard of the alternative (to globalization) yet!"
Well, I'll eat my hat if that was not a lie! For many months in 1999 the
alternative to globalization was displayed on the Arabia-On-Line
discussion forum as well as that of baladna.com and - I ask - none of
the Banker's elite had been made aware of its public posting on the net
through their intelligence operations of the CIA and NSA?! And if these
spy organizations have been sleeping at the wheel and neglected to
pass this information on to their bosses, then at least Echelon should
have done so.
But I do have my doubts that Fisher does not know about the public
dissertation called "The IMF, World Bank and International Financiers A deadly plague!" He darn' well knew about it and would not publicly
admit it, and in his statement gleefully implied "I have not heard from
any one of you protesters present here today of the alternative to our
policy of globalization!" and in that context was probably correct, for no
one of his protesting audience knew about the contents of Mr. Reni
Sentana-Ries' writing on Arabia.com and they were therefore not able to
present to Stanley Fisher the alternative to his disastrous globalization
policy.
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And so in order for all who wish to learn of that alternative to still have
that opportunity, I will for your convenience provide you with the link to
what once was posted on Arabia.com:
http://www.datanet.ab.ca/~newera/imf36 and imf37 . It may even still be
on the discussion forum of baladna.com . Check it out, if you wish.

Ahh, the Key!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 15, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The wisdom of the Creator is beyond man's limited understanding in hiding the
Key of the New Era from those hostile to the freedom it brings for the people.
The Key is like a jigsaw puzzle consisting of many pieces of truth all having to
be neatly fitted together in order for the complete picture to emerge as to how
the New Era can safely be arrived at and what it looks like after we have gotten
there.
Had the Key been hidden in the recesses of one person's mind only, then it
could have merely been a matter of neutralizing that one person by those who
are adverse to the idea that there should be a New Era for the people, and then
be done with the task of assuring man's continued stagnation in misery.
However we now know that no less than all selected individuals working in
harmony together will activate the Key into the next Era, and for the comfort of
many let me say the Key is now hidden in President Saddam

Hussein of Iraq; Osama bin Laden of Saudi Arabia;
Abdullah ibin Abdul Aziz, the Crown Prince of Saudi
Arabia; Col. Q'daffi of Libya; President Mubarak of
Egypt; Nelson Mandela of South Africa; President Fidel
Castro of Cuba; General Musharraf of Pakistan; the
Government of Austria; Uthrania Seila Hussein, the
Arab Prophetess and Scribe; and the Engineer of
Economics, Mr. Reni Sentana-Ries.
The Government of China will soon join in as well.
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I am very certain that as time goes by more national leaders will join the ranks
of the Almighty Creator's elect to manifest in them their part of unlocking the
secrets of the New Era, and this they will do so they can stand before their
people and God with a clean conscience and in full accountability to the people
they have been made in charge of.
We wish for the transition to be as smooth as possible, that is, with no
bloodshed by anyone. The New Era is an era of peace and security for the
people, and the only blood which may be drawn shall belong to those, who will
stand for continued misery and enslavement of the people.
National military strength will continue to be required for as long as there are
sinister elements at work undermining the structure of freedom for the people.
Technological superiority is also mandatory for protection against elements of
colonialism and financial enslavement - both of which are bed mates.
What we wish to see is for the United Nations to rediscover the nations it
represents and labour toward their best interests rather than remain the long arm
of selfish and cold-blooded elites.
A global rediscovery of sovereignty by the nations would be a healthy
beginning in persuading United Nations leadership to finally fulfill its mandate
and speak out for the nations rather than clubbing them to death using AngloSaxon military might via Anglo-Saxon control of the U.N. Security Council
(so-called). The disastrous outcome of bombing in Kosovo was foreseeable,
and so was the outcome of bombing Iraq and global sanctions against Iraq.
Both actions could have been prevented had the United Nations been the
mouthpiece of the nations' will, the national will of which is usually in the best
interest of the people.
The Key into the next Era lies in national strength of many countries - military
and otherwise. And the faces of the leaders of the nations must be like flint as
they turn toward the world elite of all debauchery.
And yet I admonish all world leaders to not turn against any world elitists who
assist in the goal of ushering in the New Era in peace according to the pattern
as laid out by the Prophets. The task of bringing in the New Era cannot be
accomplished without any who offer up their service as a pleasant odour of
their soul.
And what about the deep secret to the unlocking of the New Era? This secret
rests now with President Saddam Hussein, and he will keep it safe until it is
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time to use it for the good of all people. That time will not come until after
much groundwork has been laid.

Male Chaos Must Blend with Female Order!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 10, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Men rule this world and this world is in chaos. Men rule the homes and
the homes are in chaos. Men rule the nations and the nations are in
chaos. Men rule the business world and make their families live in
greed.
All Masonic orders are male exclusive brotherhoods and so are most
religious hierarchies. All are defunct and in business of upholding
chaos. Man finds it difficult to accept woman as an equal partner in
governing the affairs of family, school, corporations, and government,
and so it is that by the chaos-creating natural inclination of a male left
unto his own inadequate judgment we see a perpetuation of death and
pain everywhere.
Men are not capable by themselves to pull humanity up to the next level
of evolution, and therefore we see a continuation of frustration, stress,
contention and warfare - all because woman is excluded in the process
of decision-making.
We speak often of a restoration of balance back into this earthen-plane
universe (of man on earth) however mankind collectively has a
snowball's chance in hell to get there on the limited judgment of a
male's own imbalanced brain.
We have also said that man is not complete without woman, and
therefore mankind's creative power is not complete unless the union of
man and woman in all affairs of life is being restored into a oneness of
coordinated decision-making as that of a single unit! Wherever such is
not the case, imbalance arises and chaos sets in.
God elected to play a trick on the haughty chaos-creating male ego by
electing to send a woman bearing the powers of full prophethood into
their camp of monopolized authority, and so man's ego is being cut
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down to size in order for chaos to cease and order to become reestablished.
Is it not by the call of the Prophet that kings are made? The Prophetess
has never changed her mind as to who the King is - and never will - and
so if the order of man is ever to become restored back into balance,
then the Prophetess's word must stand - not only in matters of who is
the King but also in matters of personal nature and ethnic belonging.
Doom the Prophet, and you only doom yourself, for the Prophet is God's
messenger, and as such her word counts. And, realistically speaking,
Allah's wisdom in electing a woman for his prophet is in light of
outmoded paternalistic attitudes the best thing He could have come up
with for teaching the over inflated male ego a goodly lesson of
male/female equality.
Uthrania is distressed for lack of love and unity among her people. She
feels that contention in her own (Arab) house is the solid reason why
she must still live apart from her own kind of people whom she all loves
from a pure heart.
She wishes to experience the feeling of being "home at last", and yet
that cherished moment never seems to come into her lonely life of
ethnic isolation here in the West. She wants to be with her own people,
and yet her people never come to take her home!
Sometimes she feels like the wicked Americans are smashing Iraq
relentlessly hoping in the end there will be nothing to go back home to.
And here it is where Arab solidarity and instinct must rise up and
intervene in the diabolical American/Zionist game of "destroy Iraq first
and then we will see whether Uthrania still wants to go home!"
Paradise is a way of life, and that way of life can only be lived on the
basis of a comprehensive restoration of man/woman unit in all affairs
pertaining to mankind's social structure.
Let the Prophetess go home, back to her native country of choice and
kin, and stop tormenting this lady by keeping her in a land of strange
customs.
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(Scribed by the Prophetess Uthrania in Tempe,
Arizona, USA)

Sunday, October 22, 1995 (2:27 pm)

Greetings, ye all at the forefront!
On this most wonderful of days lies the cataclysmic occurrence of
which is soon to enter into ye ones most profound lives. Segments of
ruthlessness surmise to bring about a extraordinaire of events of
which only a token affair of events you will have prior notice to.
The notoriety of our books being scanned even at this very moment
in time (is) due to produce the most arbitrary and influential
occurrences for ye ones most infamous pocketbooks! Even we do at
this time hold our breath, for the minority of the producers of
either publishing house do in fact hold of the most influential
credentials ever known on this western hemispheric rubble.
True witnessing of your successful endeavours will indeed be known
far and wide in a proximity of time not even here to be waylaid by
any time scheme of others' memorandum.
Twixt the stars your further journeyings will have been seen in the
future to reign as of one of the most successful encounters with
extraterrestrial craft in the dominion of the United States, Canada,
and even Mexico!
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Though you must realize that not all credentials of yourn are to be
taken seriously by others of your race - or colour - as they call it
upon this plane. That in fact will only serve to provide ye ones with a
more or less influx of favour with the elite rich and wealthy of this
planet.
"Gracious endeavour!" will they shout, for they too are of our people
and have quietly been awaiting the significance of our words to come
about before the end of the age - in guidance to what it is they
should exactly do! And forthwith, as it would seem to us to have
driven the elating factions out of their temperamental coma toward
all truth, as it would have seemed to us that all throughout the ages,
the truth has lain rather dormant. Is that not so, little Ones of
Sananda's troops and regiment?
It is therefore with much esteem for the work produced through ye
Ones that finally the hour has come that great favour will be
granted to the each one of ye three!
This is Korthrox applying for insignia on behalf of Griffith himself.
Transmittal frequency closed. Adieu. (2:38 pm).

America - Stuck in the Past!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 7, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The United States of America is stuck in 1991! The world is changing,
nations are rediscovering their nationhood, Iraq implements new ways
of doing business with other nations, and yet America is still fighting the
war of 1991! The nations are re-establishing their diplomatic links with
Baghdad while America is still "protecting" the Kurds in the North and
the Shiites in the South with bombs and destruction on their heads.
As recent as yesterday over 14 Iraqis were killed by America's bombs in
this strange self-imposed mission of "protecting" the people from a
ficticious "enemy". It was not President Saddam Hussein who for the
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last 9 years has been harassing Kurds and Shiites with fighter planes
and bombers, America has. And so the day will come, when America
will try to save face as America's Middle East policy looks more and
more ridiculous by the minute!
UNMOVIC (UNSCOM) spies will never be re-admitted into Iraq, and so
what in the end is the point for America harassing the Iraqi people other
than to speak mere conjecture in their twisted logic which makes claim
of the assumption: "Iraq is building weapons of mass destruction!" and
by that rather stale assertion justifying their deadly intrusions into Iraqi
air space.
The claim is laughable in face of many nations either openly or secretly
stockpiling these weapons - including their own. Israel has them as well
as atomic bombs, and America is not harassing Israel with no-fly zones
and regular bombing runs!
Our prophecy states that America will seek a "face-saving" way out. I
don't believe their retreat from the Middle East will happen without many
American troops licking the wounds of their bruised bodies.

We are reasonable people...
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 3, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

We are not here to rule the world, we are here to assist in ushering in a better
Day for the people. And so there is no need for tip-toeing around the prophets
in secrecy if the national leaders with whom we are to work with under the
scrutiny of the public eye also have thoughts of benevolence for the people,
even if it entails to rectify a wrong of the past by a reversal of policy.
We will also work with the upcoming leaders of the West, Al Gore and Joe
Clark, and so we won't have to worry about the bonesman's son, George Bush.
He'll be out on the count.
We have a problem with President Putin's treatment of Chechnya, for we
believe the Chechen people as a society are distinctly different from that of
Russia and they have a right to self-determination. Chechnya is not Russian and
never was, and for that reason are the Chechen people fighting back Russian
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rule. Russia's annexation effort of Chechnya is a violation of the Chechen
people's right to be culturally and politically distinct, and it was by reason of
cultural distinctness that the Russian invaders were driven out of Afghanistan
as well. The lesson here should be that culturally and ethnically distinct people
can coexist side by side peacefully provided one does not dominate the other
unrighteously.
All people everywhere find themselves being exploited as they are denied
participation in the enjoyment of a dignified living standard and barred from
access to the wealth this earth has to offer. They see the fruits of their labour
end up in others' bank accounts and left behind empty-handed after the toil of
the day.
Nigeria is a classic case in how to not leave the people out of benefiting from
the wealth of the land. To refuse the people access to gasoline to the point of
their desperation and endangerment of being burnt alive is simply an outrage. It
is my opinion that all gasoline should be given to the Nigerian people for free,
because the gasoline they need comes from the oil in their own ground. And the
sooner Nigerians' access to gasoline can be made substantially easier, the
quicker the beginning of a new attitude toward the people can be cultivated.
We are also not here to question rights of ownership, but we insist that that
right not be abused to the detriment of the people.
We do not expect to have our New-Era-Economics implemented overnight. We
feel a wholesome dose of monetary reform would be a good beginning, and in
that we can assist the leaders to do it wisely and responsibly.
We are not to be understood as advocating the destruction of the people of
Israel. What we are saying is that those running Israel now must cease to doing
so at the expense of the Palestinian and Arab/Muslim people. And in order to
assure the Palestinians' safety with certainty, Israel's placement under
Palestinian rule would be appropriate in light of what happened to them in the
past. Die-hard Zionists and haters of everyone Arab must leave the province of
Israel. That is a reasonable demand, and only then can the safety of the Israeli
people be guaranteed.
Europe needs a rediscovery of cultural identity. That does not mean division
but rather unity and appreciation. The problem of cultural fragmentation is
easily solved when economic conditions are raised everywhere simultaneously,
for then those living in cultural isolation would want to go home to be with
their own people and enjoy their affluence in togetherness with their own kind.
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China is culturally very distinct and it is best for the West to not interfere with
the central government's efforts to unify her people under one rule regardless of
how much the West has investments in Hong Kong.
Your silence we have at times justified and at other times not. However in spite
of it we have given you the Master Plan for the reclamation of your race. What
you do with it is your business. However should one day you decide to require
our assistance, then we will be at your service AND NOT ONE HEAD WILL
BE ABOVE THAT OF THE OTHER!!
See also "Introducing the New Era Sensibly and Sensitively"

Terminology Adjustment to
"Debt Forgiveness"
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 1, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

From now on we will no longer speak of cancellation of debt as of "debt
forgiveness" as if there were some kind of guilt connected with anyone's
inability to pay back monies borrowed from banks!
We already have explained a long time ago that ALL DEBTS ARE
TECHNICALLY UNREPAYABLE BECAUSE THE COST OF THE
LOAN (INTEREST) IS NEVER INFUSED INTO CIRCULATION IN
ORDER TO MAKE LOAN REPAYMENT AN ACTUAL POSSIBILITY
FOR ALL THOSE WHO EVER AT ANY TIME HAVE INDEBTED
THEMSELVES AGAINST THE BANKS! See also imf36.htm#IMPOSSIBILITY .
From now we will call it "debt cancellation" and thereby remove the
connotation of guilt associated with the word "forgiveness". The
borrower is not the guilty party in the havoc created by his inability to
pay back his debts. The lender needs to fix his methods and find a way
whereby his borrower no longer becomes the victim in the equation of
lending and borrowing! That might just save his butt, however should he
not (mend his ways) then...
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It is high time for the nations to once
again present themselves as entities
proud of their accomplishments and
in total control of their internal
affairs, including the issuing of credit
for the benefit of the people's trade!
The governments of the nations will
initiate the process of debt
cancellation by decree. And that will
then be the end of the farce which
states that billions are being owed to
the "international community",
meaning " the international bankers"!
The bankers' trick on the nations is the saddest April fool's joke ever
played on anybody's head. That trick would indeed be a joke if it had not
been for the fact that billions of this world's people were driven into
despair from poverty by that "joke".
(Written on April 1, 2000).

"Conspiracy? What Conspiracy?! There is
no Conspiracy!" Say the Liars of this World.
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 1, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The following quotation of David Rockefeller, then Chairman of Chase
Manhattan bank, speaking at the June, 1991 Bilderberger meeting in Baden
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Baden, Germany (a meeting attended by then-Governor Bill Clinton), is
illustrative of the extent of a world conspiracy conducted by the money elite:
(Quote)

"We are grateful to the Washington Post, the New York
Times, Time Magazine and other great publications
whose directors have attended our meetings and respected
their promises of discretion* for almost fourty years."
"It would have been impossible for us to
develop our plan for the world if we had been subjected to
the lights of publicity during those years. But, the world is
more sophisticated** and prepared to march towards a
world government.
He went on to explain:

The super national sovereignty of an intellectual elite and
world bankers is surely preferable to the national autodetermination practiced in past centuries." (End quote).
Our prophecies state the debauched elite asking: "Who

told on us?!"

"You
told on yourselves!!"
They also give the answer in the next sentence, stating:

* "Discretion" here means secrecy.
** "Sophisticated" in this context means ensnared!
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By Prophetic Injuncture:

EDMONTON (the Lion of Judah, High Office of) March 31, 2000, Reni SentanaRies

We make no apologies for repeating ourselves. On recognition of
Saddam Hussein as King of the Arab world and by extension also being
the long promised King of the Nations as a guiding Light hinges the
people's survival as cohesive cultural units in peace.
A king comes with a vision for the good of the people, and Saddam had
it way back in the sixties. Selfish interests of greed and exploitation and
those who wished to perpetuate a defunct status-quo stood in his way
and by necessity had to be neutralized lest the reclamation of mankind
as a whole became voided.
The suffering on Iraq was inflicted not by Saddam Hussein nor the RCC,
but by those elements who had no understanding of the profound
significance of the emergence of mankind's King of kings and his
mission for the good of all.
When dealing with political authority the methodology of achieving a
certain goal tends to take on the appearance of similitude to all other
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efforts of struggle for power which mostly is motivated by selfish
reasons, and it may take a while for many to see the higher wisdom
behind the emergence of a man of stature as we see in the President
(for life) of Iraq, Saddam Hussein, who has been announced by the
spirit of revelation as that of King of the nations.
We hear the world groaning under the weight of iniquity, don't we? Are
the people not crying out for righteous leadership? Do they have
righteous leadership under the despotic hands of those in power today?
Why not? BECAUSE WHEN THE BENEFACTORS COME TO THE
PEOPLE AND MAKE THEIR PRESENCE KNOWN, THE
ESTABLISHMENT FIGHTS THEM AND DEMONIZES THEM AND
DISCREDITS THEM AS THEY (THE BENEFACTORS, WHO ARE
YOUR RIGHTEOUS FOREFATHERS) RESPOND TO SNIPER FIRE
FROM THE WICKED AND IGNORANT!!
Saddam Hussein is your king, whether you recognize that fact or not!
He is one of your noble forefathers just like ourselves, Osama bin Laden
not excluded and neither are Col. Q'daffi, Fidel Castro and others.
These men have all suffered at the hand of the upholders of the System
of Iniquity. They have been discredited for fighting back when attacked.
The world expected them to submit to the system, but this they could
not do in order to not be found traitors to their own noble convictions.
We honor those who are motivated by an ideal of wishing to bring good
to the people, but are being tormented and quarantined by the worst
element of society this world has ever seen: THE UPHOLDERS AND
MAINTAINERS OF ALL PRINCIPLES AS FOUND IN THE
PROTOCOLS OF THE LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION, THE TRUE
DEMONS OF THIS WORLD!!
But that understanding can only be had by those who are informed.

Canada's Feds Saturated With Separatist
Mentality!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 31, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries
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I am not speaking of Chretien's Government encouraging the disintegration of
Canada into separate nations. I am referring to a mindset which isolates the
Canadian Federal Government from the people to where the Feds see
themselves more like a corporation annoyed at having to spend money on the
people of Canada who are all citizens of one province or another.
This separatist attitude shines through today in a reluctance on the part of Prime
Minister Chretien's Government to fund the public health care system in a
manner equal to its (the health care system's) potential to deliver.
While on one hand all of Government's revenue comes from provincial
citizens, for there is not one square foot of Canadian soil which is not
provincial territory (except for national parks), on the other there seems to be
no sensitivity towards their Canadian serfs (all taxes are collected without
consent of the people) to return in form of services that which the people were
forced to pay for in the first place.
"This is our money!" the Federal Government says, "And we have now
embarked upon a course of fiscal responsibility which does not allow us to
spend more money than we take in from the people!" (Paraphrased).
So the Government is run like a corporation (a separate entity) which
hypothetically has the right to not even spend as much as a single dollar on
health care if it so chose to do so. Here are the flaws of the system:
The people have never once given any government (provincial or federal) the
right to spend more than what they are taking in taxes. That right elected
representatives have given themselves with no effective protest from the
people. Now the people can no longer distinguish between a corporate business
entity and a government entity, and neither can the politicians.
Since all funds collected by the Federal Government are provincial funds (for
they all have been collected in one province or another) it is the Federal
Government's holy duty to spend those funds in a manner beneficial to the
people of the provinces.
One of the most sacred trusts the Federal Government is endowed with is the
jurisdiction of "coinage and regulating the value thereof." And since no
government of the Western world has faced this obligation as a worthy trustee,
Government indebtedness to private money institutions directly affect the
purchasing power of the people. A "balancing of the books" makes the
taxpayers financially responsible for governmental breach of trust, in that their
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returns on taxes paid are cut in half by being forced to pay interest on the
government debt.
And so it happens to be the case that every democratically elected Government
is a tyranny. While "in power" their elected supporting party members are
obligated to vote along party lines, and in order to impress upon their minds
that party loyalty is expected of them regardless of personal conscience they
have made it an unwritten law that any elected Government must step down
and call for new elections on the mere basis of a defeat of one of their bills.
How preposterous!
Let the bill in question be defeated and the Government remain! And with the
use of this convention all manner of repugnant (to the people) laws are being
enacted lest the puppets in Parliament lose their seats and have to face the
wrath of an angry electorate *for having to vote once again.
Stupidity fragments a society, particularly where stupidity is enforced from the
top down. Combine it with greed, as seems to be the case in Ottawa's
reluctance to give back to the people what they have taken in money for health
care, and what you have is a system ready for the trash can!
 wording revised

INA Canada
Taken from lion21.htm

"I DIE FOR THE SINS OF NO ONE!"
By Lord Jmmanuel Sananda (scribed)

"Do not think for a glorified moment that in order to sacrifice the
mainstream concepts will bring you closer to our arrival! Nay! In fact
many will miss our arrival, for in many ways ye ones are in a pagan
society who still believe in trains instead of planes, as the only
deliverance offered. Watch for signs in the skies! Watch for our planes,
as you would call them. We hold enough space to evacuate the whole
of the remaining societies of the world!
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"Do not be deceived! For as ye partake of my flesh and blood so will you
miss the heavenly sources, for to believe a falsehood concerning me
will only serve to lead you on down to abject deliverance status.
"In other words, beloved, it is you who are in error and have always
been! It is you, and you alone, who threw the wisdom in the dust and
trampled it down into walking space. It is and always has been the spirit
of ye who come to me in blindfolds, and subject all others in their
unlimited concepts into a deluge of fire. It is you who crucified me at my
own will, but naught in the least on behalf of your sins! Nay, have ye not
learned yet, comrades, the intricate laws of universal stature - laws
formed for the progress for all men alike? Obviously not!
"I came to give you life - not to sacrifice mine so that ye might live!
Whose words, comrades, are those? Look within yourselves! For many
are of the structure of those days personified! I have given to the world
wisdom, and it has been crushed or hidden from your view! Who told ye
these lies, then? Look within your own factions! Are they the
truthbearers of the ages? I can tell ye they are not! Within your own
minds ye ones have duplicated the format of all those before ye, only to
present to another the strictine (strychnine?) application of duplicate
forms of self-reprisal. Shame! For you should be with the sickness
within for your duties toward others! No words but your own!
Disgraceful! Shame!
"You serve not me, for I am without blemish! You serve not me - for I die
for the sins of no man!
"Do you expect me in the least to counter the very laws, of which I
perform? Do you expect me to surrender my soul status for the likes of
the deceivers of the planet, who, even to this day, can not get one little
iota of my speaking of ages past correct? yet you profess to worship
and adore me, when I taught you to worship no man!
"Yet you recognize me as God, and I am! But do you not remember that
I taught you, so many ages ago, that each of ye would one day attain
your godhood? And still you shout 'Blasphemy in the name of the Lord
Jesus!'
"HOW DARE YE USE MY NAME LIKE IT WAS A MERE DUNG IN THE
MIDST OF A PIG HEAP!!?
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"I would in no wise set myself against the perfect laws of my father.
Neither would I ridicule those who follow my path to perfection, for only
those who go forth as I have done will succeed in attaining perfection as
our father has done. He is the one who made the heavens and the
earth! He is the one who is also subject to the creation of which he has
perfected.
"Therefore, if the father god of all gods is perfected in his ways, then
should we not too perfect ourselves in his image?
"After all, are we not indeed but mere fragments of creation, built in his
image? Naturally!
"I have in no wise taught of your wise men the truths ye ones have built
around yourselves like a stronghold!
"I told you to worship in spirit and in truth, according to the truth I tried to
teach ye. But look at ye, ye whoremongering snakes! Have you
learned? Does the truth of the universe follow you and unfold at your
feet? You would pass it by before recognition came! I come back soon!
Do not despair! Watch for me, not on the plains, nor in your mountain
tops, neither look for me in the seas, BUT IN THE SKIES!
"I have told you before, I come with the hosts of heaven, your brothers
and sisters from the high places - from the stars! The multitude will be
uncountable, for we come with enough ships for to provide escape for
all those who heed my words. These writings, which ye ones so still
shun, will indeed prove to be your own undoing.
"Look up, for your redemption, as you so like to put it, is indeed near, as
close as your hand is to your face. Sit not idle on your plot, for much is
to be accomplished for the benefit of your own status and growth of
evolutionary progress.
"Oh! Do these words hurt your sensitive ears? It would be better for you
to cut off your ear than to listen to falsehood and miss the boat! Come to
me of whom ye have heard for many centuries, come to me all ye who
are weary and heavy laden, and sacrifice my words not for the
establishment of networking programs dipped in religious fervour, and I
will gladly bring ye onto my ship for the freeing of your bodily attire from
the horrors of that, which is yet to come!!
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"Adieu. SANANDA JMMANUEL ESU - in the Full Light of the White
Lighted Brethrenhood of Universal Structure. Aton at command
formation. Sign off please, sister child. SANANDA out on current
frequency structure design 40.8 Megahertz."
(Scribed by the Prophetess Uthrania, 1995, Tempe, Arizona, USA)

Lord Sananda Relates Canada's
Doom
"Canada will shift as a continental piece of the puzzle into a section width of 40
miles northwest into a plate of controversial subject portions.
"Watch, dear ones, for the icing on top of the cake - namely the polar caps, as
they come sloshing down upon the ducks' back. The polar regions are perhaps
to become your most formidable enemy in terms of manifesting cantankerous
sores upon the contour of the land. In no respect will they serve to format into
lineage the great cracks of redness surfacing from the protoplasmic affair of
the regionous planes of the prairies. These will surface themselves in most
peculiar ways not thought of by either scientist nor ecologist of your day. For
the furthestmost regions of aspiring greatness will take the toll upon the rest of
the world as region after region shifts and great major volcanic eruptions
cause to disturb the texture of the formation of the land by running its gorgeous
streams of liquid red blood throughout the district of Edmonton northward.
"Earthquakes of proportionate size will serve to espionage the regions
downward, whilst all of the formations of british columbia will lie far beneath
the sea, as five mile waves maintain their positioning. Gruesome, ye state! Yea,
it is that. horrific! Pay attention! This could be your lakeshore domain
underneath the placid earth!
"Welcome to the reign of Atlantis, for it will again show its face over the
contour of that once forgotten land crust. Ahoy sailors! Full stern ahead toward the prairies! This is no joke, my small ones, for the shifting is at its peak
in this one, and is indeed about to begin - only several years down the road.
"Prepare your face before the wind, and only tribal expression of the gods will
allow you to meet your full worth of yourself in conscious expression. Don't
delay, comrades, for the end of this continent as you know it will soon be
completed!!"
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(Scribed by the Prophetess Uthrania, December 1994, Ryley, Alberta, Canada)

Gradual Movement Toward the
End of this World
EDMONTON (INA Canada) July 17, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The "Article of Faith" series of scribings have now been with us for five
full years without having seen official publication. The secrets contained
therein do not merely represent a last warning to the elite, but are also
essential for the people to know in light of their upcoming opportunity for
further progression in evolution and personal ethics.
We note with sadness that the powers which rule this world have not
only effectively prevented the publication of these books but also
elected not to heed the warnings contained therein and directed at them
and thus effected the beginning of world disasters culminating in an
event which marks the end of this world, as was foreseen to happen
and referred to in these volumes.
The elitist brothers have chosen to keep the people in ignorance of what
lies ahead of them in the form of disasters as well as soul progression
possibilities. Therefore we understand that the blood of the perishing
multitude will be found on the elite's hands with all the dire
consequences for their souls' progression.
And so it is with somber feelings that I share with all who happen to find
this article on the net the hidden secret for the end of this world wishing it were many who would read it...
(Quote)
"The reason that the effect of the Photon Belt will register foremost on
the highplex of seclusion is simply because the hole which is set at a
regulatory system structure into the core of the Earth effects a reading
of the seismic waves at an even greater proximity than that of the hybrid
situationary status.
"The South Pole indeed gets it first, so to speak, as it is the first to be in
the pronounced position nearest the equator, facing the rays of the
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Equinox Delta Strain. From then on you will notice a switching of
currents within your earthen plateau in the form of earthquakes, in
sections where there previously were none and those swooping
currents of air, which serve to dry out acquaneous regions of swampy
attire. This will all take place within a period of 5 to 7 years hence.
"From then on the regions will take on a hard look of desert waste,
which will indeed prove to be quite a switch. Oceanic tides will flow as
high as some of your city structures before increasing into mile high
tides. This is the beginning of woes.
"The surface structures of your cities will fall like wrapping paper under
the repositioning of grave exchanges of seismic waves, which will
proceed to run under the Earth like escalators, one at a time to begin
with, until the whole undercurrent falls not only buildings of design, but
also unstable those underground bases and structures, of which those
of you who wish to hide will find yourselves without refuge of any kind.
They may have worked for the cause of bomb shelters but in the days of
the fortitude of accomplishing their purpose, no longer will it be so.
"No matter, think of all those upon the face of the Earth, who it will no
longer matter as to whether they have secured a 'job' or not. Survival of
the etheric body within the physical will have its predominant way within
occasion of desire. In other words, those who are in the midst of these
catastrophes will no longer care for the material items of their existence
but instead will be fed under the auspices of attaining their own right to
life. Their very existence will be personified and no other thing will
matter so much as their completeness at this time to survival
techniques.
"They will seek out the enlightened ones of the Brotherhood, but naught
will be found in those days, for many will have acquired the right of
ascension and will indeed be nowhere to be found.
"Those who are of heady countenance will find themselves to be mere
survivalists of the beginning of these woes and will find within
themselves the limitless desire to attain that, which was taken away. It is
at this time, that the Seeds or Righteous Ones will be faced with a one
way trip of evacuationery process by we ones, who have loved you so.
"Now, but indeed, what of those heady ones, who anger about the
rejuvenation of Terra, our mother Earth, as you term it? Will they too, be
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brought into the surface requirements of evacuation features? Nay, for
naught it is to them to succumb unto themselves those thoughts for
mere existence within a righteous colony.
"For the seeds who indeed are of the volunteering essence, will in fact
allow their names, so to speak, to stand in the rejuvenation of times for
the replanting of the earthen nature, when all cleansing completes its
manufacturing. It will be so, as it is written in the time immortal data
banks: THE AKASHIC ACCOMPLIANCE."
That is enough for one day. Thank you for your prompt attention to this our
matter of information in a packet service to all people of planet Earth. Adieu.
Signing off at injunction road. BEARATRIX, the subterranean monitor of all
seismic fields within the core structure of earthen subterranean duty council.
Signing off on frequency, radio equivalent 12.01 neutron-based wave frequency.
Out. Thank you.
(Scribed by the Prophetess Uthrania, November 1994, Riley, Alberta)

The Creators Speak on the
Practice of Abortion! (by the Mancharians)
EDMONTON (INA Canada) 13 July 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

In British Columbia an abortionist doctor was stabbed recently after having
been almost shot dead a few years earlier by an unknown assailant.
In Alberta the newly elected leader of the Alliance party comes under scrutiny
of whether or not he would turn back the clock (should he become elected as
Prime Minister) and criminalize abortions in true reflection of his personal
convictions.
Here is what the Creators have to say about the matter:
Director: There is a great controversy raging in Western societies, called
"abortion," which is the practice of terminating women's pregnancy by
means of man's artificial intervention. How do you view this situation,
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which has effectively pitted a certain segment of our society into two
camps of deadly enemies?
Mancharians:
Enemies, enemies, fighting, friction....!! Here we
would say to you and your people to simply remember at the expense of
each portion of renewal of nature or of the birthing process, before it
being induced into the physical world, simply removes another vessel
for opportunity for a spirit to continue its upward journeys. This is sad
indeed, do you not think?
Director: Yes, indeed.
Mancharians:
This could be considered in your concepts as a "slap
in the face of the Creator." For the Creator gives the opportunities to
other fragments of Itself, to help it to understand and learn and go
through the lesson process, in order to bring back to the Creator those
experiences. This denies the Creator for all the goodness that you
receive from your own journeys. This denies the very One from whose
womb you came from, so to speak in your own linguistic understanding,
the very opportunity to send another part of Himself to continue as a
present back to Himself of more learning and understanding.
Why indeed does mankind, who professes to "love God," slap Him in
the face, or turn around and kick Him? This would seem to us to be
somewhat of an ungrateful attitude, would it not?
Director: Yes, indeed.
Mancharians:

Proceed.

(The above information was trance channeled by the Prophetess Uthrania in 1995)

Earth Will See a Departure From
Equilibrium
"Now, to get started may I first inform my readers, that the contents, of
which I am about to recede into rough draft, all but "take the cake" as far
as continuity of contents are concerned. So let us now proceed. New
paragraph please, begin.
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"The major shifting of air currents within your atmospheric plane
henceforth have multiplied their interference with the ultra gaseous
content of deliberation. In rationalizing the true meaning of these words,
I would severely caution you in the deciphering too soon the strong
deliberation you might face in the prominent section of your arthritic
wing. The left utterly inhabits the right, and the flock might well retire
before the coming passes into dawn.
"Neutralize all content of atmospheric interference, for stratospheric
waves are fluctuating beyond the norm on most screens. The Naval
Department, of course, would know nothing about this. Indicative of all
sources of radium quality, it is well known at least to the segment of the
population, which expires its own limits down to the frequency of
nonscensical messages, precluding among their own of hygienic effort
all those nonscensical repertoires of the elitists on high.
"It must be said, that all data hereby equated with the filament placed on
the outer limits of the Milky Way have done all but piecemealed the
fibres of the entire space polarity together, ready to be ripped apart by
the first great explosion which hits their way. Polar caps are reckoned
with at the main fibre of existence for those poor few who do so still
allude to the sanctification of a severe way of life. Even solitude here is
not to be envied toward those ones.
"If in fact the source structure of the hieroglyphical structure of words
still left meaningless are not heeded, then DOWN WITH THE
DESTRUCTION OF THE WORLD AND UP WITH THE PLANCTON OF
THE SEA!! You know, all will at that time be in reverse of itself, for
protruding out of the depths of Atlantis does come the ultimate
conclusion for survival, both, above as well as below the surface of the
Earth! Hindsight develops here a weariness unknown to man, for the
depth of his consciousness rarely conceives of such 'miracles!'
"Am I here excluding the grand old lift-off day? Not in the least. I merely
am saying, that indicative to man's process, he will merely turn around
and say: 'Fine, we will just build ourselves a little homing device, of
which we will pass on to one another, should we float around without a
craft.' Ludicrous in the least, aye? The foam charted waters hold enough
content of glycerine to float a dockbay on. But nevertheless, we have
strayed from our topic of content due to the 'stars' above, fixing
themselves upon our squeamish souls, have we not?
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"Man has betrayed himself gravely, and for that reason alone doth he
sacrifice himself as well as all others into the deep grave of misfortunate
conduct. Had he not strayed so far from his real purpose, continuity
would have still been of the looking him in the face. But instead, as
Griffith once said: "In order to catapult yourself into the benediction of
your death, you must first replay from the beginning all those soul
instructions of what not to do."
"'Reign from on high, we all will be saved!' is hardly a complimentary
remark when you begin to realize, that the time element is soon to hit
you squarely in the face! Hindsight again would greatly prove to be the
exasperation of the age, when mankind finds himself unable to house
even six thousand persons under the deep blue of his ark, never mind
equating over six billion as it now stands!
"The firmament is contritely more welcoming, provided that it be left to
stand on its own merits. And just what possibility am I of the speaking of
this time in history? Simply to say here, that an epidemic of starships, to
use your plain grecian linguistics, have faced hindsight before, and
therefore await the arrival of all those, who deem themsleves of the
content of radical but rational thought!
"All the power to them then, land lubbers!
"FOR THE CRUCIAL EVENT, WHICH WILL POLARIZE ALL OF
CIVILIZATION STRICTLY DUE TO THE INFORMANT TO THE
INFORMEE, WILL RATIONALIZE ITSELF RIGHT OUT OF ITS
BEDSIDE INTO A MORE OR LESS CONTINUUM OF TIME!!

"SHELVE ALL POSSIBLE
MISCONCEPTIONS, LITTLE ONES,
FOR THE TIME SURELY ARISES IN
THE EAST, WHERE A 'STARSHIP IS
BORN' FOR THE REDEMPTION OF
ALL OF MANKIND WHO WILL COME!!"
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Hatonn out on this striking contribution to the epic of time immortal.
Please to record the time, Seila, as 9:24 pm. HATONN closing
frequency for a much more bolder move into consignment contribution.
Good night all. Out.
(Scribed by the Prophetess Uthrania, September 14, 1995, Tempe, Arizona, USA)

Israel next to Italy Classic
Example of Democracy
Stupidity!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) July 11, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

In spite of all of democracy's failures and social rot it creates man's brain has
not grown sufficient to discard what has proven of no value to raising the level
of man's evolution - to the contrary - the supposed virtues of democracy are
being repeated everywhere as to make one feel like being the target of echelon
brainwashing which dictates - with no tolerance to the contrary - that beyond
democracy there exists no acceptable form of government for the human race.
For more than half a century we have witnessed Italy's governmental agony and learned nothing. We have observed democracy's despotism in the form of
unacceptable impositions on the family and the workers - and seen the last
bastions of labour crumble before corporations, which democracy's
governments have let become too powerful by unrestricted mergers.
And finally, through the succession of perpetual legitimized coups staged every
4 years by the people against even the finest minds of human leadership among
democracy's governments the ruling elite of this world has guaranteed that at
no time will under democracy's rules ever rise a naturally-born leader as
benefactor of the people, for such is unwanted in a world governed by
principles of debauchery.
It cannot honestly be said that this writer is particularly fond of the policies of
Israel's leader Barak, however to Barak's credit must be held that even this
Zionist has come to the conclusion that without a set of real land concessions
toward the wronged Palestinians there will never be peace for Israel in the next
millennium. And Barak is ever so correct. But then, Barak is Prime Minister of
Israel and as such subject to the limitations of the system which Israel's
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democracy has created for him, and these limitations to the power of this man's
good-will are imposed on him by a bunch of religious Zionist fanatics, which
are bent to continue the policy of uncontrolled expansion into Palestinian lands
and confrontation with the Palestinian people, thus relegating the rightful
owners of Palestine to serfs of the Jews in their own country. And what am I
referring to?
In a 52 to 54 decision of Israel's parliament against Barak, he narrowly missed
being ousted, but by the rules of stupid democracy Barak was effectively
prevented the good he wished to do!
The fruits of democracy are bitter indeed, and blessed is the nation endowed
with a leadership not subject to the dictates of a system as flawed as
democracy, which prevents the implementation of good but favours
perpetuation of contention among all aspects of human interaction - purely by
being there!

Jesus is No Sacrificial Lamb for
Anyone! (by Lord St. Germain)
"Now, to place before ye ones some of the hard-case facts of which, I'm
sure, you are not ready for: For instance, did it ever occur to you, that
not only do the Dogs of the Imperialist Faction consider themselves to
be as "God Almighty" in granting servitude unto those chaotic crises, of
which they indeed have formulated (with the people's approval, I might
add), but nonetheless, the main contributors of their iniquitous fashion
doth solely rely upon the infamous soul structure of the hierarchy of
church-based foundations themselves.
"Take for instance your own servitude. Are you not engaged at this very
time, those of you who amply believe the suggestion that the Christ
Jesus was slain for the gaining of your credentials into that heavenly
place of no ills, in mere speculation, or indeed has fact been turned into
fiction? This is a mere question of speculation for the majority of the
populace in Eastern Europe, is it not?
"Sananda indeed was of the non-welcoming factor by those leaders of
indicative conscience at that time, but what is so sorely forgotten or
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waylaid rather is the fact that he, serving as "Jesus" in that incarnation,

DID COME TO SPREAD AS AN EXAMPLE THOSE
AGE-OLD TRUTHS, WHICH WOULD HAVE FREED
THE PEOPLE FROM THE BOUNDARIES OF THEIR
RELIGIONS AT THAT TIME!
"INSTEAD OF GAINING INSIGHT INTO HIS TRUTHS AND BY HIS
EXAMPLE, THEY MARTYRED THE MASTER AND RELINQUISHED
HIS TRUTHS INTO A FORM OF DEBATABLE CONSCIENTIOUS
STUDY, WHICH TO DATE HAS LEFT THEM IN AN UPTURN SWING
IN ORDER TO EXACTLY DECIPHER JUST WHAT HE HAD EXACTLY
SAID.
"To this day his words have unduly been lost through an intricate but
jovial expression of "love merits nothing but love." A resume of
extraordinary hodgepodge, of which acclaiment has never been given
the due credit it deserves.
"Understand this, my friends, Lord Sananda is a good friend of mine, as
you would best term and understand it, and AT NO TIME IN

HISTORY DID HE WILLINGLY MARTYR HIMSELF
FOR ANYONE!
"Each individual person has a road to cross, and no matter to what
extent he or she believes that another of good grace will do it for them that is simply not the case!
"The christed one, of whom you believe not one word he says anyway,
would be the first to tell you, that it was he in the first place who did
condemn the retiring of one soul for the placement of another for any
just cause. That is simply ludicrous, to say the least!
"This portion is inclined to make the many of ye of an angry state, but no
matter... Since when did truth ever stand on its own in productivity within
your minds, never mind souls or spiritual inclining toward the decision
which merits a conclusive discernment attitude?
"So food for the taste, so to speak, and hindsight determines that which
indeed will not go past another eon with indicativeness of a humorous
quality among the fangs of the elite.
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"The jaws of the uneducated stem from one grandeur applause to that
of another. Whether rich man or poor man, each appears to be that
graduate from the wisdom of the wise of the upper echelons, who by the
way do rule your very spirit and body!
"If you don't think this is truth, then please apply sacramentous deliria
unto your regimented diet, for the sofaring of nitwits to date only serve
further to allude to the nonsensical attributes of those most witty
idiosyncrasies of the majority here upon wonderful planet Earth.
"....Frequency closed. Thank you. GERMAIN out."
Scribed by the Prophetess Uthrania, September 7, 1995, Tempe, Arizona, USA

Why No Peace in This World?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 30, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The system all nations exist under is draconian. It pays no respect to the
people's needs. It drains the leaders and the people of their life energy by
creating inequities everywhere: among nations, in the business and corporate
world, in our schools, our health system, our relations to governments, and how
the law views and judges the rich vs. the poor.
It creates a perpetual arms race among nations and forever sows mistrust. It
also calls for contractual agreements to instill a fake sense of security, for the
root cause of mistrust is never removed: COMPETITION!
One worker is pitted against the other for the lowest labour rate irrespective of
his costs of living. The need to eat and have shelter and transportation is being
exploited and the goal post of survival is being moved every time the worker
catches up with it, and this in favour of bigger profits for the industrialists and
stock market investors. Our nations have no rest, for they have no security economically/financially, socially and governmentally, and they have no refuge
from the possibility of war.
Understanding the needs of the people but not sympathizing with those needs,
the writers of the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion have said: "They (the
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people) will never be free of needs, and by their needs will we enslave them!"
(Paraphrased).
The system drains the people of their life energy, and as that life energy is
being withdrawn from them the weaker vessels of society express themselves
in crime very early in their young lives.
For many of our children our schools become hell holes of emotional abuse by
social misfits and bullies, and when the victims snap in desperation by taking
knives and guns for being constant targets of teasing and mocking by their
peers, we sit back and wonder: "How could this have happened? He was a
loner, withdrawn, had no friends, was not good looking, was different from the
rest, dressed old fashioned, and was unpopular. We never thought he would
take a knife and randomly stab pupils and teachers!" And yet society is not
taking responsibility for the fact that the system creates abusers, and when the
victim snaps, the victim gets punished while the abuser goes free.
YOU CANNOT HAVE PEACE BECAUSE THE SYSTEM DRAINS YOU
OF YOUR LIFE ENERGY!! THE SYSTEM IS DESIGNED FOR YOU TO
HAVE WAR, CONTENTION, COMPETITION, SELFISHNESS, CRIME,
DRUG ABUSE, POVERTY AND PRISONS FOR THE GUILTY AND
INNOCENT! THE SYSTEM CALLS FOR CONTRACTS, TREATIES,
PARTIES, COURTS, ORGANIZATIONS, ALLIANCES, AND SPYING
BECAUSE NO ONE TRUSTS THE OTHER AND IS ALWAYS ON GUARD
FOR FEAR OF BEING RIPPED OFF BY THE OTHER!

YOU ARE BEING DRAINED OF YOUR
LIFE ENERGY AND YOU DON'T
EVEN REALIZE IT!! IT IS THE
SYSTEM WHICH ZAPS YOU OF
YOUR LIFE FORCE!!
The system is like a broken car which cannot take us where we wish to go.

And as with automobiles which are beyond repair, we
will take this defunct system and replace it with one
which has the power to take us to the next phase of our
incarnational evolution - upward - and back to the stars
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of the universe, where only those rule the cosmos who
are masters of their own lives!

Balance...!!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 26, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The success of a corporation depends on financial balance, where the
figures of income and expenses are managed in a manner to cover all
costs including a fair profit back to the owner. Such corporation is
balanced and stable.
The economy of a nation must also be run in a professional manner on
the basis of balance. And here we speak not of balancing the nation's
books after GNP figures or the establishment of Government income
and expenses. No! We speak of the nation's productive capability in
maintaining balance between the nation's demand for goods and
services and the people's ability to meet that demand.
The easiest way to achieve that balance would be through total
commerce liberation from the restrictions of any currency medium
whatsoever, however that step would probably have to be taken at a
later time, for it appears neither the leaders nor the people are ready for
it yet.
For as long as money is still being used as an exchange medium the
balance we are speaking about would have to be simulated by means of
a careful control of the currency system.
Today's economic control is flawed, for the system is mismanaged in
such a way as to effect polarization between the few rich and the many
that are are poor, as well as polarization between the debtors
(governments, provinces, corporations, business, individuals) and those
to whom all debts are owed (banks, controlled not by law, but by the
fraternity of bankers).
So, how then is an economy to be brought into balance by simulation
via the use of a money system?
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1. Assure that all monies in circulation are credit funds and are not owed
to any banks via the accumulation of unrepayable debt through a
system of usury. And how will you get there? LEGISLATE
COMPREHENSIVE CANCELLATION OF ALL DEBTS ALLEGEDLY
(not in reality) OWED TO THE BANKS! Remember, the purpose of the
banks is to handle the people's money, and not own all currency in
circulation through the trick of an ever growing debt system. It must
always be borne in mind that it is the people, who are creating the
wealth of a nation and not the banker.
It is the Government's responsibility to guide the extraction of the
nation's wealth for the people's benefit. The banker's duty is to be a
good custodian of the people's money.
2. After assuring that all funds in circulation is credit money belonging to
the economy (people) proceed to gauge the country's productive
capacity for the construction of any infrastructure facilities. Begin to
carefully monetize these projects in accordance with the nation's
capability to deliver.
Initially do not concern yourself with increased amounts of savings
belonging to the people as prices are kept low and purchasing power is
high. When the need arises for a reduction of money in circulation in
order to properly reflect the people's needs then a legislated mechanism
will be found to achieve that result without pain to the people.
The Government must learn to monetarily adjust to the nation's financial
needs, which are dictated by the nation's physical needs for
commodities, education, health, etc. When the demand falls because
the needs are being filled, so must the money supply be reduced
accordingly. Leisure time will become available for the people, and no
one's business will fall by mere reason of reduced consumption.
Businesses will merely see less activity, but not default.
No money system is sound unless it is designed with a flexibility to
adjust to a nation's needs in its quest for comfort in prosperity. When the
nation rests in financial security, so then will also come to rest the
activity of financial transactions by the people, and the banker's
employees can then enjoy more leisure time as well. (Note that we are
speaking of more leisure time, not layoffs).
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All desired productive movements of the people
must be simulated by a flexible monetary system,
one that is balanced at all times regardless of the
level of industrial activity, and it is the
Government's job to create that monetary
simulation - not the banks'! And therein will also
be maintained a BALANCE between the nation's
natural economy on one hand, and finance on the
other which makes that economy possible.*
* Note: For as long as you leaders choose to have finance hang around.
USA Isolated !
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 23, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

In all fairness to the citizens of the United States we say the United States as a
nation has been usurped by the Jewish/Zionist elite some 200 yrs. ago and as of
to date she has not been able to throw off that yoke.
They came with the power of money and quickly moved to control the
education system, the information media, the Pentagon and the Government.
The congressmen and senators are almost all from their law schools, and since
Abraham Lincoln lost his bid with a bullet to control the credit of the nation,
the Federal Reserve in 1913 finally emerged as a brainchild of today's
conqueror of the United States of America: the International Jew.
The fall of the USA to the Jews was followed up by a fall of the nations to the
system of the Jews: today's money system with all its defects of interest rates,
taxation, inflation, recessions, depressions, financial safe havens, commodity
future's market speculations, profits, pollution, stock markets, budgets, deficits,
wars and poverty for the masses!
However, the cat got out of the bag, and valuable information is getting to the
leaders of the oppressed nations who are now making an effort to solve the
mess the financial system left behind in their various countries. (We are
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delighted to hear of efforts made by the two Koreas, North and South, to find
common ground for an ultimate unification of the two artificially divided parts
of one nation.)
And as the nations begin to conduct business among each other outside of
constraints imposed on them by the Western elite (USA), the IMF, the World
Bank, and the discredited and much maligned WTO - and this on their own
terms and not linked to the US dollar - the opportunity arises for a natural
economic isolation of the United States! (Shall we call this economic isolation
"sanctions"?).
Perhaps then the enslaved people of the United States will wake up and do
something about the fact that they as a people and a nation never really were in
control of their destiny except for the one designed for them by the Jewish elite.
Surely the Americans would not want to be left out of a good thing, would
they?
We do not wish on Americans what their Government has done to the Iraqi
people, where the US Government has murdered one and a half million people
by the abuse of their military and sanctions power, and therefore we invite the
people of the United States, Canada, Britain and Australia to participate in the
New Era System of Global Economics as practiced on many other planets in
the community of the Federation of Free Planets, where "one head is not above
that of another" and all are blessed to enjoy the fruits of their labour!
The salvation of the United States begins with her isolation, and then comes the
revolution by the people against their oppressors, followed by a reclamation of
people of the United States into the community of free nations, where the
United States' "head will not be above that of the others"!

This World Has Shrunk!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 22, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

How convenient is the advent of Internet at this time! Anyone with an
important message can have instant global exposure!
The people will separate the serious from the frivolous, and focus on
their lives, their situation, and their future in an instant when they realize
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that credible information can no longer be hidden away from public view
the moment it arrives on the net.
All who so wish may now have access to the serious (the words of the
Masters) everywhere!
The world has become much smaller and much more manageable
when viewed in light of the fact that Internet has made all of us one big
family endowed with many cultures, and yet having to sit and dine at
one table, being compelled to behave, for the watchful eye of the net is
everywhere, and the prophets look on and the words of the messengers
spin around the globe in the split of a second!
Never in a million years could the prophets of today have accomplished
to get the message out to all world leaders while stuck in poverty at the
underhanded harrassing hand of secret service agents. But now the
elite must sit with us at one table, and our words will no longer be
diminished below those of their own, for the net has guaranteed us
equal audience with all who sit at this global table of cultural diversity.
They (the CFR, for instance) will not give us their site to speak on
(although we deem it to be our right to be heard through auspices with
influence over millions, for none carry the burden of the people with
greater care than the prophets of today) and so we speak on our own
site the untarnished words of the Masters for the comfort and blessings
of the people!
And the contest is on, and ethics will win out in the end over mere might
as the conscience of the leaders has awakened and will effect a change
for the betterment of conditions for the people.
The Internet has made it possible! The timing was perfect! It was a gift
to us from the stars, to be used as a tool to get the job done!
And the grievances of even the smallest member sitting at this table will
be heard by all, and judgment will be rendered by everyone on the basis
of ethics as laid down by the ancients of old who first brought diverse
mankind to this earth with the challenge to live in peace together.
The Council of the Mighty has now become established on earth, and
Internet has forced them to sit at only one table while the affairs of man
are being assessed and decided upon in accordance with the ground
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rules of the prophets - and this in order to ascertain that no decrees are
being imposed on the people which are not in the finest interests of the
people.
The timing was perfect, and the work will go on!
]

INA Canada
Taken from lion22.htm

EDMONTON (INA Canada) August 14, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Is that why you wish the sanctions to remain on
Iraq, so the world will never find out what damage
you have done to Iraq's infrastructure and the
people's health when finally the curtain of your illinspired boycott comes down and the world will
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see the genocide and rubble you have created
with your relentless bombing and radioactive
poisons?
And now, after there is no possible face-saving
for you upon a retreat from Iraq you carry on with
your campaign of slaughter of the Iraqi people in
order to procrastinate the Day of Revelation and
Exposure of your demonic mindset when the
civilized world moves back into Iraq in order to
interact with the people there for the good of all!
And what will they find but a damning testimony
to your cold-blooded murderous arrogance and
greed!!?
What you call "containment" we call murder!
A Court of Justice is waiting for you to be tried
on, and the books will be opened and your deeds
against the nation of Iraq will be examined in the
spotlight of universal justice! AND THEN YOU
WILL BE SENTENCED!
And I will not raise my voice in your defense when
you will receive in the manner of what you have
dished out to the innocents of Iraq!!

British Military is Coming to
Alberta - Why?
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EDMONTON (INA Canada) August 13, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

A whole battalion of British military of over one thousand soldiers is coming to
Alberta with a train load full of tanks, armoured personnel carriers, etc. reportedly to stage military exercises at C.F.B. Suffield, north of Medicine Hat.
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In light of the fact that Alberta is the place where the Arab Prophetess from two
royal houses resides as an unofficial hostage by American/British interests, it is
my unqualified opinion that the timing of these exclusively British exercises on
Alberta soil is rather ill-conceived and undiplomatic, and with little imagination
one can read many ulterior motives into this invasion of Alberta by the British.
All parties concerned with the Arab Prophetess's presence here in Alberta know
that she is heavily guarded by undercover agents of which many are friendly
and some are not. It behooves the West to not only keep her safe but also to
willingly permit her to go home for reunification with her family in the Arab
world. All hell will break loose if her safety is compromised and harm comes to
this gifted lady.
While her mission here on earth is primarily directed toward the benefit of a
united Arab world, in all finality the spin-off from her endeavours will benefit
all nations, for she is the Prophetess of the End of this Age.
My own role in this is merely supplementary and deals with the technical
aspects of implementation.
And so it is proper that all nations rise up to protect and shield the Arab
Prophetess Uthrania from all real and potential harm - not only for the purpose
of avoiding the wrath of the Arab mind with all its dire consequences for the
aggressor, but also by reason of one's own soul evolution into the next and
higher stage, which by all accounts is little more than refinement of ethical
thinking.
I dare not venture to speculate as to why the British military machine is coming
to Alberta at this time. I only hope it is for all ethical and legitimate reasons and
not for military back-up in the event of a blow-up here in Edmonton.
Persistent silence by all governments and royal houses involved in this secret
and emotionally laden affair leads me to believe that the coast is not clear yet of
danger to the soul structure of many.
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Pentagon in Utter Contempt for
Extraterrestrial Life Forms (Part
Three)

Thursday, 8th December 1994
(Question) To what degree do governments or the elite use and
operate flying saucer technology, how did they get hold of such
technology, what is it being used for and how can they be distinguished
from ships of the Brethrenhood?

HATONN: "Greetings, Uthrania Seila. And now, if you are indeed of
the readiness in nature, we will promptly begin. To begin with, let me
commend the author of these following questions with a concise answer
period. On his behalf I will strive to induce a more complex caricature of
extraterrestrial compliances and their more intricate maneuvering in
patterned formation.
".... You must understand, that though your governments of the world do
employ the power to state what actually happens, they refuse to do so,
not so much because of the fear of national panic, on the contrary, more
because of the power loss they would incur over the multitudes. Do not
think for a moment in time that they would have written against the
manufacturing of credentials for public forum, if there had not been a
conjecture written in, in which to keep all as silent - and away from the
people would need to be, at least at this time, the mandate of the
people.
"Now back to your questions. There are specially equipped artillery
weaponry upon the satellite structures high in your atmosphere, which
do naught at times but condemn those artifacts in your sky, which do
with good reason encircle that earthen plateau mostly for the well being
of the nations below. Whenever a craft is found grounded, whether it be
of its own cognizance or not, flights of military troops are sent in and are
waylaid bent on achieving the sort of information, which could only be
dealt with on a one-to-one contact source. This is indeed the plight of
those "mighty ones," who in turn sign for us the necessary contracts
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with reserve as to exactly what we will do with the material once it is all
collected and processed into crafts of our own.
"However, we still have not so far succeeded in instrumenting their kind
of technology due to be used in the deploying of such craft into the
atmosphere to any distinct range above 10,000 feet. This is simply
stated, because of the force necessary to catapult such artillery out of
the gravitational force field of Earth itself. It is true that we have
succeeded in placing our own upon the face of the Moon, so to speak,
but however it is entirely another matter to find ourselves with
electrodes garnished in a hydrogen box in the hopes of equating
ourselves within forces, which are to be conquered from the Universe
itself. In other words, we yet must learn how exactly to harness the
cosmic electricity in order to function these particular ships.
"Now, do we indeed manufacture such craft ourselves? Not really. You
see there is really no need, for enough have been placed in captivity
within our laboratory conjunctures or placebos to feed an army of
artillery minded gravidities. We have, in all told accounts, between the
figures of 30 and 42 somewhere throughout the whole of the United
States and Canada.
"This may cause you some surprise, but Canada is indeed one of the
leading nations, undercover of course, who have founded at least two
antique mother craft dating back to a consensus of 400 AD by the
aboriginal people. Where else do you suspect their hidden royalties
come from? Has the Government ever in the past, as far as you can
remember, treated them with any kind of compassion or true sympathy?
This is a good topic indeed. Now their payments have almost run out,
and unless they can come up with duplicates of a more or less, less
capacitated lot of flying machines, their time for compassion will have
indeed run itself amuck.
"What do we use these beautiful craft for? A unique idea, of course, in
the achieving of weaponry far above and out of the bounds of most high
flying maneuvering planes. However, there is one clincher, and that is
the process in which we acquire the correct data for implementing the
correct sequence into formulated working consignment. Well, indeed,
that is another story, but for now we will satisfy ourselves with the
diplomatic placebos of the future contracts, namely meaning the 'aliens.'
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"Do we fly these craft? We have tried, but past experience has told us,
that until we learn how to exactly harness the power of the 'wind,' so to
speak, whereby we have found that to do so will cause us very little
calamity as far as income tax statements go, in a sense for clarifying my
message through to you. But in effect it will save us countless amounts
of currency, if we but successfully endure to the end with a solution of a
solidified method. We shall forever remain rather 'grounded' for the most
part.
"For now, we must continue to acquaint ourselves with further study
upon the whereabouts of all craft, just in case we can find a link there.
And at best, if one be shot down and conquered, even though we are
not supposed to be a warfaring people (don't choke too hard on that
one), we may just find a survivor which will take to our methods of
disclosure without prior functioning abilities removed!
"This on occasion is the case, and my own stomach turns whenever I
am faced with this extreme peril of my own downhome cosmic brothers.
I have at times, managed to grant them amnesty, but for the most part it
was I, myself, who had to strike them from the Records of Life. Sela."
Break for 1/2 hour please, Seila, for a group of men are arrived at my doorstep
for another of their defunct meetings. HATONN out on channel 4.

(Question) Is the secret intergovernmental decree of killing
extraterrestrial caught alive still being enforced upon these unfortunate
ones, and in what numbers are they being caught and killed?

HATONN: "Numbers too few to be mentioned. There are, as I have
already stated before, those who are captured and placed within a
placebo of contempt in one of our Blinkensop maneuvering houses.
However, it is with design that these are studied before cremation takes
place. They are not always categorized as being effectual in the
containing of informational patterns to be passed on in any large
degree, and unfortunately this is often not found out until after the
cauterization of limbs and mind - detrimental to their cause, to say the
least."
On with the next, please...!
(Scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania, December 8, 1994, Ryley, Alberta, Canada)
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Pentagon in Utter Contempt for
Extraterrestrial Life Forms (Part
Two)

Is the American Government using UFO and other
advanced technology in creating sundry disasters for the
purpose of blaming and discrediting our extraterrestrial
brothers in the eyes of the public?
Question:

Commander HATONN:
"Not only is such being conducted, but well you should ask as to when it
started. May 10th of 1995 our Government by intrigue and hindsight strived to
elaborate upon the one god- given talent they seem to ride on when and where
should the place of their next contact be. As I have stated while writing
'Blinkensop - the National Crime,' I elaborated on the grave mistreatment of
our brothers in general. Let me reiterate and even go a step further.
"In the fifties in general, platitudes were sent out over the airwaves and
condolences sent out to redeem themselves with those of higher credential,
namely the extraterrestrials. Deals were made with one or two groups, who
dearly were striving toward universal peace, and what they met with was not
only the taking of their lives by those temporal crafty ones, but also a type of
sabotage upon the crafts of their choosing.
"Governmental agencies were not aware, that this was even going on, but
instrumentation had declared all extraterrestrial craft in the vicinity of the
Earth plane herself to be put under close surveillance until the time of
recouping the wealth in the skies was able to get under way.
"So included in the wrath of Khan, liberated machos of the third deliberation
simply won over in friendship those of the greatest ratio and proceeded to take
liberties with the public of their choice. You understand? What I am saying
here is that your prime abductor, people, are crewmen from your own
Government!
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"Why is it that you remember nothing or your memory is so faded that seldom
do you even believe yourself where you were? Manifesto drugs were your
guide, and everything that happened to guard you out of your slumber would
certainly be accounted for by those men in the acquasuits.
"Not to say here that all abductions are not alien, but what I'm saying is
conceivable. JUST AS THE ENTRAILS WERE NEVER TO BE FOUND FROM
THE CATTLE WHO DIED, SO WILL YOUR MEMORY NEVER BE
TRIGGERED JUST AS TO THE HORROR OF YOUR EXPERIENCE OF
EXACTLY WHO OR WHAT ABDUCTED YOU ONTO THEIR SHIP OF
DISGUISE! Understand that the fruitfulness of the situation was merely
conducted not so much to hurt any of you serious complainants, but rather to
merit a worth of undying fearstruck sensation upon the populace."
That is enough for now. We thank you. HATONN out.
(Scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania, September 19, 1995, Tempe, Arizona, USA)

Pentagon in Utter Contempt for
Extraterrestrial Life Forms (Part
One)

(Editor's note: The display of total cruelty upon intelligent beings from
other worlds in outer space captured by the U.S. military under a set of
unfortunate (for them) circumstances reveals the magnitude of hatred
for self among those in power over America! They are cold blooded
manipulators - incarnated demons - sadists! The following is a scribing
taken from a holocaust survivor, whose only crime it was to have been
born on a different planet and paying this orb a visit!)
"Today we will perform the strategy of maneuvering the textile
equipment in abeyance within the limited forums of the elitist Blinkensop
along with their immediate statutory requirements as perhaps it relates
to we ones alone.
"To fondly begin with, it has long been the detrimental consensus of the
community for which Blinkensop itself has been stated, or rather, known
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for, that has in fact portrayed our very essence into a rather
manufactured element of societal structure programming. In its neutral
base, so far kept beyond the perimeters of the Saxon perimeters on the
twelfth level of the underground compound, we have been in shortage
to they vivacious ones in the hopes that they might one day find us to be
of a more or less boring attribute to their wares.
"We have defunct their societal structural base only because of the
seldom-used methods of retrievements of our sort, for their undeserving
performing of rather antiqued methods of dissecting our conatours of
the past. It is indeed with a heavy heart that we must proclaim to this
day the very nauseous content of their treatment of our very soul's
status, meaning nothing to those vicious ones of your world.
"To begin with then, it is more than the cloning sort which tickles their
fancy, for the very performing arts of which they administer unto ones of
our chosen species is nonetheless further from your minds, even those
so well-kept secrets held in the dark confines of your consciousness:
the subconscious, to be of a surety.
"Nevertheless it is now up to us to do all exposing of these defunct ones
in the limitless effort to bring some sort of reprisal unto those of our own
kind. Adieu.
"Pick up in ten minutes please, Seila, for I am called to the bridge as you would
term it. Juno out for approximate moment in time.

"Let us state briefly exactly what methodology that they so do
technically employ at their so oft defunct round table meetings entirely
on our behalf: Before the Brits, as they call them, had in fact severed
the right to all native inhabitants of congested star systems, and from
there they did in fact seek to deploy their military type efficiencies upon
our brothers by way of disarming them completely, for in all matters of
the heart they were, for some unknown reason, undermining the very
source of their availability on behalf of the strategic nuances of other
nations.
"In our terms and by our own voice perhaps that also defunct society did
little better toward our brethren than that of the great United States
military, of who the least, as a matter of fact, did unwittingly, much to
their detrimental efforts, conclude, that in order to rid themselves of all
non-science of the atmospheric sphered ones, they would indeed be
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forced into the producing of rational clips of our starcraft before anyone
would surmise their efforts to be of a less meaningful attribute.
"They did in fact by their own cognizance totally strip us not only of our
weapons, WHICH ARE OUR HANDS in this matter, but disrobing us of
all texture of goodness by BLINDING US OF OUR EYE SOCKETS AS
WELL!! For what exactly could be performed by entities of our sort short
of the very limbs and cor-ordinances, of which mankind himself
attributes as beneficial? Of what greater importance would it be then to
those of my colleagues, than to have BODIES MAIMED BY THE
SUTURING OFF OF ARMS AND THE PUTTING OUT OF LIGHTS!?
We still had feet to run, I suppose, but what good, if we cannot manage
to see where we are going?
"Tests have proven that even though we have been severely
categorized within the elements of non-essential goods,

we had

in fact broken the record for all
intelligence features on their radar
scanogram. A goodly way to study we ones, I'm sure, but if you
were to submit the context of design into your computer banks, you
would indeed find us to be more or less of an aberrational feature, and
indeed do we meet the notorious example of man among men.
"Those of us, who survived the best, were then taken to an intermediary
place of dysfunctioning criminals and let off to wander aimlessly about
within the confines of their moratorium mortuary. Timeless effort for
those of us who in fact did retain effortlessly aboard our flagship high
within the stars' formation, are nonetheless but your next generation
high ranking officials.
"Now, who do you suppose would we want upon our ships of survival?
The dexterior mode? The most criminal element, to be sure, would
benefit society more than these defunct characters! THEY SHOT

SOME OF US, OF COURSE, AND THAT WAS
PERFORMED WITH A 50-SHOT MAGNUM PISTOL,
I THINK YOU CALL IT. GRUESOME AT ITS BEST,
AND THEN LAID TO REST AMONG THE CHARRED
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REMAINS OF APHRODITIS HERSELF! FOR SHE
WEEPS AT THE CONDUCT OF MANKIND IN
GENERAL AND WISHES THAT ALL WHO REIGN
AND INHABIT THE PLANET BENEATH THE STARS
WOULD HAVE THEIR CONSCIOUSNESS PURGED
AND ARIGHTED!
"Of course the majority do not by any intent of their own have any such
knowledge of our existence within the mortuary of condemnation. It is
for this purpose alone that I am writing to make aware that very fact, for
indeed I have been the very one of their experimental project, to so
have survived their escapades along with fingers intact. Traded
information was the loop here. "As with everything, there is always tit for
trade and tat for convenience's sake.

"BEWARE OF THE WOLF WHO SO
LURKS WITHIN THE BUSHES OF
CONTEMPTUOUS DESIRE, FOR
INDEED AS SURELY AS THE SUN
RISES IN THE EAST, THEY ARE OUT
TO GET YOU, EVERY ONE!!"
Conclude this message on behalf of all my brothers at Mission Control, Seila.
This is indeed DEMETRIES signing off on calibre four. Adieu out. (1:02 pm).
(Scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania, Tuesday, November 28, 1994, 12:13 pm,
Riley, Alberta, Canada)

(Guest Editorial):
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Who will answer to the tears of
Iraq's mothers?
Ten years have passed, and the US' propaganda refuses to accept that what was
supposedly meant to destroy Iraq's weapons, is destroying an entire nation
instead
By Ramzy Baroud
August 06, 2000, 07:59 AM
SEATTLE (AROL) - One decade ago, Iraq was sanctioned, presumably for its
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equipment to dig for new wells in order to combat the devastating drought.
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The number of Iraqi children who have died as a result of the sanctions ranges
from 1,351,535- the most recent Iraqi figure to 500,000. The United Nations
estimates close to a million civilians, over half of them children under age five,
have died over the past decade as a result of the sanctions.
Iraqi children are also denied the right to proper education. UNICEF estimates
that no more than 45% of schools have the basic infrastructure needed for
teaching to take place. Large numbers of Iraqi students have dropped out of
school to find street jobs, mainly as beggars, and in the case of female students,
for early marriage.
Iraq has little to expect from the future. The United States ar
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uranium- with an indefinite life span- is actively lurking in most of the South,
poisoning crops and nesting in human bodies, containing carcinogens and many
other unknown contaminants.
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One can safely declare that the Iraqi spirit is itself near complete collapse. Such
a fact can hardly be demonstrated by a statistical figure, even by examining
past UNICEF reports, which endlessly speak of the high depression rate among
Iraqis, including elementary school students.
In my visit to Iraq over a year ago, the cheerless faces in the impoverished
markets, the sorrowful mothers by the bedsides of their malnourished children,
and the mournful crowds heading toward Thursday mass funerals. Every other
Thursday Baghdad witnesses a mass funeral to those who have died as result of
the sanctions. These are a loud reminder that the Iraqi spirit, too, is slowly
decaying.
In selecting his words, Kenneth Bacon overlooked the unbearable price of the
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resolutions regarding Iraq for ten years, it openly defied these resolutions by
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silent war reportedly claimed the lives of 300 Iraqis, and the nearly daily
bombing continues.
Furthermore, while Reeker emphasized the US role of upholding the will of the
international community, he concluded his remarks praising a gross violation of
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responsive to the needs of its people and willing to live in peace with its
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Strangely enough, plotting to overthrow a sovereign government is by no
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Ten years have passed since the imposition of the sanctions in Iraq, and the
American government refuses to accept that what was supposedly meant to
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instead. The human tragedy in Iraq is worsening and the genocide is turning
into a statistic, with little regard for any human cost.
About a year ago, a weeping young Iraqi mother asked me, with her hand
extended to comfort her dying 6-year-o
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Fida have died because of the sanctions. The world has done nothing to bring
an end to the tears of Iraqi mothers or to halt the deepening catastrophe.
Copyright © 2000 Arabia.On.Line

Why Iraq Still under Siege?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) August 2, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

America's elite is insane. Bush Senior is insane with hate against the
Iraqi people, who are steadfast in their support for their President
Saddam Hussein. Bush Senior has seen his days in the glory of public
display and his legacy is one of fading into irrelevance if it were not for
his hands bloodied by over a million dead and dying Iraqi people!
As member of the secret Skull and Bones society George Bush has
honoured his society's name by generating more skulls and bones now
buried in Iraq's hot sand than any of his other fellows. And yet in
contrast to that infamous Bush-Record President Saddam Hussein still
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rules Iraq today and stands tall at the threshold of a calling as leader of
the Arab Nation. And it will be long after George Bush's passing that the
feet of the world's finest and greatest continue to be walking on George
Bush's face at Baghdad's most modern hotel.
What George Bush Senior could not accomplish he wishes his son to
finish. However that will be an exercise in futility, for the bonesman's
son is not destined to walk the halls of the White House. Another will do
that instead. We, the prophets, view the G. Bush Jr. candidate as a
dangerous carbon copy of his father, who would continue the curse on
America should he ever preside over the nation as President.
The American elite has sold the soul of the nation, for their system calls
for perpetual exportation of war away from the USA so as to not to
alarm the sleeping American public to the death and destruction their
troops are creating in other lands, i.e. Iraq. Is it then any wonder that
some of the thoughts and words of this Man of Infamy - George Bush
Sr. - have gone into our prophetic records? Definitely not!
Quote:

"More sanctions, people, unless you people get
rid of your leader of the day, or we'll starve you all
out!
"F..kn Arab bastard's - the lot of you! Heathenistic
rubble! You... people of Iraq... see what we do..!
Just see what we'll do after the Gulf War on Egypt
alone - with Netinyaho at the helm!
"And squish them like a fly - BEGONE - and wipe
out his whole family line... pressed into the
ground..! The Iraqi's and I...." Signed the old
George Bush.
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"I have a heinous score to settle with Baghdad's
minister of defence/definance, which, by God, I
have never forgotten! And Saddam knows it too!"
(End quote)
And concerning Bush's guilt for setting the Kuwaiti oil fields ablaze..
(Quote)

Ten fifteen oil drilled wells from seepages below
the firmament of sand drawn dunes which Bush's
lit firebroad on the screening faculties/facilities
of..
"Oh God, what have I done now?! It wasn't have
meant to be lit! Accident, gentlemen. Just
accident. I'm very sorry." (and the response from
his fellows): "Good God, what have you done
now, George?!! Don't for God's sake let anybody
find out!"
Just speak to senior Naval Commander of the
sixth and seventh fleet to find out what actually
happened that daylight broad in case he isn't
dead yet from the fumes himself. Intoxication
works well with a man, does it not?
(End Quote)
(Quotations scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania, July 26, 1999)
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Western Squeeze on You is Your
Opportunity!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) August 1, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The IMF cancels loan promises to Indonesia, the USA threatens to freeze
OPEC assets, Austria is under E.U. sanctions, the World Bank refuses to cancel
unrepayable debt to poor nations, Iraq continues under American-inspired
global sanctions and bombardment, national leaders are persecuted as alleged
war criminals while all-the-while Washington and London are full of them;
Iran, Pakistan, Libya, Sudan, Afghanistan and many other nations are under
American trade boycott for one reason or another - and so the AngloSaxon/Jewish inspired insanity continues on with the smaller nations
perpetually being the target of Western harassment and intimidation, and if
western elite objectives cannot be met, then they send their military pirates
abroad to subdue by force who will not submit voluntarily.
And what aspect of the system gives them the power to victimize you at will?

THE MONEY SYSTEM, TO WHICH ALL OF YOU
NATIONS HAVE SUBSCRIBED AND UNDER
WHICH ALL OF YOU SLAVE AWAY IN SEEMING
WILLINGNESS TO ITS DICTATES!!
YOU WILL NOT PROGRESS IN YOUR SPIRITUAL EVOLUTION
UNLESS YOU NATIONAL LEADERS TAKE THE NEXT STEP AND
BREAK THE AGGRESSOR'S SWORD BY SETTING UP YOUR OWN
SYSTEM OF ECONOMICS OUTSIDE OF THE JEWISH MONEY PURSES
OF THE IMF, WORLD BANK, NATIONAL RESERVE, etc., etc.!!
HOW LONG DO I HAVE TO BE WITH YOU AND YELL THIS MESSAGE
INTO YOUR EARS BEFORE YOU WILL HEAR? I WOULD BE LENIENT
WITH YOU IF YOU HAD NOT BEEN ENTRUSTED WITH THE
SOLUTIONS TO YOUR PERSISTENT FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
CREATED FOR YOU BY WESTERN BANKING AND SYSTEM
METHODOLOGY, BUT NOW YOU HAVE NO LONGER AN EXCUSE
FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUFFERING AT THE HANDS OF YOUR
WESTERN FINANCIAL OVERLORDS, *BECAUSE YOU NOW
UNDERSTAND THE NATURE OF YOUR PROBLEMS - BUT ALAS -
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YOU SEEM TO SHAKE IN YOUR BOOTS BY THE MERE MENTION OF
THEIR NAMES! If you still stand in awe at the words of Greenspan, then you
have not paid attention to anything I have ever spoken!
Yasser Arafat passed his greatest test: he walked into the Camp David Lion's
Den and came out of it strengthened in his resolve on behalf of millions of
Palestinian victims of the Jews. The same bull is trying to knock you and your
country down with sanctions and blackmail in order for them to feast on your
nation's resources! Will you let them by joining their WTO or whatever
organization they concocted to trap you with in contractual agreements or will
you ally yourself with any and all nations who remain at the receiving end of
western anglo-saxon abuse? The choice is yours.
President Saddam Hussein has retained his leadership dignity in all of the
West's attempts to discredit him. Now the world elitist U.S. arrogant
Government wants to declare him a war criminal! For what? For one and a half
million Iraqis dead which the combined forces of the world alliance has
murdered just because Iraq's President insisted on correcting an historical
injustice committed by the British against Iraq? I have yet to see before the
High Councils of Heaven a man pronounced guilty who is not so of the first
offence! And you continue to trust the Americans and deal with them in light of
the fact that even until today they have not publically apologized to the
Japanese people for having incinerated with atomic blasts their civilians of
Hiroshima and Nagazaki?

Your graduation from grade school will not
come until you adopt the standard whereby
the Federation of Free Planets is governed! I
have given you that Federation's system of
economics. If you hate it, you have failed
your graduation test - and on with the end of
this world, over which I will preside from
this earthen plane! I AM WHO I SAY I
AM!!
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* Wording slightly revised

As the Tide Turns Israel Ceases
to Exist!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) July 30, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

From now on there will be no more successful American/Israeli arm
twisting of Palestine's leader Yasser Arafat. In the course of events
following the announcement of the new nation of Palestine it becomes
mandatory that Israel cease to exist politically, and, as we have stated
months ago, the people of Israel come under Palestinian jurisdiction.
That new Middle East situation alone will bring peace to Palestine and
clear the pathway for an orderly return of many displaced Palestinians
back into their fathers' home country, from whence they were driven out
by hordes of influxing Jews invading under British military protection and
United Nations cover.

THAT WAS THE GRAVE ERROR OF
YESTERYEAR, FOR WHICH BY ALL STANDARDS
OF JUSTICE THE BRITISH AND AMERICAN
JEWISH ACCOMPLICES WILL THROUGH THE
COURT OF PUBLIC OPINION CONCEDE OF
HAVING BREACHED ALL BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS
OF MILLIONS OF PALESTINIANS BY PROMOTING
THE SETTING UP OF THE ILLEGAL STATE OF
ISRAEL!
The absorbtion of Israel into the State of Palestine will bring peace to
Israel, for Israel consists primarily of people who do not wish to war with
the Arab population. However for as long as the Israeli political structure
exists, the Arabs and Israelis will remain divided.
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Where cooperation is forthcoming we
will set up for all Arab nations (the
people of Israel included) a new order of
economics, which will in due process of
time qualify for their reintroduction into
the Free Federation of Planets. As ego
is being set aside and the simplicity of
universal oneness is being permitted to
govern, we will oversee the people's
adequate preparation for evacuation
before disaster strikes on a global scale.
That is our pledge and our mandate.
And while thus the Arab people are
blessed above those of nations under
western dominance, the Israeli
population inside of a united Palestine
becomes blessed and prosperous with
the Arabs as one brotherhood!
The establishment of peace in Palestine is predicated upon a removal of
the Jewish political system as well as a change in attitude brought about
by a loss of fear by Jews for Palestinians and vice versa, as both sides
labour for the common good of all!
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A Loving Invitation to All to
Prepare for Evacuation!
"For the remainder of your time here on Earth we would simply tell your
people, that it is we who have laboured on your behalf to redeem, as
you would put it, all grass into wheat in order to produce a major crop of
worthy recipients to the opening up of the fifth dimension. Contrite to
your piqued belief systems, we have succeeded in opening up your
minds to greater possiblilites than man could have ever dreamed up in
his limited visionary mind. And we have come to exploit each and every
one, who does mean you harm.
"We have our ships ready and waiting for that final moment in time,
where we will cause the shifting to abate for the space of an hour and a
half in order to gather our crop in from the fields of space - from all the
surface of the Earth into the cradling bosom of Elohim, as you could put
it. We will help you advance into your own godhood. And, ladies, your
goddess will bloom significantly in your efforts to do good unto
yourselves, for the restrictions you often place upon your own kind are
simply merits of a past placement of servitude.
"Learn to look after that which you are, and continue to debase no one,
for to fleece the flock will only bring tribulation upon your heads and
those heads of those around you. You men are the masters of infinity of
design of merits. It is time you started living up to your responsibility of
which you yourselves designed. Until you do this, you will indeed find no
liberty among your own kind.
"Man and woman, male and female must be united in such velocity, that
one accommodates the other fairly. You see, you each have need of
finding that one priceless pearl of Light within yourselves before you
ever will be able to appreciate that pearl of great value within another!
Other turnarounds will be permitted for those of you who do not in fact
make it to the landing strip, so to speak, but do not fret as you might put
it, for all experiences contribute to the overall mass effect on your soul,
and it is only a matter of evolvement further into the Light, which will
bequeath unto you a matter of extraordinary changes to change and
resurface to your higher essence, in order to bring you back to where
you first began."
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"The pleasure has been mine to bring you Light where there is nothing but
darkness. In the epoch of time - unlimited favour, to be sure! SETUTH out for
Juxton. Over and out on wavelength solar."
(Scribed by the Prophetess Uthrania, June 10, 1995, Tempe, Arizona, USA)

INA Canada
Taken from lion23.htm

Insane Logic Continues to
Justify Military Attacks on
Sovereign Iraq! - by President
Saddam Hussein
President Saddam Hussein said...
(quote)

"The struggle requires great patience and all the broad mindedness and strength
God may bestow on us. It also requires that your people and comrades know
how you look at it by your way of expression and enthusiasm, for the Iraqis are
a people of experience. So we cannot manage the battle as if we were in a
technical laboratory. We are a people of compassion, attitudes and gallantry. If
we did not inflame enthusiasm in each other in this way, we will not give our
best.
"At the same time you are our comrades and you have known us for a long
time. We do not feel that we lack the capability of interaction not to say of
persuasion. This does not mean convincing the others of our viewpoint. It
rather means that we all become convinced at the end because we follow the
way of dialogue.
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"They are killing our people every day. In this context I begin by first
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talk about civilian targets only. Why should they attack the military ? It is the
same thing, for as they attack women, they attack children and the military who
are also our brothers. They are Iraqis on their own soil, so why should they be
attacked ? Why do the rulers of Saudi Arabia bombard them ? Why do the
rulers of Kuwait bombard them ? Why ? What do they have to say to their
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they the ones who are in Kuwait now ? Would these attacks help make any
Iraqi forget that he on day lost a father, a mother, a daughter, an uncle or a
grandfather ? Would it let him forget all this ? Generation after generation, they
will be telling each other of the snares of snakes who did what they did to them.
"You must make it clear to your people in every statement, published by the
armed forces, the Ministry of Culture and Information or the Ministry of
Foreign affairs that the holy places are profaned by the boots of infidel
foreigners, and in addition to that the Iraqis, as a people, are being attacked by
American and Zionist weapons paid for by the money of the peoples of Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait. A question mark should be put in the statement asking why
? Why are the Saudi and Kuwaiti rulers bombarding Iraq ? The citizen of Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait should answer the question, and would thus understand the
second of August and the conspiracy that was made against Iraq before the
second of August.
"Each party in the conflict uses its own way. Iraqis do not want to get into a
conflict with them, but they are being attacked in their own country. What does
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Iraqis to draw them to a confrontation ? Do you, Iraqis, reach this point ? We
hold God as witness on them, and then everyone must bear his responsibility
because things have gone too far. If the conflict becomes a must, we know who
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and what is the Iraqi people. Things would then be put back to their places. But
do not make Iraq reach that point, let them think in a perceptive way.
"They will say, 'Saddam Hussein is threatening us!' and you can imagine how
shameless they have become. Their fighter planes come to bombard us but they
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Kuwaiti rulers. It is the rulers of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait who are enforcing
the blockade and encouraging its protraction, and who are killing the Iraqis. It
is the Saudi and Kuwaiti rulers who must compensate for all the damage and
destruction inflicted on Iraq. They must take heed and be guided back because
they are so lost that they can no longer find their own selves. They better find
themselves.
"As for their vicious hopes of weakening Iraq, viz., making it making it a
country with no people and power of resistance, they better read history
carefully. No one has even succeeded i
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of self-defense, and no one will even be able to do so. It is God, the Al-Mighty,
who bestowed Iraqis with this power and safeguarded it and will always do so.
Iraqis have fed on this power and its vales and will never part from it. Their
history is so great that if the weakest of the weakest thought of abandoning his
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right for him to do so.
"Let this be published, and may God strike the shameless with this curse. They
come in their fighter planes to shell us and destroy what they can. But if an
Iraqi said a word, they (the Iraqi people) would tell us: 'What do you want? Why
do you insist so much for ten years? Why this blockade, killing, and destruction
? What do you want by all this ?' Nevertheless, they say, 'the Iraqis are
threatening us.'
"When you hear the Kuwaitis raising their voices, and they will raise them,
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that is if they will still be there for another ten years, and then let's frighten
them for a period of one week, God will then help everyone to bear his
burdens. By this we want to tell them: don't make our people put such a
pressure on us. But we are not saying that we are going to attack you. If we
wanted to do that, we would not need to prepare the ground for it. Had what
was done against us happened against any other country, it would have attacked
them without prior notice. Anyhow, we want their peoples to understand the
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facts as they are, so that they start putting pressure on them and saying to them,
' you are putting the Iraqis in a corner and pushing them to attack you.' "
(end quote)

"Peace" = Palestinian
Submission to Jewish Control?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 15, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The Jewish mind has within its core implanted the long-held religioninstilled illusion of racial superiority. The "God's chosen people" concept
is like a viral infection which before the bars of the celestial high
councils will fling the Jews back into a string of incarnational hurdles for
added opportunities of the learning of ONE BASIC UNIVERSAL

ALL HUMAN SPECIES
ARE CREATED AS BELOVED OF THE
CREATOR(S) AND MUST
THEREFORE BE TREATED WITH THE
DIGNITY ALL HAVE AN INHERENT
RIGHT TO!
TRUTH, WHICH IS:

The Jews' claim on Palestine is phony at best, and at worst it is the
cause of much bloodshed as a consequence of Israel's perpetual
injustice administered to the Palestinian people, who are and have been
for centuries the rightful owners of the land the Zionist State of Israel
now sits upon.
Religion is invariably deceptive, and Judaism is no exception. And so
the followers of Judaistic/Pharisaic deception hold the distorted view in
which "peace in the Middle East" to them means "Arab submission to
Israeli rule". And hence true to a Jew's deceived mind they think to fulfil
their own prophecy by invading Palestine and brutalizing the people of
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that land, for (so they say) as "God's chosen people" they are just doing
what "God" wants them to do at this time! Right?
WRONG! Jews are only right inasmuch as the Devil is their "God", for
only the Devil takes pleasure in brutalizing and upsetting the order of a
peaceful culture like that of the Palestinians.
Whether in the eyes of a Jew the humble public worship of Allah is right
or wrong should be in no wise justification of treating Muslims unjust
and with discrimination. It should be remembered that the element of
justice is pervasive and transcends culture and religious persuasions.
And having said so I am definitely including the element of justice which
applies on a universal scale: one which reaches into the highest
heaven.
My friends, do not be deceived by buzz words from the ruling elite when
they speak of "peace" or a "peace process". Peace in Palestine cannot
be established on the basis of Palestinian/Arab submission to
Zionist/Israeli political rule!

The Zionist element must leave
Palestine in order for peace to return
to that "holy" land. Palestine's problem
is not the Arab Palestinian population, it
is the introduction of political Zionism
enforced upon the Palestinian people by
invading Jews, who have set up on that
"holy" land a political system full of
contempt for life in its basic elements of
justice and true universal brotherhood.
That's why Palestinian stones are flying towards the upholders of Zionist
debauchery on Palestinian soil. Those who think peace will come by
submission to the Zionist-political habit of robbing and stealing from
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Palestinians that which is theirs are under a life-threatening delusion
with incarnational repercussions to the negative (to say it mildly)!

Flexibility in Rule is Needed to
Lead the People into the
Brighter Day of a New Era
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 10, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

No government has at any time ever been established unless after the pattern of
rule-by-man (god) or woman (goddess). That is just how the organization of the
human species began, and this I say without reference to what some claim as
"primitive" man. The latter is an insult to the human species on earth because
all settlement on this planet came by way of the stars, meaning from the
starships to where we are now.
As man-on-earth de-evolved into the current condition of being in a fallen state,
rule by man (god) was replaced by "rule by a system". The positions in that
system are still being filled by people and therefore it is difficult for the average
man to see the difference, howbeit these positions of leadership are merely held
for a limited period of time and taken up with severely restricted authority in
decision-making.
And so it is with great sadness that during a succession of nasty revolutions all
remnants of man/woman (god/goddess) rule became swept away, and we
conclude this occurred for more than just one reason: emperors and autocrats
failed to rule righteously and lost the support of the people, and/or dastard
philosophies of superiority arose and ill-minded men began forming secret
societies whose corrosive activities brought all remnants of autocratic rule
down to rubble.
The Lion of Judah is not here to pass judgment on the performance of
Belgrade's ex-President Milosevic, however we wish the reader to take note of
the fact that with the departure of President Milosevic one more nail was
hammered into the coffin of slavery to the system of today's status-quo, which
by all measures exalts the democratic system as this world's only acceptable
form of government, and its proponents insist that the nations should all be
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governed thereby. That indeed is sad, for all evils by which this world of today
is plagued are being upheld with disastrous consequences to the people by that
selfsame system - so hailed and upheld via the ignorance of politicians and
lawyers and ulterior intents of sundry conspirators.
Yugoslavia's fall back into the vice grip claws of western politics and finance
removes all hope from people of ever seeing a New Day adawning, for at no
time ever has the western-style democratic system ever been able to give to
people anything more than slavery, stress and crime.
The prophets are here to turn this state of affairs around for one last time before
this planet crumbles.
Should the western powers succeed to keep our voices muffled as though they
were cried out into the wilderness, then collectively all hope for mankind to
make it onto the next level of higher thinking is lost, and with it goes a selfcondemnation which calls the individual back onto a wheel of a series of lowlytype incarnations. That is like hell.
So what then is the cure for all ills of governing the people? The answer is

RIGHTEOUS PERPETUAL LEADERSHIP, A
LEADERSHIP BY GOD-MAN VESTED WITH ALL
POWERS TO CHANGE THE SYSTEM AND
DECREE AS DONE THAT WHICH IS RIGHT AND
REMOVE ALL THAT WHICH IS WRONG!!
President Milosevic seemed to have that power. Whether he has exercised it
correctly will be established before a karmic board.

The Arab Prophetess Uthrania, Saudi
Arabia's Crown Prince Abdullah, President
Saddam Hussein and the Lion of Judah Can
Bring Peace to the Middle East! (Revised October 5,
2000)
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 4, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries
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By mere nature politicians cannot be peace makers, for their methods
are confrontational and filled with the intent of placing their opponent
into a position of weakness and disadvantage.
Israel wishes to expand beyond her 1948 agreed borders. The 1967 war
has since been used as an excuse to retain Palestinians' and Syria's
lands captured then with the help of American/British military
technology.
Of course the Arab population does not consent to Israeli rule and
enforced settlements of Jews among them - Jewish occupation or not!
Israel intends not to retreat behind her 1948 borders, and expands,
annexes lands, takes Palestinian property without compensation,
forbids Arab construction, etc. etc. and what we now see is an incredible
over boiling of Arab wrath at Israelis for decade long humiliations at the
hands of Jews with the backing of the West, particularly America.
Palestinians lose their lives by the dozens, for the Jews shoot to kill in
return for rocks thrown at them, all because Israeli military and Israel's
civil administration are where they should not be and do what they
should not do.
Helicopter gun ships and tanks Israel employs and wonders why the
Palestinians begin using guns at them. The legacy of Britain's
implemented Balfour Declaration now has begun to bear its ghastly fruit.
Yet where politicians by nature fail the prophets will succeed, for no
injustice comes to anyone who is cared for by a prophet. Let the

prophets then go to Palestine and proclaim that
which will stand and that which must fall, and
then there will be peace between Israel and
Palestine - and not before!
I am also the guardian of the people of Israel, and I will not let the
Israelis fall into subservience to anyone - and here the establishment of
Palestinian rule over what today is called "Israel" is not subservience
when such jurisdiction is established in wisdom. I may not be speaking
with flattering words about Israeli conduct of today, which is driven by
Zionist ambition and Jewish religious fanaticism, however injustice to
fear from the decrees of the prophets the people of Israel have NOT!
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I am the holder of the High Office of the Lion of Judah, and I am of the
lineage of Abraham by birth just as the Arabs and the Sephardic Jews
are.
The Prophetess Uthrania is of two royal houses: that of Saudi and of
Windsor by birth, and by calling is she the Prophetess of the End of this
Age. She has the right to exalt as King and leader whomever she will,
and thus has chosen President Saddam Hussein to be the Leader of the
Arab Nation and Crown Prince Abdullah to take lead at this time in the
affairs of Palestine.
Awesome is the price to pay for ignoring the prophets when the time
has come where the words of the prophets must stand so that peace
among man can return!
(Revised October 5, 2000)

Return of Rule by Righteous Man
Mandatory at the End of This
Age to End All Rule over Man by
the System.
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 1, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Almost all righteous-man rule has been eliminated by waves of bloody
revolutions incited by the money elite of the past, of which the French
revolution is a more well-known one. These Lords of Debauchery succeeded to
instill into the masses cheap slogans of "liberty" (meaning "anarchy" to them)
"peace" (meaning subservience to the system) and "brotherhood" (meaning
misery for the brotherhood of the masses in which the L. of D.'s will not
participate).
The people fell for the ploy, the monarchs became either eliminated (murdered)
or dysfunctional by seeing a reduction of their powers to that of figureheads
only, and all righteous-man rule was replaced by system rule through a network
of constitutions, serving only the needs of the wealthy and not the un-privileged
of the masses, for rights are only accessible to those with money.
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The system of "democracy" was their vehicle, as it fosters the belief that the
people are actually in control and lets them think they have a say into the
destiny of their lives. But nothing could be further from the truth, for no
constitution gives the people an iron-clad access to the rights a constitution and
bills of rights are speaking about. And no election process of 4-year cycles
gives the people access to righteous leadership, for the mere fact is that the
money power behind the system, to which democracy is subservient, controls
all information media and since the people have rarely ever displayed the
power of independent thought, their own media will discredit even the greatest
benefactor among the temporarily installed heads of state (so-called).
This world needs a revival of righteous-man rule. We must rediscover our need
for dictators with perpetual (and not temporary) powers who will remain in
power with sufficient strength to lay down laws for the benefit of the people
unimpeded from demands imposed upon them by any system - whether it be
either political (democracy, "new world order" as advocated by Bush Snr. for
instance) or of economic (finance) nature by which autocratic nations may be
surrounded.
Undoubtedly the reality of man's slavery to the stupidity of the system has
found its seemingly perpetual home in the West, and it is the West which
endeavours to export this dysfunction to all other nations, if it can. Democracy
as a form of government guarantees the hidden hand of debauchery a safe and
secure home base, for protected by a set of "human rights" entrenched in or
connected to national constitutions their stage is set for tremendous liberty in
profiteering by means however shady in motive and manifestation. The liberty
guaranteed them by the constitutions is their freedom bell of unimpeded
profiteering no matter how questionable in its manifestations.
"Unity" was one of Trudeau's battle cries. But little did the people understand
what he meant by calling for Canada's unity as a whole nation. What Trudeau
attempted to preserve was continued control over Quebec as an expression of
Quebec's continued subservience to the Federal Government, which
government in return offered perpetual subservience to the money and political
(democracy) system of this world. As a regular attender of the meetings of the
Club of Rome his government of "national unity" was one of the elite's
strongest guarantee for Canada's continued subservience to the world system.
Any people's inherent right to self-determination where oppressed by a system
of unrighteous practices is being sacrificed on the altar of "national unity". And
here Trudeau made sure Quebec was no exception.
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Man in his dignity must regain control over the system where the system is the
vehicle of his misery, and if the elite's preferred system of running the world
lies at the root of all of man's woes, then it is none else than man with power
and enlightenment to change that system.

Guest Editorial: From beirut_refugee , Aug
21, 2000, 5:32 pm NEW This is a reply to
#13 by ahmed633
"Lets look at the evidence and then judge who is the terrorist. Hezbollah
was created in 1982 t
hat
’
s4 years after I
sr
ael
’
sinvasion into Lebanon.
They were created with the aims of liberating southern Lebanon from
foreign occupation. According to the Lebanese daily star since 1978
Israel has killed over 20,000 Lebanese civilians. According to numerous
reports from Israel, since 1985 Hezbollah has killed 9 Israeli civilians
(this figure is taken from official idf reports). On april 18th 1996 when
Israel bombed the refugee camp in qana in the south of Lebanon they
alone killed 106 civilians in less then fifteen minutes. If these trends
would have continued it would have taken the Hezbollah 180 more
years to kill as many Israeli civilians as the idf did during that 15
minutes. Israel was occupying the south of Lebanon illegally as we can
see with United nations resolutions 425, 426, 427, 434, 436, 444, 450,
459, 467, 474, 483, 488, 498, 501, 508, 509, 511, 512, 513, 515, 516,
517, 518, 519, 520, 521, 523, 529, 536, 538, 542, 549, 555, 561, 575,
583, 586, 587, 594, 599, 609, 617, 630, 639, 648, 659, 684, 701, 734,
768, 803, 852, 895, 938, 974, 1006, 1039, 1052, 1068, 1095, 1122,
1151, 1188, 1223, 1254, 1288. All of these resolutions have to do with
the illegal occupation of Lebanon. The so called "security" zone
engulfed approximately 9% of the entire country. It encapsulated over
120 Lebanese villages. as of October 9 1999 there were 143 Lebanese
civilians in khiam prison. None of these men and women ever stood trial
or were allowed representation. No evidence was ever given to
substantiate there illegal imprisonment. Furthermore in October of 1997
Israel banned the international red cross from ever visiting the prison in
direct violation of the Geneva convention. But we must also recognize
that from 1985 to 1995 they were not allowed to visit either. the
international red cross therefore was given access to the prison for only
2 years. currently today israel holds sixteen Lebanese hostages within
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their borders. these men are bargaining chips for Israeli pows, mia's
ect...... the difference is these men were kidnapped and have not stood
trial. A democratic nation who condones kidnapping? I
sn’
tthis the same
government along with the united states and other western powers who
used to denounce the Hezbollah as terrorists in the early 1980's for the
very same practice? Let us also not forget the incident in the mid 1990's
when Israel was caught red handed loading southern Lebanese soil into
huge trucks and driving it back into Israel to plant on there farms. At first
the government tried to deny the event took place until they were caught
by unifil officers in the south. terrorism seems to have taken on a whole
new context when it comes to Israel. Israel walks with impunity scoffing
at international law when it benefits them and imploring the world to
sympathize and uphold other laws which coincidentally benefits them as
well. And last but not least according to international law a peoples have
the right to refuse and resist and all foreign occupation of their lands...
notice that this is the very same premise the Hezbollah was founded on.
Since the Israeli withdrawal we have seen no attacks upon Israel from
the Hezbollah. Why is this? could it be that there aim of liberating the
south is complete!!!!!! This is truly the best indication I believe that the
Hezbollah are freedom fighters and not terrorists. If one would like to
argue that over the years Hezbollah has committed acts that could be
construed as terrorist action I would not disagree. But for the last 10
years there political aims and techniques for liberation have changed.
And with that change came the legitimate claim that they are
undoubtedly today freedom fighters." (End of Beirut Refugee article).

"To Hell with the Constitution!"
Ottawa Says in Subservience to
the Hidden Elite!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 23, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The centralist Trudeau is well and alive in Ottawa as can be observed by the
arrogant attitude the trudeauist Chretien/Dhalival government displays towards
the natives of Nova Scotia. The last nail is now being hammered into the coffin
of Canada's Constitution, for should the Feds get away with the flouting of the
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natives' constitutional right to fish, then from hereon out not one single issue
can any longer effectively be enforced through a court-upheld constitutional
argument.
Only the natives understand that Canada's Constitution is Canada's supreme
law and they rightfully insist that any secondary law affecting them be in
harmony with that supreme law of the land, the Canadian Constitution. No
Provincial or Federal law nor any provincial or federal regulation has negating
power towards constitutional law, for all powers to govern Canada are derived
from her Constitution.
And while the war in Nova Scotia rages the uninformed Canadians are looking
on to see who in the end will prevail: the native fishermen whose right to fish is
being upheld by the supreme law of the land or the lawless government
enforcers of constitutional anarchy as seen in Chretien, Dhalival and their
stooges of enforcers of ultra vires fishing regulations.
It seems the blinded white man cheers his oppressor on to "Get tough with the
natives!" - not understanding that by doing so he has effectively undermined
his last bastion of refuge: his own country's Constitution, which for his own
rights and protection must be ruthlessly enforced upon the Federal
Government. However it seems a Canadian has not sufficient intelligence to
protect his own backyard from his worst enemy: his centralist government and
its thousands of enforcers of secular laws and regulations which run in violation
of the land's supreme rule of law: the Constitution.
Canada is ready for her burial. Her people are either ignorant of Ottawa's high
politics of power brokering or plain stupid, and so Ottawa rules over them in
contempt for

all rule of law!

WTO Membership "Good for
China?" - DEFINITELY NOT!!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 22, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

China will never thrive on the foundation of Western style financecontrolled system of economics. Why not? BECAUSE THE WESTERN
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MONEY SYSTEM IS DESIGNED TO BENEFIT ONLY A FEW
MILLIONAIRES WHO OWN AND CONTROL THE WEALTH OF THE
NATIONS AND LEAVE THE MAJORITY OF THE PEOPLE EITHER
AS SERFS TO THE RICH OR IN A CONDITION OF ABJECT
POVERTY!!
Furthermore, THE WESTERN MONEY SYSTEM IS BASED ON THE
EXPLOITATION OF ALL NATURAL RESOURCES AND DEMANDS
CONSUMPTION-FOR-PROFIT, THE PROFITS OF WHICH THEN
FALL INTO THE HANDS OF THE WEALTHY AS OWNERS, LEAVING
THE PEOPLE WITH LITTLE MORE THAN SUSTENANCE FROM
HAND TO MOUTH!
And here the Government of China has as its first obligation the duty of
supplying her people with basic essentials of a life in dignity, something
the Western system can only provide for the privileged few. China's
leaders should know by now that alongside with the joining of the World

Trade Organization goes the economic enslavement of the masses to
the conventional rat-race so prevalent in American and European
societies, and it is my contention that the introduction of over 2 billion
people into the community of western-style consumers-by-necessity-forthe-purpose-of-survival this planet just cannot provide.
China needs an economic system which looks after the basic essentials
for the people: food, shelter, housing, transportation and leisure time,
and only a system which operates OUTSIDE of the Western concocted
money system of iniquity has a chance of providing that for the people
of China.
We, the prophets, have asked the Masters whether this planet would be
able to sustain 12 billion people, and the answer was and unequivocal
"Yes!" But we also recognize that this can only be done at a much lower
per capita work and energy effort than what is presently the case in
America in terms of energy consumption for the providing of a basic
living for the people. China's joining of the WTO will spell disaster for the
people of China, for the land there cannot sustain the magnitude of
plunder of resources required for a fully effective membership in the
WTO.
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U.S. Insults Korea
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 6, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

U.S. security officers in Frankfurt have strip searched the North Korean
diplomatic delegation to the U.N. general conference. Reason: directive from
Washington to be administered to all travelers from so-called "rogue" states.
Although the American Government has issued an apology, we deem it to be
rather insincere because such searches should never have been conducted
against any nation's civilians and diplomats in the first place.
An effective defense against name-calling is very difficult as such comes from
a mindset which intends to discredit in the eyes of others. And for America to
name-call nationalistic nations as "rogue states" before the world community
tells me of arrogance and contempt for governments who care not for the
western Anglo-Saxon mould of what a government should look like.
There is nothing wrong with governments using uniqueness in running the
affairs of their own country. Just let the governments of Afghanistan, Iraq,
Sudan, Libya, Korea, Pakistan and China handle their own internal affairs!
Their leaders know best what the country stands in need of.
On the other hand just look at western governments: unique, howbeit rather
stupid. They are a reflection of the degree to which they have evolved
culturally and socially - de-evolved, that is. And for such a culture to call
some of my nations "rogue states" one must learn to dismiss such insult with a
shrug as coming from a rather unqualified source.
In solidarity of what was done to Korea by American arrogance and snottyness
the delegations from the rest of the nations should all have turned tail and gone
back home likewise, and Germany should have kicked these American security
agents out of the country! That would at least have nipped the problem in the
butt for future times to come! But for as long such unity and loyalty of one
nation for another is not forthcoming the problem of American/British
contempt for other nations will continue to fester insults of the nature we have
seen in Frankfurt - and no lesson will have become learned as far as arrogant
America is concerned!
(Copy of article):
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North Korea pulls out of UN
summit
Web Posted Tue Sep 5 17:12:11 2000
FRANKFURT - North Korea has pulled out of the UN Millennium Summit in
New York. Officials in Pyongyang say the move is to protest the way its
delegation was treated by U.S. security staff at the Frankfurt airport in
Germany.
They say U.S. officials opened suitcases and handbags, and forced each
member of the presidential entourage to undergo a body search that included
removal of shoes and clothes.
The delegation was led by Kim Yong Nam, the chairman of North Korea's
Supreme People's Assembly.
It was hoped he would meet with South Korean President Kim Dae-Jung to
follow up the June summit of the two Koreas.
U.S. security officials in Frankfurt say the were merely following orders on
how to deal with nationals from countries designated as "rogue states".
(End Quote)

A Softening of
American/British/European
Attitude Towards the Arab
Prophetess Uthrania Could Just
Bring Oil Costs Back to Balance!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 5, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries
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Should the people in the West ever find out to what magnitude their
elite's intransigence in the case of the hostage-held Arab Prophetess
has cost them in terms of accelerated energy costs alone, they might
just rediscover their former methodology of publicly lynching these
culprits before even the sun can set in their own countries!
Holding the Prophetess of the entire Arab world hostage in the West by
forbidding (at the threat of doing her harm) even her own relatives to
communicate with her must be seen by the hitherto uninformed public
as the most petty reason why they, the people, should be saddled with
fuel costs twice as high as would normally be the case. The people will
never sympathize with such an outrage of a violation of human rights,
and to add insult to injury, their own elite saddles them with
meteorological stress which comes their way as a natural consequence
for tormenting a Prophet through isolation. Some may deny the link
here, but do so at their own peril. It is never wise to permit an injustice
to go on forever, for as the piper demands his pay, so will the Queen of
Justice demand hers.
The sensible thing to do here in order to relax the thumb screws on the
West is for the American and British military pirates to stop bombing
Iraq which is one of the Prophetess's home, leave the Middle East
region, lift the oppressive sanctions on Iraq (which by the way the
nations could do on their own) and LET THE ARAB

PROPHETESS GO HOME AS SHE HAS STATED
TO WISH TO DO SO MANY MONTHS AGO!
America and Britain/Australia are already paying a price for keeping the
Prophetess hostage here. Their countries are struck with droughts, fires,
floods, tornadoes, earthquakes, and so on. The wealthy in their
countries become as islands in a sea of poverty-stricken and stressedout people, as the wealth of the nations shift faster than ever before into
the hands of the few millionaires. And the more Arab civilian airliners the
Pentagon brings down with missiles and laser guns, the more wrath of
the righteous gods and goddesses they heap upon their brazen skulls.
My calculation tells me that 17 million Americans would have to die for
what their debauched elite has done to Iraq alone if proportionately an
eye-for-an-eye and a tooth-for-a-tooth were to be applied.
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We advise the Americans to refrain from further commitment of
atrocities, of which holding the Arab Prophetess here in Canada is one.
Having said so does in no way imply that Chretien of Ottawa is without
blame for her isolation.

The Jews Can Also Learn From
What the Prophets Have to Say!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 3, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Religions are man-instilled distortions of reality. Some aspects taught within
the halls of religion are true, however the bulk of religious indoctrination blinds
the spiritual eye from seeing universal reality about time, space, realms of
dimensions, consciousness, re-emergence of the spirit into a succession of
bodies from behind the veil of forgetfulness (reincarnation), death (?), paradise,
and on and on! And here Judaism is no exception.
So in the end, what is the difference between an Arab, a Jew, a Westerner or
native Indian? Ethnicity, that is all, with one exception: each acts differently
based on an instilled religious philosophy, and loves, where hate should rule, or
hates, where love must show, or fears where there should be none, or aspires to
a goal in life not based on sound ethics, etc. etc. And in all this we see religious
misconception being the culprit causing all the trouble and the strife where
harmony and respect for one's fellow-man should unite them all into one solid
brother- and sisterhood!
Many say rightfully so: "I cannot tell a Jew from looking at him!" That is
because being jewish means not belonging to a race - it means belonging to a
religion. And where that religion is filled with racist prejudice, then that
religion must be relegated to the dung heap of false philosophies and replaced
by one with positive ethics, one which allows the recognition of universal
reality. Only then enlightenment comes. But judaistic religion cannot guarantee
the Jew enlightenment. All it bestows is fanaticism and abuse of one's
neighbour.
Had the Jews been enlightened people in 1945 when the British bastard military
gave the invading Jews protection as they gun barreled the Palestinians from
the homes of their fathers, then there would be no Middle East trouble today.
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But they were not enlightened, but were driven by a religiously instilled
superstitious idea of superiority as well as driven by a phony ancestral claim on
the Palestinians' land. And so an injustice has been committed to a people by
mere virtue of "God must be with us, for behold, we are stronger and prevail!"
Yet little do they know that God has tested them on the basis of "You were
stronger! And now account for what you have done with your strength!" and
this injustice may well haunt the fanatic Jews of Israel into their graves.
However, now that the time has come for a renewing of thinking, what better
opportunity we have but to let the understanding of universal reality permeate
the Israelis' mind, for when a Jew becomes enlightened, he will no longer be a
threat to an Arab. The spirit of kinship will emerge and create a bond between
them where one feels survival will not be possible without the other.
And there you have it! The new situation in Palestine teaches us now that
should the Israelis attempt to oust the Arabs, both will die, and should the
Arabs try to oust the Jews from Palestine, then both will die as well. So, there is
no military solution for the problem in Palestine.
With the advent of the Prophets of the End of this Age, of which the Lion of
Judah is one, the words of truth from the higher realms taken to you - Arabs
and Jews alike - must do their fruitful work and enlighten your minds. For
when no one's survival in comfort will become threatened then we will have
peace!
And so, under the guiding hand of the Prophets of the End of this Age no
enlightened Israeli will become threatened when Palestinian authority becomes
established over Israel. Only those Jews will die which fight this trend from an
infested mind of Zionist superiority.

The Problem with Ottawa: Incapable
and Unwilling to Give Recognition to
Superior Law!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) August 30, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The hallmark of the Canadian Government is one of contempt for
Canada's constitution. But they are not alone in this disposition: the
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spineless Federal Court is frightened into upholding the reality that the
Federal Government of Canada is legally constrained by no law except
that superior one of the Constitution of Canada. And hence when a
constitutional challenge is brought forward, whether by private citizens
or organizations challenging an unconstitutional condition within
Canada's structure or system of laws, hollow statements in defense of a
Government's unconstitutional practice are made by lower as well as
some higher court judges creating the impression that the lawless
situations are being upheld by sheer fright of the judges in fear of losing
their salaries should they rule against their employer: the Government of
Canada!
And so we have a condition of where the dividing line between the
legislative and judicial jurisdictions are blurred as one seems to heavily
depend on the other for saving their asses from the wrath of the people,
as the people unmask governmental unconstitutional behaviour and
practices.
For example: The power of direct taxation of incomes is under Canada's
supreme law exclusive provincial jurisdiction. Yet in the course of time
since 1913 the entire tax collection system in Canada has become
inverted to where the Provinces now collect taxes which were in 1867
granted to Ottawa, and Ottawa collects what is the exclusive right of
provincial governments.
Furthermore the management of Canada has constitutionally been
divided between provincial responsibilities and those of the federal
government. But in practice we find a pathetic duplication of
bureaucratic duties: We have provincial ministers of energy and a
federal one, provincial housing ministers and a federal housing minister,
provincial fisheries and federal fisheries, etc. etc. etc. They call each
other "counterparts" - absolutely and totally unsupportable when guaged
by the mandate of Canada's constitution. I call this situation
"governmental anarchy".
Having myself tasted this unholy collusion in a court challenge against
the Crown over their unconstitutional taxing by means of the direct GST
(Goods and Services Tax) and observed the ruthlessness with which
federal court judges defend an unconstitutional situation, I am
somewhat surprised that the native Mi'kmaq band of Nova Scotia
obtained Supreme Court of Canada backing for their rights to fish at any
time without harassment. And yet harassment is exactly what Ottawa's
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Fisheries Department, the DFO, is giving these people as they go about
trying to make a meager living from fishing the waters of Miramichi Bay.
After 133 years of statehood the Federal Government of Canada has
not yet understood that in order to rightfully label itself law abiding one
must be in recognition of the rule of law which exists and which also
limits Government's conduct toward the people of Canada.
And so we see the strong arm of enforcers take to the waters of
Miramichi Bay and harass, and steal the lobster traps and run down the
boats of native fishermen - all this under the pretext of upholding what
they call "fisheries regulations" without regard to the fact that no
regulation is legally enforceable where it is found in contravention of
superior law: the Constitution.
In the Marshall case (September 17, 1999) the Supreme Court judges
have given that fact recognition and done so in favour of the native's
right to fish, but the Federal Government of Canada misuses the
executive branch of Government by enforcing a regulation in
contravention of a superior right belonging to the natives as upheld by
Canada's Supreme Court judges.
Now Ottawa assures that inside the sovereign borders of Canada the
rule of supreme (constitutional) law will never be witnessed - even if
upheld by Supreme Court rulings.
The ongoings in the waters of Nova Scotia's Bay are a classic example
of Canada's democracy anarchy and conspiratorial lawlessness.
See also http://www.ownlife.com/tax/muelle1.htm

Pentagon in Utter Contempt for
Extraterrestrial Life Forms (Scribing) Part Four
"Winnipeg is the key theory so withheld forth by those same scoundrels of
iniquity. It is simply a code name for euthanasia, and resounds with the same
sickening vibrational tones as did the NAFTA agreement, once issued from
within the chambers of Congress within the whitewashed walls of the White
House.
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"It is with firm regret that I was needful of accompanying those poor largeeyed, as you would call them, extraterrestrials, which are in fact really our
down-home buddies, into the chamber of delight with the elitist hogs standing
about gazing upon their charred features. My soul is naught but saddened by
the force so charmed upon these factitious creatures (brothers of mine), and
TO DO THEM THE SEVERE INJUSTICE, OF WHICH I ALONE HAD TO
PRODUCE NINE TIMES OUT OF TEN, WAS JUST TOO MUCH FOR ME TO
HANDLE!
"Remember, I told you to strictly not even mention my whereabouts or negate
to the epic of restricting devices upon my person? Well, you saved me an
eternal episode of grief by your compliance to do so, as now they have termed
me an available, as far as nuance of contriteness goes. In other words, those
deadly features, for which I at the moment stand upon, ensure that my status
and name, rank and number continue to remain under the protection of the U.S.
National Guard. Small mercies for big men! That I am! Well within the
collaborationery nuances I do continue to do that, for which I am so well
known: SPREAD LIES ABOUT PUBLIC MISCHIEF! In other words, though I
am an 'expendable' to rogues, I have accomplished what seldom would be
thought of as an intricate route to heavenly hosts, for I am one of them in every
way and form. Surprise?
"What I do down here I do simply for the cause of reform because I have taken
on a mission quite unlike those of other walk-ins, simply because I have been
down here many times before. And with all remembrance intact, I have been
able to circumcise the plans and further the cause of the elite into its soon
coming grave!
"This plan, of course, further delights those ones on High as it does you and I,
and not only is the day of Light surfacing through ones like yourselves, but the
companionship of never ending factions within our starship limits will soon
prove to be of a rather touche benefactoring helpmeet!"
Sign off now please, Seila, and rest well, for the day of reckoning is nigh! Love,
yours sincerely, HATONN and Crew.
(Scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania, September 30, 1994, Ryley, Alberta, Canada)

President Vladimir Putin, Work With Me!
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EDMONTON (INA Canada) August 19, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

You have compared the glory of the USSR with the mess the Yeltsin
revolution (sell-out) has taken the country to and thought you could
recapture the lost satellite states by the application of brute Russian
military force, and so Chechnya became your first target.
But I can show you how you can win back the loyalty of all states which
have at one time belonged to the former USSR without so much as
firing a single shot nor sending any of Russia's young men into
battlefields. No leader of the past has ever commanded the loyalty of
foreign cultures without first becoming their friends and defenders of
their dignity. It is therefore not necessary to follow the course of military
violence against other nations as you have done in Chechnya. You will
have your kingdom on solid ground when you refine the affairs at home
and then invite the other countries to participate in a good thing - one
they can see for themselves by observing the state of affairs in your
country!
So if you wish to recover from your latest debacle of a sunken U-boat,
then follow me into the resources of universal diplomacy and wisdom
from the stars. Only then will you rise high in esteem with the people more so than ever before.
I will close now, for the time here in Edmonton is going on three o'clock
in the morning, and I must get some much needed rest.

INA Canada
Taken from lion24.htm
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How Dare You Deluded Nigerian Religionists
Flog a Goddess for a Crime Her Father and
his Friends Have Committed Against Her!?
Here on this side of the veil
you infidels of anything which is reality,
you know me as Reni Sentana-Ries,
or perhaps Reni Sentana-Ries
- maybe (in your opinion) the self-proclaimed "Lion of
Judah"
or the one who (in your opinion) professes to be the
reincarnation of the murdered Russian Czar Nicholas
II,
and you believe none of that
for you are steeped in a brand of religious fanaticism
all of your own making,
which has drawn a veil over your minds
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in likeness of the one you have placed over my sisters
of your culture!
However I have warned you not to flog this lady
(!!)
and have given you sound reasons why you should
not do so
- yet you sadists did it anyway,
believing you have done Allah a favour as his
executioners.
Allah is disgusted with your conduct - and so am I!

Let me remind you,
religious scum of the earth who dare to flog a
goddess,
that you will have to face us when you stand before
the High Council,
for I and my brother councilors will be there
to pronounce upon your miserable heads a just
reward for your incredible wickedness!
And our "inter-dimensional rage" will be on your heels
until you have reformed yourself into a higher level of
thinking!
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- The Lion of Judah
Effects of US-led Aggression on
Iraqi Environment
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 21, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
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S-led aggression.
Thousands of people, mostly children and elderly, died as a result of the
aggression and sanctions. Mortality rate is mounting with every passing day.
The U.S-led aggression against Iraq in 1991 caused tremendous harm to
environment and infrastructure. Thousand tons of laser-guided bombs,
fragmentation bombs, cruise missiles, depleted uranium-tipped weapons with a
total explosive power equal to six or seven Hiroshima-nuclear blasts were used
against Iraq targeting transport lines, communications, electrical grids, water
purification units, sewage lines and oil refineries.
The aggressors tested depleted uranium (DU) weapons, which are
internationally banned, for the first time in their aggression against Iraq,
causing outbreak of new diseases, and increase of leukemia, congenital
deformities and hereditary diseases. Depleted Uranium (DU) is a radioactive
substance. Its particles travel on the breeze and diffuse in every direction
contaminating water, food and soil. It can be inhaled and pose serious health
risk.
A report by the Ministry of Health noted that laboratory tests on soil and plants
confirmed that southern areas in Iraq have been seriously affected by DU used
during the aggression. The report stressed that researches recorded remarkable
increase in malignant diseases, deformities and ambiguous cases of abortion
caused by DU exposure.
The report pointed out that there was acute shortage of monitoring devices,
laboratory materials and medical equipment. Electricity grid, water treatment
plants, pumping stations and underground water pipes were hit and damaged.
Chlorine for purifying water is banned. Garbage and pools of water covered by
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insects due to lack of pumps for drainage increase contamination and caused
spread of cholera, amebic dysentery, malaria, gastroenteritis, and typhoid fever.
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may cause death or congenital abnormalities. Environment pollution is the most
horrendous weapon of mass destruction that does not affect the present
generation only. Its effects can well extend for generations to come.
Reprinted from http://www.uruklink.net/iraqnews/ereport5.htm
without permission.

Comment:
Contrast this with the last and final words from the
outgoing Clinton presidential team who stated on
television: "We have done a lot of good!", patting
themselves on the back for their war crimes committed
against the people of Iraq, for which they will pay one day
in accordance with the principles of universal justice!

America's Elite - Sincerely Deceived!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 21, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Today (Saturday, January 20) Washington and the world saw the inauguration
of a new President. From listening to the wows, speeches and commentaries I
deduct that the persons are sincere, selfish and deceived - sincerely deceived and they pledge to the American public to push America's "freedom" upon
other nations, thinking they do the people in foreign lands a favour by being
"the world's (military) policeman" and promoting their brand of democratic
"liberty" down other nations' throats as though it were the end of all this world's
people's troubles and the closest thing to paradise.
But what is really happening here is the promotion of an open-door policy into
other nations for the purpose of no restriction upon industrial activity for the
exploitation of natural resources and trade towards continued and (if
possible) accelerated profits for the owners of public stock market
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companies and corporations. And since all this desired business "openness" is
based on the world-wide dominance of the US Dollar currency, all the activity
and waste which accompanies such industrial hyperactivity will be for the
benefit of a few super-millionaires who own it all - including the lives of the
underpaid working class which labours for mere survival.
The people of this world must re-learn to work for each other instead of for
guaranteed profits to industrial owners, and the only way this can be
accomplished is by detaching the element of money from all trade, which in
such condition will focus on the demand of the people for the provision of
food, shelter, transportation and leisure time, and therein cut out all other waste
which by nature ends up in the form of taxes and profits in the pockets of
government and owners.
When that hurdle has been taken by the nations, then will a true understanding
of paradise have begun to return to the people as a foundation of worthiness to
become reincarnated into an elevated environment which begins to resemble
more that of a fully developed paradise.
Paradise is physical. It is a world condition a people find themselves in when
they reincarnate in new bodies and therein are given the opportunity to have a
paradisical mindset embedded in their DNA as they re-emerge again and again
from behind the veil of forgetfulness into a succession of new and beautiful
lifestreams.
The Bible upon which President G. Bush Jr. swore his allegience to the US
Constitution does not contain the things I am talking about, for they have been
carefully deleted from the original texts by a set of religious opportunists eager
to maintain their selfish control over a fooled people. It is for that reason that
the nature of true paradise for earth's human race will be outlined in the
physical by one who has the understanding of what paradise is.
It is I who will be at the people's service for the New Era, and the ground rules
for such environment will be sufficiently effective to keep the leeches out!
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(Part Two)
Mr. Putin, you must have read Part One first!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 21, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Mr. Putin, I have many who are my people, and among them are the
Chechens whom you are still harassing and killing with your military
machine.
Undoubtedly you are abusing your military power, and although 6
months ago I have asked you to work with me, you have so far shown
no interest to do so. For that reason you are still on your own, free to
stumble along your own thorny self-made pathway and free to learn the

without the guidance from the
masters you will remain at the
receiving end of hard knocks as a
just consequence for wasting your
most crucial-to-your-growth
incarnation at the equinox of time!
hard way that

My Russian young soldiers are dying at your bloodied hands in
Chechnya because you keep them there to fight for an unjust cause,
and so you are missing the opportunity to lend proof to worthiness of
your leadership, never mind all the innocent Chechen people you kill
with your military power, for which you will collect no credit in the
etherworld.
I, the Lion of Judah and former Czar Nicholas II of the House of
Romanov, who has ordained a faithful Arab brother as Czar over my
Empire, repeat to you my earlier invitation to work with me, for
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when you do your credit with the celestial High Councils will rise to
where no trail of destruction will haunt you on the day of your departure
from the scene of this life.
Mr. Putin, I urge you again:

WORK WITH ME!!

Northern Nigeria About to
Retreat Back Into Medieval
Judicial Brutality
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 8, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

All religion is deception, including the one which inspires "sharia law", and
under that perversion of "law" a 17-year young girl is about to be murdered by
the cruel administration of flogging her 180 times.
To the warning of all followers of religion I have given the statement that
religion is not paradise - only paradise is paradise - and paradise will not
come via the rigid implementation of a religion!
The Muslims of Northern Nigeria are about to commit an offense before the
gods of heaven for which they will sorely pay for in incarnations to come
unless they come to their senses and on the basis of a conviction of being in
error let the young lady go to live normally with her child and a man in her life.
In a nutshell this is how the story goes:
"When Magazu's pregnancy was discovered last September, in the northern
Nigerian state of Zamfara, she was pressed to name the father. It turned out
that her father had pimped her to three of his friends. In court, where the
young woman had no lawyer, her witnesses were dismissed and she was
sentenced to 100 lashes for premarital sex, plus an extra 80 for ``false
accusation'' against the men."
(Wording by Michele Landsberg from the Toronto Star)
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The magnitude of male chauvinistic cruelty in this unjust verdict defies all
description and calls down upon the heads of these men nothing but a pure,
untarnished wrath of the god-centered mind!
Let me set the records straight!

Woman is holy. Man is holy. Woman longs
to be with man, and man longs to be with
woman! When woman's desire awakens
and her heartstrings wish to be with a
man of her choice, then the twain will
unite with little concern over
consequences, for the act of love is holy
as they are and the fruit of their union is
also holy! And should there be spoken of
by some as a "transgression of God's law"
in this, then such opinion is nothing but
the ugly outgrowth of religious infestation
of the mind which in its ignorance has
exalted itself to be "God's" executioner.
The story gets worse: While the young lady was pressured
into these "illegal" unions by her father, no word is said as
to whom belongs the "guilt" as offender in the first place,
the father who instigated the affair as pimp to his own
daughter and his "friends" who got her pregnant. All her
judges and participants of the "crime" are male and
consider themselves beyond the flogging which they have
conveniently pronounced upon the blooming lady as
though she were the guilty party in this affair.
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I AM THE LION OF JUDAH, AND MY
RIGHTEOUS CURSE RESTS UPON
THESE MEN OF RELIGIOUS
DEBAUCHERY WHO DARE TO
PRONOUNCE A YOUNG LADY
GUILTY BY WHIPPING HER TO A
POSSIBLE DEATH FOR A NATURAL
EXPRESSION FORCED UPON HER
AGAINST HER WILL!! THE WRATH
OF MY SPIRIT WILL HAUNT THESE
MEN BEYOND THEIR GRAVES, FOR
I WILL BE THERE ALSO TO
EXECUTE JUSTICE UPON THEIR
MISERABLE HEADS!!!
I am qualified to lay down the rules of law
and conduct for the New Era, and these
rules will not include the execution of a
woman who by mutual consent makes
love to a man!
Paradise, for which I am responsible as
creator of such, will not include the
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tyranny of religious superstition with all
of its ugly by-product!
On January 27, 2001 my eyes will look to Northern Nigeria. It is better for
these men to seek peace with me and set the young lady free rather than
proceed with the flogging and send my spirit into inter-dimensional rage!
(Click here for more of the sordid story)

China's People Headed For
Disaster!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 23, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The land is for the people to live on. It is the land which gives the people
water and food. Where the people may possess the land and work the
ground, there will be plenty for all and contentment.
The people of China have grown to be large in numbers because in the
long past the people were allowed to live off the land. They were
allowed to possess the land, work it and harvest its plenty.
But this can be no longer said of today. A process which drives the
people of China off their lands has begun. It happened since China's
link-up with the West under Bush Sr. where China opened its borders
with consequences difficult for the Chinese leadership to comprehend.
Were it not so China's rulers would not even think of submitting to
Western imposed WTO rules for membership in an economic/financial
alliance with the West which is supposed to be happening in 2001.
Today it is China's use of money which depopulates China's hinterland,
for the people are left with no alternative of survival except through the
obtaining of money, of which there is more to be had in urbanized areas
than in less densely populated regions of the country.
So then, it must be said in conclusion as a warning to the beloved
people of China that the full force of China's submission to Western
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money rules combined with China's subjection to all WTO rules for
trade, China's society will disintegrate as a culture

and deteriorate into a likeness not dissimilar to
what we find among many western cultures:
depopulation of the nations' hinterland, plunder of
the nations' wealth by big corporations, stripping
of the land's forests, denial of the people's access
to natural resources except through meager cash
they earn, the exportation of profits into
international bank accounts belonging to foreign
shareholders, oppressive taxation and a general
creeping phenomenon of impoverishment of the
masses!
If that is what China's leadership of today wants for the many they are in
charge of, then that leadership will continue on down the road toward
China's full membership in the World Trade Organization and enforce
her submission to all rules of high finance as laid down by the IMF and
World Bank.
Such events will make the End of this World an absolute necessity, for
no righteous mind will tolerate the deliberate enslavement of the
masses for the benefit of the few.
It is the Lion of Judah who will preside over the End when it happens.

Colin Powell to Meet with Middle
Eastern Taboos
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 17, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The son is said to go down in the East.
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The father thought that by killing Iraqi soldiers on the ground he could knock
Iraq's natural President off his throne as King of Iraq who is also the King of
the Arab world. But the King lives on and rules for life, while the
warmongering father has long gone the way of stupid democracy. And in a lastditch attempt to get at the King the father sends his son after the King to
remove him off his throne and in doing so the son went down in the East.
And in the end the lesson to be learned from all this is that one does not

mess with a born King!
The fakes will come and go, but the King remains King for life and his glory
will radiate throughout times to come, for he is a righteous king who has a heart
for the people. This the new (to be) Secretary of State of the United States of
America will yet have to learn.
For now he sends ill-will toward the King, saber-rattling and uttering verbal
threats toward the King. I trust that Mr. Powell will become wise and soon see
for himself that his new boss is no match for the King and that the King must
stay for the good of not only the Iraqi people, but all people, for the King is
upheld by the word of the prophets and the prophets seek nothing but that
which is good for all - including the good of people of the United States who
are all slave-labouring in a huge camp by the whip of the debauched money
elite.
Perhaps one day Colin Powell will see that his 1991 participation in a strike
against the King was a sad mistake. Only then will we have come closer to a
true peace between Arabs and the people of the United States. But the sun of
him who battles upstream against the wind with ill-will toward the King will go
down in the East.

A Clean Slate for President
(elect) George Bush Jr. to Write
His Record On!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 14, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries
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For the next four years President (elect) George Bush Jr. has been
given the opportunity to write America's history on a clean slate. This
record will be a reflection of his convictions, values and beliefs - whether
it be continued bombing of the Iraqi people or the beginning of a
withdrawal of U.S. military impositions upon the Arab people.
The justification for that imposition of today is held under the pretext of
"America's national security interests" and in the past all sorts of
atrocities have been staged against Cuba, Sudan, Iraq, Panama, Chile
and Afghanistan in support of that misperception.
For example, the bombing of the pharmaceutical plant in Sudan with
Tomahawk missiles, the assassination attempt against Osama bin
Laden by the U.S. military in response to the bombing of the two
American Embassies in Africa which Israel under Netanyahu has done,
and, not in the least, the unrelenting stranglehold on Iraq through
economic sanctions and relentless bombing of that country in return for
Iraq's refusal to recognize US/British military overflights over Iraqi
sovereign airspace.
All this awful legacy of the Clinton administration President (elect) Bush
Jr. has power to reverse and begin a much more humane approach to
dealing with Arab concerns. Gun barrel diplomacy in dealing with social
issues of the Middle East will not work to usher in a brighter day for all,
but reason and sound judgment will where combined with the advice of
today's living prophets.
Having said so, we pledge to give our advice and good council to Pres.
Bush as undoubtedly situations will arise in his administration where
"wisdom from the gods" will be necessary in order to blend the diverse
make-up of the human mind into One for the creation of pleasure to all.
Will President Bush be helpful in moving humanity a step closer to
paradise? Let us all give him the benefit of doubt and anticipate that he
will!
The eyes of the world will be on him for a while, and so will those of the
prophets!
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Israeli Jews Clamour to Die!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 11, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Netanjahu has become more popular with Jews in Israel than Barak, and so
Barak resigns his Prime Ministership to keep Netanjahu from being the next in
line to gain his post unless the Knesset dissolves itself.
The cold-blooded fanatic Netanyaho is becoming ever increasingly popular
with Jews who believe Israel's military should "get tough" with Palestinians! It
seems that these Jews thrive on the idea of a full-scale confrontation with
Palestinian Arabs, whose land they have stolen 50 years ago, whose houses
they have blasted with dynamite, whose rights they have quashed, whose
Palestinian prisoners they torture and whose children they are now killing with
machine gun fire in return for stones.
Jewish theft of Palestinian soil, howbeit rubber-stamped by the United Nations
for giving this theft the appearance of legitimacy in 1948, is continuing
unabated in areas occupied by the Israeli military, and the fanatic faction of the
Jews calling for tougher action against the stone-throwing people who just will
not stand for any more of this unabated Jewish confiscation of Palestinian lands
and property, is placing a death-wish upon Israel as a nation state.
The jungle concept of "Might is Right" just does not work at a time when it is
necessary to adopt higher thinking of fairness for all. And the notion that
perhaps "God is with us, because we have military superiority and are
stronger!" is only true for as long as Israel's God is a devil.
Jews of Israel calling for massive amounts of Palestinians' blood in an assertion
of their phony rights to Palestinian lands are Jews clamouring to die - and the
collective consciousness of Arab justice in defence of their beleaguered
brethren will make sure that dying is what bloodthirsty Jews will do!
Jewish mentality in Israel may guarantee the re-emergence of a hardcore
fanatic like Netanyahu, who may be prepared to throw the entire military might
of Israel against the Palestinians in order to achieve their subjugation by brute
force. Then the death-wish of bloodthirsty Jews will become fulfilled for the
wrath of the righteous Arab mind will make sure that the Jews of Palestine will
die.
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EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 21, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The bloodshed in Palestine can only stop after no more machine guns
are fired, no snipers aim to kill, no more stones are thrown, no missiles
launched, no air strikes conducted and no more home-made bombs are
thrown at buses. But only a fool will conclude that calm will come at
anyone's mere command. The grievances must be addressed and dealt
with.

The Government of Israel must order all Israeli
military back behind her 1948 borders and not
think that she can claim ownership of so much as
even one square foot of Palestinian ground taken
in the 1967 war!
The Government of Israel must then begin the resettlement of 200,000 settlers now residing in the
West Bank and Gaza Strip back to behind the
same borders whence they came. This step is
necessary in order to defuse the explosive
situation of continued Jewish settlements on
Palestinian soil conducted at the Palestinians'
expense. For the Israeli Government to have
permitted the settlement of any Jewish settlers on
Palestinian land was a grave error in judgment,
and this error can only be neutralized by an
ordered organized retreat of these settlers. They (the
settlers) must always remember that any land given them under Israeli
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military protection was stolen land, and stolen property must be
returned!

Furthermore, the Government of Israel must
cease their racist attitude towards Israeli
Palestinians and treat them equally to any other
Israeli citizen. Upon the foundation of these three pillars of
restoration of justice a silence of all guns can rest.

Then comes Israel's job of housecleaning her
government from Zionists and religious radicals,
followed by...
the implementation of a free economic order
after the pattern of the prophets!
Then there will be peace among Israelis and Palestinian Arabs.
And should anyone think that what the Lion of Judah has set forth as a
pre-condition to peace in Palestine is wishful thinking, then let he be
known that a forced resolution of that smoldering problem will take a
battle costing the lives of millions among Israelis as well as Palestinians.
The notion that only after the wholesale slaughter of 4 million Jews at
the expense of the lives of 16 million Arabs there can be peace in
Palestine is unacceptable to me. That is not what the Battle of
Armageddon is all about. The enemy of all humanity are not a people
but rather the false philosophy of Zionism as embraced by a few.
Therefore the Great Battle is the removal of Zionist

control over Israel and the world, and not the
slaughter of all Jews!
Israel must retreat indeed and cease her policy of militaristic
imperialism.
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"Marriage" - Not of Paradise, but
of Religion
by Reni Sentana-Ries, Holder of the Office of the Lion of Judah

When people say "Marriage is a remnant of paradise given to mankind" they
did get paradise mixed up with religion, for religion is not paradise.
The institution of marriage, old as it may be, was born with the advent of
religion and the beginning of the concept of sin among man on earth, and it was
instituted for the purpose of controlling the people.
There arose among men those who deemed themselves above the rest and
thought that they should control the people, and what better way than to begin
feeding them falsehoods about matters of the unseen worlds (realities of the
cosmos and the afterlife) beginning by giving them some rigid rules for conduct
in the area of relationship among the sexes and family-raising.
And when that happened the notion of "sin" was born for relationships
occurring outside of the (at that time) newly instituted system of "marriage".
Name calling and labeling began, and womanhood expressions of sexuality
were reduced to perceptions of whoredoms and prostituion - with woman being
the "guilty" party and male adulterers and fornicators going scott-free in society
for their part in the "transgression."
And so it was convenient for men to punish women for this perceived breach of
"rule," for all visible consequences of allegedly "adultereous" and
"fornicatious" conduct lay with woman's pregnancy, and not with man who
brought it about. Is that not so?
But in celestial worlds - bearing physicalness not dissimilar to ours - there is no
punishment on the act of love and neither is there punishment on natural
mobility of relationships. The children brought forth by womanhood are loved
and cared-for by their mothers with their fathers actively participating without
jealousy toward any man who shared in the fruitfulness of a woman along the
course of time.
With the advent of distortions in the love relationships between men and
women by means of a forceful infusion of the institution of marriage came all
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other evils which reared their ugly heads. And so it was thought that man's (and
women's) conduct must be controlled somehow by a set of rules, which initially
were nothing but religious and far from the truth of all matters of universal
reality.
A cautious re-alignment of man's thinking along the lines of interrelationships
among the two sexes toward that of what we have spoken of will not be
possible unless man begins to free himself politically and economically at the
same time.
"Guilt" is an invention of religion, and religion has infested this planet with an
outgrowth of foul politics breeding foul economics, breeding crime.
And so it is mandatory that the people see the day when a correct concept of
liberty becomes taught to them by the blessing and authority of their
governments, standing firm in upholding the honour of the prophets whose
office it is to introduce to all mankind the workings of the New Era. Only then
will this planet see its re-introduction into the Federation of Free Planets with
all its blessings of interstellar brotherhood and interaction, and not before!

EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 9, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

To those who bite their nails for the opportunity to
fingerpoint us as false prophets in case G. Bush Jr.
wins the count in Florida we say with firmness at this
time: Governor Bush was never mentioned in our
records, Al Gore was.
Bush Sr. was recorded as making ugly statements
towards Iraq and Arabs in general, and I, the Lion of
Judah, perceive the son as a carbon copy of his
father, who is a bonesman, former CIA chief and
hater of Arab people. If the son is like his father then
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he is not worthy to walk the halls of the White House,
for America does not need a President who continues
the legacy of military brutality against the Iraqi people.
Al Gore will receive the prophets' council and is
expected to measure up to the prophets' standard in
governing the people of the United States and
controlling her military.

Update to: The Prophets' Dialog
on Israel
By Reni Sentana-Ries
The Prophetess has asked me to make a public statement to the matter
discussed under the reprint topic of "The Prophets' Dialog on Israel".
She insists that clarification of her position of today must be made to the
effect that the Prophetess does not advocate the removal of any Arab
Government as a response for intransigence to join the Federation.
She says: "As

with all things, when hearts and minds
change, positions alter and different criteria enter
into the picture. However," she says, "when the
people are unhappy, then it is the people who will
replace that government with one who will ensure
their happiness."

How Did We Lose Our Paradise?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 6, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries
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Only an accurate analysis of what went wrong can give us a correct
understanding of what to do to fix the problem. And the problem is: WE

LIVE IN A FALLEN WORLD OF PAIN,
ABUSE, TOIL, WASTE, STRESS AND
CORRUPTION, AND KNOW NOT WHAT TO
DO TO GET OUT OF IT!!
The hallmarks of a fallen world are all around us: women bear children with
pain, the ground is infested with weeds, man toils all day by the sweat of his
brow for never enough to supply his needs, animals are being slaughtered by
the millions daily either for food or for the satisfaction of a misguided religious
concept, and - to top it all off - man was given a money system for the control
of his own production, and this with the intent to re-direct most of the fruits of
his labour into someone else's pocket.
And how did it all begin? At the time of earth's initial seeding our brothers
from the stars did not leave us without a sound understanding of what was
necessary to maintain a paradisiacal condition! Even the Bible book in all of its
confusing statements makes reference to the fact that if man looked after the
earth properly as a faithful steward of creation, no harm would come to him.
But then there came those from the stars with ill intent, who well knew how to
roam the cosmos and well knew how to apply genetic engineering to inflict
pain on womanhood or manufacture diseases, and well knew how to engineer
weeds, thorns and thistles and give them a hardy constitution for their survival
even under adverse conditions of ground and air.
In their hatred for creation these tyrants of the cosmos set up religious systems
among men, systems, which would require the wholesale slaughter of animals
for a phony concept of man's "sin" and then display their contempt for man's
individuality by locking up his conscience behind the gates of false religious
doctrine. And many today still worship these founders of man's misery as
"God" Jehovah, or by whatever names they ascribe to themselves.
If "Jehovah" set up the system of blood sacrifice, then Jehovah was a man, for
only man sets up for himself a system which keeps mankind in bondage of
conscience with profit in mind for the blind obedience as man's response. And
in all of this religion-making woman was never allowed to participate except to
become fooled by its doctrinal impositions.
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Yesterday's creators of man's fall are today's upholders of the system of
iniquity, for yesterday's creators of misery have invariably elected to
reincarnate back into positions of power for which they themselves have lain
the groundwork thousands of years ago.
And since these slave masters can only survive on the basis of central control,
the offspring concepts of their minds as we know them by the names of
globalization, internationalism, single currency, world power, one world order,
"equality" for all (meaning slavery for all), world government, international
court, international law, and what else have you these men concocted, there is
only left the application of proper antithesis to this philosophy effective for
breaking down this unrighteous control and replace it with the initially
seemingly fragmented control of individualism expressed in

decentralization, nationalism, multiple currencies,
national power, ethnic order, inequality (this time meaning
"freedom to enjoy this world's riches" by all whoso wish), national
governmental authority, and non-recognition of
international courts and of international law and
government.
The hurdle toward the recreation of paradise has never been any different for
any civilization which has succeeded in pulling itself out of a mess by its own
bootstraps (ingenuity). Only after taking this hurdle will we have lain the
foundation for a succession of more acceptable incarnations.

The Prophets' Dialog on Israel
(Transcript from entries as posted on the arabia.com discussion forum on May 23, 1999)

Reni Sentana-Ries - 10:00pm May 23, 1999
Responding to the Prophetess's concerns:
Dear Prophetess. You are of the opinion that current leaders of Arab
states who are unwilling to join the new Federation initially will not be
able to keep their "thrones", whereas I said they will voluntarily
cooperate. May I ask you how you intend to accomplish their removal? I
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will never advocate the forced removal of any national Arab
government, except to say that I do believe the people will demand from
them the link-up to the new Federation, because they do not want to
remain hungry bystanders to the economic security their brothers and
sisters "across the border" are enjoying.
Your next concern fills me with somber emotion. I speak of freeing Israel
from the clutches of her Zionist oppressors and you speak of judgment
upon Israel's head for what Israel, the Zionist state, has done to your
people. You do not elaborate of what that judgment consists of, but I
perceive it to be nothing good for the Israeli people. And so would you
consider the option of pronouncing judgment upon the Zionist
perpetrators of injustice toward the Palestinian and Arab people, rather
than intimating a calamity upon Israel's citizens of unprecedented
proportions. Any direct military action against them will cost the lives of
many Arabs, and there is no guarantee that such an undertaking would
be successful. Or are you holding forced evacuation of ALL Israelis as
an option for removing the present-day cancer from the body of your
people?
You say they expected "a prophet" who would bless them, and what
they got was a prophetess who condemns them instead. Now, they may
not have a prophetess in yourself, seeing you are filled with outrage
toward them over their mistreatment of your people, but I AM THE

LION OF THE TRIBE OF JUDAH! I have the right to
chastise their conduct, I have the right for
demanding the removal of the offence of Zionism
out of their midst, I have the right to call for the
public burning of their diabolical Talmudic
writings, I have the right to demand from them a
purging of their misguided thinking of racial
superiority(?) - AND I WILL EXERCISE MY RIGHT
TO NOT COME TO THEIR DEFENCE IF ISRAEL
DOES NOT CLEAN HOUSE!!
The State of Israel is Zionist. The philosophy of
the Jews is Talmudic. And in these two aspects of
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misguided thinking lies the danger for the
continued existence of the State of Israel and of
Jews occupying Palestinian lands!
My question to you, Prophetess, is this: Will you grant the Israeli people
participation in the new economic order set up by the Federation of the
United Arab States if the people of Israel purge the iniquity from out of
their midst as the State of Israel becomes dissolved under Palestinian
rule and Israeli people begin to recognize the wrongs done to their Arab
brothers and cease thinking of themselves as superior?

The Prophetess - 10:07pm May 23, 1999
LION OF THE TRIBE OF JUDAH! MY

FATHER AND I ARE
ONE! WE ARE NOT HERE TO BARGAIN UPON
THE LIVES OF OUR PEOPLE ANY LONGER!
WHEN MY FATHER SPEAKS I SPEAK AND THERE
IS NO LONGER A DIFFERENCE IN TECHNIQUE!
WE ARE ONE IN THE SAME SPIRIT AND THE

SAND AND JERUSALEM WILL BE
LAID ASUNDER IN FAVOUR OF A
NEW GENERATION OF IRAQ. AND JUST
WHY IS THIS, DEAR ONE?! SIMPLY FOR THE
MEMORANDUM OF TRUST AND WASTE, AND

NO LONGER WILL I NOR MY FATHER
GABRIEL STAND FOR ANY MORE
RABID DESIRES UPON THE HEADS
OF MY PEOPLE! THEREFORE, DO
NOT TEMPT MY HAND WITH YOUR
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LETTERS OF COMPROMISE, FOR I
AM A JEALOUS GOD AND I WILL
NEVER SUBJECT THE TERROR TO
BE REPEATED TWICE!
Uthrania Seila, Arab prophetess and scribe!

The Prophetess - 10:10pm May 23, 1999
GABRIEL'S WRATH UNEQUALLED [my father Lord and Master
Teacher Gabriel speaks]

IT IS INDEED THE ILL WIND THAT BLOWS NOBODY
GOOD. HOW LONG I HAVE WAITED! AND WILL WAIT
NO LONGER! CONTEMPTUOUS TOWARD THOSE FEW
WHO SLAYED MY SON. WE WILL KNOW NO MERCY,
THOUGH THEY PLEAD AND GROVEL ON THEIR
BELLIES AS SNAKES. THIS IS THE DAY OF WRATH!!
TEMPTUOUS IN DESIGN!
HOW WE DO ABHOR, THOSE, WHO WOULD BETRAY
US, WHO WOULD, AS HAMMER US DOWN INTO THE
WOOD PULP, AND DIG US A GRAVE IN THE EARTH!!
AND THEIR MEAGRE WAGES WILL BE DEATH!! THE
ABYSS, WOULD INDEED TREAT THEM KINDER THAN I!
THE ROYAL NAVAL ACADEMY - AND TO LOOK AT
LOUISVILLE - WE HAVE SETTLED MATTERS, AS IT
WERE. HOW THINK THEY, THEY TEMPT US, WITH
THEIR GUILE. WE WILL NOT BE MOCKED. OUR HAND
COMES DOWN, AS THE DANGEROUS TWO HEADED
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SERPENT, AND CAPTURES, THEIR SOULS, OF
INIQUITY.
DO NOT THINK FOR ONE MOMENT I AM ALONE IN
THIS. YOU MAY PLACE THIS AS ANY CHAPTER YOU
SO DESIRE, BUT THIS WILL NOT BE THE END - OF THE
BOOK - OR OF ANY BOOK OF WHICH WE HAVE
WRITTEN, TOGETHER.
THERE IS - NOT "ONE"! WHO UNDERSTANDS,
GABRIEL'S WRATH, SAVE PERHAPS, JMMANUEL. FOR
I BEAR THE SAME SCAR AS A REMINDER, IN THE
PALM OF MY RIGHT HAND, AS A REMINDER TO ME OF
ALL THE TIMES WE HAVE SENT OUR BRETHREN
DOWN IN THE GUISE OF PROPHETS, AND YES, EVEN
PRIESTS. BUT DID YOU KNOW THEM AND REVERE
THEM AND LISTEN TO THEM?! NAY! YOU BLIND
FOOLS. INDEED YOU HAVE THE BLIND LEADING THE
BLIND IN EVERY AREA OF YOUR LIVES. THIS WILL
NOT CONTINUE ON THIS SPHERE!
THOSE SPEARS SO BROADCAST OVER YOUR
NETWORKS - YOUR BROADCASTING SYSTEMS - IN
THE NAME OF MY SON - IT WILL FALL UPON YOUR
HEADS. FOR AS YOU LOOK UP FOR YOUR
REDEMPTION - SO WILL YOU MISS IT!
(Scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania, 1994)

The Zionists and Religious
Fanatics of Israel Must be
Relieved of Public Office!
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EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 22, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The skeptic of Israel underestimates the strength of authority I hold over
Israel's public affairs as the Lion of Judah. And just as the prophets of the past
have made kings by their word, so does Israel's prophet of today hold the power
to dismiss out of public office those who create chaos and death of my people,
whether the victims be Israelis or Palestinians, it does not matter!
The people of Israel do not wish to kill the Palestinians. They wish to live in
peace with them! It is the sinister ruling element of Israel (Zionists and
religious fanatics) who since 1993 have decided that the Palestinian population
in Israel, Gaza and the West Bank should be eliminated, and today it is they
who from their positions of authority give the orders to shoot-to-kill stone
throwing Palestinians, an order that is not willingly being followed by many
Israeli soldiers.
Israel's sons are taking the brunt of Palestinian wrath for 50 years of continuing
injustices committed against the Palestinians because it is the sons of Israel
who are compelled to serve in the army in order to implement the fanatic
philosophical and racist ideals of the ruling Zionist elite and Israel's hardcore
religious hardliners.
Instead of ordering their militaries out of Gaza and the West Bank alongside
with some 200,000 settlers, whom they have tricked into taking over
Palestinian lands and properties under Israeli military protection, they now are
trying to make the issue a point of military strength by staying put where they
are not wanted instead of making the matter an issue of justice.
But on this point Israel's rulers of today run into the stone face of Israel's living
prophet who will decide for himself whether or not the Palestinian population
should be ejected out of Israel and occupied Palestinian lands and whether or
not the theft of Palestinian land and properties should continue.
I seek the justice for both and insist on the removal of all Zionists and religious
hardliners from public office, for I consider both MY PEOPLE, and when
Palestine is once again ruled by Palestinians under the blessing hands of the
prophets then we will have peace among Palestinians and Israelis.
The alternative to letting the prophets rule is dismal, to say the least. And
regardless, we will never cease to insist that the Zionists, fanatics and
implementers of all Zionist Protocols must leave the region after being forced
out of public office in accordance with the words of the prophets. And, by the
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way, the removal of dross out Israeli public life is best handled by Israelis
themselves.

- An Essential
Ingredient to Paradise!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 22, 2000) Reni Sentana-Ries

Automation was never meant to be a tool for making the wealthy rich
but rather a method for making available to all what belongs to all for a
life in dignity.
And so automation runs into conflict with today's money system, which
runs on the presumption that the masses have the purchasing power to
obtain the production coming from automated processes. Yet it is the
factory owners which have laid off the people as they upgraded their
plants with machines and robots, believing that a reduced payroll will
not only net lower production costs but also higher sales volumes for
bigger profits.
The latter (bigger profits) would indeed be the case if freed-up manual
labour would financially be compensated for by guaranteeing labour's
buying power to purchase the increased production! But that is not the
case at all by prevailing standards of today's financial system. That
system creates the people's reduced purchasing power which barely
make available to him/her a small percentage of what automated
processes are producing! Do we not observe our shopping malls
brimming with production and food, yet only a few people strolling
through their isles? What we see here is the net result of how the
system creates poverty.
The system of today's finance/economics has no inherent ability to cope
with the advance of technology as it spills over into this world's
production industry.
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We have observed that in order to compensate for the dilemma of
labour's reduced purchasing power of goods coming from automated
processes industry itself has discovered a way to feed on its own, i.e. to
grow and employ people merely by virtue of its ability to feed on itself.
And as one industry copulates with another in order to give birth to a
third what in effect is being created in its process is nothing but waste in
the form of natural resources and manpower.
When for instance America produces in abundance what at the same
time it imports from Europe, then the process of shipping with all its
costs becomes nothing but a waste of energy in manpower and fuel
resources. Yet the idea of a "global economy" calls for exactly that:
export into everywhere your surplus home production in return for
other's right of importing from everywhere that which competes against
your home production. And the net result is nothing but waste in terms
of manpower and energy - creating a shipping industry man does not
need.
The laid-off man cannot enjoy his free time which due to production
automation he has inherited - which was supposed to be a blessing to
him by standards of paradise - but his freed-up time has given him a
curse, for as the clock keeps on ticking, so do his costs of living.
Living in paradise bears no costs, but requires participation and
discipline. No wonder then that the abolition of today's financial system
is feared by its owners, for it will free up the people from slavery to a
debauched system which lets only its owners live in luxury and pomp
while the masses slave for them under stress with barely enough to
provide for themselves and their children, and all the while everyone of
their moves carries with them a cost in terms of dollars and cents!
With humanity at the cross-roads to a new era a conscious continuation
of this system will guarantee the people's evolutionary stagnation (no
evolution) on one hand, and yet on the other for those who actively
labour for a humanity liberated from the slavery to the few (upholders of
this system) a graduation into the university of life as it is

so prevalent beyond the earth!
Lord Michael has once said: "You have a choice! Never say you don't
have a choice!"
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In a way one can say it is a choice between "heaven" and "hell". Yet this
situation of man-at-his-crossroad also indicates the magnitude of our
personal control over our future incarnational destiny. But here only
those with courage of conviction will earn their graduation papers.

INA Canada
Taken from lion25.htm

US/British Air Raids Against Iraq - A Golden
Opportunity for the Arab World to Send them
Packing!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Reni Sentana-Ries, February 19, 2001

For the new Bush administration to commence warmongering against
Iraq by blatantly misusing the power of U.S. military superiority was to
be expected from the son of the former U.S. bonesman President Bush
Sr., for the son, being in the likeness of his father, seems to have
inherited the task of finishing the mission the father left undone, i.e. the
removal of Iraq's President Saddam Hussein from his office for the
purpose of letting the entire oil wealth of Iraq fall back into the hands of
U.S. and British elite oil tycoons and with it the subjugation of Iraq under
a political system of western-style democratic stupidity.
And so the son invites his father's "old guard" of warmongering 1991
relics of the likes Powell and Chaney back into positions of real military
power, and what happened on Friday, Feb. 16, 2001, when the insult of
anglo-saxon "no-fly zones" over Iraq was compounded with the injury of
bombing Iraq's air defense systems, the perpetuation of an undeclared
war against Iraq became evident once again.
Neither the Iraqi people nor Saddam Hussein represents a threat to any
Arab country, nor is there a need for a "no-fly" zone over Iraq, for the
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Iraqi Government is no threat to any Iraqi citizens except to those
anxious of gaining the reigns of power over Iraq themselves, which
would invariably result in a tremendous victory of Zionism with all its
inherent political and economic/financial evils over Iraq.
No society as a whole can evolve into one of cosmic brotherhood and
higher thinking unless it shakes off financial, economic and political
bondage to a corrupt system first. In that Iraq has taken the first step to
true liberty, which, if pursued, will net her the re-entry into the
Federation of Free nations/planets, where business is conducted on the
basis of "contribution by all for the benefit of all"! And that is what the
West fears most of all: THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ISLAND OF
PARADISE IN A SEA OF MISERY AND BONDAGE: IRAQ, ONCE
AGAIN AS THE CRADLE OF ALL (DECENT) CIVILISATION.
This world cannot tolerate any more wimpish leadership of nations, and
certainly not those who waste their nation's energy by forcefully
advocating the maintenance and expansion of a one world order, which
has already taken over the vast majority of nation states as they slave
labour under the western money system and see all their labour's fruits
flow into the coffers of corporate shareholders.
The Zionist State of Israel must cease to exist and be replaced by a
State Government of Palestine. Only then will there be peace in the
Middle East. America's and Britain's presence there is the only thing
which prevents the fall of the Zionist Government of Israel. And herein
the insight and wisdom of President Saddam Hussein is correct once
again.
Indeed no price is too big to pay for a collective progression back into
harmony with our former and present brothers and sisters who so freely
roam the expanse of space and time as supreme lords of liberated
societies in charge, not of nations, but of galaxies. Yet our progress
must begin somewhere, and at this time on this earthen plane it is
mankind's first goal: THE REMOVAL OF THE ZIONIST PHILOSOPHY
AND ITS PROTOCOLS OF UTTER EVIL FROM THE FACE OF THIS
EARTH!!
Beginning with the removal of the Government of the Rascal State of
Israel and proceeding with the removal of all Zionistic thought patterns
from anglo-saxon countries. That in itself would open the doors for a
profound change of the political/economic/financial system which is so
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badly needed for the liberation of the nations and the re-introduction of
paradise to the people.

Ariel Sharon, the war criminal,
takes over!
By Rabbi Michael Lerner
February 14, 2001, 11:55 PM
Many American Jews are responding to the election of Ariel Sharon as Prime
Minister of Israel with sadness, mourning and disgust. When Ariel Sharon was
forced to resign from his position as Defense Minister during the Lebanon War,
most Israelis felt that they had finally rid themselves of a man whose record of
violence could no longer be ignored. Though his troops only supervised the
shooting of hundreds of civilians in the Sabra and Shatilla refugee camps, the
Israeli public knew of his many other acts of terror (including massacres of
civilian Bedoins in the Sinai).
By standards now being applied in Kosovo and Serbia, Ariel Sharon should
have been brought to trial for war crimes. Instead, he now has been elected
Prime Minister.
Sharon led the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982
Outgoing Prime Minister Ehud Barak would like to blame this all on the
Palestinians and their failure to accept his generous offers. But the reality is that
Barak's offers were mean-spirited and limited. Barak was elected in a euphoria
of hope for peace -- and he had a mandate to move ahead decisively. Had he
announced an unequivocal intention to dismantle the West Bank settlements,
allow for a limited number of Palestinian refugees to return each year, and
create a climate of real cooperation to provide Palestinians with the economic
infrastructure to make a Palestinian state viable, Barak could have built his
electoral mandate into a permanent peace force.
Barak could have appealed to traditional Jewish values like the Torah's
commandment to "Love the stranger." He could have urged Israelis as a
patriotic duty to begin to create dialogue groups with Palestinians and Israeli
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Arabs and to explore other paths for people-to-people reconciliation. Israeli
idealism would have responded had it been tapped.
Instead, Barak played to his Right. He insisted that he would never compromise
on Jerusalem or dismantle settlements. He did nothing to prepare the population
for concessions he would eventually find necessary to make or to build
reconciliation. Nor were his peace offers as generous as the media sometimes
portrays. Even his last offer would have left 200,000 settlers, fully armed and
hostile to Palestinians, on the West Bank. Israeli Arabs contributed mightily to
Barak's electoral victory last time, but Barak refused to give them even a single
seat in his cabinet on the grounds that having such an Arab would "discredit"
his government. When Israeli Arabs protested the massive use of force to
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Ariel Sharon's visit to the Islamic holy site of Al Haram Al Sherief last
September, dozens were wounded, thousands faced pogroms from angry
Jewish crowds wondering through and stoning their homes, and at least 17
were killed by Israeli bullets -- yet Barak could only find the courage to
apologize for this in the last three days of the election when he finally realized
how much he had lost his own base of support. No wonder why so many found
it hard to rally to his support.
The path that Israel is following is no surprise. Countries that seek to maintain
by force the occupation over another people will eventually drift toward
repressive or even fascistic leadership. Half way measures of the sort offered
by Barak cannot work. Either Israel ends the Occupation, dismantles the
settlements and gets out of the West Bank, or it will drift to the Right until it
has the likes of Ariel Sharon at its helm. But with Sharon, Israel could follow a
path designed to provoke a wave of ethnic cleansing much like that which
caused the Palestinian refugee problem in the first place. George Bush senior
was the only US President to have the courage to stand up to the "Israel-right or
wrong" lobby that claims to speak for most American Jews. Bush Sr. told them
to stop expanding settlements or lose US "loan guarantees" for money Israel
sought to resettle Soviet Jews. When Israeli Prime Minister Shamir refused,
Bush stuck to his guns, and the result was to create economic pressures inside
Israel which helped elect pro-peace prime minister Yitzhak Rabin in 1992.
It seems unlikely that George W. will have similar courage or vision.
Ironically, standing up to Israel and insisting that it dismantle the settlements,
get out of the West Bank and Gaza, and accept publicly the responsibility for
having caused the Palestinian refugee problem is the most pro-Jewish thing he
could do, though many Jews wouldn't read it that way.
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The truth is that Judaism and the Jewish people are suffering from the impact of
the Occupation. The mean-spiritedness in Israel that leads to a Sharon landslide
makes many younger Israelis wish to leave Israel and settle in the US, and
many young American Jews to say "my parents were Jewish" rather than claim
an identity defined by Israelis as oppressors and people who think that power is
more important than love.
When the American Jewish establishment rallies around such an Israel, they do
more to drive young Jews into assimilation than any fear of anti-Semitism
could ever do.
So, many American Jews greet the election of Ariel Sharon with great sadness
and mourning for Israel and for the soul of the Jewish people. With Ariel
Sharon leading Israel, the world will be a scarier place for everyone.
Editor's Note : Rabbi Michael Lerner is editor of TIKKUN: A Bimonthly
Jewish Critique of Politics Culture and Society , author most recently of Spirit
Matters: Global Healing and the Wisdom of the Soul (Hampton Roads, 2000),
and Rabbi of Beyt Tikkun Synagogue in San Francisco. Due to his courageous
efforts to write honestly and without bias about the situation in the Middle East,
TIKKUN magazine is now in severe financial difficulties.
Arabia on Line ©
© 2000 Arabia Online Ltd.

Background Info on Ariel
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-wing Likud opposition
party, one of the most controversial politicians of Israel, known with his
brutal history as he was proved responsible for many massacres
against Palestinians before and after 1948.
Born in 1928 in Kafr Malal in Palestine, with the name Ariel Shinerman.
Being born into a family with strong Zionist sympathies, he joined the
Haganah terrorist gang at an early age.
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After the 1948 war, he stayed on in the army, and came in charge of
retaliation attacks on Arab neighbors.
On 14 October 1953 he commanded the Special Unit Number 101,
which executed the Massacre of Quibia, in which this Palestinian village
was completely destroyed, 67 defenseless Palestinians were killed and
hundreds were wounded.
In 1956 in the Suez-Sinai War, Sharon acted beyond orders, causing
many victims on Israeli side.
In 1967 he was appointed as brigadier-general and commander of a
division during the 1967 War.
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than 60,000 Palestinians and Lebanese were killed and several folds
this number injured.
The Likud leader resigned as defense minister in 1983 after an Israeli
inquiry found him indirectly to blame for the slaughter by Israeli-backed
Lebanese militiamen of 3,000-3500 Palestinians and hundreds of
Lebanese in refugee camps Sabra and Chatilla outside Beirut.
Sharon favors a less compromising approach to peace moves than
Barak and has suggested Israel might quell a nearly 12-week-old
Palestinian uprising by applying economic pressure and curbing fuel
and power supplies.
His September 28 provocative visit to the Muslim holy sites - Al-Haram
Al-Sharif - angered the Palestinians and led to the current Intifada
against the Israeli occupation.
He is nicknamed the "Bulldozer" because of his build and way of getting
things done, whether in war or politics.
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Sharon also says Israel must not share sovereignty over Jerusalem,
which Barak was willing to consider when he met Arafat at a failed July
peace summit in the United States.

The US environmental and
military crime in Iraq
Jordan Times (Amman)
By Batir Wardam
Posted Wednesday February 7, 2001 - 11:28:41 AM EST
Amman - INTERNATIONAL AND regional environmental organizations
and agencies are spending millions of dollars in funding research and
projects covering all aspects of environmental pollution and
environmental management issues in the region, but they are neglecting
one location and one issue: the eternal pollution of Iraq by Depleted
Uranium left by the allied forces' bombs during the 1991 Gulf war.
It is a real shame that only after European soldiers in the NATO have
been subjected to DU during the Kosovo crises the world has identified
one of the biggest crimes in the modern history of mankind.
The result of the US-led crime against Iraq is now appearing in a
horrifying manner: thousands of Iraqis are dying and their infants are
born deformed.
The story of DU in Iraq is that of racism, crime, denial and the bravery of
some free researchers who exposed the American slow Holocaust
against the Iraqi people.
Depleted uranium is a metal made from uranium hexafluoride, which is
the by-product of the uranium enrichment process. Depleted uranium is
actually the uranium 238 isotope.
Natural uranium contains 99.2 per cent by weight U-238 while DU
contains 99.8 per cent by weight U-238. Recent documents released by
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the US Department of Energy provide evidence to suggest that a small
proportion of other toxic heavy metals, such as plutonium, may also be
present. While DU may not be an external hazard it is an internal hazard
and inhalation, ingestion and wound contamination pose significant and
unacceptable risks.
Many other countries now produce or have acquired DU munitions. DU
is also used as armour, ballast or counterweights, radiation shielding
and, as proposed by the US Department of Energy, as a component of
road and structural materials. All of these current or proposed uses are
designed to reduce the huge US Department of Energy stockpiles left
over from the uranium enrichment process.
Photographic evidence of destroyed equipment suggests that DU was
first used by Israel in the 1973 Arab- Israeli war. Physicians using
medical laboratory tests have verified an internalized exposure to DU in
the individuals who inspected and destroyed equipment.
The Gulf war saw the first major use of DU in combat. Pilots flying
aircraft fired approximately 850,950 rounds and another 9,640 rounds
were fired by gunners in tanks, for a total weight of over 315 tonnes.
The individual who managed all DU rounds suggests that this figure
may be to low and that the actual quantity should be 25 per cent
greater.
Although warnings were issued to refrain from DU use, the US Marines
fired DU munitions on three separate occasions, during 1995 and 1996,
while conducting operations in Okinawa; then did not tell the Japanese
government about it for some time. During 1995, the US military also
fired approximately 10,000 rounds of DU munitions during battle in
Serbia. Recently, US forces fired over 31,000 rounds of 30 mm DU
munitions during 100 missions into Kosovo or Serbia. DU munitions
have been fired on ranges in Indiana, Nevada, New Mexico, Florida,
Maryland and, this past year, on Vieques, in Puerto Rico. The incident
in Puerto Rico involved the deliberate use of DU in preparation for
combat in Kosovo.
Exposure, requiring medical screening within 24 hours and consequent
care, includes: being in the midst of smoke from DU fire, resulting from
the burning of vehicles uploaded with DU munitions or depots in which
DU munitions are being stored; working in an environment containing
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DU dust or residues from DU fires; being within a structure or vehicle
while it is struck by DU munitions.
Almost ten years after the 1991 military aggression against Iraq,
alarming facts are coming to light concerning the extremely dangerous
effects of the use of radioactive weapons on the environment and
population. This applies, in particular, to projectiles made from DU,
which are weapons internationally banned under the terms of the 1980
Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain
Conventional Weapons Which May Be Deemed to Be Excessively
Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects.
Such weapons and munitions can cause unjustifiable pain and suffering
to both the civilian population and the belligerents. In fact, they are an
expression of hatred and of a desire to engage in random destruction
and slaughter, bordering on genocide, which the international
community regards as a prohibited act the perpetrators of which must
be punished. Their use also constitutes a flagrant and gross violation of
human rights.
Southern governorates in Iraq, namely Basra, Misan and Dhiqar, show
the highest relative risk compared with other parts of Iraq. There is a
change in the trend of cancer in Iraq in the post-war period. Leukemia
has become higher in rank among common types of cancer among all
age groups and the most common cancer among the age group of less
than 15 years. Teratomas has become a more common type of
malignancy than in the pre-war period and, to a less degree,
nephroblastomas, rhabdomyosarcoma and medullo blastoma.
There is a shift in the age group of higher incidence of cancer to the age
group of 45-55 years.
Iraq holds the United States and Britain legally and morally responsible
for the grave health and environmental impact of the use of DU during
the 30-state aggression against the country in 1991.
These weapons resulted in the mass slaughter of individuals, due to
their highly destructive nature, and to the contamination of people
outside the theatre of military operations, due to the toxicity of the
radioactive substance used, as well as to strange, unprecedented
pathological symptoms with which individuals were afflicted.
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Moreover, they resulted in widespread contamination of the
environment in Iraq and human suffering to which not only the present
generation but also the future generations will be subjected.
A confidential report submitted by the United Kingdom Atomic Energy
Authority to the British government in November 1991 stated that there
would be specific areas in which any rounds would have been fired
where localized contamination of vehicles and the soil might exceed
permissible limits and these could be hazardous to the local population.
According to the report, the real danger arose from the inhalation of
airborne particles of uranium dust produced when DU shells hit and
burned armored vehicles since, when the shell impacted, a large
proportion of its metallic mass was pulverized and the resulting fine
airborne particles, which were toxic to the kidneys and lungs, could
easily be swallowed.
The report, written in April 1991 and leaked to The Independent
newspaper of London in November of that year, estimates that at least
forty tonnes of depleted uranium were dispersed during the war.
The US army claims that "more than 14,000 large caliber DU rounds
were consumed during the military operations. As many as 7,000 of
these rounds may have been fired in practice. Approximately 4,000
rounds were reportedly fired in combat. The remaining 3,000 rounds are
losses that include a substantial loss in a fire at Doha compound in
Kuwait.
The US army now concedes there were at least fourteen thousand DU
shells fired into Iraq.
The danger posed by the uranium shells is widely recognized. In July
1993, German authorities arrested Professor Siegwart-Horst Guenther,
director of the Albert Schweitzer Institute, when he arrived in Berlin
carrying a spent round retrieved from Iraq. He was charged with illegally
"releasing ionising radiation". The shell, its radioactivity confirmed by
two laboratories, was sealed in a lead-lined box. Guenther was later
fined by a Berlin court for violating Atomic Energy Law.
Guenther, also president of the Australian Yellow Cross International,
traced down an American war crime that had been previously kept
secret and made it public internationally.
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In his book 'The Fire This Time', former US attorney-general Ramsey
Clark said there were about 50,000 DU missiles and rockets fired from
US aircraft in more than 110,000 aerial sorties over Iraq. He said US
aircraft had dropped over 88,000 tonnes of bombs on the country, the
equivalent of seven-and-one-half bombs of the size of the atomic bomb
that incinerated Hiroshima. Later research, however, proved that there
were probably more than 900,000 rounds of DU ammunition fired on
Iraq.
Research has also been conducted by three American specialists
(Grace Bukowski, Damacio Lopez and Fielding McGehee) from three
American organisations on the use of DU by the US Department of
Defence during the attack on Iraq. Their research confirmed that
depleted uranium rounds had been used, for the first time in the history
of modern warfare, during the "Gulf war" and countless Iraqi soldiers
had been killed either directly by the DU shells or as a result of
exposure to their radiation. They estimated that 50,000 Iraqi children
had probably died during the first eight months of 1991 from various
diseases, including cancer, kidney failure and previously unknown
internal diseases caused by DU.
The researchers indicated that the reluctance of governments,
particularly the US, to study and publicise the hazardous effects of the
use of depleted uranium was attributable to their desire to avoid having
to pay compensations to the victims of radiation exposure.
Depleted uranium may have already contaminated soil and drinking
water in Iraq. If this is the case, Iraqis could be exposed to the
radioactive and toxic effects of uranium for generations to come.
Health and environmental conditions inside Iraq are deteriorating, and
bad conditions generated by the war are spreading, creating a
catastrophe of accelerating proportions and unknown ramifications. This
is the time when data from within the country is essential and when
Iraqis are well placed to offer first-hand data and important comparative
material.
The Pentagon would doubtless want to keep any Iraqi source of
information silent on the matter. It had already tried so hard to suppress
information about the extent, occurrence and possible source of "Gulf
war syndrome".
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Even scientists researching the hazardous effects of the war may find
themselves effectively blocked from reporting such information.
Cases of twin births with Down's syndrome have appeared, in addition
to skeletal abnormalities, congenital syndromes and chromosomal
trisomies, as well as unexplained cases of hair fall and rare skin
diseases among persons affected by, or living in the vicinity of the
bombarded areas. There has been an increase in the number of people
afflicted with attacks of epidemic vertigo and severe vertigo
accompanied by nausea and loss of balance, and in the numbers of
patients afflicted with distorted vision and loss of sight in part of the eye,
accompanied by severe migraine, in addition to unexplained cases of
sterility among both sexes and an increase in the incidence of
miscarriages and of still, premature and difficult births.
In hospitals, one can see infants with obvious genetic deformities who
could not live long, and wards of children wasting away from leukaemia,
lymphomas and Hodgkin's disease.
Because of the sanctions, Iraqi doctors lack even basic medicines and
are helpless to intervene. They could only note the escalating numbers.
Many health experts suspect that the post-war increase in childhood
cancer and mysterious swollen abdomens in Iraq is at least in part due
to the radioactive shells. UN personnel and aid workers have seen
children playing with empty shells, abandoned weapons and destroyed
tanks. In Basra, a foreign doctor saw a child using DU shells as hand
puppets. Perhaps the fatal epidemic of swollen abdomens among Iraqi
children is caused by kidney failure resulting from uranium poisoning.
Today the entire population of Iraq is besieged by diseases. Evidently,
waterborne parasites, bacteria and malnutrition in Iraq are responsible
for many recognisable diseases, and for wasting and death. But reports
of a sharp rise in spontaneous abortions, cancers, and other new
diseases cannot be dismissed. The Iraqi Ministry of Health is
systematically documenting some of these health problems.
The overall scene of American aggressions is not complete without the
Israeli connection. Israel is considered one of the few states in the world
that use DU in its military campaigns, against civilian Palestinians. The
evidence for this case is also mounting.
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US arms make up the major part of the Israeli arsenal and Israel has
been the number one recipient of US arms aid for decades. These US
weapons include the M1 Abrams tank, which fires DU shells and is
armoured with DU-reinforced metal. The Apache and the Cobra
helicopter gunships are also equipped to fire DU shells. Since this latest
Intifada started, the US has shipped Israel "the newest and most
advanced multi-mission attack helicopters in the US inventory," as
reported in the Jerusalem Post. These were Apache helicopters.
An international delegation of independent researchers investigating the
use of DU witnessed Israeli attack helicopters, which people described
as Apache helicopters from the US, firing shells and rockets at targets in
and around Ramallah on Nov. 1, 2000. They then examined a small
office used by the Fateh organisation that the projectiles hit and
destroyed. The delegation gathered up shell casings and metal
fragments in these areas.
As they were preparing to leave from Ben Gurion Airport in Tel Aviv,
members of the delegation were stopped, searched and interrogated.
The shell casings and metal fragments were confiscated. While this
prevented the researchers from arranging their own tests, it made them
even more suspicious that the Israeli forces were using DU shells and
trying to hide it.
Israel has a nuclear-weapons programme more developed than any
other country except the five major nuclear powers. For exposing this
nuclear programme, Mordechai Vanunu, a nuclear-weapons technician,
was kidnapped by the Mossad and held in solitary confinement for 14
years.
Given Israel's own nuclear programme and well-developed military
industry, the likelihood is that Israel is a manufacturer of DU
ammunition. The firm Rafael of Israel is named in numerous reports as
being such a manufacturer. But even if this were not the case, Israel
has been able to import DU weapons from the United States.
There has been a vague incident that deserves careful investigation: a
flaming crash of an El Al cargo jet in Bijlmer, a suburb of Amsterdam on
Oct. 4, 1992, killing 43 people. The health consequences for people in a
whole section of Amsterdam has created an ongoing movement of the
Dutch Greens on the chemical and radiological toxicity of depleted
uranium.
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The El Al Boeing 747 had on board tonnes of chemicals, flammable
liquids, substances used in the manufacture of nerve gas and 1,500
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chemicals and the DU have long been a topic of debate.
The Dutch Ministry of Defense report "Health risks during exposure to
uranium" documented the radiotoxic effects of DU in the human body.
Some may argue that because the Israelis are not firing against tanks the strongest military justification for using DU shells - but against
unarmed or, at the most, lightly armed and virtually unprotected
opponents, there is no special reason for them to be using DU shells.
The Israeli military has already shown its racist contempt for the
Palestinians by firing to maim thousands and kill hundreds of young
people protesting the occupation of their country, people armed in the
great majority with stones and slingshots.
And the Israeli officers have a strong reason to use DU-shielded tanks.
They want the Israeli soldiers and their families to think that they are
invulnerable in their tanks and armoured personnel carriers shielded
with DU armour. If the troops grow ill months or years later from their
constant exposure to radiation, that is no longer a political problem for
the generals. The same is true when they handle shells and fire rounds
from tank guns.
The US-Israeli connection is hard to cover up, and the evidence is
surfacing that both Iraqis and, to a lesser extent, Palestinians have been
cruelly subjected to banned chemical weapons. If this Holocaust is not
faced with a unified position from the international community, any
credibility of international environmental programmes will be strongly
fragmented.
The writer is coordinator of the Environmental Watch Programme at the
New Jordan Research Centre in Amman. This article is a synthesis of
different sources.
© 2001 Jordan Times (Amman). This news item is distributed via Middle East News
Online (MiddleEastWire.com). For information about the content or for permission to
redistribute, publish or use for broadcast, contact our syndication department.
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Bush's "American Values" are Trash Can
Values
EDMONTON (INA Canada) May 8, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

With the best intent did more than 200 years ago the founding fathers of
America's confederation formulate a constitution for the protection of its
citizens from governmental tyranny, however today that document is not worth
the paper written on, for under the new buzz word "national security" no
American citizen has rights any longer as granted in America's Constitution.
Military personnel has always been exempted from protection by the U.S.
Constitution. In Canada and the U.S. the soldiers' only right is one to die, and in
the course of time corruption in America's legal system as well as that of
certain Presidents - Clinton not excluded - has netted Americans a total loss of
protection from the tyranny of governmental lawlessness. And what am I
talking about?
Many among the prison population are being used for biological
experimentation as is common in Blinkensop's maneuvering houses, the police
seeks out blacks to pin crime on without proof, as to appease the public that
someone has been found to become the public's target of wrath for crimes
committed, and not in the least, all human rights have become suspended under
Clinton in matters the CIA, NSA and U.S. Military get involved in.
The United States has become one of the worst human rights violators on the
face of this planet, however the culprits escape international prosecution of its
military and presidential criminals for no group of nations can match their
military superiority.
The wanton murder of thousands of retreating Iraqi soldiers from Kuwait has
never been dealt with, and neither has the Anglo-Saxon use of depleted
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uranium during the Gulf and Baltic wars. Israel is getting away with murdering
stone-throwing Palestinians and so gets the Israeli army away with using
ammunition against the Arabs which is spiked with radioactive poisons.
Furthermore, what-in-the-world are Bush Sr., Clinton, Dick Cheney, Powell
and Schwartzkopf running loose while minor leaguers like Serbian war lords
are being hauled into the courts of De Haag? Here the hypocritical doublestandard of western perception of human rights deems it okay to murder Iraq's
children by the millions using the weapon of slow starvation on the nation, and
yet the son of the bonesman has the audacity to hail "American values" as the
exemplary standard for the rest of the world!
God spare us from the agony American values will take us to! That nation has
become a nation of killers - not only of their own people among themselves
when judged by their murder rate - but also of that of other nations. Their
"values" have murdered several hundred thousand civilians in Japan in two big
firebombs of atomic force - and yet they have never once officially apologized
for that act of genocide! And here we are, expected to adopt American values!
America has become invaded by an alien elite operating as a fifth column
power among all facets of American authority, and this power has weakened
the moral fibre of the nation with sex, money and drugs. The Americans live on
a dung heap of despair, from which the elite thrives and prospers, and frightens
the rest of the nations with their superior weapons arsenal.
The American mind has not kept pace with its technological advancements in
terms of mind evolution. The time for a continuation of that imbalance must
end and do so for the good and survival of the rest of the community of nations.
The United States got kicked out of the U.N. human rights coalition. That bold
step is an encouraging sign that not all is lost when it comes to the issue of
upholding the sanctity of the human being.
In closing permit me to provide you with a link to a document with I have
recently discovered on the net. It shows how Americans lost their constitutional
protection. It is called "FISA, UFO's and National Security".
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Discussing A Cloud of Darkness
Over the Minds of Many Men!
EDMONTON, May 5, 2001, From the Office of the Lion of Judah

Let there be no illusion about the fact that when men fall into the trap of
lewdness by indulgence in sexually explicit magazines, internet sites
and movies, a cloud of darkness descends upon them and the price
they pay is their loss of healthy discernment between right and wrong.
This discernment is of particular importance now that the clock of time
has taken us to the threshold of a new era, and no one can afford to not
be prepared for the monumental changes which soon will occur on
earth, most of which will increase man's agony as earth unloads her fury
upon man who defiled every facet of human life with protocols of death.
While scantily clad images of women and men scream their enticing
wares at us from bill boards and magazine covers everywhere, those
among men (and women) are being led like sheep to the slaughter
house of spiritual darkness who in pursuit of gratification of visual lust
indulge in these x-rated materials. They lose the ability to

function with a positive expression of life, and in my
observation become unable to esteem important that
which really matters in life - while on the other hand
they raise to prominence that which is inconsequential
to the betterment of society.
Also bear in mind that the goddesses view with scorn the exploitation of
their bodies as objects of men's lust of the eyes - and conversely - gods
will not wish the private parts of their bodies paraded in front of
onlooking women.
Evolved men and women disapprove of sexual exploitation western
style, and that should be enough to call any soul out of the night house
of lewdness!
Whosoever wishes to live up to the true challenges of the last days by
getting ready for the next set of incarnations in bliss, where ethics rules
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and not base desires as we see it so abundantly in today's perverted
world, will abstain from smut and base all judgment and action on what
is truly important.

The System Rules Supreme! "God" Expected to Submit to the
System's Supremacy!
EDMONTON, May 3, 2001, From the Office of the Lion of Judah

Has there ever been a creation made except by the mind of man? Or has there
ever been rule except of the mind of man? Man in its evolved condition is God,
and there is no difference between the mind of man and the mind of God. And
when we speak of "God" as the creator, then we speak of no more than the
mind of man - better: the mind of an evolved man.
When man creates, God creates, when man loves, God loves, when man hates
and despises, God hates and despises - and in all final analysis there is no
difference between the two.
Evolved men have laboured in the negative. Their godhood they misused to
create a system on earth for the benefit of their own creature comforts, and
today's system serves them well, for they gave it supremacy above that of any
other godhood, and thereby forbade any god to correct its ill effects on the
people. Those who dare to fix the system, the system kills, for the system
which upholds the fall of man, obtains an energy all of its own and in its natural
course deals harshly with any god-centered mind who dares to change the
system.
What we see today is blasphemy in its ultimate manifestation, for bluntly
speaking, we live on a planet where not God, but the system rules supreme.
History has shown many fold that whichever god-mind made his or her
appearance in an earthen incarnation, that mind was free to only express its
creativity within the boundaries set by the system. And whenever that mind
saw to mend the ills of this world, for it could not endure the system's straightjacket, the system set itself in motion to destroy that mind. And so have we
come *to live in world full of victims of the system, where the righteous minds
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of god-centered men and women lay scattered along their pathways like the
fallen from a great battle!
The righteous mind of today has become impatient with the supremacy of the
system, and so the fences around those upholding the system in all its
manifestations of debauchery become torn down as was the case in Quebec
City, only to be beaten by the clubs of those soul entities, which the system had
recruited for its own protection: the police and military!
And what is it that we must learn from all this tyranny of the system? IN

THE END IT WILL BE GOD (the god-mind)
PREVAILING OVER THE SYSTEM, FOR IN NO WISE
DO WE TOLERATE A CONTINUATION OF ITS
TYRANNY!!
AND AS WE SEE THE MIND OF MAN STRUGGLING
AGAINST THE EXCESSES OF THE SYSTEM AND
OBSERVE WITH SADNESS A CONTINUED
PREVAILING OF THE SYSTEM UPHOLDING MAN'S
SLAVERY, SO HAVE WE DECREED THAT A TIME
FOR ITS BURIAL SHALL COME IN ORDER FOR
THE CREATIVITY OF GOD TO ONCE AGAIN
MANIFEST ITSELF AMONG *MEN AND WOMEN
IN FULNESS WITHOUT THE CHOKING
CONSTRAINTS OF A DEBAUCHED SYSTEM!!
My mind has merged with the minds of the Masters, and we have concluded to
let this world come to an end, for the struggle of man to effect a return to
paradise is met with clubs, shields, tear gas, bombs and bullets from the system.

And so we have released the forces necessary to subdue
the system, and have created an escape for our people to
spare them from the trauma of those who go down with
it as the earth buries them and their system in all
finality!
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* Error correction

More "Free Trade" Nonsense
From the Mouths of Elitist
Babes!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 23, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Statements coming from George Bush Jr. and Canada's Prime Minister
Chretien linking participation in a rather undesirable free-trade deal with
democracy as a qualifier is not only blatant elitist blackmail of national
governments who are governed by authoritarian rule, but is also reeking from
protectionism of a dysfunctional system which has as its beneficiaries a few
handful of greedy millionaires just itching to start exploiting the labour force of
the Americas' desperate poor.
If this new-deal concoction from Quebec City is a replica of an existing freetrade (so called) between the United States and Mexico, then what else are we
to expect than the quick construction of manufacturing plants in the midst of
poverty-stricken areas without regard for housing, sewage treatment, pure
water supply and transportation systems.
There will be a mad dash among the desperate to fill the factories in return for
insufficient pay to meet their needs. And all products will become heavily
marked-up for a fat profit to distributors, who in all likelihood are the same
who own the factories in the first place.
What "democracy" has to do with it one can only surmise, however one thing is
clear: IT TAKES EITHER TOTAL IGNORANCE OR PLAIN STUPID
DEMOCRACY TO SUPPORT THIS NEXT LEVEL OF
EXPLOITATION OF THE AMERICAS POOR IN FAVOUR OF THE
WEST'S ELITE'S ALREADY SWOLLEN BANK ACCOUNTS!
Free trade is fine, if it were just that. But no trade is "free" for as long the prices
of traded goods are inflated by a network of royalties, surcharges, taxes and
profits to the factory owners. And it goes without saying that participation in
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such scam is not conditional to being ruled by stupid democracy. All it takes is
irresponsible leadership.
Being excluded out of this new club of nations is not punishment, as Mr. Bush
wishes to portray it, but a blessing, for it opens the door of wholesome
cooperation among those nations, who wish to conduct trade on a friendlier
basis than what the puny brains in Quebec were able to come up with.
President Fidel Castro can count his blessings by not being invited to a club
where the people tear down the fences in anger to teach the elitist bastards a
lesson for the ruthless way in which they scheme to exploit their labour force.
Indeed we share a better way of "free trade" for him and Cuba which will not
be at the expense of the people.
Wealth is for the people to enjoy who create it and is not to be funneled into the
bank accounts of those who already have too much from legitimized plunder of
the nations' resources!

From Religion to Paradise
From the OFFICE OF THE LION OF JUDAH, EDMONTON, Canada, April 16, 2001, by The Lion
of Judah, Reni Sentana-Ries

When paradise was lost to the people, the leaders gave them religion
instead, which promised the people the hope of a future paradise "in
heaven", knowing full well that "heaven" would never come for the
people, for as long as they (the leaders) were blocking the restoration of
a lost paradise on earth. And block they did for at least five thousand
years!
For the western elite to cement into place their system of political and
economic fragmentation among the nations (called "democracy") is one
way to assure the non-return of paradise for the people, for democracy
functions on the basis of a scattered authority. The only remaining
visible authority among democratic leaders is their power to fight other
nations with their war machines and to make trouble everywhere they
go. And there is where the end of their power lies.
They have no power to do good, for any real good to be done requires a
man's liberty to implement the theory of a good idea. But that cannot be
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done when power is scattered, for the system, which has scattered it
into jurisdictions, requires the approval of sometimes many others
before any good can be implemented for the people. And so the
inefficiency of a democratic process shows and that inefficiency
becomes particularly painful when a sound idea demands the correction
of the system.
The void in man's soul is the loss of his paradise. And so he begins to
seek after the feeling of happiness in the lost cause of another system
of rituals and doctrines which promise him what his soul longs for - but
can never deliver. And therein has religion failed miserably in its efforts
to unify the human race back into the oneness, which is the foundation
for paradise.
(Please note here, that I said "foundation for paradise" and not "foundation for a
return to paradise.")

In a contest between ethics and religion, ethics wins. All of man's
aspiration of bliss - as taught to a greater or lesser degree in religion ethics can deliver. And in finality of all matters concerning paradise,
ethics is the foundation of paradise, and it is ethics which demands
the implementation of a sound idea, and in that contest the system must
take the back seat!
Deny the demands of ethics its course of implementation, and what you
have is the continuation of hell and chaos. And what better way to
prevent that mandatory implementation of ethics but by a scattering of
rule among man.
The New Era is looking for national leaders with power to implement the
sound idea of ethics at its best. And here the recreation of paradise for
the people depends on it.
Proof of true leadership lies in man's power to change the system back
into paradisiacal glory for the people, for only then will you find the
oneness with the people and therein the security which only paradise
can bring.
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Today's System Not Capable of
Looking After the Needs of the
Many
EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 13, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Today's political and environmental problems are not created by population
increases and their demands on the system, no, they are created by the system
which inherently is not capable of coping with the reality of accelerated
population increases.
And why is today's system not flexible enough to provide for the needs of the
increasing many? Are technology and automation not equal to the task of massproducing anything the people need? In theory, yes, however in practice, no,
for the system blocks the masses' access to production due to a system of
profiteering from mass-produced items by the plants' owners, which always
will remain to be the same few.
The irony here is that those in need (the masses) have no purchasing power to
access this world's production - in many cases not even those items which
belong to basic essentials for living in dignity!
Access to the land is prevented by state laws, which allow the wealthy few to
buy up the people's land or mineral wealth for profit, the practice of which
forces the people into crowded cities, only to exist in slum-like conditions.
And here the son of a poor man is condemned to live in poverty like his father,
for the positions of power, influence and wealth are being taken by graduates
from universities who are sons and daughters of the rich and wealthy. And so
we find the people divided into the classes of the rich and the poor, where only
a few are rich and the rest are poor, the "rest" meaning here the multitude of the
people.
This system is one of discrimination, segregation, elitism, division, racism,
inequity and competition, yet it is religiously defended by all who profit from
its effect in one way or another. It was invented by the darkened brotherhood
and perfected into its present form from its first beginnings several thousand
years ago. Today it has obtained what you might call "a life of its own" and
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now the system runs its devastating course without much control to curb its
excesses and disparities.
Its function is divisive at all levels - particularly in the areas of the political and
economic. It is by nature intolerant, meaning, it will not tolerate correction. Its
defenders will rather go to war against any nation which functions under a
leadership hostile to the system. And therein lies the Great Trap for All
Humanity: THE SYSTEM HAS BECOME THE "HOLY

COW" OF MODERN TIMES! IT REQUIRES
HOMAGE AND SUBSERVIENCE OF ALL PEOPLES
FROM ALL NATIONS - INCLUDING IRAQ, THE
CRADLE OF ALL MANKIND!
One question however remains to be answered: WILL TODAY'S NATIONS
LEADERS CONTINUE IN AWE AND FEAR OF THE SYSTEM, OR
WILL THEY RATHER DISPLAY LOYALTY TO THEMSELVES AND
FACE UP TO THEIR RESPONSIBILITY TOWARD THE PEOPLE
WHOM THEY REPRESENT AND WHOSE WELFARE THEY MUST
SEEK FIRST IN ORDER TO GUARANTEE THEIR OWN AND THE
PEOPLE'S EVOLUTION!?
Time will tell, but I, the Lion of Judah and presider over the End of this World,
will say one thing: NO MATTER HOW YOU NATIONAL LEADERS
WILL SIDE, THE END OF THIS WORLD WILL COME, AND
BEFORE THAT HAPPENS WILL I MAKE ONE MORE FOCUSED
EFFORT TO INFORM MY PEOPLE OF THEIR RESCUE FROM THE
END'S WATERY AND FIERY GRAVES, AND THEREIN WILL I
PROVE TO ALL THAT IT WAS INDEED I WHO HELD THE KEY TO
MANKIND'S RECLAMATION AND TO THAT OF A FUTURE NEW

ERA!!

Bank's Practice of Frontloading
All Property with Perpetual Debt
= Society's Spiritual Death
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EDMONTON (INA Canada) April 2, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The practice as discussed in this topic is part of mankind's perpetual
death wish and comes part-and-parcel with taxation, usury and
profiteering (greed), all breeding violence, crime and wars.
So then, what is happening when a young, hard-working and ambitious
man embarks on taking on his first mortgage on a home for the shelter
of his growing family?
Firstly, he commits himself to 25 years of monthly payments. By the
time his family has grown up and become self-supporting he has paid
back to the bank the value of his house 5 times over due to banking
usury. The property gained the banker 4 houses from one labourer actually 5 - for the initial credit advanced was generated by the stroke of
a pen at the time of his initial indebtedness to the bank.
In the course of time that debt netted our young man worry from
potential layoff which could result in the loss of his home, his creation
of real value for the benefit of his banker in the form of his labour,
being perpetually cash-strapped all the while as he needed the
money in order to properly support his growing family, and it gained him
a near heart attack from hypertension which was discovered and
treated almost too late.
Finally his wife dies, and his poor physical health resulted in the loss of
his middle-class income. The expenses in terms of property tax, utilities
and upkeep on his paid-off house exceeded his income from alternative
sources. Then he puts the house up for sale to move into a rental
location.
Now comes the clincher: while the sale netted our friend the financial
value of one house, the banker on the other hand had received the
value of five houses in dollar-for-dollar terms!
The property now becomes mortgaged once again, but for a much
higher dollar figure due to "current market value".
And so the house falls into the grasp of the same banker who had
already profited 5 times its value, only to repeat his bonanza during the
course of another 25 years at the expense of another young man with
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aspirations to succeed in life against the odds presented to him by a
debauched system!
In all final analysis it must be said that the society labouring under that
system of corruptedness became ill from it and began to conduct bank
robberies, drug smuggling, prostitution, alcohol addictions, family breakups, homelessness, public unrest for higher pay (purchasing power),
AIDS, and strife beyond its national boundaries with other nations called "wars."
And the banker loved all of it, for in that he had found a way of
"population control."

All Taxation is Unnecessary!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 30, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The demolition of today's financial system of debauchery does not have to
occur overnight, although this writer would prefer it that way. But bearing in
mind that not all people are ready for a dramatic change of doing business, a
first step in the right direction of changing the defunct system would be the
process of taxation elimination.
This step is based on the premise that the nations' leaders are empowered to
decree into law whatsoever they see fit and proper without fear of retaliation
from the hidden hand of world conspiracy.
The fact that mankind is controlled by a pervasive and corrupt system is far
below his dignity. Man must instead begin to display the power to correct a
defunct system which makes the people ill in mind and body and replace it with
one which preserves and enhances his dignity.
And so we find the world in need of rulers with power and fearlessness to take
the system which now controls them and change it into one which they control
for the purpose of cleansing it from elements of decay.
Let what I say now be not interpreted as an endorsement of the system of
money, for I despise every aspect of its dysfunctionality. That however does
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not mean that some housecleaning would not present a step in the right
direction.
Here then is Ordinance One: CEASE

TO PERMIT PRIVATE
CITIZENS TO CONTROL YOUR BANKING
SYSTEM!! TAKE THE POWER OF CREDIT
CREATION BACK AND RESTORE IT TO YOUR
OWN GOVERNMENT WHERE IT BELONGS!!
IN DOING SO LET YOUR GOVERNMENT
BECOME THE CREDITOR OF ALL DEBTS OWED
TO THE (BANKING) SYSTEM. THAT WILL GIVE
YOUR GOVERMENT AN INCOME BASE FROM
WHICH TO PAY HER EXPENSES. SUCH REARRANGEMENT WILL NOT ONLY ALLOW YOU
TO ERADICATE THE NATIONAL DEBT TO
WHICH YOU HAVE BECOME YOUR OWN
CREDITOR, BUT ALSO EMPOWERS YOU TO
REVIEW AND REDUCE OR ELIMINATE THE
SCOURGE OF TAXATION FROM THE NECKS OF
YOUR PEOPLE!!
Must I say more? You figure out the rest, for once the problem is correctly
understood the solution becomes self-evident. Have fun, my friends, in fixing
the system! I will not leave you bereft with sound advice as to Ordinance Two
after you have passed your first grade!!

Putin, Depart From Chechnya
and the Bombing Will Stop!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 25, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
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Yesterday's car bombings in Russia are the reminder of a desperate people and
their efforts to throw off the horrors of Russian military occupation of their
country, an occupation which is rife with death and despair for the Chechen
people.
Therefore we say once again in no uncertain terms:

PUTIN, GET

OUT OF CHECHNYA!! Only then will the random
bombings in your own country stop, and don't think for one
minute that what your military does in
Chechnya is not terrorism! It is just that,
however on a much larger scale than the
feeble civilian effort of a nation to get
back at you and your military terrorists!!
I asked you to work with me and you still don't do it. And for as long as you
don't your hands will remain bloodied from the blood of the Chechen people
which you kill with your policy of blatant Soviet-style imperialism!!

Plain Stupid!!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 25, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

A few days ago the point was made on radio by a lady that when humans are
struck with influenza causing illness among them, no one ever suggests to kill
them all off and also shoot and burn the healthy people within a two kilometer
radius around them!!
Yet such brainless undertaking is being conducted in Britain and lately in
France and Holland as well, perpetrated on farm animals which have been
found infected by hoof-and-mouth disease. And the excuse for the wholesale
slaughter of animals is one "to protect the export markets for British beef into
countries which will not import beef showing signs of antibodies of the
dreaded disease, as the origin of antibodies cannot be safely established as
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coming from vaccination or the disease itself." Britain has no beef to sell
abroad anymore, so why continue with the slaughter of animals? And why
export beef at all if all countries into which beef is exported have enough of
their own to feed the people?
This brainless logic is costing Britain the ruination of a large sector of the
country's meat production industry, and is not followed by smarter politicians
in Argentina who have begun a program of vaccination rather than brainless
slaughter and costly incineration.
As recent as today on BBC we watched Britain's Tony Blair spout a
confirmation of the stupid slaughter policy upon his country's farmers in total
disregard of a better alternative to such government-imposed carnage among
animals.
The sight of burning pyres for thousands of killed animals is a ghastly one and
indicates a return to medieval practices, ignoring the solution being as obvious
as the well proven programs of

vaccination!!

Will Japan Ever Learn to Control
its Own Currency?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 13, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Japan could not produce and export enough commodities for her
government to not go into debt against the (false) perception that
Japanese taxpayers can pay the carrying charges (usury) and
eventually pay back the debt in totality.
A similar paradox exists for oil-exporting countries and also the
industrial powerhouses of North America and Europe. All of them nurse
national debts at an enormous cost in terms of labour effort and all of its
associated waste of resources, which goes with it.
Yet how did the mess get to be there?
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AS THE PEOPLE STOOD IN NEED OF BASIC
ESSENTIALS BELONGING TO LIFE, THOSE
ESSENTIALS BECAME FINANCED THROUGH
CREDIT CREATION!
There is nothing wrong with that in its basic practice. When however
after these needs are met, the labour expended and the goods moved
to meet the needs of all, AN INTEREST BEARING DEBT IS

LEFT IN ITS WAKE, THEN TROUBLE COMES ON
THE HEELS OF ALL THOSE WHO WILL NEVER
BE FREE OF NEEDS: THE

PEOPLE!!!!

The Government of Japan is awash in debt and cannot pay her
commitments to the international financiers which created the snare of
debt around the necks of Japanese who as taxpayers must come up
with hard currency for the payment of usury towards the national debt.
And what can a government do to get out from underneath such
dilemma (and let this be seen as my advice to the Japanese Government)?:

- enact the cancellation of the national debt through
legislation by decree.
- reduce the tax load on Japan's people
proportionately to the amount of debt service charges
saved.
- any shortfall in revenue should be covered by the
government-controlled Bank of Japan without debt
creation and without the application of usury for such
public overspending.
The justification for such action lies in the fact that the
people's needs are ongoing and the exploitation of
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such needs through a system of debt creation and
usury is simply unethical!
And nothing which is unethical should ever be
deemed legal.
The measures indicated only begin to release the banking institutions'
chokehold on Japan's government and her people and begin to
introduce to the people a feeling of true liberty and pride for their
country.
Will Japan ever learn to control her own currency? I will keep my

ON THIS ISSUE
HINGES MANKIND'S EVOLUTION
INTO THE NEXT LEVEL OF
THINKING!!
opinion to myself, but will say this much:

The Banker's BIG LIE at Work in
Africa!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) March 6, 2001, by Reni Sentana-Ries

Under the headline "Bank can't forgive billions owed by poorest countries"
the Associated Press from Dar Es Salaam in Tanzania reports on Sunday, Febr.
25, 2001:
(Quote)
The heads of the World Bank and International Monetary Fund have told 12
African leaders it would be impossible to cancel the entire debt of the world's
poorest countries, as many have asked.
IMF director Horst Kohler and World Bank President James Wolfensohn said
total debt forgiveness would leave the two institutions cash-strapped and
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unable to provide new loans to developing countries, said G.E. Gondwe,
Director of the IMF's Africa department.
"You would look at the issue of closing the bank," Gondwe told reporters...
Callisto Madavo, World Bank vice-president for Africa, said the interests of the
bank's shareholders ruled out debt cancellation....
(End Quote)
The IMF's and World Bank's position toward Africa's need for total debt
forgiveness has nothing to do with "...becoming cash-strapped" or "...having to
close the banks' doors", no, but has everything to do with their unwillingness to
set a precedence for others to demand the same and has to do with the banks'
desperate efforts to conceal from the public at large their enormous power to do
just that (canceling national debts of all nations) without hurting themselves in
the course of doing so.
The banks' great secret as contained in a nutshell is called: He, who can create
(in this case money out of nothing for lending purposes) can also destroy (in this case
by not demanding it back from those who cannot pay, i.e. the poor people of Africa).

And banks are in the business of creating and destroying money as it suits their
purposes of power over the nations. And no war is ever great enough to hurt
them, for the money lords keep the people busy and from discovering the
greatest ploy played upon their soul structures: MONEY'S EXPLOITATION
OF EVERYONE'S ABILITY TO WORK FOR THE COMFORT AND
ENRICHMENT OF A FEW WHO CONTROL THE FLOW OF IT! And
if anything has ever kept people of today and those of the past occupied - it is
the activity of warfaring and the enormous demand for hardware which goes
with it.
And what does the great banking cover-up look like? CONCEAL TO
EVERYONE OF WHERE THE MONEY REALLY COMES FROM!
ALWAYS TELL THE PEOPLE IT IS FROM THE INDUSTRIALIZED
NATIONS OF THE WORLD AND THEIR GOVERNMENTS, OR SAY
TO THEM: IT IS MONEY FROM THE INVESTORS, AND AS YOU
REPEAT THIS OFTEN ENOUGH THEY WILL BELIEVE YOU, FOR
THEY HAVE NEVER HEARD ANY OTHER WISE! (The banks' secret
position paraphrased).
And even if individual governments have in the past authorized spending
programs for the assistance of poor African nations and funneled these funds
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through IMF or World Bank bank accounts, that in itself does still not mean
that the funds themselves have originated there! Since there is not one single
government of the western industrialized world which operates in the black, all
funds to cover their spending programs are being debt financed by banks via
the trick of "selling" government bonds, which apparently gives the currency its
value. Yet we must keep in mind that the element which lends the dollar its
value is the same that recognizes the value of the bond, and in the end all
governments should do for themselves that which the banks are doing for them,

ISSUING OF CURRENCY
WITHOUT DEBT CREATION!!
with only one difference:

Your Time Clock Is Ticking Down And Calls

PREPARE FOR
EVACUATION!!
You to

EDMONTON (INA Canada) February 25, 2001, by Reni Sentana-Ries

We, the Prophets (and here I speak not only of the Arab Prophetess
and myself), have given you leaders all you need to know in order to
begin the task of liberating your people from financial/economic and
religious bondage.
To free them from the snares of political bondage should be second
nature to you, for you are the ones who call the political shots. Fire them
at the people and you have guaranteed your fragmentation from the
people whose contentment must be your first concern. Fire your shots
at the system which maintains the perpetuation of man's fall, and you
rulers will have lain the foundation for your personal evolution into
higher realms of existence.
At this time, Egypt, you entertain in your midst the 1991 war criminal
Powell and must pussy-foot around him *as he is under the protection
from a "diplomatic status". *Were it not so he ought to become arrested
for having dumped tons of radioactivity on the Iraqi people. In your
private discussions with him give him the warning to get his armada out
of the Gulf before all wished they had left for home much earlier.
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As the Lion of Judah and Sultan of the World I expect to see the system
become slowly dismantled and replaced with one as described in the
many pages of this site.
Fear not, for much of what I have given you has come from your
forefathers of the last few generations. My contribution has been merely
in presenting to you their insights neatly assembled under one cover:
THIS WEB-SITE!
So if you wish to gain understanding, then take time and study, and
ponder upon that which you can glean from the net. You have not much
more than two decades of time left to fix the errors of your past failings!
So don't waste your time with nicities of diplomatic pussy-footing around
dedicated Zionists or their ignorant followers. The time for unmasking
them and their works of elite power of ruling darkness has come and
woe to any of you leaders who are found to remain their bed-mates!
Don't waste any more of your own time nor that of your people, for

TIME IS RUNNING OUT AND THE EARTH HAS
DECIDED TO TAKE OVER AND BEGINS TO
SHAKE HER DELICATE SKIN TO RID HERSELF
OF DROSS AND CORRUPTION AS COMING FROM
SO MANY SUPPORTERS OF THE SYSTEM - THE
SUPPORTERS OF WHICH BEING THE
PERPETUATORS OF THE FALL OF MAN!!
The time will come and you rulers must pass on this information to the

WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE
THERE CAN BE NO SALVATION!! Your
people, for

people must learn to look to the star(ships) for the arrival of their
brethren from the cosmos before the great breakers hit the continents
as the ocean waters rinse and slosh over the lands in earth's great
wobble and crush her skin under weight of ice caps in motion. And since
the Zionists will not teach the people the things I speak of, the task at
hand is yours to do so.
You have heard me say that I preside over the end of this world, and
indeed I do. However I would be a poor steward of my peoples if I could
not tell them what to do to save their physical lives. And as my peoples
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begin to gain an understanding of events which lead to this world's end,
when connected with the information of their evacuation they will lose
their fear of the future and of catastrophes to come, and all will be
comforted in the knowledge that the gods have found a way whereby all
whoso wish can be rescued!
* Wording revised

INA Canada
Editor: Reni

Sentana-Ries

Taken from lion27.htm

The Saudi Arabian Crown Prince and
Anointed Future King of Saudi Arabia
Abdullah Ibn AbulAziz - a Peace Maker in
Excellence
EDMONTON (INA Canada) June 18, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Being myself of German blood and not ashamed of it, I herewith present to you
for your reading enjoyment and contemplation the words of much wisdom
coming from the mouth and heart of a dear friend and brother from the Royal
House of Al Sa'ud, Crown Prince Abdullah, while being interviewed in
Germany by a political newspaper "Der Spiegel".
I am a friend of the Arab people of whom some are being abused by a people
who have embraced the racist philosophy of zionism. That fact will not be
overlooked and neither will the efforts of those rulers who have in the past
arisen to stomp out the fires of abuse against their people and done so with
marginal or no success.
In this context the effort of President Saddam Hussein of Iraq and the sacrifice
of the Iraqi people in their desperation of battle against an overwhelming
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zionist foe will not be forgotten, and will go down in history as fundamental to
the transition from serfdom into true freedom of spirit, body and mind.
President Saddam Hussein has not betrayed the cause, and for that reason has
he by the spirit of prophecy been proclaimed as the anointed King of a Unified
Arab World. This honor will never be revoked except by a betrayal of himself.
In appreciation the fine work today's Crown Prince Abdullah of Saudi Arabia
has done I herewith present to you the words from the aforementioned
interview unabridged:

Introduction:
Crown Prince Abdullah Ibn Abdul Aziz, Deputy Prime Minister and
Commander of the National Guard, has stressed that the Middle East
region is being directed towards a bright and prosperous future,
adding that the only real threat to this bright future is Israel's

insistence on aborting peace opportunities and dealing with its
neighbors on the basis of dominance and force.
In an interview with the German magazine "Der Spiegel", Prince
Abdullah said that if the Israelis want to have a normal existence in
the region it is essential that they co-exist with their neighbors.

Following is the full text of the interview:
Q: Your Royal Highness, Your visit to Germany comes at a very difficult time in the
Middle East where it seems that there is no hope for a solution to end the blood bathes
witnessed on a daily basis in the area. How do you see the current situation?
A: I think that the German citizen is like any other ordinary human being on this
small planet who too has seen what you have aptly described as ''blood bath''.
The region has never witnessed such scale of violence as we see today by the
Israeli war machine against helpless people, whose only recourse against such
heavy arms are rocks.
Modern history has never seen such a case when a country has unleashed all its
military might from tanks, airplanes, guns and the best of what modern
technology has created in weapons against a helpless nation. And if human spirit
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and its honor is the most precious thing in life then Israel has not left out farms,
homes or any other method for surviving without destroying, demolishing or
killing it.
In my opinion, no other nation has been ethnically cleansed such as the
Palestinian people. They have been deprived from every source of life. I ask
anyone who has a conscience, what would you do if members of your family
were killed, your farm destroyed and you were deprived from all sources of
living? I have told the Jews and the others I have met that Israel is running a
school that graduates freedom fighters when it closes the doors of hope and
work to Palestinians. There is Palestinian violence, but it is nothing more than an
unorganized expression of oppression and hopelessness. As for the Israelis, we
and the entire world see the use of its most sophisticated weapons and most
organized methods of destruction as an act of terrorism of a nation
Q: Many questions have been raised about President Bush's acceptance to meet Sharon,
but he is still, until now, refuses to receive President Arafat. Do you think that the new
US administration has no interest in such a meeting, and do you wish to mediate to set
up a Bush-Arafat meeting?
A: We do not tell the US President or any other leaders who to meet or not to
meet, or what he should or should not do. But on the basis of friendship and
common interest, the issue could be raised with the US administration in a
peaceful manner where we could present our point of view and also focus its
views on the issue that could not have been considered by them. Anyway, the
new US administration has yet to provide solid grounds on its policies and
strategies toward this exploding issue. However, events are happening so
rapidly and we are losing control to shape events. But there is an immediate need
to stop these blood baths that you have spoken about.
In my opinion, any balanced views to things comes by listening to both parties,
and that is what has been going on in the past couple of days. We are hopeful
that a special envoy will be deployed to the area who has knowledge of what has
been going on. We hope that his efforts would represent the responsibility of the
United States in taking a dynamic role in this crisis, for it is the largest power that
has the most interest in the region and it has always stood for human rights.
America, and its role in the region, should not be held back by internal political
restraints that is represented by a lobby which only presents one point of view.
Q: Saudi Arabia is considered one of the best friends or a close ally of Washington in the
region. Will the US take any action that angers the Kingdom?
A: We don't look at things with this perspective. We have never thought that the
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US would try to antagonize us. We understand the pressures on the American
administration. But we believe that a balanced US stand would serve the
interests of all parties as well as the higher US interests which are not centered on
a particular country. We understand from the media that the majority of Jews do
not agree with the policies of (Prime Minister Ariel) Sharon or the extremist
Israeli rightists. They believe that Sharon's methods would harm Israeli interests
and that he poses a threat to Israel's future. For in the end, the Israelis have to
coexist with their neighbors if they want to have a natural entity in the region.
Logic says that the support received by a country from others will not continue
for ever. We are looking at the peace proposals made by the Mitchell
Commission and at the Egyptian-Jordanian initiative with cautious optimism.
The most important thing is to look at proposals as one unit.
If the Israelis think that they can be selective in accepting or rejecting those
proposals, then peace and stability in the region would be very difficult to
achieve. I have an observation to make here. The Mitchell report was not the
creation of the Intifada leaders. It was prepared by Western leaders and thinktanks. The Palestinian Authority does not have any magic key to stop the
Intifada. But one thing is sure that the position of Palestinian Authority and
peace loving countries would be stronger if Israel agrees to withdraw its forces
from Palestinian cities and villages, stops the cancerous expansion of Jewish
settlements and returns to the negotiation table with good intention and
commitment to past agreements. Agreements would be worthless if a party
knows that the other party would not comply with them. By creating such a
situation, we destroy the credibility of all international charters and
commitments and bury the hopes for real peace, keeping alive the fire of
suspicion and fear and leaving all options open.
Q: It has been observed that there is some sort of a stand off between Riyadh and
Washington. Please comment on it.
A: No. I don't share your opinion. The ties of friendship and interests between
both the countries are beyond a stand off. It is quite natural to have differences of
perception and judgment at times between even the closest allies. However, we
believe in dialogue with the US administration and the American people to
convince them of the ground realities.
We, who are in the region, live with the pains of our Palestinian brothers. We feel
the searing heat of their war and tragedy. There is no meaning or purpose for a
friendship between two parties if one of them cannot explain the real state of
affairs to the other party. It is the duty of one of the party to warn the other about
the impending danger enveloping the region. The region today is placed on the
top of a powder keg about to blast. Any negligence to defuse it means
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destruction not only to Palestinians, but to the region and even to the whole
world.
Moreover, the US's lead position in the current world order makes it binding on
that country to tackle the crises before they spiral out of control. By real
friendship we mean dialogue and frank speech as we always say "your true
friend is the one who tells you the truth and not the one who agrees with
whatever you say."
Q: During the recent visit of the US Secretary of State to the Kingdom he discussed only
Iraq and not Palestine. What was your response to that?
A: In any meeting with the US officials we discuss the sufferings of the
Palestinian people. We do the same in meetings with other international officials
as well.
Q: Will the American intention to impose ''Smart Sanctions'' on Iraq help resolve the
issues?
A: More than three years ago, the Saudis had called for adopting an initiative to
end the sufferings of the Iraqi people while retaining the control over the
regime's potential for weapons of mass destruction threatening its neighbors.
Our ties with the Iraqi people are beyond what words can describe. On the other
hand, the act of the Iraqi regime's head was no mistake but a gross crime. It is not
easy for us to forget the missiles that fell on our homes and cities. It is the
responsibility of the Iraqi regime to rebuild confidence in itself, to prove its good
intentions and thus wipe away the painful memories.
Q: Is it true that the air-strikes at Iraqi targets are carried out by US and British planes
taking off from Saudi Arabia and Kuwait?
A: This is a totally false charge. The Kingdom's territories are not used for air
raids. Iraq knows where they come from.
Q: Do you believe that it is possible to reach an agreement with Iraq while President
Saddam Hussein heads the regime or a change of regime is a condition before any
agreement or reconciliation can be achieved?
A: Any president remaining in power depends on the will of his people. We wish
our Iraqi brothers welfare and progress. It is hard for any of us to forget the
crime committed by the Iraqi president on his neighbors and the nation. We have
been suffering from its evil consequences till this moment. He struck at the basic
structure of Arab cooperation and solidarity which the nation needs badly to face
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far greater challenges. It is with the people of Iraq, and not any ruler, that we
want to coexist with.
Q: The situation in the region is terrifying. Where are matters moving while there are
extremism and terrorism with Islamic labels?
A: The region is heading for a future with progress and prosperity. There is only
one real danger Israel's insistence to scuttle all peace opportunities and its policy
of dominating its neighbors. On the other hand, Islam is our religion which has
in the course of time succeeded in producing a civilization and culture unique in
the history of mankind marked with toleration and openness. Extremism is
foreign to Islam. This menace is not of a Middle Eastern or of an ethnic origin,
but some people like to use it to justify their political goals. The liberal and
Marxist West and East are full of extremist movements of various hues. What is
important is to strive together to increase the scope of hope so that the frustration
which generally leads to extremist ideals, is narrowed down.
Q: Were any foreign hands involved in attacks that have been launched against American
Force bases that have resulted in many deaths?
A: There were two incidents, one in Riyadh and the other in Al Khobar. As for
the one in Riyadh, the people who were involved have been arrested and tried
and all information regarding the case has been announced. As for the Al Khobar
incident, investigations are not yet complete because some of the people
involved in the case are abroad. As soon as the investigations are finished the
results will be announced.
Q: For peace in the Middle East region what is supposed to happen and what are the
conditions of peace?
A: I do not think that there is a conflict between the principles and the conditions
for securing peace. I believe that there is a common belief that this matter is
based on international organizations decisions that are governed by the
principle, ''land for peace''. No matter what Israel does it can never have both
land and peace. Peace, stability, and harmony, can either be a right for everyone
or a dream that is hard to establish.
And I would like to point out here about a fact that I am sure everyone knows;
for a period of over 50 years, it was not possible for any Arab to even think that it
was possible to live along with Israel. However, today, and with the many efforts
carried out by peacemakers, the Arab world is more receptive to this idea of coexistence. We have come closer to the point where Arabs and Israelis could try to
establish new relationships that would replace the language of bullets with the
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language of dialogue.
I believe we are standing in front of a golden opportunity that would not repeat
itself and it would not be for Israel, or its interest, to lose such an opportunity.
Israel has no choice but accept the fact that its neighbors are Arabs. That is what
history and geography tells us. Blood has been shed on both sides, and more
important energy. Israel has only but one solution: to live and co-exist with its
neighbors in a peaceful, stable and secure environment that precludes any
attempts to enforce oppression.
Q: Do you think that such efforts would be wasted and that a war would break out
between Arabs and Israelis?
A: We, along with all peace-loving people and seekers for stability, hope that a
new war would not break in this region, which has undergone so much crises
and destruction due to wars. Wars have hindered development and has done
nothing but borne terror and extremism. We hear a lot about a new war in the
region. On this I would like to issue a strong warning to whoever is concerned,
that everyone would be affected by this war and all their interests would be
affected. It is easy to ignite the war and it would not be difficult for any of the
parties to claim an illusionary, or temporary victory. However, the aftermath of
the war and its consequences of chaos, destruction, terrorism and direct and
indirect loss of lives and property would not have been calculated by the
perpetrators as we have learned throughout time.
Q: Many Arabs think that the European Union could help, do you think so, and how?
A: Yes, absolutely, the European Union could help with its political, moral,
financial and strategic weight. Europe, being the neighbor to the Middle East, has
knowledge of the area and the culture and habits of its people and it could have
an effective role in the peace process. And it knows better than anyone, that the
illusion of peace will only cause more suffering and violence. It also knows that a
real peace that ensures everyone their rights is everlasting and stable.
The hope of an everlasting and just peace was instituted in Madrid and several
European officials and candidates participated in it in which they have presented
their ideas and visions of peace. Perhaps the latest strong European presence in
the peace process was in the report of facts, "Mitchell's report", where Europe
had a strong presence. We therefore think that the participation of Europe is
important and peace can not be established without its efforts in our region,
especially since some of its countries hold historical and principal responsibility
that goes back to the days of colonization and its role in dividing Palestine.
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Q: As you know Germany is burdened by history because of the Nazi crimes against the
Jews. Do you think Berlin would agree to pressure Israel to comply with international
law?
A: We don't want anybody to put pressure on anybody. We want the world to
talk in one voice, clearly and frankly, and call a spade a spade. The crimes of the
Nazis against the Jews should not be used as a pretext to commit similar crimes
against the Palestinians. I would like to point out here that the Jews have always
enjoyed peace and security in the Islamic world before Israel started its
expansionist and aggressive policies.
Q: You have refused, as reported, to include the US in your current tour. What is the
reason?
A: Such official visits have to be well planned in advance. Preparations for them
go through stages and are subject to various considerations that the two parties
are usually keen to ensure its success. Usually, there would be an agenda or
specific issues that have already been discussed at various levels and which is
finalized in such visits. This was not the case this time round. Saudi Arabia and
the United States are old allies and linked together with huge network of
interests. The visit will take place when the two sides see the time is right for it.
Q: How do you see the Saudi-German relations. Would you like to purchase any German
weapons for the Kingdom?
A: Saudi-German relations are based on friendship, cooperation and mutual
understanding. We believe that there are a number of areas where we can benefit
from German expertise. Germany has achieved a remarkable and leading
position in the community of nations and you have every right to be proud for
the great achievements made by the country. With regard to arms, this visit is not
intended for such matters. When we have the need to buy weapons, the related
Saudi authorities will discuss it with their German counterparts. We are looking
forward to the forthcoming visit of the German chancellor and hope that it
would boost bilateral relations.
Q: What is your opinion about Germany?
A: Germany is a great European country with a deep-rooted history. Its history is
purely German, not a formal European history. Germany, with its philosophers,
thinkers and business and political leaders, has been a center of influence for
various intellectual, political and economic trends in the Arab world. The great
history of Germany makes it the right choice for cooperation between the two
countries in various fields. We see there is good scope for cooperation in modern
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technology. At the same time, Germany can make use of the viable investment
climate in the Kingdom. It can also contribute to our educational, training and
modernization programs. We are sincerely looking forward to meet with
Chancellor (Gerhard) Schroeder and that visit would be a turning point in SaudiGerman relations.

Bush Jr.'s Intent with Russia as
Transparent as Glass
EDMONTON (INA Canada) June 17, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Unlike his father, the son George Bush Jr. avoids the rhetoric of proclaiming
the arrival of the International New World Order. Yet the son's actions in
Europe and Russia indicate that he is just as committed to pursue the goal of his
father in his aspirations of solidifying that "new order".
The "new world order" has been around for several decades, for it is the system
of slavery under global jewish money markets. However in recent years these
internationalists have created economic blocs in the form of organizations like
the WTO, the World Bank, the IMF, G7, G8, Trilateral Commission, NATO
and what have you, of which the proponents desire maximum membership in.
And that is where America's new President G.W. Bush Jr. comes in to
encourage and promote the growth of the international systems in order to bind
unsuspecting nation states through treaties which then further limits their
freedom of movement into a different direction when the time comes that
movement must be made for the achievement of higher and more worthy
goals.
For instance the efforts of Poland to obtain membership in NATO is utterly
misguided, for it then places Poland's military under control of those powers
which control NATO for the purpose of guarding their international financial
investments. Misguided as it is, Mos
c
ow’
sdesire of membership in the WTO
ranks not behind that of Poland's delusion, for Russia's entry into the WTO club
of nations sells the Russian people out to all money scoundrels profiting from
slave labour of the Russian people. The net under which these various nations
become caught will be that much tighter and the safety of corporate empires
and their owners anywhere in this world that much more solid. NATO then will
be the military force to protect the money system, their corporations and
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owners against any nation state which wishes to move forward into the new era
for their people's sake.
Bush's hidden agenda for Eastern Europe and Russia is undoubtedly the
solidifying of the West's economic slavery-for-profit system under the
leadership of the slave state of the United States of America. Bush calls it
"freedom", but that is double-talk. The only freedom comes to corporations and
their owners/investors to move their capital anywhere they like with no
restrictions and live in their mansions in luxury at the expense of poverty and
stress for the people.
Bush may well succeed in railroading eastern Europe and Russia tight into the
net of NATO and the WTO. That depends on whether their leaders are coconspirators, uninformed or informed, whichever the case may be.
Bush's desire to see Russia behind the "missile shield" is not for protecting
Russia per se, but to assure that once Russia has entered the slavery system of
the WTO, America's financial investments in Russia are safe against the
retaliation from those nations which the United States in collusion with Russia
plans to pounce on for profit. Chechnya just happened to become the first
victim of Putin's own brand of imperialism.

Tribute to Pakistan's Leadership and
Foreign Affairs Minister Abdul Sattar for His
Courage to Face the British BBC Hardtalk
Jerk Sebastian
EDMONTON (INA Canada) June 17, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Pakistan under the Leadership of General Musharraf is on the right track. The
nation as a whole is on a pathway of recovery from decades of political
corruption and plunder by Pakistan's few rich families.
Since the Western system runs on the fuel of elitism and abounds with political
subservience to it, it is no surprise that BBC's Hardtalk host Sebastian
departed from all accepted standards for conducting an interview on public
television with Abdul Sattar. Sebastian behaved like a jerk. He was
uninterested to hear anything positive coming from the Foreign Minister. He
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interrupted him with accusations from an E.U. report, which by its very nature
is prejudiced and dishonest, for it fails to deal with elements that motivated the
Musharraf government to clean house of corruption in high places which had
flourished under Pakistan's stupid ex-democracy. That fact Sebastian never
gave any recognition. Never before have I seen a moderator so prejudiced,
negative and rude as I have last night in Sebastian's interview with Hon. Abdul
Sattar.
My advice to General Musharraf and his government is to never again
jeopardize the security of the Pakistani people by allowing the reign over
Pakistan to fall into the hands of self-serving corrupt people under stupid
democracy.
Democracy is anarchy and has never served any nation any good. The idea of
governing is to govern, and that must always be done through enlightened
people securely placed at the top of each nation endowed with the power to
rule, direct, dictate and change any dysfunctional aspect of running a country.
No leader can rule if he is forbidden to dictate what stands and what must fall.
And here western leaders are filled with envy over Pakistan's leadership which
has taken control over the destiny of their country by changing the system back
to one serving the interests of the people rather than the bank accounts of those
who once have thrived from legalized plunder of the nation. Sebastian failed to
give recognition to that fact and thus has failed to act like an unbiased and fair
moderator should.
General Musharraf's government must remain in power for life and not feel
guilty for having seized control over the nation, and his government must also
abandon the idea of keeping of any promises extracted from him by the
democracy-advocating community to return Pakistan to the system of western
stupid democracy. And so must any other authoritarian ruler refuse to let
democracy replace their position of power by refusing to abandon control over
their nation to scoundrels and blackmailers from the west, whose only intent is
subjugate the nations to their system of uncontrolled economic plunder for the
benefit to their bank accounts.

The New Era is to become an era for the people, where
once and for all they get a foretaste of what paradise is
like! This is essential to prepare them for a safe
evacuation from this planet and get them ready for a
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subsequent release on planets functioning on principles
of higher thought!
It must be remembered that the intergalactic brotherhood will not release
individuals on planets unless they are purged from the idea that their fellow
man must be exploited for personal gain.
The western system of democracy is doomed to become buried under
thousands of feet of sediment for it is that kind of system which never ceases to
stand in the way of true progress of man's mind evolution.
The rules for the establishment of the New Era come from the Office which I
hold, and at this time it is immaterial what name I ascribe to that Office. My
disguise does not mean that I AM a newcomer to the task of laying the
foundation for mankind's advancement into the next and happier era. I have
done it before and I am doing it again!

Scribing From the Pen of the Arab
Prophetess Uthrania, May 24, 1995, Tempe,
Arizona, USA
Good evening, Seila, our little darling of the star plane. This indeed is
Korthrox speaking on behalf of all of our staff here upon the
starship galaxy craft Uphranius.
This is our stopping point and in order to neutralize all of our
succumbing accounts of ye ones' attributes we hereby offer an
acclamation of this most profound statement unto the well being of your
circumstantial affairs - complements of our crew and leadership to date.
Here then are our remarks to your most unequivocal and remarkable
status bearing our name during the working consensus of arbritrite
nuances. Bold please for your redeeming guidance to you from signed us
- The Brethrenhood:
EXPECT HEREBY BY OUR OWN EQUIVOCAL RESOURCES THAT THE
UNIVERSAL STATUS OF YOUR PRODIGY WILL HEREBY BE
RELINQUISHED INTO THE FACT THAT YE ONES ARE TO BE THE
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BEARERS OF ALL GLAD TIDINGS ON BEHALF OF ALL YOUR
BRETHRENHOOD DOWN UPON THE PLANE OF DISSATISFACTION!
THIS WILL SIMPLY PROVIDE A TOKEN OF INADEQUACY ON THE
PART OF ALL THOSE WHO SO DEEM THEMSELVES WORTHY, BUT
IN EFFECT HAVE NEGATED ON THEIR PART TO SURVIVE WITH
YOU IN THE DETRIMENTAL HOPE CASES OF YOUR RETRIEVAL OF
YOUR GOODS FROM THE MAJORITY POPULATION.
IN OTHER WORDS HERE, WE ARE SIMPLY STATING THAT FOR
THOSE WHO DID INDEED PROVIDE THE EQUIVALENT OF
MANDATORY STATUS FOR YOUR SEGMENT UNTO OUR BEHALF,
THEY WILL BENEFIT GREATLY.
IN ANY CASE, ALL THOSE WHO HAVE SO STRICKEN THEMSELVES
FROM THE ACCOUNTABILITY OF MISCHIEVOUS BEHAVIOUR
TOWARD YE ONES ON OUR BEHALF WILL HEREBY FIND
THEMSELVES BEREFT OF ANY AND ALL NECESSARY HELP OF
EQUATIONAL RESOURCES.
DO NOT WORRY ABOUT THEM, AND THE EXPLICIT STUDY OF
CONSENSUS DECLARES THAT AN EFFORT WILL INDEED BE MADE
TO ACQUAINT OUR BOOKS, OR CHILDREN, OUT INTO THE WORLD
WITHIN THE SHORTEST FRACTION OF TIME LEFT AVAILABLE.
THIS BE UNTO YOU THE MAJOR EPIC OF SOCIETAL STRUCTURE IN
REDEEMING YOUR SOULS' WORK INTO THE INTERFACE OF ALL
CONSENSUS WITHIN GROUP REMEMBRANCE OF TOKEN THANKS
TO ALL THOSE WHO HAVE INDEED PLOTTED THEIR COURSE
WITHIN THE DUTIFUL RANKS AND LAWS OF THE ONE UNIVERSAL
STRUCTURE.
SO HERE WE SAY TO YOU AGAIN: THANK YOU GREATLY FOR ALL
YOUR EXTREME EFFORTS IN PLATITUDE, AND DEBUNK THOSE
WHO SO GREATLY STRIVE FOR THE THROATS OF THOSE IN
CONTEMPT OF HUMANITY IN GENERAL. ("debunk" may be an error in translation
from the higher realm - Reni Sentana-Ries).

WE HEREBY OFFER OUR THANKS, AND FOR YOUR CONTRIBUTION
YOU MAY EXPECT A RESPONSE UNLIKE ANY OTHER IN THE
GALAXY. THIS IS TO SAY THAT THE MAJORITY OF THE WORKS
WHICH WE ALL HAVE ENGAGED OURSELVES WITHIN ARE TO
PROVE TO YE ONES POCKETBOOKS THAT ALL THAT IS PROFITED
IS NOT NECESSARILY GAIN BUT IN EFFECT A TOKEN OF YOUR
EXTREME LOYALTY AND DESIRE TO SEE THE WORK
ACCOMPLISHED.
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WE HAVE MUCH MORE WORK TO PERFORM AND HEREBY
REQUEST YOUR ASSISTANCE ONCE AGAIN, DEAR ONE.
A SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR FAIR HAIRED SON ABDULLAH FOR HIS
ACQUAINTANCE WITHIN THE REALMS OF OUR CONSCIOUSNESS,
FOR HIS EFFORTS AT SILENCE ARE INDEED NOT FORGOTTEN AND
REWARDS PAST HIS OWN AUTHORITY WILL SHORTLY RESURFACE
TO PROVIDE WITHIN HIS OWN REALMS ALL THOSE DESIRES OF
WHICH THE LORD AND MASTER ARCHANGEL MICHAEL SPOKE TO
HIM ABOUT THOSE EONS AGO - IN OUR TIME SLOT ANYWAY.
CONGRATULATIONS FOR THE BIRTH OF YOUR SONS AND
DAUGHTERS. SHORTLY GRANDCHILDREN WILL SURFACE FOR THE
PROVIDING OF FUTURE PROCREATIONS AND IN SHORT TIME ALL
WILL HAVE FULFILLED THE CAUSE OF INDENTURE. SIGNING OUT
FOR THIS PORTION. OUR HAND AND SEAL UPON THIS CAUSE.
LORD JUXTON REPORTING FOR THIS LAST SECTION. ADIEU.

Gothenburg, Symbolic of World Leadership
Incompetence
EDMONTON (INA Canada) June 15, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Where the people of the nations look to their leaders in Gothenburg for a home
coming with an action plan to reverse atmospheric deterioration they meet with
disappointment. Their leaders have no solution to the problem.
Gothenburg was a performance of disunity which even gave their own
participants an eerie feeling of hopelessness. The meeting confirmed that the
agreement of Kyoto has fallen apart, which gives the United States a license to
pollute. Bush decided on short-term gain at the expense of long-term pain, and
the Europeans don't like it one bit, for they feel Bush and Co. is dragging them
down into a global abyss.
I agree to a point, and the point being is that for an effective reversal of
greenhouse gasses in the atmosphere it is too late. Even if all man-made
production of these gasses were to stop altogether, the trend of melting ice caps
and uneven distribution of rainfall would not stop. The foundation for today's
carbon dioxide disaster was laid when the days of industrial plunder for profit
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began more than eighty years ago, and this trend cannot overnight be reversed
under today's system of plunder for profit.
All patents concerning the exploitation of free cosmic energy as well as energy
alternative devices have been bought up by America's big corporations and
placed under lock and key for the protection of oil and gas profits to the
owners. Bush is either not aware of this corporate malpractice or he himself has
vested interests in continued burning of fossil fuels. Seeing that his father is a
rich Texas oil man, the latter must be the case.
I sensed a frightened leadership behind the camera smiles, a leadership unable
to provide their people with an assurance that they and their children will still
be okay down here thirty years from now.
And then there is Bush and his effort to justify a missile defense shield. In order
to gain the support of other nations he offers to extend this shield to include
Europe. The idea is to protect America from incoming nuclear missiles
launched by "rogue" states, remember? (This label by itself is an insult to true
national leadership, for as of today no nation has ever used nuclear force against a
civilian population except what I call the rogue state of America!) It is my contention

that the U.S. needs no shield from potential incoming missiles if it behaved
civilized among nations. However fact is that the U.S. (including Britain and
Israel) does not know how to conduct itself courteously among smaller nation
states, and hence the U.S. wanting to step behind a nuclear defense shield,
which indicates that the bullying of weaker nations is to continue unabated
under the guidance of the Council of Foreign Relations.
What then is the solution all those heads in Gothenburg could not come up
with? And here I benefit you with my own answer:

In order to reduce the production of greenhouse
gasses it is necessary to release the industry

from its dependency on profits and permit the
population the liberty to not only possess the
land, but also to let them gain access to their

own production. For as long as the workplace
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remains to be the main producer of pollution

and waste, the earth's trend toward disaster will
continue.
It is my contention here that a man with lots of

leisure time on hand will merely create pollution
of a kind equal for the earth to handle. It should
also be remembered that wind and solar power
are virtually untapped resources, and they

remained untapped for the convenience of a
quick buck in oil and gas.
And finally, how can America effectively protect itself against incoming
atomic bombs?

BY BEHAVING LIKE A

MATURE, CIVILIZED AND EQUAL
PARTNER IN THE COMMUNITY OF

NATIONS! No nation will even contemplate to blast Washington and
New York into oblivion if these two cities ceased to be the nerve center for all
the stress and pain in the world.
A tall order, I know, but it takes mind evolution, and if that evolution just is not
there then America stands well in need of a missile defense shield!

Germany - The Perfect Victim of Zionist
Exploitation
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EDMONTON (INA Canada) June 12, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The aftermath of WWII robbed Germans of the pride of nationhood. Ironically
it took two major wars to accomplish this ignominious task. Germany as a
nation could not swallow the allied mistreatment under the Treaty of Versaille
which had imposed unreasonable reparation payments against the nation. The
magnitude of these payments were for the purpose of assuring that at no time in
the future would Germany ever become prosperous enough to rise again as a
superpower among European nations. Germany in poverty was regarded to be
the remedy to Germany's might. And thus it was that from the ashes of this
treaty Adolf Hitler arose and gave back to the people their national dignity.
In technical terms there is no difference between reparation payments imposed
on Germany under Versaille and the sanctions regime on Iraq. In either case
these forms of imposition have the effect of placing the population into lasting
poverty. And in the case of Iraq we see once again that the victor decides the
level and duration of punishment for losing the conflict. Iraq today is a grim
reminder of Allied attitude towards Germany after WWI, and it is bone-chilling
to witness once again that the prevailing forces (U.S./Britain) are by nature and
in their methods diabolic. Evidence to that fact are the use of depleted uranium,
biological warfare against the food chain of Iraqi people, and the sanctions
regime with its built-in element of contract stalling and downright theft of Iraqi
financial resources.
Germany under Hitler dared deal with a problem the United States, England,
Australia, France, Belgium, Holland, Russia and even China will not deal with
today: Zionist economic/political domination of their respective nations! What
Germany had come to grips with then for which it was beaten into pulp, the
Arab world (through the existence of a political Zionist state on their soil) is
forced to deal with today, and we trust there will be no beating into pulp for the
Arabs as there was for Germany. And here the Arab world's only hope in
countering this Zionist threat coming from the State of Israel (which is backed
by Zionist America, Britain and Australia) will be an unconditional unification
as one cohesive solid political and economic bloc of brotherhood nations. Petty
issues over Iraq and her leadership must be set aside and the current leadership
of President and King Saddam Hussein as well as that of the present Crown
Prince and future official King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia become
acknowledged and trusted.
The conduct of Zionist/Imperialist/Racist Israel forces the Arab/Islamic world
to take this stand.
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One thousand nine hundred and thirty years ago the Jews' forefathers lost their
right to live in holy Palestine because of incessant rascality of behavior. Yet
their religious delusions tell them of a return to Palestine, and Zionism thinks to
fulfill these rabbinic ideals from the barrel of the gun and without regard to the
need for ethical conduct. Their religious dreams they expect to fulfill
themselves using diabolical means. However where God is a just god this will
never happen, for fulfillment of prophecy concerning a nation's blessings and
the possessing of land in peace and prosperity are all predicated upon righteous
conduct. And that political Zionism has none of! We observe no righteousness
in Israel's conduct!
Germany today has fallen lock, stock and barrel under Zionist control.
Germany's leadership has caved in after the abuse of WWII and vowed to never
again provide the hostile Zionist element with an excuse to unleash its military
power on the nation. Its leaders permitted the onslaught of massive Zionist
debriefing of the German mind to make way for a perpetual guilt complex
among all present and future German generations - for having harboured and
followed the leadership of an Adolf Hitler, for supposedly having murdered 6
million Jews, for supposedly having started a world war, for supposedly
wanting to rule the world (which the international Jew does at the present time)
and for wishing to set up a German master race, so they say.
Most of the allegations are either half-truths, misrepresentations or downright
lies. And all Germans are expected to believe these lies, and where that is not
the case, the state has set up a thought control system to prosecute those who
merely believe otherwise and say so publicly.
Therefore Germany today cannot be regarded as exemplary for other nations to
imitate. The deep entrenchment of Jewish ownership of Germany's industry
prevents Germany from ever contemplating to participate in running their
economic affairs on the basis of consumer needs as opposed to the availability
of cash currency. A cash system places the nation at the mercy of the money
scoundrels, whereas a purchase order system fills the people's needs on the
basis of mere demand for goods and services and makes a people's prosperity
available to the degree in which they participate in filling their own needs.
Germany's problem of today can be summed up in one short statement: HE
WHO DOES NOT WORK (FOR MONEY) SHALL ALSO NOT EAT! And so
what you have in Germany today are people suffering the loss of their right to
"eat" (support themselves in dignity) as the (money) system throws them onto
the unemployment line and robs them of their dignity.
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Germany today is a nation full of dedicated, hard working slaves of the system,
and for that reason the profits of the Jewish owners keep coming and so does
their favour toward Germany as a nation of Jewish serfs.

McVeigh's Wrath is a God's Wrath on
Government Corruption!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) June 6, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

McVeigh has come and demonstrated to all God's displeasure with America's
corrupt ruling elite.
Reno presided over the U.S. Government mass murder of American citizens at
the Branch Davidian compound in Waco, Texas, on April 19, 1995 and was
never prosecuted.
At this atrocity McVeigh's sense called for a restoration of justice after none
was obtained for what he saw as government mass murder of ordinary citizens.
According to McVeigh's diary, rogue CIA agents set him up as a fall guy for
the bombing, for which they had paid him $2,000,000 Dollars in cash, but stole
the money back out of his van.
CIA involvement in the bombing of the Oklahoma building explains the
absence of virtually all brass government employees and their children on the
day of the bombing, and it also explains why over 4000 pages of
documentation was withheld from the defense lawyers! The (corrupt) officials
would not want the involvement of their own people in the case go public.
Quite understandable, is it not?
For all we know today McVeigh may already be dead, having been executed on
May 16, the scheduled day of his death. News clips showing him under guard
on TV could easily all be from the archives.
The pronounced stay of execution was a mere public relations stunt in order to
not erode public confidence in the integrity of the judicial system, which
demands that no one may be put to death unless all aspects of the case have
been examined and absolute guilt of the accused been established. For the
world to learn that United States government officials involve themselves in
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bombing their own installations is too horrific a thought to contemplate, and the
path of least resistance in the case dictates to let all who assisted McVeigh in
the bombing go unprosecuted.
And hence the Judge's ruling, which serves to cover the Government's behind,
that not even 4000 pages of withheld information would disclose involvement
of anyone else but McVeigh, and therefore the execution should proceed.
McVeigh is a witness to America's Government corruption and must therefore
die, according to them. And the sooner they can pronounce him officially dead
the sooner participants among their own ranks will be safe from any possible
apprehension as co-conspirators.
And when it has finally become confirmed that Timothy McVeigh is indeed
dead, then the corrupt U.S. Government and their like-minded judicial system
will have murdered Timothy McVeigh by denying him the right to a stay of
execution for as long as sundry other aspects of the case had not been dealt
with by the courts regarding their relevance to the case.
Presently I am looking at a photograph of what appears to be a dead McVeigh.
But let there be no mistake about it: McVeigh's manifestation of wrath cost him
his life. We are still alive by the fact that we manage our anger differently. I
will however refrain from making a judgment call saying our own anger
management is correct and his was wrong. We all go through our incarnational
journeys following paths of our own choosing.
The lesson we learn from his short incarnational experience is this: It

is our
holy duty to see to it that from now on we construct a
world in which the reincarnated spirit of Timothy
McVeigh is safe from being executed by having
removed from that world the offense which caused his
execution in the first place!
Vancouver Sun Editorial Nonsense
EDMONTON (INA Canada) May 31, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
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Canada is known worldwide for political ignorance and one of the most recent
editorials which appeared in the Vancouver Sun establishes that perception as
rock solid. I am at a temporary loss to know where to begin in exposing the
world of illusion this man has decided to live in. His foundation for political
discernment is like swamp and his conclusions are plainly out-to-lunch and
tumble like a house of cards at the breath of a whisper.
This poor man has accepted the American perception of what a "rogue state" is,
and does not even realize that he has adopted this world's most notorious rogue
state's strategy of name-calling and finger pointing, against which there is little
defense.
In his delusion he attempts to exalt stupid democracy as an ideal for Saudi
Arabia to pursue as their own form of government, and hence obviously does
not understand that unlike himself the Saudis are smarter than to condemn
themselves into the prison halls of a dysfunctional system where the vilest
element of society is the only beneficiary: profiteers, investors, stockholders,
corporations, big business, land owners and corrupt politicians.
He thinks that without democracy there is no "rule of law", as if Saudi Arabia
were governed by anarchy. He also does not understand the difference between
terrorism and the legitimate efforts of a people to reclaim the land taken from
them by Western/Zionist imperialism, where the mass destruction by their
military force is called "war" and justified as legitimate and the victims' feeble
efforts against the Zionist war machine they call "terrorism".
He calls Saudi Arabia's natural cooperation among Arab states "destabilizing
influence" - which in Zionist vocabulary means "efforts to weaken Zionist
dominance over nations by the creation of unity among them."
To sum it up: This particular Vancouver Sun editorialist is a deluded change
agent working in defense of his worst enemy: the Zionist World Government
System of Plunder and Exploitation for Profit.
This man must think his world is a paradise, so let's leave him in this illusion
and continue to reestablish true paradise for all people.

Mistreatment of Prisoners is Taboo by
Higher Standards!
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EDMONTON (INA Canada) May 29, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The prisons of this world are overflowing not because man is by nature bad, but
rather the system under which man labours is intrinsically evil. And so we find
that too large a percentage of the populations is trying to circumvent some of
the one-thousand-and-one rules and regulations imposed by the system, where
the many thou-shalt-nots place the individual into a prison hall as large as this
planet. Most of the restrictions have to do with money in one way or another,
and it is fair to say that people end up incarcerated because of conflict over
issues with money at their basis.
Once we have established that it is the system's fault which puts many of our
brothers and sisters behind the bars of the corrupt system, then let us deal
humanely with them and treat them with the dignity of a person, and let us
always remember that had we not constrained ourselves in our emotional
responses during precarious situations of our lives, then it would be us
languishing behind locked prison doors as well.
Once incarcerated and deprived of his or her freedom of movement in society,
no prisoner should be flogged or tortured, but be taken care of by the state with
respect to all his basic needs. Efforts of rehabilitation often only fail because
the elements of the system which have taken the person behind bars have not
disappeared - in other words: the screwed-up system remains screwed-up, and
no one with power to the exception of President and King Saddam Hussein
seems to be willing to do anything about it.
At this point permit me to contradict our dear President Khatami from Iran. In
his rhetoric he advocated the placement of Iran under the control of a
(democratic?!) system rather than the dictates of a (righteous) person. Should
he ever get his way with Iran, then all hope for the Iranian people of ever
enjoying a better day in the future will be lost.
It is only when man/woman (God/Goddess) can rule without protest will there
be power sufficient to overrule the system in its negative manifestations. Good
Night!

For Jews and Muslim Alike: There Is No
God Except SELF!
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EDMONTON, May 27, 2001 From the desk Reni Sentana-Ries, Lion of Judah.

With consideration of the occurrence of disasters as they happen man's
traditional views of a loving God are challenged where it says: "If God is a
loving god, then how can He let this happen?"
The floor caved in on Jews in wedding merriment, and I am saddened by the
loss of lives and by the resulting mutilations from injuries.
With reference to the event, the careless mind says that the victims of this
disaster must have had the wrath of God on their heads. False.
The apologetic mind says "God knows what He is doing!", having in his mind
just pinned the blame on God and apologized His action. Also false.
If "Jehovah" is the God of the Jews, did then "Jehovah" fail "his people" this
time? Or does "Allah" fail muslims as Jewish/American bombs rain down on
them and they perish at the hand of the Israeli military?
The answer to both questions is No. Neither Jehovah nor Allah fail anybody.
The question was born from the errors of a religious mind and therefore has
neither relevance nor a sound reference point. It floats like space debris with no
specific target, and so does the answer when given by a religious viewpoint: it
is devoid of satisfying either soul or mind.
What then happened when the dance floor failed and took with it the lives of
many people? Here is the answer:
The god-self mind of the builder said to himself: "I'll bend the rules of the
building code so I can make a bigger profit after the building is finished!" And
indeed, after the building was finished, the compromise on safety gave him
more money in his account. This "god" had decided how to achieve personal
gain without consideration of potential risks to others.
And when the rulers of 1988 in Israel discovered that their building codes were
not faithfully implemented by the construction industry, their god-SELF minds
decided to not rock the boat for the issue was too thorny and could lose them
their election and the support and bribes from the industry!
Once again "God" had decided what position to take and thereby lain the
groundwork for this disaster, and by observance we can say that this "God" had
rather ulterior motives for his decision-making, had he not?
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And to top it all off, when time came and the building owner felt he could make
bigger profits by clearing away some of the floor support structures and he was
not confronted by a responsible faction of the construction industry, the "God"self had decreed what should stand and what must fall! - And fall it did!
Jehovah had nothing to do with it, and neither did Allah. The "God" SELF laid
the groundwork for this disaster and what followed is no more than the natural
consequence of "God's" (Man's) failure, the failure of "Self".
Whenever man perceives the godhood to reside outside of himself he struggles
with failure as many of his life's decisions are based on an inherently erroneous
religious viewpoint.
However when man begins to see himself as an equal actor and creator to all
other god- and goddesshood essences, then there is hope that men and women
will once again retake their position as sole creators of their destiny in full
acceptance of responsibility for all their creative actions.

SECRET from Petersburg, Russia, 1919
(quote)

A Russian newspaper, Prizyv of 5th February, 1920 published in Berlin,
contained an interesting document in Hebrew, dated December, 1919, that was
found in the pocket of the dead Jew Zunder, the Bolshevik Commander of the
11th Sharp-shooter Battalion, throwing light on the secret organizations of
Jewry in Russia. This document, like the Protocols, has never been called in
question by the Nation of Jewry. It reveals identically the same plans and
purposes of the Jews for world domination and revenge that pervade them all.
This one especially gloats over the Jew conquest and enslavement of Russia. In
extenso it ran as follows:
(quote)

SECRET
To the representatives of all the branches of the Israelite International League.
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Sons of Israel! The hour of our ultimate victory is near.
We stand on the threshold to the command of the world. That which we could
only dream of before us is about to be realized. Only quite recently feeble and
powerless, we can now, thanks to the world's catastrophe, raise our heads with
pride.
We must, however, be careful. It can surely be prophesied that, after we have
marched over ruined and broken altars and thrones, we shall advance further on
the same path.
The authority of the, to us, alien religions and doctrines of faith we have
through very successful propaganda, subjected to a merciless criticism and
mockery.
We have brought the culture, civilization, traditions and thrones of the
Christian nations to stagger.
We have done everything to bring the Russian people under the yoke of the
Jewish power, and ultimately compelled them to fall on their knees before us.
We have nearly completed all this but we must all the same be very cautious,
because the oppressed Russia is our arch-enemy. The victory over Russia,
gained through our intellectual superiority, may in future, in a new generation,
turn against us. Russia is conquered and brought to the ground. Russia is in the
agony of death under our heel, but do not forget - not even for a moment - that
we must be careful!
The holy care for our safety does not allow us to show either pity or mercy.
At last we have been allowed to behold the bitter need of the Russian people,
and to see it in tears! By taking from them their property, their gold, we have
reduced this people to helpless slaves.
Be cautious and silent! We ought to have no mercy for our enemy.
We must make an end of the best and leading element of the Russian people, so
that the vanquished Russia may not find any leader!
We must excite hatred and disputes between workers and peasants. War and
class-struggle will destroy all treasures and culture created by the Christian
people.
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But be cautious, Sons of Israel! Our victory is near, because our political and
economic power and influence upon the masses are in rapid progress.
We buy up Government loans and gold, and thereby we have controlling power
over the world's exchanges.
The power is in our hands, but be careful - place no faith in traitorous shady
powers! Bronstein [Trotsky], Apfelbaum [Zinovieff], Rosenfeld [Kamaneff],
Steinberg - all of them are like unto thousands of other true sons of Israel.
Our power in Russia is unlimited. In the towns, the Commissariats and
Commissions of Food, House Commissions, etc., are dominated by our people.
But do not let victory intoxicate you. Be careful, cautious, because no one
except yourselves will protect us! Remember we cannot rely on the Red Army,
which one day may turn its warfare on ourselves.
Sons of Israel! the hour for our long-cherished victory over Russia is near;
close up solid your ranks! Make known our people's national policy! Fight for
eternal ideals! Keep holy the old laws, which history has bequeathed to us!
May our intellect, our genius, protect and lead us!
Signed:

The Central Committee of the Petersburg Branch of the
Israelite International League.
l'Alliance Israelite Universelle, founded by Cremieux and headed by
Rothschild.

INA Canada
Editor: Reni

Sentana-Ries

Taken from lion28.htm
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The only difference from then to now is the change of face. The world cried
"foul" in Begin's days and did nothing, just as it cries "foul" at Sharon's
aggression and once again... does nothing!
The mistake of yesterday must not be repeated! Surely 1.5 billion Muslims can
unite in order to set up a court for those of Israel who mastermind the murder
of Palestinians with impunity and then parade before world without shame as
national leaders!
Let de Hague serve as a pattern.

Iraq Officially Rejects US-British Plan
Iraq's government rejection of further encroachment of Iraq's sovereignty
by imperialist/zionist/anglo-saxon elements of the hegemonic west is not
only sensible, but exemplary for all other national governments to follow.
In general here, Iraq's experience with the United Nations and in
particular that of the Security Council (which by the way neglects Iraq's
security) should spark the loyalty of member states and initiate their
exodus from the United Nations and carry with it a rejection of all
resolutions wherewith hitherto national governments had been bound.
The entire system of the United Nations serves the interests of the world
elite which controls all money systems as well as owns all the properties
of all large and powerful corporations.
With respect to the abolition of this world's money system, which is a
prerequisite to the setup of the New Era, I stress herewith that said
introduction will in no wise require the destruction of the corporations,
but will place their functions at the service of the people without
economic injury to those who today receive benefits from corporate
productivity. This is a secret little understood by many, but
comprehended by those who understand that New-Era principles benefit
all!

This is being done to Palestinians by Those to Whom It Never Happened Under
Hitler!
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Genoa Violence Viewed in Light of Ongoing
Brutalization of the Masses!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) July 22, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
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The ferocity with which many protesters battle the authorities standing in their
way to the G-8 meeting hall is being dismissed by many as unleashed mob
activity. However only a superficial assessment arrives at that conclusion, and
sadly enough, that conclusion is also shared by some of their comrades who
have decided to conduct a "peaceful protest". Yet we know a peaceful protest is
being laughed away by the elite, for the elite understands the language of only
one thing: FORCE by any means to achieve the desired

end result: POWER!! And here the end will always sanctify the
means - in their shallow eyes anyway.
While the elite stands guilty of ongoing brutalization of the people through the
system, which in our view is the worst form of violence imaginable, we are told
the people should refrain from the use of violence in their protest against
economic violence directed against their lives and livelihoods. We fail to see
the fairness in such, and are thoroughly convinced that no elite anywhere will
yield to the rights and voice of people unless met with like force which they
applied to achieve it in the first place: VIOLENCE.
And so in the course of the people's natural and basic instincts to go after the
culprits of their misery, store fronts are smashed, cars overturned and set on
fire, banks demolished, police pelted with stones and barriers are torn down,
but all this violence must be viewed in light of past practices of the ones who
are continually brutalizing them through the system. And as already mentioned
the world elite has in the course of usurping control never once shied away
from the use of violence in the form of assassinations of rulers, poisoning
kings, incitement of wars, blackmail and intimidation. In fact, the entire world
economic-financial system is the perfected brainchild of violence, genocide,
wars and murder when viewed in its historical course of how the mess came to
pass from its early beginning. And let us never for once think that those
controlling the debauched world economic system today are different persons
from those who brought about its creation thousands of years ago! Not at all,
for they are merely the reincarnates of past brutality against the people and had
merely at the time laid the foundation for the positions of real and unrighteous
power which they hold today!
Just imagine had all protest in Genoa been peaceful! All focus of attention
would have been on vein words and hollow promises coming from the G-8
leaders and all efforts of casting their profitable schemes over more nations
become redoubled. The protest would have received casual mention by the
media and forgotten after the meeting had ended.
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Unfortunately the blood of the righteous had been spilled in order to set up this
system, and now the victims are fighting back to regain what was taken from
them: PARADISE. Do you think it will be possible without blood?

Reni Sentana-Ries Revisits the G-8 Genoa Trade
Globalization Disaster
EDMONTON (INA Canada) July 21, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Yes, I will speak out once again on the occasion of the Genoa disaster with
deliberations on globalization as run by the money elite.
Backtracking a little here, it is my observation that all those millions of regular
participants in 6/49 type betting and gambling schemes are subconsciously
trying to recapture a portion of their long lost paradise, for they equate the
unrestricted access to this world's goods and services with paradise = A LIFE
WORTH LIVING. They envy the rich and wealthy, who have achieved the
goal of unrestricted access to all that indeed makes life worth living, and long
for very little more in life than to hit the jackpot in order to become set free
from the toil and stress of survival.
And indeed, the profiteers from control of money, from stock investments,
from ownership of corporations, from being at the trough of the people's taxes
and from war production already live in their own geographically limited
paradises as they surround themselves with mansions, expensive cars, butlers,
private jets, security guards and what else have you, that makes life enjoyable
according to their imagination.
We do not wish to take away from them the fair portion of this life's pleasures,
but now insist that their isolated nests of paradise become expanded to include
the masses! God bless the hundreds of thousands of protesters surrounding the
WTO, IMF, Bilderbergers, G-8 and similar meetings conducted by the world
elite to remind them that the right which they take for themselves (living in
ease) belongs to all.
For as long as world leaders are talking about "expanding trade" (globalization)
among all nations, what happens is that AS PRODUCTS ARE

BEING TRANSPORTED FROM ONE REGION TO
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ANOTHER, THE ELITE'S TRANSPORTATION
COMPANIES THRIVE WITH PROFITS, MONEY IS
BEING SPENT ON FUEL FOR SHIPS, TRAINS,
CARS AND TRUCKS, FUELLING THE ENERGY
SECTOR, FUELLING EVEN MORE PROFITS INTO
THEIR BANK ACCOUNTS FOR A LIFE AT EASE
FOR THEMSELVES AND THEIR FAMILIES!
Ideally trade should be minimized for conservation and the
protection of man's environment and only be regional, for all regions should be
self-sufficient in all necessary product categories. Only items which any of the
regions cannot manufacture locally should be traded - not for profit, but

for availability!
The protesters in Genoa see themselves as the exploited as they produce this
world's goods which are moved globally for the purpose of profits flowing into
the elite's bank accounts to guarantee them that which they cannot have:

PARADISE!
The elite has made this world into a paradise for themselves and an abyss for
others, others meaning here the 95 % of this world's population which is
teetering on the edge between survival, bankruptcy and starvation because of
the system, which the elite has designed to assure that the flow of profits from
the toil of the masses is into their own coffers. That is their brand of
globalization of which they speak.
When we speak of trade, we mean so say "I give you what you don't have,
and then you will give me what I don't have. And if you have all you need
and I have all I need then we will stop toiling and enjoy the fruits of our
ingenuity which is given to us to look after ourselves and make our lives
worth living!!"
The protesters are our brothers and sisters, who wish to recapture paradise.
They are going after the culprits at the top in the only way they know how.
That "top" already has betrayed them by pushing their globalization/moneyprofit agenda down their throats for years. Now their wrath for killing one of
their comrades will only fuel the flames of hatred for their exploiters whom
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they perceive to be the emissaries of hell from the London School of
Economics among duped national leaders of G-8 description.
The events unfolding now will explain the enormous hatred Palestinians have
for the Jews. Palestinians have since 1945 been receiving bullets in return for
stones, when under the protection of the British military Jews began murdering
them and stealing their land, houses and properties. Globally speaking, a jewish
elite runs this world and with their stinking money makes the police forces of
the nations dependent on a pay cheque for survival and by the power of that
kind of blackmail orders them to shoot at demonstrators who are tired of
remaining the targets of elite exploitation.
Except for severity in abuse there is no difference between Italy's police killing
demonstrators and Israeli military killing Palestinians. Both cases demonstrate
that for the maintenance of the status-quo the elite is prepared to kill and
determined to continue the exploitation of the people of the nations.

Bush Jr. Talks Sense on the Issue of Grants
vs. Loans!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) July 18, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

President Bush Jr. said yesterday that the World Bank should begin to give
grants to the "poorest of the third-world countries" instead of loans.
Bravo.
This suggestion - if adopted and implemented - would become the mere first
step toward the elimination of economic imbalance between rich and poor
countries, debtors and creditors, producers and consumers, employers and
employees, and in the long run narrow the gap between parents and children
and husbands and wives.
Yet under no circumstance must the pattern remain isolated to the "poorest of
third-world countries"! Does not the United States taxpayer carry a 6 trillion
dollar debt, all of which is acquired by reason of usury against the people? Or
are not the governments of every country on the face of this planet mercilessly
indebted to the world bankers? At least on paper are we told that it is so!
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In short: the issue of grants to any country will have the effect of diminishing
the disparity between borrower and lender, for any infusion of funds which are
not to be repaid will have the effect of relieving the stress on a functional
financial/economic system. Such infusions of cash will also have the effect of
enabling borrowers to successfully pay back their loans as in this manner funds
are fed into circulation which by nature of financial reality do begin to cover
for the demands on money in circulation due to interest charges on loans.
In contrast to western banking, Islamic banking principles of charging no usury
result in funds belonging to the people whereas the trick of usury (the charging
of interest on a loan) as practiced in western nations has the effect of
monopolizing money and property in the hands of the issuers of credit: the
international (jewish) bankers!
I doubt that President George Bush Jr. will ever dare to dictate to the banking
institutions his convictions should they drag their feet in complying to his
wishes. However when it comes to the establishment of new banking principles
only the firm decree of a secure enlightened dictator can effect the submission
of this world's banking industry. And here it should always be remembered that
bankers like Rothschild, Rockefeller and Greenspan are unarmed people to
whom the ground rules of banking must be dictated lest they continue to run
amuck in greed and lust for power!

Bull's Eye?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) July 16, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Not really.
The feat of smashing one intercontinental rocket in flight into another may be a
mathematician's dream come true, however it will solve nothing in the long
run. There may only be a temporary false sense of security for American
Jews in it, who continually mastermind the torment among nations, but in the
long run they cannot shield themselves from the long arm of justice should the
time come for an inter-nation review of their conduct among nations.
Even a child knows that any defense shield can be overwhelmed by sheer
numbers when the God-consensus decides it is time to put a stop to the rascality
of certain ones in high places of arbitrary abuse.
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We however are not interested in seeing New York, Washington, London and
Tel Aviv incinerated, but rather isolated from the decent world, which has for
itself decided to adopt the friendly ways of dealing with nations.
If the Anglo-Saxon/European/Jew nations wish to self-destruct in their own rot,
then that is their business. We however must adopt a strength which goes
beyond arms and technology, and the latter will become enhanced among our
friends when the clues as provided by the Prophetess become correctly
interpreted for the successful energy management of space flight, an endeavour
America's Area 51 effort has so far not been able to finance into fruition.
America does not work with the prophets and neither does Israel. On the
contrary, both nations have angered them by mistreating them with the help of
their so-called security agents, which are looking after the security of no one
except that of their boss asses at the top of humanity's dung heap!
It is a small thing that they made enemies out of their prophets, however to
frustrate the Commanders of the Federation of Free Planets to the point where
these benighted despots in their fancy suits and high-rise towers become
empowered in their stiff-neckedness to stunt the spiritual growth of millions, is
earth-shattering and will precipitate upon their heads a speedy doom - with or
without a missile defense shield.
Our prophetic records have described just how one elite, who had come to his
senses, was quoted to have spoken to his elitist brothers by saying: "I have

warned you! You have gone too far...."
Nowhere in our prophetic statements have we ever turned away an elite who
separates himself from the wickedness of his brothers. Our harsh language is
only directed against those in business of corrupting this planet with their
money, greed, deception and bloodshed.

General Musharraf, Work with them - Do not
Fight Them!
EDMONTON, (INA Canada) July 16, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
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Your efforts of reconciliation with the rulers of India will become the
cornerstone of peace between the people of Pakistan and India. Bear in mind
that in whatever you do or say that what divides your two peoples is religion
and not ethnicity. You two are of the same stock! The strife over Kashmir is
more religious than political although neither governments are currently willing
to hand over control over Kashmir to the other as if on a silver platter. That is
also understandable howbeit must become an ever increasingly insignificant
factor in light of what must truly begin to happen in the most immediate future.
And what I am referring to is the task of liberation of your and India's people
from the bondage of today's diabolical economic principles.
My advice to you, dear General and President of the beloved people of
Pakistan, is to identify all Kashmiri Jihad armed movements and identify all
other movements working within the boundaries of Pakistan but in support of
Kashmir's integration into Pakistan, and invite their leaders to a meeting with
you and a few of your Government. Brief them on the overall picture of
mankind's immediate destiny concerning the prophets, the evacuation, the end
of this world and the absolute necessity of the people to have had a foretaste of
paradise under a drastically revised economic system in order for the Pakistani
and Kashmiri people to be found with a greatly elevated vibrational emotional
frequency for proper entry into their flying boats on evacuation day, and tell
them that they cannot any longer afford to waste their time with armed conflict
and hatred, and explain to them that this harmony with your ancient forefathers
from the stars will unite them with their brothers and sisters in the south, who
also will put their emotional/spiritual house in order in like manner!
Invite them to work with you for the achievement of such a new and worthy
goal, and I and the Arab Prophetess Uthrania will from time to time assist you
all in your understanding of what needs to be done in case of perplexing
difficulties. We work in conjunction with and under the principles of the
Federation of Free Planets, and if there was ever to be hope for all humanity
found anywhere in this world, it comes from our association with our
forefathers from the stars!
Tell them this, and be not afraid of their reaction. Also fill in your military
officers on all the good that is happening behind the scenes of inter-nation
endeavour and cooperation with respect to the establishment of the new order
which will replace the old, which Bush Sr. unfortunately called "international
new" in order to deceive. The New Order is not Bush's but the one we are
talking about, which elevates the nations back into brotherhood with their
fathers from the past, who are of the stars.
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I make no apology for placing the burden of restoration on the national leaders,
for if by now they have not realized that their cooperation is a matter of "do or
die" then they might as well continue on the doomed pathway of money greed
and power politics, for to us it is plainly a sign that in their mind evolution they
were just not ready for the solution to their many problems.
Bush's "new order" is the old, and solves nothing. There is a much greater
picture to see, grasp and comprehend than what Bush Sr. was talking about
during the days when he ordered Iraq to be beaten into pulp.
President Musharraf, never think that we are not with you in your struggles for
a greater and comprehensive peace with India. In light of all greater realities
of today, religious differences fade away!

CHINA has Joined the World? I HOPE NOT!!
EDMONTON (INA) Canada, July 14, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

I do not blame the Chinese people for being jubilant over their election to stage
the next Summer Olympics, and I understand their pure joy at having been
given this honour. Their past political isolation from the rest of the world
however was not necessarily a bad thing when considered in light of general
world rampant wickedness. And here the Western world's values are surely not
worth copying and would spell tremendous disaster for a nation with as many
people as China has. Many jubilating Chinese do not understand that western
values are trashcan values and would never spread satisfaction among them
should they become implemented on a larger scale.
The next looming threat for the Chinese people is their possible entry into the
WTO! Should China's leadership however reconsider, then there is hope that
true and working economic reforms will do ten times more for the people than
the most faithful membership in the World Trade Organization. And why is
that so? BECAUSE ALL WORLD TRADE PRODUCTION IS LADEN
WITH DEBT, USURY, TAXES AND PROFITS, ALL OF WHICH
COMPOUND THE COST OF PRODUCTION TO THE POINT THAT
THERE WILL REMAIN VERY LITTLE PURCHASING POWER LEFT
FOR THE PEOPLE TO PAY THEIR OWN WAY THROUGH LIFE TO
COVER THE COSTS OF SHELTER, FOOD, CLOTHING,
TRANSPORTATION AND LEISURE, ALL OF WHICH ARE BASIC
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ESSENTIALS, WHEREAS TAXES,

PROFITS, USURY AND

DEBT ARE NOT!!
And now let me speak a word of comfort to the Chinese people:
As is the case with all races, the Chinese belong to an intergalactic society of
Chinese people, which have populated a group of planets somewhere in this
galaxy. Their space-traveling ancestors came down here to join the seed of
many other cultures, who had also been dropped off on this planet many
thousand years ago, and the challenge to all was to learn to respect each other's
cultural identity through information exchange and peaceful interaction. Hence
the large variety of languages.
In some instances this experiment of our forefathers from the stars failed and
cultural strife emerged where there should be peace and tolerance for one
another. This strife did just not occur by virtue of cultural diversities, but
because of an emerging world-wide use of money as the basis for an exchange
of goods and services. With money came greed and exploitation, and thus the
ground-work for strife had been laid.
The comfort I wish to give the Chinese people is that when evacuation time
comes, their own fathers and mothers from the cosmos will come back to
facilitate the national rescue of the Chinese people as an ethnic bloc, and thus
will they experience a glorious reunification with their ancient ancestors, who
will whisk them away to a place of safety on another planet with another sun,
and give them guidelines for personal and business conduct not dissimilar to
that coming from this writer's pen.
The challenge of REMEMBERING will then begin, and blessed are the
Chinese people when they will prove to themselves that their progression has
taken on the magnitude of not only remembering consciously, but also
subconsciously, of elementals belonging to paradise only!
That is all I have to say about China and her people for the moment.

TALIBAN Prove Efficiency of Rule by
Decree!
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EDMONTON (INA Canada) July 8, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Stupid democracy suffered a severe propaganda setback when it became known
to the world that last year's Taliban decree banning nation-wide opium
production met with unqualified success, frustrating western supply networks
of drugs and embarrassing the United Nations which had offered Afghanistan
180,000,000 British Pounds in aid were the Taliban to stop their narcotics
export. No written agreements were made at the time, and now the world stands
in amazement of the effectiveness of a single decree to accomplish the feat of a
virtually complete shutdown of Afghanistan's heroin industry.
What over 50 years the Americans cannot accomplish in Columbia despite
massive military support, the Taliban have done by the power of one spoken
edict, and raised the fame of democracy to ultimate heights of stupidity for all

DEMOCRACY IS
THE DUMBEST FORM OF GOVERNMENT
MAN COULD EVER INVENT, FOR ITS
EFFICIENCY TO DO GOOD IS INVARIABLY
ZERO AND ITS ABILITY TO CREATE STRIFE
IS UNLIMITED!!
to see with eyes to see and hear with ears to hear:

DEMOCRACY'S RULERS HAVE NO POWER EXCEPT TO CREATE
TROUBLE EVERYWHERE AND TO COMMAND THEIR ARMIES
ABROAD TO CREATE DEATH AND DESTRUCTION!
I CHALLENGE ANY DEMOCRATIC RULER TO MATCH TALIBAN
EFFICIENCY IN RULE AND GOOD GOVERNMENT AND TO
EFFECTIVELY GOVERN EVEN THE SMALLEST PROBLEM AT
HOME OUT OF EXISTENCE!
THEY CANNOT DO IT FOR UNDER THEIR STUPID DEMOCRACY
RULES THEY HAVE FRAGMENTED THE GOVERNING POWER
AND SPREAD IT OVER TENS OF THOUSANDS OF BUREAUCRATS,
POLITICIANS, LAWYERS, JUDGES, ETC. THAT THE
ACHIEVEMENT OF CONSENSUS WILL FOREVER REMAIN
BEYOND THEIR GRASP!!
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AND AFTER MAN HAS THUS BEEN STRIPPED OF HIS POWER TO
ENFORCE ANYTHING DEEMED GOOD, ALL THAT REMAINS FOR
A RULING POLITICIAN TO DO IS TO MAKE TROUBLE WITH THE
INTENT TO MASK HIS OR HER IMPOTENCE, AND AT TROUBLEMAKING THE ANGLOSAXON/EUROPEAN/JEWS HAVE EXCELLED
IN ALMOST BEYOND COMPREHENSION!
Taliban's next challenge is to find a way of replacing the people's loss of
income by a system of economics which will provide them with a continuation
of supply of goods and services essential for the basic needs of the people drought or no drought.

MELOSEVIC - Betrayed Pawn of the
Western Debauched Elite!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) July 3, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The rise of Islam in Bosnia/Herzegovina collided with Serbian nationalism
under Melosevic, for the strength of Islam was perceived to be a threat to the
authority of Belgrade.
In the course of Melosevic's efforts of establishing supreme Serbian authority
his troops murdered 7000 Muslim civilians in Srebrenica which turned out to
become Europe's worst post-war genocide on record. That atrocity suited the
Western elite's interests quite well, and in secret England and France continued
to support the Melosevic government. Some of his western elitist hypocritical
supporters of Melosevic were
Holbrooke, the former peace envoy who brokered the Dayton accord on
Bosnia-Herzegovina, ex-U.S. ambassador to the United Nations;
Carrington, the chief negotiator for the European Union in 1991 and
1992, and
Owen, who co-brokered the 1993 Vance-Owen peace deal. Then you
have
Hurd, who later became director of a British Bank, who brokered a
financial deal with Melosevic to boost the faltering Serbian economy.
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The French lent their continued secret support for Melosevic right into 1999,
and their outrage against Melosevic's genocide and war crimes is as phony as a
3-Dollar bill. Even to this day do French military Commanders shelter the two
other main suspects in the massacre of Muslims, Mr. Karadzic, the former
Bosnian Serb president who has been hiding in Bosnia's French-controlled
sector for a year, and Gen. Mladic, who was his military commander at the
time. The fact that these two men are still at large for the crimes they
committed is indicative of western double-standard. For this genocide
Melosevic is not even indicted, for the charges against him are merely the
lesser: war crimes. The signal the west here is sending is that it is okay to
murder Muslims in large numbers, and their rebuke of the culprits is like a
parent's rebuke raising a spoiled child, saying: "Now, Henry, that was a
naughty thing to do!" and leave it at that.
Melosevic of course feels betrayed by the west in more ways than one, and that
is why he has vowed to speak out at the trial. But whether he will ever get a
chance to do so remains to be seen, for already are they snooping through his
personal belongings supposedly lost in transit and taking his defense arguments
from his lawyer in the same manner: "Accidentally misplaced en-route!" they
call it. And already are they announcing to the world that he is inclined to
suicide, so that when after they have poisoned him, they can tell the world "He
was tired of living and killed himself!"
And now let me tell you just what else is wrong with this whole stinking mess:
Firstly, the Security Council of the United Nations has overstepped its authority
and function when it decreed the establishment of the International Court of de
Haag for Genocide and War Crimes. The Court is illegal and has no
constitutional basis for its existence. It is arbitrary and very selective in who
they prosecute and for what. The biggest war and genocide criminals this world
has ever seen are still running loose in Washington, London and Tel Aviv.
They are the ones who invent the problem, select their players, create the
circumstances of contention, and then pin blame on nationalistic leaders after
the blood was shed from which they white-wash themselves. And any crimes
they become directly involved in like slaughtering a retreating military army,
poisoning civilians with depleted uranium, planting biological disasters,
assassinating their civilian opponents, bombing civilian installations and
bunkers, dynamiting homes which stand in the way of illegal capture of land,
etc., is brushed off as an insignificant by-product of what they call a "higher
purpose!"
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Melosevic is no angel. He fell victim to the betrayal of the trust he had in his
western elite supporters and now receives their reward for his service to and his
trust in them. They have made him the fall guy for their own boundless hatred
towards Muslims, for Muslims have a sense of justice they despise.
Secondly, indeed, the Yugoslavian Supreme Court was right in its ruling that
the constitution forbids his hand-over to a foreign authority. His release into the
hands of his enemies was an unconstitutional act and the ruling should have
been allowed to stand and not been overturned by the new President for
western blood money! But rarely ever does the rule of law prevail in cases
where raw hatred, cold blooded opportunism or the will of the ruling elite is
concerned. Ex-President Melosevic is now in de Haag in contradiction to
Yugoslavia's Constitution!
As already mentioned, the foul play against Melosevic has already begun, as
they snoop through his personal belongings and steal his lawyer's evidence.
This filthy game may continue until he can no longer speak, for if Melosevic
were to tell to the world all he knows of his accusers, then the sky may just
crash in on them!

The Prophetess: YOU WANT OIL? THEN
GIVE US N.A.T.O.!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) July 1, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Never for a long time have I heard such profound and sensible words as when
the Prophetess first spoke them.
Israel is out of control, and it is United States of America which got Israel in
that state of lawless conduct. Since the catastrophe of giving Israel nationhood
on Palestinian soil the United States, controlled by a powerful Jewish minority,
transferred weapons, technology and money to this trouble-making state and
now we have a political hierarchy alien to the native population of Palestine
which enforces its existence with brute force upon a virtually unarmed
population.
Sadly enough, the technology transfer included all sorts of weapons of mass
destruction to the point of where Israel and the American Armada have become
the two nuclear threats to the nation states of the Middle East.
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Israel and not Iraq is the problem. This state was founded on religious
misconceptions, firstly of the Jews thinking that they are "chosen" and
therefore privileged people, and secondly for believing that they have a right to
the land. They founded their state 50 years ago on terrorism against the
Palestinian people and continue to play out military terrorism on the same
people, who merely insist that no more of their lands be stolen and houses
destroyed not belonging to the Jews.
Lately the world has seen the true and ugly face of Israeli Zionism. It even
becomes a headache for America. America and Europe need Arab oil, and
therefore all oil deliveries must stop until N.A.T.O. comes to the rescue of the
oppressed Palestinian people to end the sufferings of the Palestinian people and
reverse the mistake of 50 years ago by dissolving the State of Israel and thereby
dismantling the political zionist machinery in the region.
Israel as a people and a state is under-evolved for being a nation on its own for
it cannot conduct itself as mindful of other peoples. It is unable to yield to good
sense and justice, unless forced to do so, but N.A.T.O. could get the job done!
I agree with the Arab Prophetess Uthrania: No

N.A.T.O. for the
protection and rights of the Palestinian people - NO
OIL!! That is not only fair, but also necessary!
Twelve European Nations to Come Under One
New Currency...!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) July 1, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

In six months' time the national currencies of 12 European nations are
scheduled to expire and be replaced by the Euro.
To begin with, the makers of this new currency are doing several things wrong:

When a new currency is being introduced it is
mandatory and obligatory that all debts acquired under
the old currency be cancelled in favour of the debtor!
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Likewise, all creditors must be paid in full by the
creators of the new currency in a manner so as to
compensate them fairly (in this case) in Euros for
having advanced funds under the old currency system!
That means that all national debts be cancelled and all
legitimate creditors be paid in full, all mortgages be
paid out and all loans cancelled to effect a return to
total balance between debtors and creditors!
This in turn will give the nations a new start from which to operate using the
new currency, and neither creditor nor debtor will complain or become
shortchanged.
The European Union is not doing it, and therefore all present debts will be
converted into Euros so as to grant debt relief in the course of the establishment
of the new currency to no one!
That fact alone should inspire the people to demand answers as to who bends
the rules for currency replacement and leaves them saddled with debt never
incurred in that currency's denomination.
As I have stated before: In order to create balance between

borrowers and lenders it is the new currency creators'
duty to settle all debt/credit affairs using the newly
instated currency before expecting anyone to make
payments on a debt incurred!
In other words, debts must always be repaid in the currency

they were incurred under or not be paid at all! If that were not
to be the case, then pray tell, why change currency at all? Alas, several new and
uninformed generations have arisen and the informed passed away, and the
knowledge of how our forefathers handled these matters become lost!
Good bye, Europe, for ever becoming a potential candidate for the New Era, for
the power of financial blackmail against any single one of your nations which
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would rather wish to progress into the easier-to-bear affairs of the New-Erasystem of economics will always prevail! On top of that, your darkened
creators have given you a revolving presidency so as to assure that you will
always be weak and never be able to enforce any real good which might come
along your way one day!
For the above-named reasons the individual nation state must be in control and
have and use its own currency - uncontrolled by Rockefeller, Rothschild, Schiff
or Kuehn & Loeb - in order to be able to progress into an actual experiencing of
the foretaste of paradise!
It is my opinion that all twelve Euro-currency member states will never in a
million years be able to make that hurdle under new conditions which are now
being prescribed for them and scheduled to be implemented in six short
months.
Europe, I bid you good bye!
(A sad day, indeed! Sometimes I wished I had never been born!).

Genetic Engineering is Merely a Means to a
Desirable End
EDMONTON (INA Canada) June 29, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

As with anything wherein man wishes to excel in order to bring credit to his
creativity, genetic engineering is one of those fields. The public's concern over
this type of technology is mainly based on mistrust of those in control of it, fear
of unknown consequences for applying it, and fear of perhaps offending God as
"man (so they say) wants to play God".
Yet genetic engineering is an applied science which can make life a lot more
tolerable when done in a responsible manner. But when this technology is
being exploited for the wrong reasons, sorry consequences will boomerang
back on man's head for abusing a good thing.
Genetic engineering is a good thing. Without it there would be no plants,
animals or people. Man/woman in its present physique is the end product of
genetic engineering. Conversely however it was in all likelihood genetic
engineering from Blinkensop's laboratories of Maryland applied in the negative
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which created the AIDS virus and from there they spread it through spiked
shipments of vaccination serum among America's homosexuals and then used
contaminated shipments of serum to spread the disease in Africa for the
purpose of population control.
What man now suffers is the consequence of the misuse of intelligence by
those for whom it would be better to never have been born for what will come
to them in sorry consequences before the High Council of the Universe.
By the same token however the brilliance of the human mind can be sprung
into action by applying genetic engineering techniques for the purpose of
locating and replacing genes causative to many of man's imperfections and
diseases like obesity, leukemia, arthritis and more.
In higher realms of man's evolution genetic engineering is used to create
beautiful and perfected bodies for men and women to reincarnate in, that is,
bodies free of diseases and endowed with longevity. Initially they are being
incubated, grown and then inhabited by a spirit entity to permit that entity a
wholesome experience in a physical body for its own evolutionary stride
forward in ethical perfection.
These freshly created people then proceed to procreate on their own without the
cumbersome process of incubation, for genetic engineering had assured
perfection of their bodies to the point where procreation no longer presented a
problem. And when the time came when mankind had filled a planet, then
intergalactic travel technology assured their distribution among other planets
ready for human inhabitation.
In past ages upon this planet the dark side of man's intelligence experimented
with genetic engineering to create a mixture of man and beast (woman and fish,
mermaids and mermen) and so living entities were created who were forced to
live their incarnation within that horrible abnormality. The reaction of all
righteous gods (men and women) from higher planes was pure and
unadulterated wrath, and therein they decreed that in order to end this terrible
practice of perverted genetic engineering Atlantis and Mu were to be sunk. And
so they proceeded to sink the two continents.
Upon the heads of the instigators of such wickedness was decreed that their
spirits were to enter the bodies of their own creation when time for their own
reincarnation would come. And by this means justice was restored.
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Technology in the wrong hands invariably leads to disaster. The uncaring act of
atomic explosions on Hiroshima and Nagasaki under the Jew Roosevelt are
living proof of that. And today in the end it will once again be the combined
decree of the righteous gods and goddesses which will put a quick ending to all
technological tyranny of today, which includes the tyranny of perverted genetic
engineering from Blinkensop's maneuvering houses (laboratories).
Do not think for one moment, that these laboratories are not financed by your
own tax contributions!
Our controlled media only reports on the positive aspects of genetic
engineering of today, but its silence on government conducted genetic
engineering is absolutely deafening!

The Money Supply Issue Discussed!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) June 27, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Recently it was brought to my attention that some Arab countries are
experiencing tremendous population growth. Apparently on average each
woman bears six children per family. Those in control of matters of finance and
economics have completely overlooked or deliberately ignored the fact that the
money supply must keep pace with population growth lest widespread poverty
and despair becomes rampant among the people.
And here the amounts of currency in circulation must remain stable
proportional to population growth. It is intolerable that if the population of a
nation doubles in ten years the money in circulation should remain at the same
level of 10 year ago, for if the average bread winner requires say 100,000 dinar
per year for an adequate support of his family, then during the course of a ten
year lapse the money supply must have kept pace with the doubling of
population in order to assure the same per capita flow of currency through the
hands of twice as many people!
This can be accomplished in various ways, and I will not once again elaborate
on a methodology for such a task, only to say with firmness that it must be
achieved without the creation of debts for the people, for the people have a
right to the use of genuine currency belonging to them and not be forced to the
use a banker's money laden with usury upon their (the people's) heads!
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Recycled Oil Dollars in Jeopardy!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) June 26, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Two decades ago or longer the requirement imposed upon the Saudis to deposit
their oil cash in New York bank accounts ended in disaster when these banks
set up holding companies and squandered Saudi oil money all over third-world
countries in the form of what turned out to be defunct loans.
The holding companies defaulted when the countries defaulted, and when the
Saudi owners of the funds demanded accountability from their stewards, the
banks excused themselves from all responsibility for the losses by taking the
legal position that the holding companies had lost the money and that they
could not be blamed for the losses.
While today we will not see a repeat of such banking treachery thanks to Saudi
precautions, however danger of a different kind lurks just around the corner for
all those billions of oil monies invested in the United States and Britain.
A precedent for the next disaster has already been set when after the hostagetaking incident of American diplomats in Teheran all Iranian assets in the
United States were frozen - and still remain frozen even today. You see, all it
takes is a Presidential decree and no Saudi investor will have access to his
investments in America any more. The United States is not known for respect
of ownership rights when in their opinion political strategy demands to
neutralize their opponent using the money scourge.
Since money is the root of all evil, and for as long as this evil remains in
universal use, those who use it in building their investment empires may one
day see themselves as having not only lost funds registered under their own
name, but in the course of losing it squandered the oil resources which
produced those funds in the first place.
Investments in countries as politically unstable as the United States and Britain
are therefore not a good idea. It is my unqualified opinion that surplus funds
from oil sales should be used for the construction of facilities which make the
nation independent from imports of basic essentials, for when the time comes
for the nations to move up another rung on the ladder of economic evolution
then will they be grateful for having invested at home in a healthy
infrastructure wherewith to secure a bright future for coming generations.
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Know Your Enemies, my Friends...!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) June 25, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Guest editorial:

Trilat(eral)s Prep(are) Bilderberg(ers)
The Bilderberg agenda for Sweden was partially revealed when
its brother group, the Trilateral Commission, met in London.
After all, they share the same twisted goals!
By J. P. T. J.
LONDON —The Trilateral Commission, meeting here March 912, devoted almost its entire closed-door sessions to world
government.
Since the Trilaterals have a common agenda and interlocking
leadership with its brother group, it is certain that Bilderberg,
too, will concentrate on the world government when it meets
May 24-28 near Gothenberg, Sweden.
Interlocking leadership includes David Rockefeller, Henry
Kissinger and Peter Sutherland, head of Goldman Sachs
International in London. All are leaders of both Bilderberg and
the Trilaterals. Sutherland is European chairman of the
Trilaterals.
"Globalization and governance" was the subject of a March 10
luncheon address by Gordon Smith, former Canadian deputy
minister of foreign affairs and now director of the Center for
Global Studies at the University of Victoria in British Columbia.
This was followed by an afternoon panel discussion of
"globalization and governance II" led by Jusuf Wanandi, of the
Center for Strategic and International Studies in Jakarta,
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Indonesia.
The world government theme continued the following day.
"Globalization III" stressed "improving the trading regime," led
by Mike Moore, director-general of the World Trade
Organization.
Also participating were Fritz Bolkestein of the European
Commission and Toru Kusukawa, former Japanese delegate to
the Asian-Pacific Economic Commission. APEC is to evolve into
an "Asian-Pacific Union" after the Western Hemisphere
becomes the "American Union" similar to the existing
European Union.
This was followed by a luncheon session on "the international
role of the United States," led by retired Gen. Brent Scowcroft,
former assistant to President Ronald Reagan for national
security affairs and now president of the Forum for
International Policy in Washington.
An afternoon session on "globalization IV" addressed the
"democracy deficit in the global economy." It was led by
Joseph Nye Jr., dean of the Kennedy School of Government at
Harvard University.
The closing session on March 12 was de voted to "international
security challenges," with Richard Holbrooke, U.S. ambassador
to the United Nations and assistant secretary of state under
former President Bill Clinton, himself a Bilderberg member.
A common theme for all of the three days of closed meetings
was "a world without borders" and the "demise of the nationstate." Dealing with "provincial nationalism" was viewed as a
major challenge.
(end quote)
In essence, what the Trilaterals and Bilderbergers are trying to impose on the
world is
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* the destruction of the nation state,
* the demolition of national sovereignty,
* the universal promotion of (stupid) democracy by removing autocratic rule,
* the perpetuation of a global economic system under the domination of the
U.S. Dollar,
* the expansion of NATO as their military tool to accomplish their goals by
force if necessary,
* the erosion of the value of national currencies,
* and the penetration of all nations by large American and European
corporations in order to paralyze the effectiveness of national government
decision-making.
(Quote by the same author)
...Notably present (at a Bilderberger's meeting in Stenungsund, Guarded Island, Sweden)
was Mohammed Nashashibi, finance minister in Yasser Arafat's Palestinian Authority.
He was identified by Roland Rossier of l'Hebdo magazine, who is doing an in-depth story
of.....
Nashashibi's presence signals some intervention in the Middle East.
(end quote)

Slovenia, Estonia, Cyprus, Hungary, Poland and
the Czech Republic are About to Lose their
National Sovereignty to European Union
Membership Rules!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) June 24, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

European Union membership for these nations is merely the first step towards
the loss of national independence. W.T.O. constraints may follow. Already
these nations struggle under the weight of a dysfunctional money system,
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which guarantees more luxury for their rich and less purchasing power for the
people.
It is these nations' leaders' duty to prepare their people for a set of new
economic conditions, which will give them a foretaste of paradise. The
prerequisite for a nation's move into the New Era is national independence
(sovereignty), and therefore their national leadership must be prepared to tear
the jewish/zionist contracts to shreds at the opportunity to latch on to the New
Era system of economics. However such bold steps in the right direction are
hardly anticipated.
The nations' membership in super-organizations under the western elite's
control must therefore be considered a hindrance to the liberation of the people
from their economic oppressors and make their evacuation that much harder
because of continued strife in the land, which takes away the pe
opl
e
’
sfocus on
the positive things of life, of which evacuation is certainly one!
Please pass this information on to the governments of Slovenia, Estonia,
Cyprus, Hungary, Poland and the Czech Republic before E.U. and W.T.O.
contractual disasters strike them dead for being at the forefront of their personal
prize of progressive incarnational evolution.

Best Wishes to President Musharraf of
Pakistan!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) June 21, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

Today's world has been driven into such a zionistic mess that the extension of a
ruler's grip on power is no longer a crime, as much as the traitorous west
wishes us to see it that way.
And hence the western establishments try their wicked best to throw a phony
guilt complex on the Musharraf Government in statements of condemnation
and stupid demands for a return to an even more stupid democracy.
The General and (now also) President has a heart for the welfare of his nation,
and so does his cabinet.
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These people are at present redeeming their souls before the High Councils of
the Celestial Federation of Free Planets by making every effort of looking after
the goodly welfare of the Pakistani people, and the stupid west should not think
for one minute that President Musharraf intends to become a traitor to his own
soul's progression into the next level of more blissful incarnations!
Those failures we leave to the Bush's, the Clintons, the Sherons, the Blairs and
their taskmasters from the factions of the Learned Elders of all Zionistic
wickedness. To them belongs the sisterhood's reference of nine hundred and
fifty thousand centuries of "molten air".

China's Entry into the Prison Halls of the
WTO Would Be a Sad Moment Indeed!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) June 21, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries

The elitist WTO (World Trade Organization) was established for the purpose of
perpetuating the economic/financial system of slaves-for-profit on a global
scale, which means greater profits for American/Jewish corporations at the
expense of other nations' resources in the form of manpower and raw materials.
As of today the declaration was made that "the door" to China's admission is
now open and is conditional to China's ratification of the terms and conditions.
There you have it: "Official entry" would mean that the Government of China
relinquishes control over all aspects of the agreement, which then in turn means
that the Chinese Government would no longer control China's labour market,
China's trade partners, the currency used for trade with WTO member states,
the entry of corporate giants into China, the value of China's money against the
US Dollar, and, worst of all, the abandoning of control over China's own
currency in terms of in-house banking practices.
If China should ever become lost into the WTO, then China will be lost to the
Federation of Free Planets as a member state, and her people will become
deprived of ever experiencing a foretaste of the New Era - three and a half
billion souls that is - barred from paradise by the appalling ignorance of their
leaders.
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Political mistakes can be made and later corrected. However to move a nation
of so many souls into the Zionist slave labour camp of the WTO is plainly more
than just a political mistake: it is a betrayal of trust of the human spirit.
Let me at this point share with you a scribing by the Arab prophetess Uthrania,
which contains a word of grave warning to the traitors of humanity among the
zionistic bullies of America's world leadership. I do this in the hope that
China's leadership will not join the condemnation of America's hell-bound
leaders before the high council of the galactic sisterhood:

...This refers naught to you, Elizabeth, but rather at this
first time to the hucksters of national forest dogs, U.S.A.,
who willfully and wantonly aggravate the gods of the
firmament to the tee with their roughshod practitioner way
of activating and enjoying every single and complex crisis
they create and intend to create, and all for the ghastly
living expenses upon their own hybrid and deteriorating
soul structure of the next wheel of livelihood NAUGHT!
So, morbid as it might seem right now, the goddesses upon
the firmament have stricken each of their lives down the
drain of another pretentious nine hundred and fifty
thousand centuries before they can come up again for
another gasp of fresh molten air, if you get our meaning
loud and clear!
And this is why they do not seem to care or matter it at all,
according to our previous records divine, where they
retract the penalty of God toward themselves - even
articulately at this point in their own given time records.
On to the next.
Imperialism by the way will never again fasten itself upon
the ire of Russian acclaim, because, as we have already
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once before, ...have you given Usamah
Bin Ladin the message?
said

(Scribed on October 11, 1999 by the Prophetess Uthrania Seila Hussein)

U.S./Britain/Pentagon Once Again Killing
Innocent Civilians in a Military Murder
Spree over Iraq!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) June 21, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
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The bloody American/British military flyer bastards have done it again! They
killed *twenty-three children and maimed *eleven others by dropping a missile
bomb into a soccer field of Tall Afar and then denying it and blaming the Iraqi
Government for this atrocity!
"America and it's ally, Britain, have committed a new ugly crime that will be
added to the record of their heinous crimes against Iraq," INA said.
America and Britain will pay for this senseless killing. One day the tables will
turn, and then comes pay-up time for what these bastards have done to Iraq, her
Government and her people!
They did not care to incinerate the civilians of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and
did so with neither a blink nor an apology! So why should the world care after
the tables have turned? The world will NOT!!

The day will come when the Americans abroad will be
hunted like the fox of Britain! They will run for cover,
but without a guarantee of even being safe at home, for
they have not cared about the safety of others in their
own respective home lands! If it were so, the *twentythree soccer playing Iraqi children would be alive
today!!
*Correction: June 24, 2001
Twenty-Three Iraqis Killed in US-British Attack
Mosul, June 21, INA

Twenty-three people were killed and eleven wounded when the U.S and British
warplanes fired a missile on a football playground in the district of Tala'far in
Nineveh province, northern Iraq, on Wednesday, June 20.

End of Volume Two
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The Key to Paradise, Volume Two –by the holder of the High Office of the Lion of
Judah, Reni Sentana-Ries
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